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PREFACE
The multidisciplinary studies undertaken under this NASA grant ex-
plore and evaluate the impact of the meteorological satellite and the con-
comitant impact of the data derived from it on various user groups. As
expected, the primary impact related to those who would use satellite data
for weather prediction and related purposes. A secondary impact was in
the area of international concerns where CARP and other international
meteorological activities were affected and international law was developed.
A tertiary impact was exemplified by satellite photographs utilized in ad-
vertisements and related materials. However, this impact has not as yet
been treated in detail given the scope of our research. The determination
and analysis of these impacts are extremely significant in that this data
will help guide the development of NASA meteorological satellite systems
in the future. The case studies, supporting studies, and independent
studies all emphasize the potential of the meteorological satellite, and
from these findings it can be seen that there is a wide scope for continued
a,
research approached from the perspective of the user.
We wish to thank Nancy Bauch Linda Mangum Sandra•Noe Patricia
Luetgert, and Harold Oxley for their help in the preparation of this report.
Additional thanks go to Professor Bruce Lusignan who was responsible
for initial organization of the interdisciplinary team approach 	 and to
iii
f
.r
Miss Justine Dakin who served as project coordinator and was responsible
for following up the initial participant contacts -and preparing work, assign-
ments. A further note of thanks goes to Mr, Tom Haig for his participation
R	 in the review process on the project.
0
Verner E. Suomi
Delbert D. Smith
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THE NATURE AND IMPACT OF THE BENEFITS OF IMPROVED SATELLITE
WEATHER FORECASTS ON AGRICULTURE
Kenneth R. Smith and Frederick H. Boness*
To determine the economic value, of unproved weather information is a
problem with several dimensions. Consider a situation where all producers
have fully adjusted to present circumstances. The producer of corn, for ex-
ample, has decided upon the optimal number of acres to plant, the optimal
operations during the growing season and the optimal harvesting strategy.
We can, if you will, describe his annual activities and identify those points
on the activity cycle that are particularly sensitive to weather. Assume that
the initial circumstances to which everyone is fully adjusted involve an
absence of weather information. Thus, while the production of various
products is sensitive to weather, there are no possibilities. for reorganizing
the activity cycle to mitigate the effect of "bad" weather or take advantage
of "good" weather. Now imagine that circumstances change so that the pro-
ducer has available accurate weather forecasts. What we wish to do is trace
the effects of these forecasts on the decisions of the producer and the subse-
quent effect of the producer's reaction on the supplies of the product, the
market price and the allocation of resources,
Dept. of Economics, University of.Wisconsin.
l
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In the first instance, we might expect the producer's reaction to be an
increase in the supply of the product that is forthcoming at the established
price. We could then identify a benefit to the producer in that while his
costs have supposedly been unaffected (it is, of course, possible that in
order to facilitate the reorganization that results in an increase in supply,
the producer must incurs ome additional cost; in this case the net benefit
would be reduced), the increased supply will result in larger revenues. Of
course, the producer's reaction could have other effects than increases in
supply (such as reduced production costs). In part one of this introduction,
we examine in more detail the nature and significance of the producer's re-
action to better weather information.
However, the adjustment process does not stop there. If all producers
are in the same situation there will be an increase in total aggregate supply.
Given that consumers were originally obtaining all they wanted at the current
market price, this will result in an excess supply which in turn will cause
the market price to fall. Thus, the producer will not retain all of the benefit
L;
identified in part one. Finally, after the new market price has been determined
and producers have adjusted their production to this new market price, the
production of corn may be more or less attractive than in the original. situa-
tion given the present allocation of resources (land) to the various crops.
If this is the case there will be a further adjustment with either more land or
less land used to produce corn. We must take into account the effect of this
final adjustment on the distribution of the original benefit. The last two is-
sues outlined above are considered in part two of this introduction,
.27
r
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IIn this section we shall indicate the nature of the benefits resulting
from the producer's reaction to better weather information, indicate how
these benefits arise, and finally, describe the methodology used to deter-
mine their magnitude.
The benefit most frequently identified in the various case studies is an
increase in supply. Supply increases are likely to occur for two reasons.
First, in many instances it is felt that the producer could prevent losses
which presently occur because he lacks knowledge of forthcoming bad weather.
For example, crops such as tree fruits and cranberries are often destroyed by
frost. If the producer has time to prepare for the freezing weather, these
could be saved by heating or irrigating. Time is also required to start up
heating (or for that matter air conditioning) operations for greenhouses.
Major crop losses may occur at harvest time if fields must be abandoned be-
cause excessive rain prevents the men and machines from getttng into the
field, or because high temperatures cause the crop to go to maturity faster
than it can be harvested. These losses could be prevented with weather
forecasts by altering the harvest schedule.
Second, supply may increase as a result of improvements in the effec-
tiveness of certain operations which increase the yield. It is suggested that
corn producers may increase yields substantially by employing supplemental
irrigation during periods that are predicted to be excessively dry. Also, ap-
plying fertilize - when the weather is most appropriate may have some effect
on yield (although it is likely to by marginal).
3 k
Another type of benefit which the case studies identify is a reduction
n
in the costs of production. The major effect of the forecast is to reduce' un-
certainty about the future. As a result, the producer can reorganize portions
of the production process. The studies which dealt with crops where large
labor crews had to be mobilized on a seasonal basis indicated that accurate
weather forecasts would facilitate the more efficient allocation and schedul-
ing of this labor. Where migrant labor is brought in it was felt that their
arri, ;ral might better be timed so that no potential planting or harvesting days
would be missed, while at the same time the laborers would not arrive early
and have to be paid when there was no work. Another example, which is
noted in several case studies, is the possibility of saving the cost of a
fungicide or insecticide spray when the producer knows the weather is not
conducive to the development of the disease. He currently sprays because
he is uncertain of the weather and cannot take a chance on the disease de-
veloping.
The final type of benefit identified in the case studies is an improvement
in the quality of the crop. This could result, for example, because the pro-
ducer is able to harvest at the. optimal time. The studies on hay and corn
indicate that such a benefit could occur. However, the effect of an improve-
ment in quality is frequently equivalent to a change in quantity. For crops .
which are graded, the effects are likely to be changes in the quantities of
the various grades. It may be Viat with the weather information there will
be a greater supply of high-grade crop.and (perhaps) smaller supplies of the
4
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lower grades. Even for nongraded crops it may be that the quality effect
manifests itself as a change in quantity. The hay study, for example, in-
dicates that improving the quality of hay will affect the supply of milk.
Having described the nature and basis of the benefits which are ex-
petted to result from accurate weather forecasts, let us turn to a discussion
of the methodology used to quantify these benefits. Basically, the quanti-
tative aspect of the case study involves a re-examination of those points of
the production process where it is felt benefits might occur. However, the
perspective is quite different. For those points of the production process
where it was felt an increase in supply would result it was necessary to
determine (by using records, by talking with producers, or by some alterna-
tive method) the present size of the loss which results from the lack of
weather forecasts. Similarly, where a saving in production costs is antici-
pated, it is necessary to estimate the frequency and size of the saving.
The results obtained in this way provide the investigator with an idea
of the maximum benefit that can be achieved when accurate weather fore-
casts are available. In addition, they indicate where in the production pro-
cess the benefits are likely to be the greatest; this is important for if it is
not possible to derive quantitative estimates of all the potential benefits,
at least the investigator will know if he is dealing with the most significant
elements.
Of course it is not likely that all of the benefits identified by consider-
ing current costs and losses can be achieved. There will exist reasons why
5
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a producer may not be able to or may not want to utilize the weather fore
cast, "and ' j.n . these case s ,
 the potential benefit will not be realized. The job.'
of the investigator is' to -consider the reasons why the full benefit will 'not
be realized and estimate the percentage which will be.
There are basically three reasons why the full benefit may not be real-00%mo,
ized. First, it may be the case that a producer for some reason is unable
or unwilling to respond to the forecast. For instance, in the example cited
earlier the harvest could be speeded up to prevent a loss only if additional
r
v.*orkers and machinery were available. Similarly, in cases where heating is
the expected response to the weather report, it is necessary to consider if
the resources (fuel, smudge pots, men to put them out) will be available
	
F}
when they are required. Several case studies indicate a potential benefit
from being better able to enter into certain types of contractual arrangements
	 t --.
(e. g. , ordering seeds, timing arrival of migrant labor). But if these arrange- {
.f
ments do not allow the producer to make changes within the anticipated two-
weeks forecasting period then the potential benefit will not be realized. All
of these examples illustrate situations where because of insufficient flexi-
bility the producer is unable to respond to the weather information.
There are also situations where the producer will be unwilling to respond.
In deciding whether or not to utilize the weather , forecast the additional costs
that are incurred must be deducted from the expected benefit. If the costs
are greater than this benefit it will not be rational to respond to the weather
foreca st. Thi 5 situation is illustrated in the economic. study of 'corn. The
l
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report indicates that the cost of irrigation equipment will probably be
greater than the additional profits which the producer can expect to make by
t
increasing his yield. A producer may also choose not to use the weather in-
formation if the expected benefits are relatively small and the costs resulting 	
4.
from an inaccurate forecast are great. This situation may involve the fre-
quently identified example of saving the cost of an insecticide or fungicide
spray. The cost of such a spray is small compared to total production costs,
"F
whereas the cost of an inaccurate weather forecast may be the loss of the
entire crop to disease or pests. Thus it is highly possible that the producer
may prefer to incur the small cost regularly to prevent an infrequent but large
loss.
A second reason why the full benefit might not occur results not from
the inflexibility of the producer, but rather from the severity of the weather.
The hay model indicates that if weather is so bad that the producer is unable
to cut and dry his hay within a two-week period following the optimal cutting
date then for practical purposes the crop is useless and there is nothing the
farmer can do about it. The same situation develops when a hard freeze oc-
curs. Heating and irrigation are only effective when the temperature is near
freezing; if it should fall several degrees below freezing these methods will
r;
	 not save the crop.. The investigator must determine the frequency with which
these types of weather phenomena occur so that the resulting unpreventable
,z
losses can be deducted from the maximum potential benefit.
The third consideration which the investigators must take into .account
-r
is the effectiveness of the' producer's response, when he is able and willing
to act on the weather information. For example, where the forecast permits
him to prevent losses (say by heating or speeding up the harvest) which he
would otherwise incur, the investigator must ask, can the entire loss or
only a portion of it be prevented? The lettuce study indicates that even if
the producer is aware of approaching heavy rains and takes steps to reduce
standing water in the field, he will probably be able to save only about 35%
of the losses that would have occurred without the weather forecast. The
problem of determining a producer's effectiveness is also illustrated in the
hay study. Suppose the producer cuts his hay and then, for the next three
days, it rains. The futritional value of the hay declines from 70% to 35%.
Now with weather forecasts let us suppose that the producer knew that after
the three days of rain the weather would be good and he would be able to
cut and dry his hay satisfactorily at that time. One might be tempted to
conclude that weather forecasts would improve the nutritional value of the
hay by 35 016. However, this would not be correct, because the uncut hay
loses value as it stands in the field. Hence, when the farmer is able to cut
I`
	
	 the hay on the fourth day its value may be only 66 1yo and the effect of his re-
sponse is an improvement in the quality of the hay by 31 016 rather than 3576.
Let us conclude this part of the paper with some comments about the
relationship between the methodology outlined above and the case 'studies
which follow. First, we should note that no single case study has been as
thorough and complete as the methdology might imply (although taken as a
i
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whole they have been at least as complete). There are good reasons for
this. In many instances there simply do not exist data on the magnitude of
current losses and costs directly caused by weather; thus it has been
necessary for the investigators either to develop data from models (as in
the hay study) or collect information through discussions with producers (as
in the corn and lettuce studies). As a result the investigators were encour-
aged to concentrate on those aspects of the production process and those
benefits which appeared a priori to be of greatest significance.
Second, our discussion of the methodology above has not adequately
indicated the degree of subjectivity which has entered into the case studies.
In considering the effectiveness or flexibility of the producer's response,
for example, it is simply not possible to know with certainty how effective
or flexible the producer will be. The investigators have had to make their
"best guesses" about the effectiveness or flexibility. In fact, this has been
a major reason for having the case studies conducted by individuals whose
areas of specialization include the crops which they investigated.
Finally, we should point out that not all case studies have pursued the
investigation to the same extent. This has been by design. After the initial
study in which potential benefits were identified, but no attempt was made to
quantify them, it could be seen that there were many similarities in the types
of benefits which were expected to occur. It was therefore felt that it would
be possible to make generalizations about the quantitative magnitude of the
9
1benefits without necessarily investigating ,at the quantitative level all crops
studied. l
II
In part one we indicated the nature of the benefits which the case studies
identified and examined how the magnitude of these benefits was determined.
In this part we shall consider how market interactions might distribute these
benefits between various groups and also what might be the long-run
reallocations of resources.
One type of market interaction is illustrated by the case study on flori-
culture. This case study concludes that the "overall effect of more accurate
short- and long--range weather predictions would be a more steady flow of
flowers throughout the year with a stabilization of prices and a better chance
for adequate profits. ' I To the extent that to s se s are prevented becaus a of
weather forecasts, it is certainly true that the flow of flowers will be more
steady and prices more stable. However, in some instances, as we noted
earlier, it is not possible to prevent the loss even with the knowledge that
the weather is going to be unfavorable. In such a case market interactions
will not stabilize consumer prices but will distribute the profits one way
when weather information is available and another way when information is
not available. Presently, a retailer (or wholesaler) places his order with a
The nature and significance of these generalizations will be discussed
in a later study concerned primarily with integrating the economic findings
of all areas of the project.
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supplier. If unfavorable weather forces the supplier to %efault on this order
the retailer is simply left without flowers. At the same time, since the sup-
ply has been reduced, the price to consumers will rise. This means that
retailers whose orders were filled are making large profits while those whose
orders were not filled are making none. The larger profits occur only to
those retailers with flowers and not to their suppliers because the flowers
were bought at a lower price when it was thought there would be an adequate
supply. On the other hand, if weather forecasts enable the defaulting sup-
pliers to notify their customers in advance that their orders cannot be filled,
these retailers could seek out those suppliers whose flowers were not af-
fected by unfavorable weather. The result would be a higher wholesale price
f	 of flowers. Those wholesalers whose supply of flowers was not affected by
the weather would receive this higher price, and all retailers could obtain
x
part of the limited supply of flowers. The price to consumers would be
Ij
the same as in the case without weather information because the supply is
the same, but now there are no retailers receiving large profits; all retailers
are receiving a normal profit. This 'type of market (interaction will be most
likely to occur for those crops where unfavorable weather forces suppliers
to default on orders, that is, highly perishable crops such as lettuce and
x
floriculture which must be ordered a week or more in advance.
F
A second type of market adjustment deals with the consequences of an
increase in the supply of the crop. This is important because it appears
that much of the effect of improved weather forecasting will be an increase
,E ^
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in supply. When the supply of any product .
 is increased, the normal market
reaction is for the price to fall. The net impact on the farmer will depend
on how big a price reaction is required to re-equate the increased supply with
market demand. The answer to this question depends upon the elasticity or
the price flexibility of demand.
Price flexibility is the percentage change in the price of a commodity
associated with an isolated 1% increase in the quantity sold. While indi-
viduals make quantity decisions based on given prices, market supplies of
many agricultural products are fixed in the short run and prices must, bear
the adjustment burden. Consequently, the amounts by which market prices
change in response to output changes between production periods is the
important factor. We may consider the flexibility of price either at the retail
level or at the farm level; depending upon how the price spread is determined,
these flexibilitie s may or may not be equal. Briefly, it can be shown that
if the spreads are a constant percentage of the retail price, the flexibili tie s
of retail and farm prices will b--; equal. If the spreads are absolute amounts
of dollars and cents, prices would be more flexible at the farm than at retail.
This is important. If the price flexibility F is less than minus one (m inu s
because price .
 increases are associated with quantity decreases), then. a
1 76 increase in quantity will necessitate a price decrease of more than 1%.
This results in a fall in the net revenue available to the farmer; he . is worse
off than he was before the better weather information increased the. quantity,.
of this product. 2 Some examples of price flexibilities for various products
are given in Table 1.
The effect of quantity increases on the producer also depends on the
length of time period considered. As people's incomes and the number of
people increase over time, the demands for most commodities also increase.
However, increased consumer incomes do not necessarily mean the farmer is
better off. If output were constant, higher incomes would mean higher retail
prices. The fact that higher incomes generally result from higher wages may
well mean that the margin the processor requires to cover costs increases
and the farm price remains constant. Thus, higher quantities would have,
on the farmer, the effect described above, even if incomes were increasing
simultaneously.
The question of the market adjustment to supply is also dependent upon
other factors which the above discussion has assumed constant. For exam-
ple, if a crop is controlled by a price support program or quota system the
adjustments of these programs to the Increased supply are likely to be quite
significant in determining how the producer will be affected.
2 T see this, consider the following where R is net revenue, p is
price and q is quantity:
R=pq
Totally differentiating
,- n
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iTable 1
Price Flexibilities for Various Agricultural Products
Product	 At Retail l	 At Farm
	 At Farm 2	 At Farm 3
Potatoes	 -2.57	 -5.28
	
-2.14
Sweetpotatoes	 - .76	 -1.15
Tomatoes - .85
	 -1.03	 - .215
Grapefruit - .82	 -2. 06
Lettuce - .387
Pea s
fresh - .35
canned - .10
Apple, - .81	 -1.43
fre sh -1.3
canned -197
other -2.1
1 Waugh, F. V., "Demand and Price Analysis: Some Examples from
Agriculture, !t USDA Technical Bulletin 1316 (1964), pp. 19-20.
2 Shuffert, D. M, , "The Demand and Price Structure for Selected Vege-
tables, " USDA Technical Bulletin 1105 (19 54) 2 p,. 22.
3Bartto, Lynn M.., "Effects of Apply Supply Management. Programs in
N. Y. State, " New York, Cornell University, Agriculture Economics
Research, No. 62.
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Another assumption implicit in our discussion of supply increases has
been that the crop is ungraded or else that the increases have .been such as
i
to leave the share of the total crop for. each grade unaffected. In fact, as
we have already indicated, we expect quality improvements resulting from
better weather forecasts to change these . shares (specifically, to increase 	 ►
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the share of better grades and reduce the share of poorer grades). The ef-
fect of a change in the quality mix may he separated from the effect of a
general increase in supply by examining the effect that changes in the mix
have on total revenue, given a fixed total supply. In this case we must
deal with a separate price flexibility for each grade. It is, of course, nec-
essary to determine whether the price function for each grade can be defined
in terms of supply of that grade only or whether it is also necessary to take
account of cross effects (that is, interactions from other grades). Assuming
for the moment that such cross effects can be ignored, the change in total
revenue will be positive when quality increases (that is, the quality mix is
	
PA
	1 - IF B Iupgraded) if the ratio P is less than the ratio of 1 _ F
	
where FA , the
	
B	 A
price flexibility of demand for Grade A, is assumed -to be greater than one.
If this condition is not satisfied the change in total revenue will be negative.
If the cross effects are included the relationship becomes more complex.
We have also assumed that the change in supply is affected only by pro-
ducers who are already producing the product. In fact, supply may also in-
crease because new producers enter the market. This could result in • the fol-
lowing way: At any point in time there are farms earning different rates of
Profit either because they are being operated at different levels of efficiency
or because their quality of inputs (such as land) differ. Furthermore, the
rate of profit earned by a farm is not certain but rather varies randomly from
one period to the next as a result of variations in output, price, etc. For
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some given amount of uncertainty we can draw a schedule relating the num-
ber of farms to the marginal expected (or average) rate of return (MERR0
s
As we increase the number of farms we are adding farms with a lower level of
efficiency or lower quality of inputs. Thus, the expected rate of return on each
additional farm is smaller. There is some minimum expected rate of return r0
necessary to keep the farm in production and it is this rate in conjunction
with the schedule that determines the actual number of farms N and as a
result the amount of output. It is quite likely that this minimum expected
rate of return depends upon the amount of uncertainty and that the lower the
amount of uncertainty the lower the expected rate of return required to induce
farms into production. If the variance of output ( and price) is reduced by
better weather information, even if the average rate of return schedule is
unaffected, we might expect the minimum expected rate of return will fall to
r and. the number of farm s
 and thus supply wild increase. Alternatively, .
1
it may be the case that weather information increases the average return on all
farms. That is, the schedule in Figure 1 shifts upwards (to MERR I ) and
the number of farms making greater than the minimum expected return r0
increases. This also leads to an increase in supply.
The initial increase in supply is basically a short-run consequence of
the improved weather forecasting. Whether the supply will remain higher
in the.long run also depends on the size of the reduction in production
costs identified by the case studies and the shifts in resource allocation
which are a consequence of this reduction. In the simple case where sup-
ply expands and net revenue declines, we expect that the marginal producers
will operate at a loss and in the long run leave the industry. Alternatively,
these re sources will be shifted into the production of other crops. How-
ever, if the increased supply is accompanied by reduced costs of produc-
tion the marginal producers may still be able to make sufficient profits; in
fact, if costs decline significantly relative to the decline in revenues new
producers may actually enter the market, thus increasing supply even further.
This represents a shift in the allocation of resources from that which would
have existed in the absence of the weather forecasts.
Resources would also be reallocated if it became relatively more profit-
able to produce in a particular geographical area. Such a situation may
occur in the production of lettuce in eastern states. For lettuce produced
in the eastern part of the country, predicting supply is difficult because of
the weather. However, if better weather knowledge enables better predic-
Lions, so Mat eastern producers are able to enter . the seven-day. market to
17
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a greater extent than presently, the effect may be lest reliance on western
suppliers (whose lettuce is more expensive because of transportation costs).
We would thus expect lettuce production in eastern states to increase and
the demand for western lettuce to decline (other things being equal).
A reallocation of resources similar to this might also occur amongst
different crops produced within the same region. It is usually true that a
producer has the opportunity to produce a variety of alternative crops on
his land. His particular choice will depend on what his land is best suited
for given the methods of production available for each type of crop and also
his expectation of the price of that crop. Now if long-term: weather fore-
casts cause differential changes in the costs of production or if the changes
in supply affect the relative prices of the different crops, it may become
profitable for the farmer to produce a crop other than the one he had been
producing. Bile should note that if many producers make this type of ad-
justment supplies would be affected.
The conclusions we can draw from our analysis off; market interactions
and resource reallocation are not nearly as specific and definite as would
be desired. However, we can .make some general statements about the
benefits resulting from improved weather forecasts. The fact that resources
can be utilized more efficiently means that there will be a net social benefit.
While the .
 quantitative studies indicate that this benefit will be significant,
they have not considered its distribution among various groups in the
economy. When we estimate the benefit to the individual producer, assuming
18
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that all other things are unchanged, we conclude that the benefit will
accrue to that individual producer. However, if all producers are utilizing
the weather information within a competitive framework the benefit may be
transferred to the consumer. In fact, under certain conditions the result
may be a situation in which the producer is worse off with the weather fore-
casts than without them; however, while he loses others wi1T. gain. In such
a situation we face the difficult problem of comparing the gains of some
with the losses of others.
A CASE STUDY TO DETERMINE THE NATURE OF THE IMPACT ON
HORTICULTURAL CROPS I'ESULTING FROM RECENT ADVANCES
tl
IN SATELLITE METEOROLOGY 	 t
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The purpose of this study * was'to determine the nature of the economic im-
pact that more accurate and longer range weather predictions would have on the
producers and processors of horticultural crops. All aspects of horticulture are
discussed, including landscape plants, fruits, flowers, and vegetables. The
crops discussed are the following: fresh vegetables—lettuce and potatoes;
processing vegetables---tomatoes, s=nap beans and cucumbers; fruits---cranberries
and apples; ornamental crops—woody trees and shrubs and cut flowers. The	 ^>
weather conditions influencing each crop at different stages of development
have been outlined, along with the measures that would be taken to avoid losses
if accurate weather predictions were available. Information was gathered
through meetings with staff members of several universities and with growers
and processors who are directly involved with the production and marketing of
the crops.
of temperature are level, fluctuations, duration, and exact timing of changes.
The aspects of moisture that are important are timing, amount expected and in
what form, and the duration of the wet or dry condition. Predictions of the time
and the velocity of winds are very important. The important aspects of cloudi-
ness are the time of arrival and departure, and the intensity of the cloud cover.
The most significant uses of the type of weather information that could be ob-
tained by satellites are in the scheduling of the use of labor and machines, pro-
tection against natural hazard, and determining the most efficient use of pesti-
cides, including estimating the progression of a disease or insect population.
Overall, with better weather prediction we would expect greater efficiency of
operation, stabilization of supplies and prices to the consumer.
I . Introduction
Weather information is and will continue to be of major concern in the pro-
duction of horticultural crops due to the extreme perishability of many crops
and because the potential yield and quality of certain crops is largely depend-	 -Ar
ent upon the weather. Weather information is one of the ingredients in the mix
from which operating decisions are drawn that affect two important aspects of
the horticulture industry; efficiency of operation and stabilization of production.
The purpose of this case study was to determine the nature of the economic im-
pact which would result if more accurate and longer range weather predictions
were made available to the producers and processors of horticultural crops.
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the best possible analysis of present and future conditions. The need by horti-
cultural industries for precise weather information has been recognized by
ESSA. At the present time, special forecasting programs for fruit crops are
being provided by the ESSA during critical frost periods in Florida, Wisconsin,
California, Oregon, and Washington, and extensive general forecasting pro-
grams have been established in several states throughout the country.
To meet the objectives of this study, the growing and marketing operations
for selected horticultural crops were studied to identify and discuss those op-
erations that were influenced by certain weather phenomena at critical times in
the growing cycle. Information was obtained both from university staff mem-
bers of several institutions who have special knowledge of particular crops,
and from growers and processors who are directly involved with the production
and marketing of the specific crops. The individual meetings were informal
to encourage a free exchange of thoughts and ideas.
The crops selected for discussion were: lettuce and potatoes---fresh vege-
tables; tomatoes, snap beans, cucumbers--processing vegetables; cranberries,
apples—fruit crops; woody shrubs and cut flowers—ornamental crops. The
A0s were selected on the basis of one or both of the following criteria; their
value to the economy of the U. S. and their particular uniqueness of being a s-
pecial,ty dependent upon certain weather parameters.
t.
IL Ornamental Horticulture
The esthetic use of plants is a unique feature of horticulture, distinguish-
ing it from other agricultural activities-, In the United. State s.ornamental horti- 1.
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culture is undergoing a renaissance brought about by an increased standard of
living coincidental with the development of suburban living. Also contributing
to the expansion of the industry is the national request for beautification of our
highways, parks, schools, recreational areas, and industrial sites. There are
two major areas in ornamental horticulture—(1) floriculture which pertains to the
production of herbaceous flowering plants; and (2) woody ornamental culture
which refers to the production of woody plants including trees, shrubs, and
vines. Improved weather predictions concerning day-today conditions and re-
garding long range conditions are needed in floriculture because of the high
value and high perishability of the many species involved. Such predictions
are needed in woody ornamental culture due to the high seasonality of the work.
Most nurse rymen are dependent upon the weather during all seasons of the
year for the production of their crop which has a national value of 0300 million.
The discussion of crop production in nurseries will proceed from spring through
winter. The management at the McKay .Nursery Company of Waterloo, Wiscon-
sin was the source for most of the information about landscape plants. The
nursery, which is the largest in Wisconsin with over 700 acres of landscape
plants, sells to wholesalers, retailers, and directly to the public through its
own landscape architects and salesmen. Most nurseries in the northern part of
the United States experience a six to eight week peak production period in the
spring in which up to 75% of the gross volume of business is transacted. This
occurs because most woody ornamentals are transplanted in the spring before
the onset of deaf-bud expansion so that they , will have the :best chance. of es--.
yless well established root systems, and thus are more susceptible to dessication
and death during the winter. In addition to the sale of plants during this spring
period some transplanting, weeding and application of pesticides to the rest of
the stock has to be performed. Accurate long range weather predictions of ten
,t
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p days to two weeks would be of tremendous benefit in two main areas during this
f
peak production period. The first is the determination of the labor procurement
needs and the second is the estimation of when to stop taking sales orders.
The labor force used by many nurseries is obtained from Texas and the in-
dividuals must be informed by the middle of March when to come up North.
Usually April 1st is set as the arrival date but the exact date is dictated by
t
e	 soil conditions, i. e. thawing and dryness of the soil to permit digging. Often
i
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in the past, the labor arrival has not coincided with the optimum time for start-
ing field work and the workers either could have started earlier or the workers
had to sit idle for several days. The latter is especially undesirable from the	 A
employer's viewpoint because he usually has to supply the employees with
some minimum funds for sustenance which are not equal to a working wage and
the employees are not content at the very start. Furthermore, if the two %reek
prediction in mid-March shows that there :will be a late spring, then . the nux-.
serymen would likely ask for more laborers.
May 15 usually marks the end of the peak season for nurserym en. Most
growers have a several--weeks backlog in orders by mid-April and ;they need to
know how many fair weather workdays there . will be between then and approxi-
k	 mately May 15 in order to know if they can take anymore orders. At present;
they look ` at previous years t weather records to get an estimate of an average
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number of good days remaining. With a longer range prediction they would
have a more accurate estimate.
Accurate short and long range predictions for freezing temperatures are
also greatly needed in the spring so tender plant parts can be protected. For
example, new growth of spruce and fir seedlings is susceptible to late spring
frosts. Most nurseries are equipped to protect these seedlings with solid set
irrigation but a forewarning of at least one day is needed to allow sufficient
time to check the equipment before the frost. For another example, bare roots
are damaged if exposed to freezing temperatures. The handling of bare rooted
stocks must be postponed until warmer weather arrives or arrangements have to
be made to protect the roots by such means as balling, which is digging balls
of soil along with the roots of the plant which are then wrapped in burlap. Or,
management could change to regularly dig balled and burlapped plant materials,
More accurate short and long range rain predictions would also be of bene-
fit for scheduling work during the peak spring period. One example is a nurs-
ery that has certain orders to fill by a certain date but is block digging and
plans to fill later orders. If it received a long range prediction for rain that
would prevent their filling the later orders they could change from block digging
to digging to fill the specific orders before the rain. Another example is a
nursery that has carefully selected a particular field where it wants to plant out
its most valuable shade tree whips. It is preferable to have the soil prepared
just before planting to get maximum weed control while maintaining good soil
structure. Prediction of a rain would allow them to stop tilling.. and plant trees
on all land that had been tilled. On the other hand, predictions of dry periods
25
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and hot dry winds would probably result in certain stocks being left in storage
until more, favorable weather arrives. Five years ago the McKay Nursery lost
t^fteir entire inventory of new arborvitae because they set it out in late May just
at the beginning of a dry period. They had no means to irrigate the plantings.
This year they have very few arborvitae to sell because of it. These are just a
few of the many specific ways in which weather predictions can be an aid to
the nurseryman during the spring.
Many nurseries do not have enough work after the spring rush to keep the
large labor crews. Long range weather predictions are needed by the manage-
ment so they can tell the crew chiefs approximately when the work will be com-
s
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pleted so these leaders can make arrangements for their crews to work in some
other area. This little help to the crews may mean that a nurseryman can ex-
pect the same crew back the following year. However, the nurseries will need
occasional help throughout the summer for weeding. Often this labor can be
obtained from neighboring farms or vegetable processing plants. Good weather
predictions could be used so arrangements are made to avoid procurement of
labor over a rainy day. Other than for scheduling labor for these short periods,
weather predictions would not be needed in the summer except to help control
a few pe sts. Wind predictions for spraying may be of benefit as would predict-
ing for conditions conducive to the buildup of certain insects diseases so that
precautions could be taken to avoid damaging infestations.
ha fall, activity in nurseries increases and scheduling of work is again im-
portant and dependent upon weather. Many species are grafted onto hardier_.
rootstocks, and this is most easily done in storage in the winter. The : plants
26
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for grafting must be dug in the fall. Also, nfany woody ornamental plants that
will be sold the following spring as bare rooted material are dug the preceding
fall and stored. The problem arises from the fact that the trees should be left
in the field as late as possible so they will have natural leafdrop. Defoliation
can be completed in storage but the process is costly and can increase losses
during storage. Accurate day-to-day frost predictions would be an aid in deter-
mining when early, temporary frost will leave the ground and normal digging
can resume, and when to have the workers available. Long range predictions
would be of particular importance to indicate when the ground will freeze and
not thaw again, and how many working days are left until then. Often nursery-
men will work overtime several weeks in a row to get the fall work completed
and then have some good weather left. Had the good weather been predicted,
the extra expense of ;paying overtime could have been avoided and the employees
would have been happier with a few more weekends off.
Winter weather predictions are important to many nurseries for primarily
two reasons. First, most of the large trees are transplanted at this time. In
early winter the prospective tree sites and the soil around the trees in the
nursery have to be insulated against freezing. If a heavy snow were predicted,
however, the insulating may not have to be done. During the winter the holes
are dug one or two days in adtrance of the actual transplanting and the trees
are loosened at the nursery. If very cold weather, say 0 ° F. , were predicted,
only as many holes would be dug and trees loosened as could be completely
transplanEed before the cold. An open hole and loosened tree would freeze
solid with low temperatures and completion of the job would possibly have to
i
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wait until spring. When transplanting large trees, it is also important to know
whether or not the surface of the soil or turf is thawed, and whether it may be-
come thawed later in the day. Plywood sheets can be taken along to prevent
damage by machinery to a thawed lawn. This becomes increasingly important
in early spring. The second area where winter weather predictions, especially
long range ones, are of interest to nurserymen is planning of sales trips. A
large number of sales are made in the months of January and February, two
months with numerous snow storms and icy highways that can upset travel plans.
With accurate predictions, salesmen can set up meetings with much more as-
surance of fulfilling appointments with wholesale distributors and other large
volume buyers.
For a table summary of woody ornamental culture, see Table 1.
III. Floriculture
Floriculture, the other major area in ornamental horticulture, is also very
dependent upon weather. The industry can be divided into two main areas. One
area includes flowers grown for sale for planting into gardens, termed' bedding
plants, and the other includes those materials grown for sale as cut flowers,
potted flowers, and other potted plants.
Most of the sales of bedding plants are sold on a retail level by garden
centers. Other supplies carried by these centers are vegetable transplants,
seeds, bulbs, fertilizers, gardening equipment, and so forth. Weather predic-
tions of one or two weeks could be used by these centers for predicting when
they will need to hire additional personnel to serve the influx of customers on
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ithe fair weather weekends. These merchants could also more wisely plan their
open houses and specials so they will fall on those favorable weekends when
people will most be thinking about the needs of their yards. These centers
could use the predictions to provide better customer service by being able to
tell the customers when it is safe to set out their plants and avoid the fi-osts.
The cut flower potted plant industry is nationwide and the flowers and
plants in any one floral shop are probably from sources across the nation. One
large source of flowers and plants is greenhouses, and several plant growing
problems could be partially overcome with more accurate short and long range
weather predictions. Light is very important to bring plants to flower at the
right period before specific holidays, with the ten-day period immediately be-
fore the holidays being especially important in greenhouse production. Two
possibilities exist :o overcome an extended cloudy condition if one could be
predicted. One is to increase the head to speed flowering, but this results in
a decline in quality. The other alternative is to supply supplemental lighting
thereby keeping up the quality, but this is costly.. However, with accurate
predictions for cloudy weather, the chance of lower quality or the probability of
a higher cost would be undertaken rather than have a crop bloom after the holi-
day. By missing one or two major sales periods, a greenhouse grower may
lose a market completely to the competition. High light intensities are espe-
cially necessary for crops as roses, lilies, and poinsettia for flowering and
development.
Just as it is. necessary to .raise . the tempera Lure in greenhouses-for flower
growth, particularly in winter, it is also necessary to-lower the temperature at
2g
times, especially in summer. ci- example, -one large midwestern grower and
wholesaler air conditions two acres of roses from June 15 to September using
the airflow over wet pad system. But in 1.968 they lost 30, 000 to 40, 000 roses
of a 100, 000 rose crop for 	 Day in May because they bloomed too early.
They had three days of temperatures 85°F and higher a short time before the
holiday that frxced the bloom and they did not have their air conditioner in op-
eration. if the high temperatures had been forecast a week prior, they would
have had enough time to install their cooling system and prevent the loss.
Predictions for frosts and sudden drops in temperature in the fall arLe impor-
tant to growers that have crops still in the field. Azaleas, hydrangeas, and
Christmas cherries need to be out of doors as late in the fall as possible be-
I
i cause they need the short days and cool nights for maximum quality plants. 	 AsIi x
an example, one grower lost his entire azalea crop in 1965 when the tempera-
ture dropped from 80"F to 38"F in one day.
	
Since then he grows the entire crop
2 under glass which is considerably more expensive.	 However, with accurate .
ten-day predictions he would grow them out of doors once again because he
R
would have time to move them indoors before frosts. 	 Gladiola bulb growers
could make good use of predictions for good drying conditions in the fall. 	 The
bulbs are best left in the field a day or two after digging to allow them to dry
Ik
so they will keep better.
Many of the cut flowers and potted plants for the retail trade must be ob-
tained from other parts of the country. 	 Accurate short and long range weather
predictions would be of tremendous help both `to the grower and. to the buyer.
. For example, one -large Milwaukee wholesaler annually buys over 500, 000
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carnations from one grower in Colorado. In -1967 this western grower could fill
only a portion of the order due to extensive frost damage suffered one night. If
the grower had sufficient notice he could have supplied heat because the flowers
were already under plastic. Or, if the buyer had some forewarning, he could
have quickly tried to pick up some carnations from growers in different areas
thereby assuring himself of an adequate supply. Ten days to two weeks is suf-
ficient time for the buyer to change his orders. Some California growers have
as much trouble with excessive rain as with frost and the predictions of such
natural hazards would again allow the buyer to shift his orders to other unaf-
fected areas so that he will have a steady supply of flowers for his retail cus-
tomers.
Accurate weather predictions would be an aid in performing all production
activities for flowers grown out of doors. The main aid to the growers in the
large cut flower region in Florida would be the prediction of hurricanes and near
freezing and freezing temperatures. One of the main crops there is chrysanthe-
mums which could be harvested earlier than normal or protected by plastic or
foam similar to that used on tomatoes. There is edso the correct planning of a
spray schedule that combats the numerous diseases and insects which cause
considerable damage under certain weather conditions. A more detailed explana-
tion of how a spray schedule can be made more effective and efficient will fol.-
low later in this paper. Another aspect that Florida growers must consider is the
degree of protection for the flowers during transportation to the market. They
must determine how well to insulate the individual cartons of flowers and
whether to use the more costly insulated and heated trailers. Accurate predic-
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tions of the weather in the various regions the trucks will pass through as well
as predictions of the weather at the time and place of arrival are important. At
present, all shipments in the winter are given the maximum amount of protection
but many times the precautions are unnecessary. Another plan could be to de-
lay the shipment for a day or two if more favorable weather is predicted. Winter
shipments of cut flowers from California and Colorado are made mostly by air
freight and the general weather at the point of destination usually determines
the amount of insulation in the individual cartons. Here also, all shipments in
winter are well insulated because weather predictions ' have not been accurate
enough and the airlines do not always take proper precautions against freezing
once the shipment arrives. Through the use of more accurate weather predic-
tions money could be saved on insulating costs.
The overall effect of more accurate short and long range weather predic-
tions would be a more steady flow of flowers throughout the year with a stabil-
ization of prices and a better chance for adequate profits for the grower, whole-
saler, and retailer through greater efficiency in operations.
For a table summary of floriculture, see Table 2.
IV. Fruits
The production of fruits for fresh and processed use is also an expanding
industry. As people become more affluent, they spend more of their food budget
on fruits, especiallyon fresh fruits. The per-capita consumption of . fresh fruits
is the highest it has ever
.
 been. For the purposes of this report, the fruits will
be divided into two groups and discussed. The first will be the small fruits,
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referring to those fruits borne on plants close to the ground such as straw-
berries, raspberries, cranberries, and grapes. Of these, cranberries will be
discussed because they are particularly subject to severe damage by unfavor-
able weather in their growing sites. The second group is tree fruits, which are
borne on trees and include such crops as apples, citrus, cherries, and peaches.
This report will emphasize apples, one of the major fruit crops of the country,
and a crop for which special forecasting information has been provided for many
years.
Cranberries are a high value per acre crop with a 1967 national average
value of over P1000 per acre, a crop values at 21.9 million from Z1, 120 acres.
Wisconsin supplies one--third of the cranberries for the country. The crop will
be followed through a normal year's sequence of events, with particular atten-
tion paid to those aspects influenced directly by weather and to which weather
predictions would be most beneficial.
Cranberry bogs are flooded during the winter to prevent des sication of the
plants. Spring removal of the floodwater should be timed so that there will be
no hard freezes afterward. However, if the temperatures rise and warm the
water, the boas must be drained to avoid oxygen deficiency around the plants.
Accurate two-week weather predictions would aid in determining when flood
waters should be removed or replaced if a severe freeze is imminent.
New plantings are made in the spring. Pieces of; stem are inserted par-
tially into the ground. For the best survival .the humidity needs to be high to
reduce transpiration (water loss)-until the cuttings root. Weather predictions
would be useful here to schedule plantings before rains .or, if no rain was fore-
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cast, the grower would set his overhead irrigation system up. On the other
hand, plantings before heavy rains should be avoided since the excessive water
may damage the new plantings.
	
The most serious threat to cranberry production is the late spring growing 	 E:.
season frosts and freezes which kill buds, new growth, blossoms, and berries.
In the cranberry bogs, frosts may occur every month of the year. On the average,
frost protection is required twenty times from May 1 to June 30, when the
plant and flower are most susceptible, and several more times from August 15 to
November 1 as the fruit is maturing.
Frosts in cranberry fields are a serious hazard because cranberries are
grown in low-lying marshy areas that encourage the accumulation of cold air on
clear, cold nights. The damage from frost is prevented by flooding the bogs with
water to provide .a covering of water at the base of the plants. The water acts
	
as an effective conductor of heat from the water itself and the soil to increase
	
^^ I
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the temperature of the microclimate around the vines and prevent damage.
Flooding of a bog takes from five to eight hours since all primary and secondary
ditches need to be filled. To further complicate matters, the bog must be
drained every day when bright sunny days prevail to prevent damage to the
plants from the lack of oxygen in the water. Thus, more accurate short term
frost predictions are needed to prevent unnecessary: flooding of the bogs. With
some growers, more accurate long range predictions are needed to determine
77
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when to divert water from the Wisconsin River to the ditches surrounding the
bogs. The growers are charged for the water by the- owners :of the kiydroelectric
and storage dam s on the river. Sprinkler irrigation- is also u sed a s a method :;of
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frost protection on 7016 of the Wisconsin cranberry acreage. The principle in-
volved in this frost protection is that the change in state from water to ice re-
sults in the release of energy, the latent heat of fusion. Consequently, its
temperatures do not drop below 20°F.; the formation of ice, or the occurrence
of a white frost actually protects vegetation from the freezing air temperatures.
Protection by sprinkler irrigation requires far less water and less labor input
than does the flooding procedure.
At present a special weather forecaster is employed in Wisconsin to make
temperature predictions for cranberries with forecasts made at noon and at 6: 00
P. M. If there is any change after 6: 00 P. M., key growers are telephoned. The
one problem with the system is that there is a four-to six--hour lag in the fore-
ca sts.
Accurate hail predictions could be used by cranberry growers because they
can flood their bogs for good protection. Hail is especially damaging to devel-
oping buds and flowers. However, a grower stated that he could not afford to
flood unless there was at least a predicted 807o chance of hail three to five
hours in advance because there is too much damage to the plants in the flood-
ing. Currently it is not possible to make such accurate predictions.
Cranberries flower from June 25 to July 15, and are pollinated on warm,
sunny days when pollen is readily shed. Many days do not have such ideal
conditions for pollination and therefore hires of bees are commonly moved into
the bng6 to increase pollination. Accurate weather predictions would be a def-
inite aid to growers for notification of the bee keepers .to tell them when and
how many hives are needed. Any one flower is only open for a limited period
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so a delay in getting bees could result in a loss of a percentage of the total
yield potential.
The application of pesticides could also be altered according to the weather
predictions. Fertilizer applications are often made by airplane and the best
time to apply would be just before a light rain which would wash the material
off the foliage and into the ground. It is also desirable to avoid applying such
chemicals before an extended dry spell where the chemicals would not be ac-
tive. In contrast to this, insecticides and fungicides should not be applied
before any rain because rain would wash the chemicals from the foliage where
they are needed to be effective. Two important insect pests of cranberries are
the cranberry fruitworm which bores into the fruit and the cranberry fire worm
which feeds on the foliage, and on the fruit in the second brood.
The adults of these insects are moths which, on warm nights,. fly and lay eggs
which hatch ten to fourteen days later. Control includes trying to
eradicate the adult during its flight and also the young just after hatching.
Predictions of the night temperatures would.allow growers time to get prepared
ant to spray at a time when the most moths are in the air. The growers could
alsu predict when the eggs would be hatching and could plan treatments to con-
trol the young effectively.
Cranberries, being a cool season crop, will be restricted in. growth when
air temperatures around the vines rise to near 100 0 F. Sprinkler and flood irri-
gation lower the temperature through evaporation. Accurate predictions of such
high temperatures would allow the grower to irrigate his crop ahead thereby
lessening the possibility of heat stress. Predictions of rainfall could enable
4 .
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the growers to avoid costly irrigations.
Weather predictions would also be of benefit in the fall at harvest time.
The longer the fruit is left on the plant, the better the color and development
and in some cases the keeping ability. The fresh and processed markets place
a premium on these qualities. Therefore, it may be desirable for the grower to
delay the harvest. Accurate two-week weather predictions would allow the
grower to adjust his harvest schedule, slowing down and allowing the crop to
improve in quality or speeding up and finishing before the hard freezes arrive.
In mid-December, growers gradually build a layer of ice on their bogs.
The ice acts somewhat as insulation but more important, it slows dessication
of the plants. One problem that arose in Wisconsin in 1968 was that heavy
snows fell before the protective ice sheet was laid down preventing the growers
from forming sufficient ice and some damage to the beds resulted. With an ac-
curate weather prediction, the bogs could have been flooded ahead of the snow
so the snow would have melted in the water. The marshes could then have
been drained and the layers of ice properly laid down when cold weather ar-
rived. The prediction of prolonged very cold weather is important so the bogs
can be iced over just before the very cold weather.
Apples are a major fruit in the U. S. with a production of 1.19 million
bushels or 5, 403 million pounds in 1968. In. 1967, the .120 million bushel crop
had a value of 0304 million.
One of the major natural hazards to apples, where accurate weather pre-
dictions would be of benefit, is freezing temperatures.: just before . and, during
blossoming. The tender buds and blossoms and very young fruit are easily
3 7 .
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killed or damaged at temperatures a few degrees below 32°F. A most common
means of frost protection is heating pots spaced throughout the orchard. Pro-
tection below 2,8°F is common and under the proper conditions crops are saved
with the temperatures in the low twenties. Experience shows that the fires
must be well distributed in the orchard, a minimum of about forty per acre and
a maximum of about 150 depending upon the predicted temperature. A few hours
warning of frosts is desired for help must be obtained to light the heaters and
instruct the people when to arrive for firing. The heaters must be started before
the freezing temperatures are reached, but can be stopped if there is a sudden
change toward warming. Thus growers are constantly monitoring weather infor-
mation during cold nights to determine both when to start firing and when to
cease firing. They would utilize precise information at fifteen-minute intervals.
Three- to four-day predictions of freezing temperatures are also of considerable
value, especially if frosts are forecast for several days in a row. Both fuel
and personnel to light the fires must be on hand. An extended cold period
causes problems to the suppliers of fuel for storage supplies may. not be ade-
quate. The apple growers in Washington and Oregon utilize both minimum tem-
perature forecasts and dew point temperature forecasts because the amount of
heating required is a result of the minimum temperature and dryness of the air.
Dew point temperatures of 10 ° F to 20"F .are particularly difficult to protest
against. Some growers indicated a desire for temperature information forecasts
for thirty feet and sixty feet above the surface during the freezing evenings in
order that the height of temperature, inversions could be determined. With
warm air aloft, less heating would be required.
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During the winter months, rapid temperature decreases to below -5*  F
cause serious injury to trunks and limbs of fruit trees in Washington and Ore-
gon. Slow decreases in temperature over a week-or two-week period are rarely
damaging because the trees "harden off. " The sudden temperature changes are
sometimes damaging to apples but the most frequent damage is to peach fruit
buds. Accurate three-to five-day forecasts of these changes would permit
growers to ready burners for raising the temperature in the orchards.
Apples are completely dependent upon insect pollination and honey bees
are the primary pollinators. Weather predictions for temperature, rain, and
wind during the season of pollination would be of the same benefits as those
mentioned for cranberries.
Fruit thinning is another operation where weather has a direct effect and
the prediction of weather would result in greater efficiency. Most apple varie-
ties need to be thinned in order to obtain a commercially acceptable size.
Presently, thinning is accomplished through the use of chemicals sprayed on
the trees five to twenty days after blossom petals fall. Uniform coverage
throughout the tree is very important so the wind needs to be as calm as pos-
sible. Also, the ideal temperature for the application is 70°F. At higher tem-
peraw3ca-, more of the fruit thinning chemical is absorbed and the rate of appli-
cation must be reduced. At temperatures below 70°F, too little of the fruit
thinner is absorbed and the rate of application must be increased. Also, the rate
of application is dependent upon the occurrence of rain at one and two days fol-
lowing application and therefore, the rate of application is adjusted accordingly
'.i
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to the predicted possibility of future rain, Thus, forecasts of wind speeds,
temperatures and rainfall are needed for fruit thinning operations.
The prediction of winds is becoming increasingly important for all pesticide
spraying in orchards as more and more growers are turning to ultra-low volume
spraying. With this method of spraying the amount of water mixed with the
pesticide is much reduced. Adequate coverage is maintained by breaking the
spray into very small droplets that are less apt to run off the foliage and the
t,
fruit. However, the maximum wind velocity allowed is ten m. p. h. for sprays
:	 and four m. P. h. for concentrate dusts. Accurate predictions for the different
periods of the day are needed.
x	 Apple trees, their foliage, and their fruit are attacked by several serious
i
!?	 pests. One of the diseases is apple scab, which reduces the photosyntheticc.
surface of the leaves as well as causing blemishes on mature fruit. Initial
inoculum is almost always present at the beginning of the season for the scab
fungus overwinters in fallen leaves. Spores are discharged when conditions
are cool and moist. Rainy periods are necessary for infection as the apple
leaves must be wet and dews usually do not provide enough water. Predictions
for rainy ar.,C) cool weather, especially as the foliage is coming out, would
allow orchardmen to put on a protective coating of the proper fungicide. Cur-
rently, such protective sprays are applied regularly throughout the spring, but
several of these applications could be avoided while maintaining adequate
control of the disease. Apple scab forecasts are made in Great Britain and, with
better predictions,. could . be made here.
The codlingmothis the most serious Ansect pest of apples, causing most of
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the wormy fruit which is so familiar to everyone. Its control is closely linked
to specific weather patterns. In most sections of the country, three to four
sprays applied at ten-to fourteen-day intervals are recommended for control of
the first brood larvae. The applications should begin ten to fourteen days after
petal fall. With accurate weather predictions the adults might also be controll^..3
f
because the moths are active mainly on warm nights. A spray just prior to, or
on such nights would be effective
Semidormant sprays, applied for insect and disease control in early spring,
are not effective if the temperature drops below 20°F within forty-eight hours
after application. Thus, two-day temperature forecasts are utilized with this
spraying operation.
Dr. Stanley Hoyt, of the Tree Fruit Research Center at Wenatchee, Wash-
ington, is developing an integrated insect control program that has already
saved Washington apple and pear growers several million dollars in reduced
1	 chemical and application costs by advising the growers of the exact time when
r
r-
uarticular insects are present in large enough numbers to do economic damage.
a The crux of the program is the blending of biological and chemical control such
that the natural predators are protected whenever possible. The grower must
k.
know what chemical materials to use, what materials to avoid, and when to
} spray in order to conserve the pest's predators. The weather usually deter-
mines the status of the pest in relation to its predator and when the pests will
i
become economical) destructive. Accurate weather predictions will put realx .	y 	 P	 P
Y
4	 teeth into the program and would enhance the possibility of using the program
nationwide on many crops besides fruit.
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Prediction of high winds at harvest time , would benef;l ''Ile grower in two
main ways. First, it would enable him to make a concerted drive to pick those
varieties that are easily bruised, that swing and hit against branches or other
apples and those varieties that drop from the trees easily. Secondly, it would
enable him to apply hormonal sprays to prevent natural abscission on those
apples that he would not be able to pick and would likely drop in the wind. 	 F
The application of the preharvest hormonal sprays is a common practice on
1
certain varieties, particularly Red Delicious, but it could be more effectively 	 s
timed and u sed only when nece s sary on other varietie s. Winds of fifteen m. p. h.	 {
and more cause apple dropping.	 i
See Table 3 for a summary of fruits.
'Y
V. Fresh Vegetables	 4
Wisconsin is the source of several fresh vegetables and the procedures in-
volved in the production of &ese crops in the state are similar to those of most-
other vegetable-growing areas. Of the fresh vegetables, potatoes and lettuce
are among the most valuable in the country with values of P600 million and
P200 million, respectively, and so they will be discussed in detail.
Potatoes in Wisconsin are grown primarily with irrigation as they are in
:yTT
many potato-growing areas. Overhead irrigation systems ' are the primary source
of water to the crop. Even though the soil is quite sandy and very well drained,
accurate rain predictions are very important to the scheduling of field operations.
At planting time, if rains are predicted, growers may go to two ten-hour shifts
instead of one twelve-hour shift before the rains. Also, once it does . rain, if
_	
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good weather is predicted for severa.►
 days, 'the grower may stay off the wet
field an extra half-day waiting for better field conditions. Occasionally, the
soil is dry at planting and the field is irrigated just before planting. With ac-
curate rain predictions, decisions to irrigate or not could be made with more
justification. Occasionally in late spring the soil becomes very dry and hard.
At this time the grower may wait a day or two for a predicted rain before plow-
ing, or, if no rain is predicted, he will irrigate before plowing.
The timing of the irrigations during the growing season is especially criti-
cal. It is most desirable to keep the plants growing at an optimum rate with as
little stress as possible for maximum yield of No. I potatoes. Many of the
irrigation systems used have a single moveable line. That is, the line moves
across or around the field irrigating as it moves. Most of the fields are large
with a single line irrigating up to 160 acres This means that the systems must
be started at least two days before the plants come under a moisture stress be-
cause it takes two days for the sprinkler to cover all areas of the field. With
the older equipment, this time can be as long as four or five days before the
system makes a complete revolution. If a good rain were predicted, the grower
would not have irrigated this crop because it is costly to run the equipment not
only from the point of fuel used and . water costs, but also each pass with the
system does some damage to the crop. Also, there have been several cases of
excessive nitrogen--leaching fran too much water. Furthermore, the grower
r
would like to be . able . to stop his system in a po-sition so that it does not inter-
fere with other field operations. such as cultivating and spraying. Many systems
cannot be moved without irrigating because they depend on water pressure to
f
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tible during the entire vegetative period, there is danger of epidemics wherever
and whenever weather is favorable. At the present, growers commonly spray
1 4`_,
supply the energy that propels the system. The extra water would cause ex-
cessive leaching as well as bog down the equipment. A rain prediction would
allow the system to be stopped without a chance of the crop coming under a
moisture stress.
A particular need for weather predictions is in planning disease control
programs. Late blight of potatoes, Ph o hthora infestans is one of the most
epidemic diseases of this crop, for it has terrific "explosive" and destructive
power when weather is favorable, causing severe defoliation of the plant.
There exists sufficient initial inoculum in most potato producing areas to start
an epidemic. Epidemics are very likely to start after two or more weeks of wet
weather. They develop most quickly when cool, wet nights alternate with warm, 	 i
moist days, because the optimum temperature for germination of spores is ap-
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proximately 54°F, and that for growth and sporulation is 72°F to 76°F. The
incubation period is about two and one-half days at the optimum temperature
and there is general agreement that the disease is checked abruptly at 79°F
E
to 80'F with dry weather. The critical factors for epidemic development, Men,
are abundant moisture and temperatures alternating between cool and warm.
It has been found that there .
 exists a cumulative effect under favorable
conditions that can be used. to predict blight activity. Nineteen hours of 9 0%
relative humidity at 60°F to 77°F has resulted in moderate to heavy late blight
infections whereas twelve hours under the same conditions resulted in only a
light infection. As potatoes have . a fairly long growing period and are suscep-
on seven-to ten-day intervals but reduce this to five-day intervals when condi-
tions are conducive to blight spread. The biggest problem has been getting out
the forecast of blight conditions early enough. With improved weather predic-
tions, the blight conditions could be determined sooner and with more reliabil-
ity so that the information could be forwarded to the grower before the disease
becomes epidemic in proportions. This may result in fewer sprays being re-
quired.
The prediction of winds and rains would permit more efficient pesticide ap-
plications. The wind cannot be above ten m. p. h. for good spraying from air-
planes. Also it is most desirable to let the spray materials set on the foliage
for six to eight hours before a rain so they will have time to become fixed and
less likely to be washed off.
Rain predictions are also important at harvest time. Many of the early po-
tatoes are packaged and shipped right from the farmer's packing sheds. If rain
were predicted, the harvesting crews could dig ahead so the packing crews
would not have to stop. Harvesting ahead is not desirable from a quality stand-
point because the skins of new potatoes are easily bruised and do not keep well.
With the accurate rain prediction the grower would sacrifice the loss in quality
to keep the packaging crews working. In late fall the important weather factor
is severe freezing before completion of harvesting of the late potatoes. The
late potatoes are mostly stored, so they should remain in the ground as long
as possible to develop tough skins. Most harvesting operations continue seven
days a week, until the crop is in. Often towards the end of the season a day
or two off on a fair weath .r day is appreciated by the labor. However,  the
grower will not stop for fear of freezing weather. With precise predictions,
harvesting time could be known so that a day could be taken off when there
was sufficient warm weather expected so that the crop could be all harvested.
And conversely, if predictions were for hard freezes that would reach the tubers,
the grower could harvest as much of his crop as possible even if it meant hiring
additional workers.
For successful lettuce operations, it is necessary to have a steady supply
at harvest; therefore, the plantings are staggered in the spring and early sum-
mer to provide a continuous harvest. Conditions for rapid and uniform emergence
are most desirable to insure the steady supply. The prediction of quick storms
or sudden heat is very important to the planting schedule. Moisture is kept
fairly constant in the organic soils by the raising and lowering of the water
table through extensive ditch systems. Several lettuce growers use overhead
irrigation to insure uniform emergence but if there were a more accurate pre-
diction for rain they would not irrigate for fear that the rain on the near satur-
l^
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ated soil would reduce emergence of the seeds. If high winds were predicted
growers would irrigate to moisten the surface of the soil to keep it from blow-
ing and damaging the seedlings.
In May and June the first major insect pest arrives—leaf hoppers. They
are the carriers of a virus causing aster yellows and migrate into the state each
spring and summer, bringing infestations of the disease with them. If aster
yellows appears early in a lettuce planting, no .heads will develop. In some
areas, such as in Wisconsin, Michigan, and New York, this is potentially
the most destructive disease of lettuce. Dr. Keith Chapman of the Entomology
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Department at the University of Wisconsin has been following the movements
of the leaf hoppers for several years and provides the growers of Wisconsin
with an approximate date of arrival so they can be prepared to spray for control.
t
He has found that the insects originate in the Ozarks and the grain areas of
Arkansas and Missouri. They will move in any air above, b0°F as fast as that air 	 n'
air moves and in the direction that it moves. In one case leaf hoppers moved
F
Ffrom northern Missouri to northern Wisconsin in only two days. Currently, Dr.
P
.i
Chapman leads a team of entomologists south along the Mississippi River in 	 4
mid-April. When the team reaches the first hoppers, it turns west and cuts
across the mass of leaf hoppers taking samples to ascertain the numbers and
_
to test for virulence. The prediction of wind patterns would be of particular
benefit when estimating where the masses of leaf hoppers will move and how
fast. Occasionally June wind patterns appear for a few days in mid-April to
May and this is sufficient time to bring in large numbers of leaf hoppers. Leaf
hopper control provides the only control measure against infection and spread
of the virus causing aster yellows.
Among the fungal diseases of lettuce is downy mildew which can become
serious in damp, cloudy weather. One grower applies a fungicide with every
spray but insist,., that if damp, cloudy weather were more accurately predicted,
he would put on a higher rate, or if warm, dry, sunny weather were predicted
he would apply a lower rate or none of all. The result would be more efficient
use of the fungicide.
The prediction of wind velocity would be an aid in determining the spray
schedule for both ground and airplane application methods for reasons of pre-
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venting excessive spray drift. In addition, soil in lettuce heads which causes
lower quality is caused by high winds and dry soil. Predictions of these high
winds would allow the grower time to moisten the soil surface. Wind direction
and speed is helpful to know in setting up overhead irrigation equipment when
Just moistening the soil surface. Irrigation lines could be set further apart
taking advantage of the wind. With a thirty m. P. h. wind, laterals that are
usually set ninety feet apart could be set 180 feet apart, thereby doubling the
area covered.
Accurate short- and long-range weather predictions have numerous appli-
cations during the harvest of the lettuce crop. The single most important area
in which accurate weather forecasts of from one to two weeks would be benefi-
cial to eastern U. S. lettuce growers is in predicting sales. Presently, the
eastern growers book only a small amount for the seven-day advance sales that
are competitive with lettuce from California and 80% of the lettuce is booked
only a day or two, at the most, in advance of harvest. Accurate long-range
temperature and rainfall forecasts would enable the growers to estimate yields
and date of harvest of a field more precisely. This would allow them to be more
competitive with California sales and make a greater share of their bookings a
week in advance. Accurate short term predictions of freezes and/or rain would
enable fields to be harvested ahead of the unfavorable weather so previously-
made bookings could be filled. At the same time the growers keep an eye on
the market because if they can wait an extra day with the price holding up they
usually get 102to 20% more production. There are gray areas in every operation
and the .
 more accurate and longer range weather predictions would help separate
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the gray areas into black and white areas.
Weather predictions, both short- and long-range, would be very important
tools to use in the production of most of our fresh vegetables. See Table 4.
VI. Processing Vegetables
The principles involved in processing vegetable crops are generally the
same as those involved in the processing of all crops. Much of the concern is
for meeting the processing requirements rather than the crop growing require-
ments. The major requirement is efficient scheduling of operations. The vege-
table processing industry is characterized by ,a harvesting period that is rela-
tively short, seldom exceeding four months. In order to get the maximum use
of the facilities, processing plants need to .
 be run a maximum of hours per day,
seven days per week, continuously for the four months. The processing firm
has to be concerned with scheduling the arrival of the laborers for the plant.
This is usually a mixture of local labor plus considerable numbers of migrant
labor. The timing of this migrant labor's arrival is significant to the processor
and to the laborer. At present, the processor has to use an educated guess and
usually has the workers arrive several days early just in case the weather
changes and the crop is early. Most processors provide the food for the workers
at this time and some provide, a guaranteed minimum wage: This is costly. to the
processor. This usually is discouraging to the employees as well because they
have nothing to do for several days. With more accurate. long range weather
predictions, the processor' . cou d more accurately a se.ss when.the- crop will be
mature and schedule the arrival of the labor closer to the time when they would
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be needed. Necessary to efficient operations is the arrival, of all supplies on
time. In the spring the planting must be done on a precise schedule so the
crop will mature at the right time. The field crews must have the necessary
fertilizers, chemicals, machinery, and seed available to them. Seed shipment
delays occasionally stop the planting. L'v st processors order seed shipments
as late in sprang as possible so they will not have to store it. However, in 1964P
the Mississippi River was flooded leaving only a few railroad bridges usable,
and this resulted in a backup on the west bank of railroad cars carrying seed
shipments east. If the wet weather causing the flood had been predicted far
enough in advance, most of the seed could have been shipped prior to the nat-
ural disaster. Among the materials that must be available at harvest time are
the finished product containers. For example, can manufacturers closely watch
the progress of a crop so they can have the right number of cans prepared for a
particular crop at the time that crop is ready for harvest and not have a large
surplus when the processing is completed?
Many vegetable crops have relatively narrow peak quality ranges and may
become overmature in one to three days. Also, once harvested, many of the
mops must be processed within a few hours or the quality will drop below ac-
ceptable standards. To provide a more steady flow of produce into the factory,
the management could certainly use more accurate, longer range weather pre-
dictions. With one-week to ten-day weather prediction, management would
have a much better idea of what order in which to harvest fields, and could
plan for more convenient movement of harvesting machines from one area of pro-
duction to another. Also, "glut" production periods could be predicted, and all
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the harvesting and processing operations could be speeded up in advance. All
companies said that they would much prefer to harvest part of a crop on the
immature side and take the lower yields because the quality would be high.
Once a company gets behind in harvesting, it often has to skip over whole
fields of a crop because they are overmature, and then it usually starts in the
schedule at a point where the crop will be only marginally acceptable. Another
aspect of weather predictions during the harvest season is the prediction of
yields and quality which the sales people use as a tool in determining whether
they will have an excess or a shortage of a particular product. They can buy
or sell to other processing companies to make up any differences between pro-
duction and their sales quotas. A processor must protect his own label' s shelf
space in grocery stores especially when entering new markets. .Also, there
exists the possibility of selling some of the raw product to other processors if
yields are predicted to be above factory capacity or arrangements could be
made to move the produce to other processing plants owned by the same com-
pany. The overall result would be a stabilizing of the market.
Fall and winter shipping of canned goods is dependent upon the weather
also. First. the management should match the warehouse temperature to the
expected temperature of the area being shipped to, especially when shipping
into warmer terr:perature s. If the cans are cooler than the surrounding air they
will "sweat" which results in loosened labels, enhancement of nl..st, and gen-
erally an appearance less appealing to the customers. Secondly, there is the
problem of whether or not to get insulated railroad cars, which are more ex-
pensive. The above-mentioned weather-dependent. decisions are common to all
r	 I
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processors to some degree.
Three specific crops were chosen for discussion: tomatoes, snap beans,
and cucumbers. The tomato is one of the most popular vegetables as well as
one of the most important. It ranks next to the potato in total :arm value in the
United States and heads the list in value among the perishable vegetables. The
1968 processing crop was valued at $281 million with almost seven million tons
harvested and the fresh market crop was valued at 231.5 million dollars for al-
most one million tons. The acreage and production of tomatoes grown for pro-
cessing are much greater than those grown for market in the fresh condition.
Several climatic factors affect tomato production. The tomato plant is a warm
plant and requires a relatively long season to produce profitable yields. It is
tender and will not withstand a hard freeze. High humidity with high ter t)era-
ture favors the development of foliage diseases. On the other hand, hot, drying
winds often result in the dropping of the blossoms. These facts affect the pro-
duction operations in different parts of the country in slightly different ways.
.^	 h
Depending on 'Ze length of the growing season, tomatoes are either direct
seeded or transplanted. In western regions and especially in California, most
tomatoes are direct seeded due to the longer growing season. In the midwe st
and east, tomatoes had been almost entirely transplanted for many years to
help extend the shorter growing season although there is some increase in
direct seeding for the advent of mechanical harvesting has necessitated plac-
ing greater emphasis on uniformity of maturity which is more easily attained
through direct seeding. The success of direct seeding is very dependent upon
adequate soil temperatures. A, soil temperature of 55°F or more is needed for
L
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fast vigorous germination and emergence. At soil temperatures of 50° F and
below, germination may be delayed a week or two and the seedlings are much
less vigorous, leaving them more susceptible to damping off soil diseases. an(J.
less competitive with weeds. The prediction of such cool temperatures could
aid growers in determining when to seed their crops and when to make suc-
cessive plantings to spread out the harvest season. if heavy rains were pre-
dicted, a planting might be delayed until after the rain because of the forma-
tion of soil crusts from such rains. The inability of tomato seedlings to pene-
trate soil crust is a major drawback to direct seeding in the eF wrn -nited
States. On the other hand, a seeding may be made just before " , ) .ntle rain so
fast germination would be enhanced. Ten-day to two-week predictions for tem-
peratures and rainfall would be required because this is the amount of time re-
quired for germination and emergence of tomatoes under ideal conditions.
A certain amount of transplanting to establish tomato fields will undoubtedly
be continued in the ea;3tern United States to get, early harvest. Most trans-
.	 .
plants are grown in the southern states of Georgia, Mississippi, and some in
Tennessee. This brings the problem of correlating the growth and digging of
the seedlings with the transplanting operations in the North. The southern
plant growers have to seed early, ,yet avoid frosts in order that they can sup-
ply the early plants with consistent reliability for the field plantings in the
more northern states. The southern plant growers could make good use of ac-
curate weather predictions in scheduling their plantings. They could also
watch the predictions for the areas they ship to, to learn if they need to slow
the growth of the plants. A technique has been developed that enables the 	 4
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southern growers:- to retard a particular planting for up to a week without reduc-
ing its vigor. The technique is to clip out the growing point when the seed-
lings are at a certain height. Vigorous new growth arises from axillary buds
further down the plant. The best yields of ripe tomatoes are made from young,
vigorously growing transplants. Predictions of weather for from one to two
weeks would be needed to use the method effectively. Also, the plant growers
would pull and hold plants if they knew there was to be an extended period
when it would be too wet to pull, plants. Plants can be kept in excellent con-
dition for up to ten days with cold storage.
The risk of frost to early transplanted tomatoes could be greatly reduced
through accurate long-range weather predictions. Presently, most processors
set out an early planting knowing that they will get a crop from it only every
other year. With two-week prediction for frosts they could save themselves
the time and expense of making the early planting. Recently, a frost protec-
tion machine has come into use that sprays a protective foam over the plants
lasting twenty-four hours. It has proved effective against temperatures down
to the , mid to upper twenties. Accurate predictions would enable the processor
'	 or grower to determine when to apply the protective foam.
Once past the freezing periods during the establishment of the tomato
plants, the growers and processors must overcome the numerous diseases that
can beset the developing plants. Early blight and gray leaf spot, two foliage
diseases, are brought on by warm rainy weather and are a considerable threat
to tomato growers in the eastern United States. Also, late blight is one of the
most destructive and widespread of all plant diseases often destroying entire 	 i
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crops of tomatoes and potatoes in a week of , cool, rainy weather as described
in the discussion of potatoes. Anthracnose disease is very serious in many
tomato growing sections of the United States. It is especially serious on to-
matoes grown for processing because of the loss resulting from rotting of the
ripe fruit and from the very high mold count in the processed product. Develop-
ment of the disease is most rapid in warm, damp weather with optimum tempera-
Lure of about 80°F. More effective and efficient use of disease-control chemi-
cals could be attained through the use of accurate predictions for the various
weather conditions that enhance the development and spread of particular
diseases. One spray application before the particular weather conditions is as
effective as several sprays after to control the spread of the diseases.
The harvesting of tomatoes for processing is undergoing some changes with
the advent of mechanical harvesters. In the eastern U. S. the harvesting is
reduced. However, with the accurate prediction of a rainy period, machines
may be operated at night with a second crew or plans could be made to move
machines to areas that expect to have less rain. This would result in. greater
efficiency and a more uniform supply of produce into the processing plant.
Snap beans are another crop of significance in the vegetable processing
industry. In 1968, 626, 800 tons were harvested from 266, 110 acres with a
value of 062.6 million. There are several periods during the growth of beans
that are affected by the weather and where some action can be initiated by the
grower to overcome detrimental weather conditions. Discussion of the crop
will go from planting to harvest. During planting, soil temperature and moisture
are important. Soil temperatures of 50'F and below will often result in poor
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seed germination and uneven emergence. Also, extremely wet soil will result
in cracked cotyledons and damage to some of the embryos, causing weak seed-
lings which are slower emerging and more susceptible to damping off. With
accurate weather predictions, growers could avoid planting just before extended
cool, wet weather. A considerable number of acres of snap beans are planted
on irrigated sandy soils. In this situation most growers find it desirable to
plant right after plowing and most preferably just after a rain in order to save
an irrigation. In certain areas, farmers are able to double crop their land by
planting beans later in summer after a first crop such as peas has been harvested.
The growers would wait a few days if they knew a rain were imminent, espe-
cially if they were not able to irrigate to moisten the soil before seeding.
Snap beans are especially susceptible to several bacterial blights that de-
velop most rapidly under certain weather conditions. Common blight is favored
by relatively high air temperatures, while halo blight thrives under relatively
cool conditions. These diseases can do considerable damage to the foliage
but the largest economic loss is from damage to the pods which makes the beans
unfit for processing. If the pods become infected with either disease when they
are young, they will curve excessively due to the death of the tissue in the
diseased area. A processing plant can handle only a very small percentage of
such curved pods because they need to be removed by hand. A higher percent-
age results in a significant decrease in plant efficiency and decreased total
capacity. A certain degree of blight control can be attained through the appli-
cation of copper sprays before the conditions arrive that are conducive to dis-
ease spread. These sprays need to be on at least six hours in order to be fixed
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to the surface to prevent washing off. Therefore, the sprays need to be applied
at least six hours before any predi6ted rain. High winds are necessary for the
diseases to become an epidemic, for the winds carry the spores to new plants
and the soil and debris carried in the wind will damage the plant surfaces mak-
ing entry of bacteria much easier. Prediction of high winds may enable the
grower to irrigate so the surface of the soil will be moist and less apt to be-
come airborne.
Downy mildew is another disease that can become a serious epidemic under
continuous high moisture conditions. The most extensive d%velopment is on the
pod, where from a point of infection the fungus spreads, often covering most of
the pod. The pods shrivel, wilt, and gradually die. The best control is to ap-
ply a protective spray just before the moist weather condition will occur. Such
timely sprays, as mentioned before, always save the producers money by effi-
cient use of materials and labor.
The weather is also very important during the bloom period. Snap beans
will drop their blooms and very small beans under hot and dry conditions to the
extent that a whole first bloom may be lost. This will throw off the harvesting
schedule in the fall and bunch up the plantings. With accurate predictions of
such weather conditions there are . certain opera'-Ions a grower should, if pos-
sible, perform and others he should not. First, he should irrigate so the plants
will not be under a water stress and with certain sprinkler irrigation systems
the air temperature can be lowered five to ten degrees. Second, he should avoid
cultivation because most bean roots thereby increase the moisture stress.
Third, he should avoid doing any spraying, because most sprays cause some
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dropping of flowers and the hot dry weather would compound the problem.
More accurate weather predictions can also be successfully used during
the harvest of snap beans. All bush snap beans for processing are mechan-
ically harvested but the operation is much less efficient in wet weather because
the leaves and trash are not easily separated from the beans. If wet weather
were forecast most processors would want beans to be picked on the immature
side rather than wait until after the rain and have to process overmature beans.
Also, frost predictions are important in fall since extra hours would be scheduled
to harvest as much produce as possible even if it may be immature. However,
an accurate frost prediction would be required before many immature fields
would be harvested because of the increased cost of harvesting.
Another processing crop that is especially dependent on the weather is
cucumbers for pickling. The 1968 crop grown on 144, 320 acres was worth
^51. I million. Cucumbers require a soil temperature of at least 60°F to germ-
inate quickly and uniformly. For early crops this factor must be considered and
any help from long range temperature predictions would be beneficial. Modern
production technology includes the use of herbicides for weed control in cu-
cumbers. These chemicals have a requirement of water soon after application
to be effective. Accurate weather predictions would have use in determining
when to apply the chemical and whether an irrigation would be necessary im-
mediately following application. Another major problem is determining when to
move the bee hives in for insect pollination to insure fruit set. It is difficult
to schedule the date for moving bee hives into the field because flowering can
be delayed significantly by cool, temperatures. A few days of cool temperatures
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will cause cucumbers to cease developing .
 and remain inactive for several days
after the return to warm temperatures. Accurate Jong--range forecasts are needed
to estimate how long it will take the cucumbers to resume normal development.
If bee hives are set out before bloom, the bees will start working some other
crop and will not return to the cucumbers until the other crop is completely
worked over. Wind predictions are also needed so that duff of insecticides
applied to adjoining crop fields would not move into cucumber fields in which
bees are working and kill the bees.
Diseases are a hazard to cucumbers during the entire growth period of this
crop. Angular leaf spot, which reduces total leaf surface and provides entrance
for bacterial soft rot on the fruit, occurs in the field in most humid and semi-
humid regions. The disease can be controlled by keeping the plants growing
vigorously. Accurate weather predictions are needed to determine when a water
stress will occur so the crop can be irrigated before it becomes deficient in
water and slowed in growth. There are several foliage diseases of cucumber
that are controlled by the application of the proper chemicals just before un-
favorable weather occurs.
._
Very important to the harvesting of cucumbers, especially with the advent
of mechanical harvesters, is the prediction of the total, yield and the time of
maturity. The maturity of cucumbers is very temperature--dependent and the
prediction of the temperature for from several days to a week in advance would
allow for much better scheduling of the harvesting operations.
6o
VIII. Summary
I have discussed the following weather parameters in relation to how they
affect the production and postharvest activities of various horticultural crops:
temperature, moisture, wind, and cloudiness and have indicated that with ac-
curate and timely predictions the effects of the adverse conditions could be
minimized.
There are three aspects of temperature predictions that are especially im-
portant: the minimum and maximum temperatures; the fluctuation in tempera-
Lures, and the duration of particular temperatures. The concern about minimum
temperatures is due to the freezing of plants and plant parts, particularly the
blossoms and young fruit. The common means of overcoming the frost are
through use of overhead sprinkler irrigation, gas oil burning heaters, or by
altering the time of planting and harvesting. Of the crops discussed in this
report, injury from frost causes economic losses in the production of flowers,
cranberries, apples, tomatoes, and beans. Sudden drops in temperature from
high to near freezing will cause serious rupturing of cells in sensitive plants
such as azaleas and tomato. With short-term predictions, azaleas could be
moved indoors and tomatoes could be protected by irrigation. In greenhouses
and storage facilities, sudden drops in temperature could be eliminated by
turning on the heaters or furnaces before the outside temperature drop occurs.
As temperatures rise, so do transpiration rates, causing excessive water loss
and dessication of freshly transplanted crops, as tomatoes. Also, high tem-
peratures encourage epidemic infections of certain diseases such as common
blight of snap beans. Nigh temperatures enhance the uptake of thinner sprays
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used in many fruit crops, thereby causing excessive thinning and reducing the
yield potential. And last, in greenhouse flower production unexpected high
temperatures can cause premature blooming before a major holiday. The timely
prediction of high temperatures would allow the grower to alter his transplant-
ing schedule, spray program, or greenhouse ventilating and cooling systems to
minimize the losses. Fluctuations in temperature encourage the spread of
certain diseases such as late blight of tomato and potato. If the situation were
known ahead of time, the rate of application of fungicides could be increased.
The duration of a particular temperature condition is important. Several days
of fluctuating temperatures with high humidity are necessary for the late blight
disease to become epidemic. With long-range prediction, the spray schedule
would be altered for better control. Also, some crops such as snap beans and
cucumbers mature quickly, especially at high temperatures. The processor can
expect a clumping of several plantings with prolonged hot weather and would
probably elect to harvest some of the crop on the immature side before the high
temperatures occur. And finally, the time of the change in temperature or time
of extreme conditions is important, whether it be the time of night to expect
the freezing temperature, or the time of day to expect the very high tempera-
tures. The time must be known so any adjustments can be made prior to it. For
example, the orchardman will not want to have his burners heating all night
when he only needs them on from four to six in the morning.
Moisture, another weather parameter, has four primary areas of interest
and concern to horticultural industries: when rain will arrive; the quantity to
expect; the period the condition will last; and the interval between rains. When
6z
moisture in the form of rain arrives, it is important to the timing of field opera-
tions. Fertilizers and most herbicides are best applied just before a light rain
to wash the materials into the soil, whereas insecticides and fungicides should
not be applied before a rain, otherwise they would be washed from the foliage.
Seeding and planting is more successful if followed by a rain to insure that
sufficient moisture is present, especially in late spring and summer. To know
how much rain is coming is as useful as knowing when it is coming. Heavy
rains will cause the run-off or leaching of added chemicals so that they are
lost to the plants. Growers would avoid making applications before such heavy
rains, Heavy rains will cause excessive crusting on the clay and clay loam
soils, and growers would not seed or plant before such rains. Certain diseases
such as apple scab need rains or heavy dews for spore germination and plant
infection. Prediction of the wet weather would allow time to put on a protec-
tive spray. How long the moist period lasts often affects the buildup of dis-
eases as halo blight of beans and apple scab. The grower could plan to make
extra sprays by aircraft if he were unable to do so with ground equipment. if
extended rainy periods were predicted, apple growers would contract for more
bees to pollinate their orchards.. The cranberry growers also would order more
bees for pollination. The long-range predict'll on of the interval between rains
would determine the amount of irrigating that would be done and whether or
not a second crop would be seeded in mid-summer. The significance of mois-
ture is not totally limited to precipitation for in the prediction of damaging
frosts, the vapor content of the air is significant and controls the rate and
minimum temperature occurring in a particular evening. The usefulness of
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humidity forecasts is not now recognized -by many agriculturalists, but it is
utilized by fruit growers and its importance is increasing.
Short- and long-range wind predictions are needed for several reasons.
High winds cause the blowing of sandy soil and the high organic matter soils.
Blowing soil kills young seedlings and reduces the quality of crops such as
lettuce, when the soil gets into the head. It also encourages the spread of
certain plant diseases like common blight and halo blight of beans by making
minute abrasions in the exterior protective layer of cells allowing the easy
entrance of the pathogens. 'inhere is no way to control the wind, but there are
ways to prevent the soil from blowing if given from two-to three-days ! notice.
Moisture on the surface will hold the soil particles together and can be applied
by irrigation. Winds are also very important to the scheduling of sprays, the
prediction of wind speeds in excess of ten m. p. h. is desired to minimize spray
drift. For apple harvesting, ten--day predictions would be important in deter-
mining when the grower should harvest those varieties that drop and bruise
excessively in high winds.
Clouds produce two main effects of interest to horticulturists: one is the
reduced rate at which heat is Jost beneath them by trapping the long-range
radiation emitted by the earth, and the other is the blocking out of sunlight
which is especially needed by the greenhouse flower growers to insure good
blooms just before the major holidays. The prediction of the time that a cloud
cover will arrive over crops that are sensitive to frost injury as cranberries,
tomatoes, citrus, and apples will often determine whether additional frost pro-
tection measures will need to be taken. The prediction of the duration of the
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cloudy condition is needed so that greenhouse growers will know if they need
to raise the heat or use additional light.
The major advantages that would result from an increase in accuracy and
timeliness of weather predictions are; (1) more efficient operations resulting in
reduced cost of production, (2) more effective marketing through supply stabil-
ization, resulting in more stable prices, and (3) an increase in potential pro-
duction. Through the effective use of weather forecasts some losses can be
prevented and others can be minimized. However, not all losses from adverse
wether conditions can be eliminated.
VIII. Implications
This report has detailed the needs in weather information for a selected
number of agricultural crops. Complete and precise weather information is of
significance to crop production because the scheduling of most operations is
controlled by the weather and because the plant itself grows and responds dif-
ferently under varied weather conditions. Thus weather information is a neces-
sary factor in the majority of decisions concerning the production and marketing
of each crop. Each grower tends to make maximum use of all available weather
information to arrive at the best estimate of climatic conditions for the decisions
that he has to make. Many growers subscribe to private weather information to
obtain more detailed information on specific aspects of the climate that relate
directly to their operations. Grower groups are providing funds for specialized
weather forecasts and funds for research to determine the influence of certain
weather patterns on crop yield and quality.
4
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In the years ahead, the significance of precise weather information will
continue to increase as agricultural enterprises become larger and more spe-
cialized. The decreasing per-unit profits, as competition becomes keener, will
require that managers make the most efficient possible use of weather informa-
tion to protect the crops and schedule operations so that a satisfactory return
is obtained from each crop. Hopefully, improvements in communication will
make it possible for individual operators to obtain up-to--the-minute data to
meet their specific needs.
1
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Table 1
Weather Information Requirements
Woody Ornamentals
Type of	 Critical
	 Weather	 Prediction
Event
	 Benefit	 Period	 Concern,
	
Interval
'Labor procurement: Fewer lost Mid-March Precipitation:
	 2 week
work days	 to April 1	 kind, duration;
Frost: duration
'Labor scheduling:
digging of stock for
sale, planting out
young stock
Scheduling labor
for weeding
Pe st control:
predicting buildup
of pests
M o St effi- April, M ay Frost: duration;
cient use
	 Rain: amount,
of labor	 duration
No lost work June, July	 Rain: amount,
days	 duration
Better pest June, July	 Rain: duration
control.	 Temperature:
amount, duration;
Wind: speed
1 to 5
day
3 to 5
day
7to10
days
Digging stock for	 Efficient use Sept. -Nov. Rain: amount,	 3 day to
following year	 of labor
	 duration; Frost:	 2 week
duration, time of
winter freeze
Transplanting large
	
Increased % Dec. -March Snow: amount;	 I to 5
trees	 of succe s s-	 Very low tempera- day
ful transplants,
	
tunes: duration
Better customer
service
=most significant
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Table 2
Weather Information Requirements
Floriculture
Type of Critical Weather	 Prediction
Event Benefit Period Concern	 Interval.
GROWER
Pest control: timing Improved Growing Rain: amount, I day to
contxol: season duration; Tem- 2 week
perature: amount,
duration; Wind:
speed
Protection against Decreased Growing Temperature: 1 day to
natural hazards loss to season frosts, very high-- 2 week
natural duration
hazards
Harvest: timing Increa sed Harve st Rain: amount, 2 to 5
yields, bet-	 period duration; Tem- day
ter quality perature: frosts,
very high; Cloud
' cover: amount,
duration
Shipping: insulating Reduced Harve st Temperature: 3 to 5
shipments costs; re- season, frosts--in areas 'day
duced losses winter shipping to and
through
4'Control flowering: Improved All year Temperature: very 1 to 2
greenhouses, 10 quality high, duration; week
days before harvest Cloud cover:
amount, duration
CUT FLOWER WHOLESALER
'Contracting for and Adequate
	 AU year	 Temperature: frosts; 1 to 2
buying large volumes steady sup-
	 Rain: excess	 week
of flowers	 ply of flowers	 amounts; (in pro-
to meet holi-- 	 duction areas)
day and other
demendo
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Table 2 (continued)
Type of Critical Weather Prediction
Event Benefit Period Concern Interval
GARDEN SUPPLY RETAILER
Advertising Increased April, May Temperature. I to 2
and planning for sales.,	 bet-- September Rain: amount, week
specials and sales ter customer duration
service
Most significant
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Table 3
Weather Information Requirements
Fruits
Type of Critical Weather Prediction
Event Benefit Period Concern Interval
SMALL FRUITS
Establishing new Fast start- Spring Rain: amount; 3 to 7
beds ing plants Wind: speed; day
Temperature
",Frost protection: Consistently Spring Temperature: frost 1 to 3
flowers, tender new good yields Summer time; Cloud cover: day
groc,vth, buds fruits Fall time, duration
Herbicide applica- Better weed Spring, Rain: amount; 3 day
tion control; Summer Wind speed,
Prevent direction
pollution
",Insect and disease More effec- Growing Rain: arnount, 3 to 10
control tive sched- season duration; Tem- day
uling and perature: duration;
application of Wind: speed,
pesticides; direction
Prevent pollution
Harvest Improved Oct. Temperature: dur- I to 7
fruit quality ation; Rain: day
and color amount, duration
Winter protection Greater Late Nov. - Temperature: very 1 ,
 to 2
effectiveness Early Dec. low, duration week
of flooding
:,Most significant
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Table 3 (continued)
Type of	 Critical	 Weather	 Prediction
Event	 Benefit	 Period	 Concern	 Interval
TREE FRUITS
=.,Frost protection: Consis- Spring Temperature; frost Hourly at
flowers, tender tently good time, duration; night; I
new growth yields Cloud cover: day to 2
time, duration week
Pollination: when Good pol- Spring Temperature; Rain: 1 week
and ziow many bee lination duration; Wind:
colonies to use speed
Fruit thinning: Larger fruit Spring Temperature: 1 to 5
timing important duration; Cloud day
cover
=,Disease and in- More ef- Summer, Rain: amount, 1 to 7
sect control fective con- spring duration; Tem- day
trol; Prevent perature: duration;
pollution Wind speed
'1 -Harvest Improved Fall Wind: speed 1 to 7
quality, day
increa sed
yields
,Most significant
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*Frost pro to cti'on:
seedlings very ten-
der, irrigation
Scheduling field
operations, labor
Herbicide applica-
tion
Prevents the Spring
loss of a
planting
Greater ef- Growing
ficiency
	 period
More ef-
fective weed
control. Con-
trol pollution
'Irrigating: keep Reduced Growing
crops growing costs season
vigorously
"Disease and insect Effective Growing
control control at season
reduced
costs. Control
pollution. .
a'Predicting yield and Increa sed Summer,
harvest date sales, more Fall
efficient
.scheduling of
harv-e s t
,f
1 to 4
day
Table 4
Weather Information Requirements
Vegetables
Type of	 Critical
	 Weather	 Prediction
Event	 Benefit	 Period	 Conceni.	 Interval
*Scheduling of
	 Steady sup-- Spring.	 Rain: amount,	 1 day.io
plantings
	 ply of pro--	 duration; Tempera-- 2.week
duce at	 Lure: duration
harvest.
Temperature: frost; 1 day to
Wind: direction, Z week
velocity
Rain: amount, 1 to 5
duration day
Rain: amount; 1 to 3
Wind: velocity, day
direction;
Temperature
Rain: amount,	 2 to .10
duration; Wind:
	
day
velocity, direction
Rain: duration;	 2 to 10
Temperature: dura-- day
tion; Wind: velocity,
dire ction
Temperature:	 1 to 4
duration; Tempera day
Lure; fro s t s
Harvesting: moval of Improved	 Summer,
equipment and crews yield, 	 Fall
quality
Rain: amount,
duration; Tem-
perature: fro sts
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Table 4 (continued)
Type of Critical Weather Prediction
Event Benefit Period Concern Interval.
^^-Labor procurement; Fewer lost Summer Rain; Tem-- i to 2
timing very critical work days perature week
Materials and sup-- Less lost All season Rain; Tempera- 5 to 10
plies procurement; time ture day
never run out
Shipping; want no Good qual- Fall, Temperature; very 1 week
sweating or excess ity at Winter warm, duration
heating market place (at area shipping
to)
"'Most significant
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Table 5
Information, Source s
. W. Apple, Professor, Entomology Department, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin.
G. E. Beck, Professor, Horticulture Department, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin.
L. M. Berninger, Professor, Horticulture Department, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin.
.Jack Bloxom, Washington Fruit Produce, Yakima, Washington.
Charles Boon, Superintendent Congdoi Orchards, Yakima, Washington.
Robert Borders, Agricultural Forecaster, U. S. Weather Bureau, Yakima, Wash.
R. Busse, Manager Paramount Farms, Stevens Point, Wisconsin.
R. K. Chapman, Professor, Entomology Department, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin.
David Curwin, Professor, University of Wisconsin Experiment Station, Hancock,
Wisconsin.
M. N. Dana, Professor, Horticulture Department, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin.
Harold Gatzke, lettuce producer, Berlin, Wisconsin.
E. R. Hasselkus, Professor, Horticulture Department, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin.
E. Hunkle, Manager, Holten and Hunkle, Co. , Brown Deer, Wisconsin.
Stanley Hoyt, Professor, Tree Fruit Research Center, Wenatchee, Washington.
Alan Jones, Agricultural Forecaster, U. S. Weather Bureau, Washington. State
Tree Research Center, Wenatchee, Washington,
G. C. Klingbeil, Professor, Horticulture Department, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin.
Peter Leach, lettuce producer, Berlin, Wisconsin.
W. A. Luce, Former County Agent, Yakima, Washington.
L. E. Mayor, Research Director, Stokely-Van Camp. Inc., Indianapolis,
Indiana.
F. E. Moeller, Professor Entomology Department, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin.
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10"-ble 5 (continued)
Ralph Petranek, Manager, McKay's Nursery, Waterloo, Wisconsin.
E. L. Proeb sting, Jr. , Proee s sor, Irrigated Agriculture Re search and Extension
Center, Prosser, Washington.
L. A. Polzak, Research Director, Larson Canning Co., Gram Bay, Wisconsin.
P. E. Schultz, Research Director, Libby, McNeil, Libby Co. , Janesville,
Wisconsin.
Les Sorenson, cranberry consultant, Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin.
M. P. Verhultz, Secretary, Wisconsin Canners and Freezers Assoc. , Madison,
Wisconsin.
Warren Wallace, Agricultural Forecaster, U. S. Weather Bureau, Madison,
Wisconsin.
P. H. Williams, Professor, Plant Pathology Department, University of Wis-
consin, Madison, Wisconsin.
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1. Frost protection Prevents fruit
of apple tree	 bud loss
buds
April and Freezing tempera- 3-dap
May	 ture s
12-hour
Prevent plow-
ing down ex-
ce s s crop
Insure uniform
supply
2. Predicting
harvest dates
of lettuce crop
3. Scheduling of
harvests of
lettuce
June	 Temperatures
through
September
June	 Occurrence of
through rains at specific
times
Selected Weather Forecasting Needs for Horticultural Crops
T. W. Tibbitts
May, 19 7 0
Critical	 Prediction
Event	 Benefit	 Period	 Weather Concern Intervals
	 Mode
Radio or television - three
times a day for general region.
Radio or television -- 8 a. m. --
for general region.
15-minute
	 Radio during critical period
(night) for separate 2-mile
radius areas.
1; 2; 3; 4s	 Radio or television -- three
5- day	 times a day for general region.
7 through 48- Radio or television at 2--hour
hour fore-
	 intervals during day for gen-
casts	 eral region. Telephone com-
munications from 4 a.m. to
10 p. m. for timing and amount
of rain at a specific location.
1 through	 Radio or television at 2-hour
24 hour	 intervals accurate to 15-mile
forecasts
	 radius area.
4. Insecticide or Prevent un-	 Growing Presence of
fungicide spray- necessary	 season winds
ing for any	 spraying
fi
M
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THE IMPACT OF IMPROVED SATELLITE WEATHER FORECASTING
'ON LETTUCE PRODUCTION
T. W. Tibbitts*
William Petersen*
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to determine the cost of inadequate weather
forecasting to lettuce growers in Wisconsin. The study was underta .en to
identify the operations that were affected by various weather conditions and to
determine what savings could be made by improved forecasting. it was hoped
the study would reveal whether or not the added costs of collecting and com-
municating better weather data would be justified for lettuce operations in
Wisconsin.
Collection of Data and Cost Calculations
The marketing and growing aspects of lettuce production were studied in
order to determine where improved weather forecasting could result in savings
to the grower. The importance of various weather circumstances in operating
decisions and the value of improved forecasting were determined with the co-
operation of Gatzke Farms, Inc., Berlin, Was., Grand Valley Produce,
mDept. of Horticulture, University of Wisconsin.
r
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Montello, Wis. , Mr. Dale Perry, produce salesman with the two farm s, Dr.
Theodore W. Tibbitts, horticulturist at the University of Wisconsin, Madison,
and William Petersen, a student with two summers' experience in the lettuce
business. The study considered only those weather conditions which affect
operating or marketing decisions and require an advance forecast of two weeks
or less.
Losses were calculated using the following information. The size of the
farm used was assumed to be 600 acres. The average yield was set at 500 car-
tons (of two dozen heads) per acre. This figure is higher than the average of
200 cwt per acre given in USDA marketing reports (200 cwt = 450 cartons per
acre at 45 lbs. per carton). It was felt that the per-acre yield should be one
that represented good management and the use of improved weather information.
Production costs used were taken from the costs prepared by the University of
California Extension. Service and by discussion with Wisconsin lettuce growers.
Direct production costs, excluding land rental and supervision costs, were set
at P. 50 per carton; direct harvesting costs were set at Vl. 00 per carton; and
overhead . costs including land rental, equipment and supervision were set at
. 50 per carton based on a yield of 550 cartons per acre.
The evaluations made for this report will likely have application to other
head lettuce operations on organic soils in the midwest and in the east. This
includes about 2, 000 acres in Wisconsin, 1, 500 acres in Michigan and 5, 000
acres in New York, with a total annual value of about ^6 million. The losses
may be somewhat less in New York due to their nearness to the eastern markets
and greater flexibility in marketing alternatives.
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It would be very difficult to equate the conclusions drawn from the lettuce
operations in Wisconsin to the producing areas of Arizona and California be-
cause soil and climatic conditions are so different in the western areas and the
losses result from quite different weather events.
The study revealed three categories of weather situations where better
weather forecasting could influence management decisions. These are:
(1) weather situations that cause heavy losses and affect most growers;
(2) weather situations that cause heavy losses but occur only under special cir-
cumstances or in certain geographical locations; and (3) weather situations where
losses are insignificant but most growers are affected.
The study focused primarily on the events which cause heavy losses and
affect most growers. The four events in this category are outlined in Table I.
Principal Weather Events that Cause Large Losses
High Temperatures Prior to Harvest:
High temperatures during the last two weeks prior to harvest cause the let-
tuce to mature rapidly. This causes two or more plantings to mature at the same
harvest date. This has a twofold effect on the producers' ability to market the
crop. The first way it affects marketing is by preventing the salesmen from
selling all the lettuce which is ready for harvest. Most orders are placed on
the book five to seven days in advance. If excess quantities of lettuce mature
unexpectedly at one time due to high temperatures, there is no market for the
lettuce -and limited storage facilities prevent the grower from harvesting the
lettuce and holding it for a few days until markets are found. The other way
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i
Thigh temperature Sale s and
at harve st
	 shipping
Rain stopping	 Dirty lettuce,
harvest	 loss of good-
will
o Standing water on 1) lost plant-
fields caused by	 ings
heavy rains
2) lost har-
vests
8 %
 
of total
acreage at ^1. 00
per case; 550
cases per acre
Z% of total acre-
age at $. 50 per
case; 550 cases
per acre
1) 6. 6% of total
acreage at
^25 per acre
2) 3. 3 010 of total
acreage at
^i. 00 per case;
550 cases per
Table 1
Savings Which Can Frequency of Annual Per Acre
Operation
	 Average Loss	 Be Realized With
	 Event Caus- Savings With
Event	 Affected	 Per event
	 Accurate Forecasts ing Loss
	 Accurate Forecast
100% of loss could Occurs 1 1P 6 6. 00 per acre
be saved	 times
each season
100% of loss could Occurs 3-LP 19. 25 per acre
be saved	 times
each season
35% of loss could	 Occurs once ^12. 75 per acre
be saved	 in two
seasons
3 ) reduced
quality and
yield
Rain influencing
	
Insect and
spray schedule	 fungicide
sway
acre
3) 25% of total acre-
age; quality at
$. 25 per case and
450 cases per acre;
yield: at ^1. 00 per
case and 100 cases
per acre
40% of total	 100 %
 savings
acreage at ^2. 50
Occurs 3 times P3. 00 per acre
each season
Total -- $101. 00 per acre
that high temperatures just prior to harvest affect marketing is in their effect on
obtaining trucks for shipping. During heavy truck use by other vegetable opera-
Lions, it becomes difficult to hire trucks to move lettuce to markets on short
notice. As a consequence, the lettuce is left in the field and lost.
A. study of twenty years of temperature records indicates there are 2. 7
high--temperature periods during the summer lettuce maturing period of Tune 16
through September 15. This was determined by noting periods when two days
or more had maximum temperatures over 80°F, alternating with periods of three
days or more when maximum temperatures were below 80"P. However, only a
portion of these high temperature periods is not adequately anticipated by the
growers and cause losses. The growers consulted for this study stated that
one or two times each season, lettuce was left in the field because, of high
temperatures prior to harvest. They estimated that as a minimum, 12% of the
total acreage on the farm each year was lost. Using the projected average
yield of 550 cartons per acre (two dozen heads per carton) and a loss of ^. 50
per carton production costs and a loss of ^. 50 per carton overhead costs, the
average loss was found to be 066. 00 per acre per year.
To prevent this problem from occurring, an accurate forecast of tempera-
.	 E
tunes five to seven days in advance is needed. This would enable the salesmen
and growers to predict daily harvests more accurately. Thus order taking and
truck reservations could be handled in advance of the anticipated increase of
lettuce ready for harvest.
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Rain Interfering with Harvest;
The second most important weather situation which growers face is the oc-
currence of rains during the morning harvesting period. The rains may cause a
skip or reduction in that day' s harvest or if harve sting is carried out the lettuce
will often be dirty. Losses may occur for any of three reasons. If harvesting
is stopped, some orders must be filled a day later, but at a lower price because
of a drop in market price. Another way a grower can lose is by having to fill an
order a day late; if the market price has risen he must fill the order at the price
originally agreed upon. And lastly, the grower can lose because he has to dis-
count dirty lettuce and obtains a lower return.
Twenty years of weather records indicate that rains occur dur-
ing the harvesting period of 6;00 ,
 A. M. to noon for the period of June 25 through
September 15 an average of 7. 8 times each season.
The produce salesman was consulted for the estimate of loss from this fac-
tor and he indicated that losses from th3.:D- event occurred three to four times
each season. The loss was determined by assuming an average loss of ^. 50
per carton, a projected average yield of 550 cartons per acre and an estimate
j	 of 2% of the acreage affected during each occurrence. This is a boss of P5. 50
per acre for each occurrence and a seasonal loss of ^19. 25 per acre.
To avoid this loss the grower needs an accurate twenty-four--hour forecast
of rain with a reasonably accurate prediction of its starting time. If the rain
will not start until late in the day, the grower will harvest early on that day in
order to get the best possible production from the planting. However, if the
rain will start early in the day the grower will harvest the planting a day in
advance.
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Heavy Rain Causing Standing Water on the Field;
The third weather situation which produces large losses is the occurrence
of heavy rains which cause water to stand on the surface of the Meld. Losses
occur in three ways. New plantings are washed out or germination is greatly
reduced by saturation of the soil. Harvests may be lost because of dart on the
lettuce or the inability of the grower to get into the fields to harvest it when
it's ready for harvest. In addition, standing water will reduce both quality and
yield of lettuce in the intermediate stages of development. The standing water
will increase the susceptibility of lettuce to disease, cause nutrient imbalances
which produce unevenly maturing lettuce and physically damage the lettuce.
The growers indicate that the frequency of this event is about once in every
two years but this frequency is difficult to substantiate by Weather Bureau
records because of the unevenness in rainfall patterns, especially for the in-
frequent torrential, rains. The actual flooding of a marsh is often the conse-
quence of a series of rains that saturate the soil and then eventually flood the
marsh, rather than one single rain.
The computation of the loss is as shown in Table Z and is based on an oc-
currence of this event every other year. Only 35% of the loss or P$. 39 per acre
was considered to be savable by preventing water from standing on the field.
With a twenty-four-hour-forecast of heavy rains, most standing water could
be removed by lowering irrigation ditches and by digging surface ditches in the
field. This would by no means prevent all losses due to heavy rain. It should,
ti
however, reduce the severity of the problems caused.
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Rain Influencing Spray Schedules:
The fourth weather situation which causes large losses is rain washing off
insecticide and fungicide sprays. The lettuce grower would not apply these
chemicals if he could be reasonably certain of a forthcoming rain. If a serious
disease or insect problem existed the grower would spray anyway but there
would be enough instances when he would not spray if he could be sure of rain
to make this a significant loss.
The loss was estimated to occur three times each season and could be
avoided if precise weather information was available. The loss is estimated
at ^3. 00 per acre each year.
The annum: loss from the four principle weather situations evaluated in this
study averages P100 per acre. This figure becomes significant when compared
to the average return per acre of 900 (450 cartons at ^2. 00). Thus, if the
losses from these weather conditions could be prevented, the return per acre	 4
would be increased more than 10 %. The gain from this improved forecasting
will likely be divided both between the producer and the consumer. Initially
the producer would realize the majority of the gain but as more and more pro-
ducers take advantage of the improved weather information, competition would
likely establish that most of the gain was passed to the consumer.
Other Weather Conditions which Cause Large Losses
There are four other situations where it was felt that losses were signifi-
cant but not of major consequence because the losses are limited to certain
geographical locations or special conditions. The first of these is high wind
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under dry field conditions. This can cause losses to new plantings which are
blown out or to mature lettuce which is filled with dirt. This situation is lim-
ited to fields lacking windbreaks. The value of a forecast is of indeterminate
use because the grower cannot do much to prevent losses. He may irrigate to
hold down dirt but then dirt from other fields may blow in. He might erect long
snow fences to keep dirt from drifting but the value of such procedures is
largely unproven.
Frosts which damage lettuce constitute the second situation where weather
forecasts could be extremely valuable to certain lettuce crops. In cases where
the frost is caused by radiation cooling and a temperature inversion close to the
ground is produced, damage to the lettuce can be minimized. When the inver-
sion is close to the ground and the increase of temperature with height is large,
helicopters can be used to mix the air vertically and raise the temperature at
ground level. This situation will affect late plantings in Wisconsin, and growers
in Florida during the winter. The forecast needed is the usual frost forecast and
the prediction of conditions which would favor a temperature inversion. The cost
of both reserving and flying a helicopter is great enough to make this forecast
very important to those growers who might be affected.
The third situation where information could be helpful is in the prediction
of extreme drying conditions which cause heating of the soil surface and burn-
off of seedlings. If such a forecast were available, an application of water or
foam to the rows could be used to prevent injury. It is not known how effective
these preventative methods would be, so the value of this information is inde-
terminate. The occurrence of these conditions is relatively infrequent except.
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in certain geographical areas.
The fourth situation where weather forecasts could help growers is.when
temperatures are high and trucks are in short supply. If a forecast of high
temperatures were given, the shipper would be certain to reserve trucks with
adequate cooling capability to meet the extreme conditions. The infrequency
of this problem and relatively low loss that occurs of the shipment is delayed
until the temperatures go down, make this factor insignificant.
Other Situations Considered
The last group of weather situations affecting management decisions was
looked at and dismissed as insignificant because of infrequent occurrence or
	 '
minor financial loss. Included in this group were rain interfering with irriga-
tion, watering of roads to prevent dirt blowing into lettuce, timing of the arrival
of harvesting crews, wand affecting fungicide and insecticide 'application and
wind influencing herbicide application.
Summary
Precise.weather information would be of significant value to lettuce opera-
Lions. A saving of 100 per acre could be realized for lettuce operations on
organic soils of Wisconsin with precise information. The major saving would
be realized for losses relating to the following weather-associated events:
1. Unexpected high temperature periods causing rapid crop maturity and
producing excess quantities of lettuce that cannot be sold.
2. uudden rain during harvesting periods so that orders cannot be filled on
on time or causing lettuce to be herves,ted dirty.
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3. Heavy rains causing flooding of the fields and causing total loss of
some plantings and reduced yield and quality of other plantings.
4. Rains washing pesticides from the plants.
Other weather-associated events such as frost injury and wind injury may
produce significant injury but losses were not of a general concern to all growers
and were restricted to only certain geographical locations or special conditions.
It is necessary that these indicated weather events be studied by meteor-
ologists to determine the anticipated accuracy of forecasting for these indicated
events so that the loss estimate can be adjusted accordingly.
1
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A CASE STUDY TO DETERMINE THE IMPACT ON THE GROWING OF PEAS
(PISUM SATIVUM L.) AND THE OPERATIONS OF THE PEA, CANNING AND
FREEZING INDUSTRY RESULTING FROM RECENT ADVANCES
IN SATELLITE METEOROLOGY
Earl T. Gritton*
Ab stract
Peas rank among the top four vegetables grown for commercial processing
in the United States, on the basis of both acreage and value of product. Al-
most one-third of the U. S. acreage is in Wisconsin. 130, 000 acres, with a
farm value of P15,500, 000 annually. Thirty-nine companies operated sixty--two
plants for processing peas in Wisconsin in 1968.
The total production of peas varies from year to year. Oversupply one year
customarily results in a reduction in acreage the following year. Much of the
variation in yield and quality is due to weather conditions during the growing
season. The first peas are planted as early in the spring as the ground can be
worked, about April 5--10. Subsequent plantings are scheduled on the basis of
daily temperatures since development of the pea plants is proportional to tem-
perature. Abase of 40°F is used since this is about the minimum temperature
Dept. of Agronomy, University of Wisconsin.
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at which peas will germinate and grow. Daily highs and lows are averaged, the
base temperature of 40°F subtracted, and a heat unit accumulation day by day
recorded. Since varieties are quite constant relative to each other in the heat
units needed to reach the processing stage, this procedure has been found very
useful in helping to schedule a uniform supply of peas for processing throughout
the season, and is used bar all p.:a companies. Predictions of temperature
would aid in scheduling plantings. Predictions of rain which would interfere
with planting would likewise help. Field operations could be shifted within a
fifteen-to-forty-mile radius of most processing plants to avoid bad weather
at planting tame.
Application of herbicides and insecticides is affected by wind and moisture,
especially, though other climatic factors are also important. Predictions of
atmospheric conditions Contributing to air pollution which could damage peas
might enable preventive measures to be taken at the pollution source.
Accurate weather predictions, particularly for temperature and moisture,
would be of great help in scheduling labor, supplies, and equipment for the
start of harvest and processing. They would permit more accurate daily esti-
mates of the amount of peas to be harvested and processed. Because weather
has such a great influence on yield, accurate forecasts would permit more
accurate estimates of yield.
Peas must be harvested within a very narrow range of maturity for optimum
quality. They pass t-hrough this range in as little as twelve hours during hot
dry weather or as long as three to four days during cool moist conditions.
Accurate long-range predictions would, therefore, help in scheduling harvests
E
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and the quality should be improved. Peas may develop off-flavors within two
hours after harvest at S 0 ° F but at 40 ° F more than four hours may be allowable
between harvest and processing. Advance knowledge of the temperatures to be
encouritered would thus be of benefit. Harvesting operations could sometimes
be shifted out of areas expected to receive rain and into areas where harvest-
ing could be carried on more efficiently.
Most producers and processors would like to receive weather forecasts
over radio or television. They would like the information presented in such a
way that it could be interpreted for their specific area by personnel, relatively
untrained or unskilled in technical aspects of meteorology and climatology.
Forecasts should be presented-at least three Mmes daily and even hourly would
be desirable during planting in April and May and during harvest June 15 to
August 15. Wind direction and speed, amount and duration of precipitation,
hourly temperatures for each day, radiation, and cloud cover are the most im--
	 . .
portant factors. The greater the advance notice the more valuable the predic-
tion will be. Even a few days will be of great benefit if the prediction is ac-
curate for areas of a few square miles, while one to two weeks would be even
more helpful.
Case Study for Peas
This case study on the growing of peas and associated operations of the-
pea canning and freezing industry deals with one facet of the potential impact
an agriculture deriving from recent advances in satellite meteorology. The
purpose of this Case study is to examine the effect on production, harvesting
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and processing of green peas, which could result from more precise and advanced
weather prediction information to be derived from the United States weather sat-
ellite program.
Peas rank among the top four vegetables grown for commercial processing
in the United States, both on the basis of acreage and total value of product.
The production and processing of peas therefore affects the efforts and liveli-
hood of a very large number of people, and the quality and quantity of the pro-
duct is of direct concern to the consuming public. Between one--fourth and
one-third of the peas grown for processing in the United States are grown in
Wisconsin. Approximately 130, 000 acres are devoted annually to this crop in
VATisconsin, and farm value of the peas produced averages about $1-5, 500 1 000
annually. Thirty-nine companies operated sixty-two plants for processing peas
in Wisconsin in 1968.
Peas for processing are grown under contract to a processor, who will can
or freeze the peas produced. The contract will set a prase for pounds of fresh
shelled peas produced, taking into account quality of the peas, type, and costs
of production and harvesting. Contract negotiations usually take place during
January and February for the growing season immediately following. The acre-
age desired by each processor is dependent upon the carryover of present
stocks, th3 anticipated demand, and the expected production. Above -average
production one year will likely result in increased carryover of stocks, and
occasion a subsequent drop in acreage contracts for the following year.
Typically, in Wisconsin, the farm land is owned S py someone other than
the processor. The farm owner may agree to do no more than furnish the land
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for pea production, with the processor performing all of the functions necessary
to grow and harvest the crop. In other cases the farm owner may perform all
operations up to and including planting the seed, with the processing company
performing all subsequent operations.
Pea seeds are large and heavy and are seeded at about 250 pounds per acre
so that many pounds are required annually for planting. This seed is produced
mostly in the western states of Idaho, Washington and Oregon, to reduce the
likelihocd of carrying seed--borne disease organisms. Processors place tenta-
tive orders with these seed producing firms in the spring, so the seed can be
produced for planting in Wisconsin the following year. The amount of seed of
each particular variety desired will be specified. These decisions must be
made a year in advance, wifh no knowledge of the growing season to be en-
countered during the seed.-producing year or in the following year, when the
seed will be used to grow a crop for processing.
If conditions unfavorable for seed production could be anticipated, the
acreage would be increased correspondingly. Adjustments which might be
made with advance knowledge of the environmental conditions to be encountered
during the sea son of growing for. prose s sing will be di scu s sea sub sequently.
Seed is normally shipped by rail from the western states to.Wisconsin
during February, March and April. Travel time is about two weeks. The
weather has little effect on this operation except for occasional extremes,
.such as one year when railroad tracks were flooded by the Mississippi, River,
temporarily halting shipments. Removing bags of seed from rail, cars to the
processor's storage warehouse can be inconvenienced by rain, but this is not
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a serious problem.
The decision as to which fields on a farm will be used for growing peas
may be made either in the fall or in the spring. If peas are to be planted as
early as possible in the spring, which would be in early April, then land will
probably be plowed in the fall so it can be worked up and planted to peas
earlier in the spring. It is difficult to plow very dry soil, and occasionally fall
plowing will be postponed until moisture conditions improve. Other times the
soil is too wet and plowing must be delayed. Precise weather predictions
would help the farmer decide on when and how much land to plow. Fall plowing
may continue until the ground freezes. Advance notice as to when this will
occur would permit decisions as to how much labor and equipment need to be
devoted to plowing at any given time, so that the desired amount of land can
be fall. plowed.
The soil must be worked up to prepare the seedbed in the spring, but it
cannot be worked while wet. A prediction as to when the ground in given fields
would be dry enough for tilling would help the farmer, or processing company,
be prepared to start on that date. The drying rate of the soil is dependent upon
the amount of moisture in the soil., when frost has left the ground, precipita-
tion,wind, and sun or radiation. Soils dry out very slowly under cool tempera-
tures
.
, cloudy skies, and low wind speed, and drying will be further delayed by
	 j
precipitation. The moisture status of the soil at any given time might be de-
termined through use of infrared photography. Utilizing this measurement,
plus predictions of wind, sun, and precipitation, might permit forecasting of
the time at which given fields could be prepared for planting peas. The longer
I
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advance notice the better, so that labor, machinery, seed, fertilizer, etc. can
be readied .for that date at that location. Farmers can estimate this fairly well
themselves three to four days in advance.
Peas are planted as much as possible on a-schedule determined by tempera-
ture, variety, and capacity of the processing pliant. Capacity of the plant is
known from previous .experience, or if some alterations have been made in the
plant, can be ,predicted .
 quite _accurately... Most . profitable use of the plant will
come from full use of it. It is desirable to start operations as soon as possible
in the season, continue as . long a.s : possible during the season and have just
the right amount of , peas coming into the plant for processing during the season
for it to operate at optimum capacity.
The varieties of peas to be grown will differ in various agronomic charac-
teristics, including the amount of
.
 time it takes , from planting to reach the proper
harvesting stage... A range of maturity types will be planted. Fast maturing
types, requiring approximately fifty-six days From planting to harvest, will be
used to start the proce s sing. plant. Progressively later maturing varieties will
b,B used to extend the processing season. Planting dates of the various varie-
ties will also be scheduled so a .s to provide a continuous supply of the proper
amount of peas for processing frcm the beginning of the processing season—
approximately June 15, until the end—approximately August 15, at which time
most plants will changer over to processing sweet Corn.
t The best yields can be expected from the earliest planted peas because
the cool moist early spring weather is more favorable for production than the
warmer drier weather of summer. Early planted peas stand a greater risk of
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injury from frost, but this danger is more than offset by the better growing con-
ditions.
In spite of the advantages of early planting, not all peas can be planted
then. To do so would result in so many peas maturing simultaneously that
harvesting and processing operations could not keep up. To avoid this problem,
plantings are scheduled according to temperatures, or "heat units. " Tempera-
ture appears to be the one most important variable affecting the rate of matura-
tion of peas.
The base temperature used in computing heat units is 40°F because this is
about the minimum temperature for pea germination and growth. Temperatures
above this base result in a Wheat unit accumulation. " For example, if the av-
erage temperature for a day is ^62°F, the heat unit accumulation for that day is
62 ° - 40 ° = 22 heat units. Heat units thus accumulate slowly during the cool
spring and rapidly as the season advances.
The number of heat. units needed for a variety to reach the processing stage
is fairly constant. This makes it possible, by referring to temperature records
of past years, to predict the date on whica the variety will be ready to harvest.
Since it is known approximately. how many heat units will accumulate each day
just before harvest, the number of heat units which must separate plantings is
known. Because of the large difference in tem^Yaratures, several days separa-
tion at planting time may be required to separate harvests by only one or two
days. The exact number of heat units needed for a variety to reach harvest may
vary somewhat with season and locality, but the heat unit system still works
very well because the differences between varieties remain remarkably constant.
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Rain during the planting period is a serious problem in growing peas for
processing, since it interrupts the planting schedule. Accurate predictions of
the amount of rain, on which areas it will fall, and when, could be extremely
helpful at planting time. Thus, if no precipitation is anticipated, planting will
proceed on schedule according to the rate of heat unit accumulation. If a light
shower were predicted, slightly more acreage would be planted to make up for
the slig hL interruption in planting. If a prolonged period of not being able to
plant were to be anticipated, then it would be desirable to plant a correspond-
ingly greater acreage before the suspension of planting occurred. Forecasts
are needed which would predict the amount of precipitation, its duration, where
it would fall, and at what date and time. Even highly accurate one-to--two-day
forecasts are a great help but one-to-two-week forecasts would be much better.
Since acreage within a radius of approximately fifteen to forty miles of a plant,
even up to seventy-five miles, is used for growing peas, it would be possible
to shift planting out of an area of anticipated rain and into an area where plant-
ing could proceed on schedule.
Unavoidable gaps in planting due to rain or other causes could be at least
partially adjusted for by choosing other varieties. Seed of alternate varieties
would have to be obtained, though, so some advance notice of the need to
change varieties would be needed. A few days might be enough in some cases
but in others one to two weeks would be needed.
Sometimes herbicides are applied which must be incorporated into the soil
almost immediately. Rain .
 can prevent this .incorporation and result in ineffec-
tual herbicide action. Other herbicides require rain soon after application for
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best performance.
Soil temperature may be an important factor in the rate of pea development,
yield and the extent to which soil pathogens develop and injure plants. This
factor does not receive a great deal of attention now because of the difficulty,
time and expense of determining soil temperature. It might prove very useful if
it could be determined quickly and easily over large areas as, for example, by
a satellite.
Predictionb of frost would be of little benefit at the present time because
no protective measures are feasible for the pea crop. If protective measures
do become feasible in the future, then forecasts of frost would be of benefit.
Damage is dependent upon the temperature reached and the duration of that
temperature.
Air pollution is an increasing problem. Peas appear to be less sensitive
than some crops, but the time may come when pollution will be of major con-
cern for their production. When and if this occurs, forecasts of conditions,
such as inversions, which could cause problems might permit preventive mea-
sures to be taken, such as closing down some factory operations, etc.
Few, if any, field operations are required during the period between pea
planting and harvesting. One operation which may be necessary is spraying.
Insecticides might be used to control aphids and/or a larval complex made up
mainly of annyworm s and green loopers. Herbicides might be employed to con-
trol weeds, especially to prevent flower bud formation in Canada thistle, as
these flower buds become mixed with the shelled peas during harvesting and
lower the quality of the finished product if they are not removed. Removing
F
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them creates extra expense since it requires hand picking from an inspection
belt in the factory.
Insecticides may be applied with either ground sprayers or aircraft. Ground
sprayers are most frequently used unless the fields are too muddy to permit
their travel, or if it is necessary to get the fields sprayed sooner than would
be possible with ground equipment.. Almost all herbicide is applied with ground
equipment because of the danger of drift of the material to susceptible crops
and their subsequent injury. Aircraft may be used only when a serious weed
problem develops and field conditions do not permit use of ground equipment.
Accurate weather forecasts would be of considerable benefit here. Absence of
m7ind is desired because of the danger of drift, and drift will become of greater
concern as the country becomes more urbanized.
Wind speed of about ten mph is considered maximum for most spraying, but
where ultra--low volume is being used even lower speeds may be necessary. The
hours between 4;00 A. M. and 8:00 A. M. are usually expected to have least wind
and are, therefore, considered the best times for spraying. Spraying may con-
tinue throughout the day, however, in order to get the necessary acreage treated.
Spraying could be scheduled a few days earlier or a few days later, if it were
known that conditions would be more favorable at one time than another. Like-
wise, the choice of fields to be treated at any given time would be based on
the areas where the weather would be most favorable. It is necessary for the
spray to remain on the plants for a time in order to be effeotive. Spraying
would not be scheduled within twenty--four hours or so of rain. Aircraft must
be engaged for spraying from a day to a week in advance. Sometimes they are
i
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engaged and are unable to be used at the designated time and place because of
unfavorable wind or rain. With accurate weather predictions of one day to a
week or more, they could be all set to spray at the best time and place. Some
insecticides, for instance, have a threshold temperature below which their ef-
fectiveness is greatly diminished. if the temperature could be predicted ac-
curately they could be applied only when the temperatures are going to be
favorable.
The development of most diseases is greatly influenced by the weather.
Splashing rain and runoff water can disseminate disease-causing organisms.
High humidity is favorable for infection and development of many pathogens.
Wind, especially when driving rain or sand, can injure plants and predispose
them to disease. Spores of pathogens can be carried long distances by air
currents.
Forecasts would help anticipate'disease problems and aid in deciding when
and how to apply preventive measures. They would enable chemical suppliers
	 J
to anticipate demands for their products. Remote sensing might detect disease
or stress problems before they are recognizable on the ground, and permit prompt
action to be taken. Sprays might be used to control pathogens before damage
became widespread. Only areas in potential danger might need to be treated,
eliminating the need and.
 expense of treating large acreages. Now some over-
treatment is inevitable. This could be eliminated.
The date on which pea harvest will commence is of considerable import-
ance. Approximately 2, 000 migrant workers are brought from Texas to Wiscon-
sin to work with peas during the harvesting season. They are given about a
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thirty-day advance notice of when they will -be needed, and then are actually
brought to Wisconsin about two days .prior to the anticipated start of harvest.
They are not brought sooner because of the extra expense to the processing
companies of caring for them, and the workers do not wish to come earlier be-
cause they are not given full pay until they actually start work. On the other
hand, in some plants it is difficult to get processing in full swing until the
workers are on the job.
The start of harvest is also important from the standpoint of having the
harvesting labor and equipment ready for the field, and labor, supplies, and
equipment ready at the processing plant. Forecasts which would permit more
accurate prediction of the actual initiation of harvest would thus be of benefit
to both labor and the processing companies. Temperature and moisture are the
two most important variables. Very cool moist weather can delay the start of
harve st while hot dry weather can hasten, it.
During the growing season company management may require periodic crop
reports from their production personnel. The estimated production is used in
deciding whether to liquidate carryover stock or whether to buy, what types to
retain or sell,, and what prices are appropriate. A general report at the begin-
ning of the season would indicate the general prospect's, while reports every
two weeks or so during the season would predict Crop prospects for the next
two--week period. These reports are written on the basis of the outlook at the
time the report is being prepared, but a change in weather conditions can Change
the outlook even before the report is submitted to management. For instance,
r
during a prolonged warm dry spell, the report could predict low yields and
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perhaps low quality, but a heavy rain accompanied by cooler weather could
move in even while the report is being typed and alter the oudooz, completely.
The general report for the season would need weather predictions one to two
months in advance while the periodic reports would need one-to two-week pre-
dictions. Many variables would be of importance since yield and quality are
influenced by so many environmental factors. Temperature, precipitation,
radiation, cloud cover, humidity, soil moisture, and wind speed are some of
the more important weather factors.
Peas for processing are harvested in a green succulent stage. Their ma-
turity is commonly measured by a device called a tenderometer, which measures
their resistance to crushing and shearing--the more mature the shelled peas,
the greater their resistance to crushing and shearing and the higher the tender-
ometer value. Peas harvested at a very low tenderometer value do not yield as
1
well as more mature peas .ind may be damaged considerably in harvesting and
processing. Peas harvestedr at a high tenderometer value yield better, but are
hard, starchy, and unpalatable. Only a fairly narrow range in maturity is ac-
ceptable for processing, and peas progress rapidly through this range. Gen-
erally, they must be harvested within about a twenty-four hour period or their
quality will decline significantly. However, this depends a great deal upon
the temperature and soil moisture supply. If the weather is cool and the ground
is moist, the tenderometer value of the peas incnase s slowly and harvest may
take place anytime over a two-to-four-day period. If temperatures are high
and the soil is very dry, tenderometer values increase very rapidly, so that
harvest must take place wihin about a twelve--hour period for optimum quality.
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Thus low temperatures and moist soil are helpful during harvest as they slow
the rate of maturity and allow a greater period of time for harvesting the peas.
Decisions as to which fields to harvest and when to harvest them are made
daily, or even hourly, during the harvest season.
Rain during the harvesting period is important for reasons other than the
rate of maturity of the peas. Any amount of rain will wet the foliage, reducing
efficiency of the harvesting machinery. The wet foliage and mud will clog the
sieves in the mobile v:iners (machines which thresh the shelled peas from the
vines) resulting in "carryover" of shelled peas, which are them returned to the
field along with the threshed plants. Heavy dews can cause the same problem.
If it were known that rain or heavy dews would occur in one area but not in an-
other, it might be possible to shift to the dryer area for harvesting, returning
a few hours or perhaps a day later after the moisture had dried. It might also
be possible to cut and windrow the peas before the shower or dew covered all
plants. Only plants on the outside of the windrow would then get wet while
those on the inside would be sheltered. Consequently, the entire windrow
would thresh more efficiently. Twenty--four-hour advance notice of these con-
ditions would be quite helpful; but, of course, several days notice would
greatly aid in making decisions as to what areas the equipment will be moved
to and when. If equipment is to be moved from one processing plant area to
another, twenty--four to thirty-six hours advance notice is needed.
Heavy rains or prolonged wet periods cause serious problems at harvest
time because of the difficulty of moving the machinery through muddy fields.
Harvest will need to continue on schedule because the peas will continuo to
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mature, and the processing plant needs a supply of peas to keep the labor and
equipment productively employed. Mobile viners weigh about 18, 000 pounds
and the tractors used to pull them weigh about 10, 000 pounds. Other tractors,
windrowers, pickups, cars, and trucks for hauling also need to traverse the
fields. Under very muddy conditions it is difficult for this equipment to operate.
The rate of harvest thus decreases, fewer peas are delivered to the plant in any
given time, peas continue to mature resulting in more acres than need to be
harvested, and more breakdowns are experienced because of the greater strain
on the equipment. if wet conditions of this nature were accurately forecast,
several alternative decisions could be made. Fields that would mature during
the wet period might be harvested ahead of the rains. Quality would be higher
than if harvest were delayed. Extra tractors could be secured to help pull the
other tractors and equipment through the muddy fields. Factory labor and sup-
ply commitments could be held down in line with the reduced supply of peas to
I
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be available for processing.
If harvesting has been delayed for any considerable period of time, or if
hot weather has matured peas extremely rapidly, it is probable that some pea
fields will not be harvested for processing because they have become too ma-
ture. Weedy fields or those with marginal yields may be by-passed in favor
of better fields. Payment to the farmer for such acreage which must be skipped
is handled according to the contract agreement, but usually results in less re-
turn to the grower than if his peas are harvested. He, therefore, is unhappy
when some of his peas are by-passed. The processing companies are generally
optimistic with regard to the rate at which they can catch up in their harvesting,
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and often fail to by-pass enough acreage. This means they harvest too many
peas which are more mature than they should be, and the quality of the processed
product is correspondingly lower. With accurate forecasts of even one week,
but preferably two, giving particularly the temperature and moisture conditions,
planning would be greatly facilitated and quality of the product would be im-
proved. When a company could predict that it would have either a deficit or
excess of peas to process during any given time, it might buy or sell acreage.
Harvesting machinery could be moved and operated where it could be used most
efficiently. Since environmental conditions play such an important part iii pea
yields, an estimate of the amount of production could be made.
Pea harvesting equipment is moved from field to field and area to area on
the road. Small companies will only be moving within approximately a fifteen-
to-forty-mile radius of their plant while large companies with several plants
have the potential of moving their machines 100 miles or more. Weather condi-
tions are important from the standpoint of highway safety. Forecasts of storms 	 r
and times of darkness would be of help as road travel. would not be scheduled
during storms and travel after dark would be held to a minimum.
Fluctuations in the amount of peas to process result in fluctuations of
labor, equipment and supply needs of the plant. When favorable growing con-
ditions have resulted in many peas that need processing in a short period of
time, then the plant must be prepared to work to its capacity. Extra labor
will be . needed and extra shifts may have to be added. Only a few days' sup-
ply ( sometimes two to three days) of some expendable items such as sugar, salt,
butter, and cans are normally kept on hand. Different sizes and types of cans
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are used for different types of peas, and these differ from the cans used for
other products. Thus, it is necessary to arrange for extra cans of the proper
type to handle extra amounts of peas. Now, in fact, many can companies
watch crop production forecasts as carefully as the processors. Since the sup-
ply of peas could be estimated more accurately and further in advance with
more accurate forecasts, such forecasts would be of tremendous help to the
processing company.. The further ahead the prediction can be -
 made the more
benefit it will be. Even a few days would help but one to two weeks would be
much better.
Shelled peas deteriorate rapidly in quality so the time interval between
threshing of the peas from the plants and their processing must be kept short.
This becomes more of a problem the further the shelled peas must be hauled for
processing. The higher the temperature the more quickly the peas must be
processed. Above 80°F only about two hours can elapse before off-flavors
develop, while at 40°F, four hours or more between threshing and processing
may be permissible. During periods of high temperatures the shelled peas can
be held for longer periods of time by holding them in cold or iced water. Ar-
rangements for ice need to be made twenty-four hours or more in advance and
even the use of cold water will require some adjustment in the harvesting,
hauling and processing operations. Man days during July and^ 	p 	 Y Y	 gT Y August will
be hot enough to cause problems, but many days will also be cool. Accurate
forecasts of two days or more would be of considerable benefit in arranging for
cooling the peas. If no cc:oling is to be used it would be very helpful to know
that the time available between harvest and processing would be reduced.
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Many plants which process peas also process sweet corn. For most effi-
cient factory operation it is desirable to keep the supply of peas coming in un-
til the first corn is ready to be harvested for processing. A few days, usually
ten or fewer, are necessary between the pea and corn harvests for converting
the factory from peas to corn. It would be of great help In preparing for this
conversion if the date of the last pea harvest and that of the first corn harvest
could be predicted accurately a week or two in advance. Temperature and
moisture are the two most important variables.
Weather is probably of less concern once the crop has been harvested
than earlier, but it is still important. Canned peas must be kept from freezing
so insulated and/or heated rail cars and trucks are used during freezing weather.
Presently a given calendar date, about November 15, is usually chosen after
which the use of unprotected shipment is considered too risky. If the initiation
and duration of freezing temperatures could be predicted far enough in advance,
some flexibility in securing and using the more expensive protected shipping
equipment could be exercised.
Another problem with the canned product concerns merely differences in
temperature which the cans encounter. If they are moved from one temperature
to another, moisture may condense on them. This can discolor and loosen
labels, and result in rusting of the cans.
It appears that no processing companies presently subscribe to any sort of
a weather prediction service, and none employ specialized personnel to inter-
pret forecasts or to measure environmental variables. At least some, if not
all, would be willing to pay for such services if they could be shown to be of
.
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definite economic benefit. The larger the company, the more potential benefit
and the more interest in the possibility of improved forecasts and weather mea-
surements.
Climate control may become possible in the future. If so, knowledge of
desired conditions and of conditions as they will exist without control could be
used in adjusting the weather to the most favorable conditions feasible.
Weather predictions carried over radio and television can be received by
farmers, processors, and others in the future, just as they are now being re-
ceived. If forecasts were made more valuable by being made more accurate,
or by covering a greater period of time, provisions could be made for receiving
these forecasts more often. Some farm. tractors now have radios and more could
be so equipped. Processors have regular AM and perhaps FM radios at the
plant and many of the field vehicles do also. The plants are connected with
key vehicles by short--wave radios. Television sets could be set up at plant
offices to receive forecasts. Other receiving equipment could be employed,
but it appears radio and TV are considered the two best sources at present. As
much of the forecast as possible should be left to local interpretation so they
can be interpreted for specific areas. However, this should not require highly
trained personnel at the farm or processor level. Some farmers and processors
feel that morning, noon, and night forecasts would be sufficient. Others feel
they should be available almost continuously, especially during the harvesting
season.
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Summary
Weather is an extremely important variable in the growing and harvesting
of peas for processing. Accurate forecasts of one day to two weeks would per-
mit much more efficient field and processing plant operations. A more stable
supply of peas would be insured and their quality would be improved. The most
important weather factors are temperature, precipitation, humidity, cloud cover,
radiation and wind, Disturbances such as storms are important. Predictions
are presently received from radio and television and these appear to be the most
logical means for the future. Television is especially attractive because of the
visual interpretation possible. Application of forecasts to small specific areas
suggest that interpretation should be made on the local level. However, this
should not require highly trained or skilled people. Payment for improved
weather forecasts might be agreeable to farmers and processors if they could
see adequate economic benefit, and if they were convinced there was good
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reason the service should not be provided through state or federal. taxes.
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A CASE STUDY TO DETERMINE THE NATURE OF THE IMPACT ON
SWEET CORN RESULTING FROM RECENT ADVANCES
IN SATELLITE METEOROLOGY
R. H. Andrew",
The specific purpose of this case study was to determine the nature of
the economic impact which would result if advanced weather predictions,
derived from data emitting from the United States weather satellites, were
available for use by the producers and prose ssors of sweet corn. To this
end the growing and marketing operations for sweet corn as related to cer-
tain weather phenomena occurring during the growth cycle have been detailed. 	 ". I
Attention was given to changes in production strategy and the subsequent
economic impact which improved weather predictions,. based upon satellite
data, would have upon yield and quality of this crop. Weather is of major
concern in the production of a rapidly changing, highly perishable crop such
as sweet corn where quality in addition to yield is a major consideration
Production and marketing of the crop fall into three major categories;
1) for processing by canning and freezing as in the Midwest and
Pacific North-we st;
• ^Dept. of Agronomy, University of Wisconsin
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2) for fresh market as in the Metropolitan Northeast; and
3) for winter market as in Florida.
Weather-forecasting programs for agricultural use have been established in
several states throughout the country. Growers monitor these available
sources of weather information by radio, television, the public press and
private forecasting services, to obtain the best possible summaries and pre-
dictions,
This constant analysis of weather information is the basis for the deci-
sions affecting the scheduling and conduct, of each field operation and for the
sale of the produce to processors or on the market, e.g., land culture, date
of planting, choice of varieties, use of agro-chemicals, harvest, effective
use of machinery, schedule of labor. Significance of weather with respect
to these operations will be detailed. Any improvement in accuracy, time-
line ss or detail of weather information would be of immediate and significant
importance to producers, processors, and consumers. For these reasons the
Wisconsin Canners and Freezers Association appointed a special committee
to provide counsel and resources for the study,
The investigator has obtained information from growers and processors
as to improved weather prediction needs, as well as benfits to production
and quality of sweet corn, from planting through harvest. Insofar as possible
the needs and benefits for the separate major producing areas of the country
were or will be determined.
Discussions were held with individuals,acutely aware of production and
environmental requirements for representative climatic areas of the country.
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Interviews had been held or scheduled with representatives of the following
organizations:
Libby McNeill & Libby
Green Giant
The Larsen Company
The Oconomowoc Canning Company
Florida Sweet Corn Exchange
New Jersey Market GroT,-rers Association
The weather-growth cycle of corn in the North Central United States
consists of the following units:
preplanting, prior to May 1, especially March and April.
—planting, in May and June.
—growing season
'
, from May through September (through November
for field corn).	
i
—harvest, in August and September (September through November for 	 i
field corn).
--post harvest, after the crop is removed from October through February.
Winter production of market sweet corn, principally in Florida, involves spe-
cial weather relationships.
Information in this report on corn production relative to the Weather
Satellite Program is organized with the following points in mind:
1) weather relationships of corn.
7) procedures and practices followed in corn production.
3) procedures and practices which would be altered if more detailed
weather information were available.
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4) how these procedures would be altered together with the results
expected, and
5) projected plans for next year.
Weather_ Relationships of Corn
Examples of weather growth relations for corn in Dane County, Wiscon-
sin, are well illustrated over a three-year period. In 1966, a July frost was
disastrous in localized areas, resulting in acreage abandonment. In 1967,
an excessively wet September with as much as seventeen inches of rainfall
in some areas seriously interfered with harvest operations. In 1968 there
were no serious weather problems during the growing season which lasted
well into October with the result that bumper corn yields averaging highest
in the counizy were produced.
Preseason precipitation provides about half the moisture needs of corn.
Where it is dependable, such as in Ohio and Indiana, there is little correla-
tion with corn yield. On the other hand, deviations of three or four inches in
Iowa, for ex, -iple, have a significant influence on corn yield.
A warmer than normal spring favors high yields since it hastens decompo-
sition of plant residues and permits early planting. A warm spring also
hastens germination and emergence and promotes early growth.
Early summer rainfall is an important factor in successful corn produc-
tion. Generally, the Corn Belt iv characterized by light rainfall, in the winter
but increasing amounts through April. and May into June, followed by decreas-
ing amounts until September with higher amounts again in September and
^j
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October. This distribution of rainfall in the north central states seems
related to the path of the jet streams and their related storm paths. These
streams migrate northward until late summer and then move southward again
in August and September.
Much work has been done on average amounts of rainfall during the
summer months relative to the time of maximum moisture needed by the corn
crop. On the average, more rain falls during June than the crop can utilize.
July and August are deficit periods. Approximately six to seven inches of
moisture are needed during the peak water requirement period of July. Only
about half the July water requirement of corn falls durk , 13- this .Month. Opti-
mum amounts of rainfall are near four inches in June, seven inches in July,
and four inches in August. June rainfall ranges from two to ten inches.
Seven inches in June may adversely affect yields whereas seven inches in
July would be highly beneficial. Generally corn yields more as .
 July rainfall ,t
increases. This is related to the stage of growth of the corn plant and can
be altered by planting date and choice of varieties, as well as average tem-
perature conditions.
Distribution of rainfall in July and August is of tremendous importance.
A warm, dry period just at pollination is particularly damaging to yields.
The critical period for rainfall for corn is from July 15 to August 15. The
average value of an inch of rainfall in five-day units increases from early
June to a peak at the end of July and damps sharply toward the end of August.
The correlation between August rainfall and corn yield is not high. The
effect of August temperature overshadows the influence of rainfall. While
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optimum rainfall for August is about four inches, corn will yield quite well
on two or three inches of August rainfall. More than normal amounts in
August results in higher humidity and increased damage by disease.
Yields decline appreciably as average monthly temperatures rise above
70°F in August. This is the time kernels are filling. With increasing tem-
perature, respiration of the plant increases and there is less storage of the
photosynthate. The plant utilizes its products rather than storing them.
Consequently, a hot August results in smaller kernels and lower yields.
Wanner than normal weather in September and October is beneficial to
the maturing crop but may be associated with lower than normal rainfall.
Cooler than normal weather in September may be accompanied by early
frost which kills the plant before maturity, reduces yield, and interferes
with drying.
The weather variables contributing most to corn yield variability are
June temperature, July rainfall, and August temperature. Fluctuations in
yield due to weather are great. One year may bring a bumper crop and the
next a drought. While there is no way at present to predict these fluctuations,
there is evidence that favorable years tend to alternate with unfavorable years
in the Corn Belt. The pattern is not rhythmic and not predictable, but ap-
proaches periodicity in twenty--year intervals.
Production Practices Related to Accurac and Resolution of Weather Predictions
Initiation of planting depends upon spring temperatures and soil moisture
conditions both before, during, and after the immediate planting operation.
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Procurement of seed, fertilizers, and pesticides in ample supply prior to
this date is necessary. Acreage contracts as well as arrangements for labor
and machinery must be in order to advance of this deadline. Accuracy and
resolution of weather predictions will minimize misunderstandings and costly
delays at this point.
Moisture supply in the soil prior to planting assumes major importance
for a crop such as corn which obtains only about half of its water needs
from growing season precipitation. Preplanting temperatures are an impor-
tant consideration as they influence time or delay in planting which, in
turn, affects length of growing season. Advance information on these con-
ditions will influence choice and volume distribution of varieties from the
standpoint of maturity and even the decision to shift to another crop.
With a highly perishable crop such as sweet corn, maximum effort is
made to schedule planting dates to assure  uniform flow of a high quality
raw product to the factory at time of harvest. This is facilitated by use of
thermal units based on temperatures above a 50° vital point in contrast to
calendar days. Because of seasonal differences in average temperatures,
a seven-day spread between fields at planting  does not mean a seven-day
spread at harvest. if weather prognosis for e two-week interval in May indi-
cates a cool period with few effective temperatures above 50° , planting
operations will be markedly slowed or labor and machinery shifted to a site
of greater thermal unit accruement. Refinements in use of this technique
envision interaction of precipitation and cloud cover data as they become
I.
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available as well as temperature in scheduling planting dates. Accurate
temperature information in connection with use of thermal units is assuming
greater influence on planting and harvest schedules since present trends
are toward fewer varieties in the processing industry to a s sure greater uni-
formity of product. In the past, use of different hybrids with a range in
maturity has been one of the means of extending the harvest season.
Application of pre--emergence pesticides for control of insects, disease,
and weeds has become a common production practice with corn. Effective-
ness of these agricultural chemicals varies extensively with rainfall and
temperature, particularly during the immediate post--application period.
Time and rate of application would be altered to assure maximum effective--
ness given reliable weather predictions.
Nutrient availability varies with soil moisture and temperature. Choice
of fertilizer formula as well as rate of application consequently will be in-
fluenced by the forecast for these two environmental variables.
During the growing season, effectiveness of various production prac-
tices is constantly at the mercy of the weather. Here also prediction of rain
will have a bearing on time and rate of application of herbicides, insecti-
cides., and fungicides. For example, it is a common practice to add nitro.
gen, to the growing corn plant during June as a sidedress application in bulk
or as anhydrous ammonia. Rainfall, .temperature, and relative humidity have
a bearing on feasibility and uniformity of this application.
Insecticides are applied by aerial application from fixed wing planes or
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heliocopters. The influence of rain and wind as it affects drift of these
dusts and sprays has obvious implications and emphasizes the need for
accurate information on rainfall and the diurnal wind pattern.
Winter and prepl.anting temperatures have a profound effect on winter
survival of insects and fungal spores. The initial contract for spraying and
dusting with insecticides and fungicides will depend upon prior weather in-
formation in the over-wintering regions. The corn borer over-winters in the
Corn Belt, survival depending upon winter temperatures and weather condi-
tions. The corn leaf aphid migrates from the south each year and is conse-
quently dependent for survival upon winter weather conditions in that area
and on direction of prevailing winds and currents for northward movement.
It initially feeds on barley and moves to corn at tasseling. The northern
and we stern corn root worm over-winters in the north central area. Rainfall
is related to the effectiveness of pre-emergence chemical treatment used in
its control as previously mentioned. The corn ear worm over-winters here,
survival primarily depending on temperature. Contract arrangements for
treatment operations and purchase of appropriate chemicals are based upon
estimates of predator populations.. These estimates as well as actual treat-
ment operations would be improved by accurate and advance weather fore-
casts.
Humidity and cloud cover, as well as precipitation and -temperature, are
highly correlated with plant disease. Rust, helm inthosporium, and smut in-
fections are related to conditions in the south since spores ;survive in the
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southern states and migrate northward. Certain diseases such as Stewart's
wilt are spread by the flea beetle and other insect vectors. Seriousness
of these diseases depends on the winter survival of disease--transmitting
insects. Accurate forecasting will contribute markedly to extent and ef-
fectiveness of control measures.
Supplemental irrigation is becoming increasingly important in corn pro-
duction, even in areas where precipitation is adequate on the basis of aver-
ages. Fluctuations in yield as related to rainfall clearly indicate that the
moisture factor is one of the last remaining major variables in yield fluc-
tuation. Accuracy and resolution of rainfall prediction has an obvious effect
on this production practice.
Dependable frost warnings, particularly during September and October,
are necessary for a crop such as corn which makes full use of the growing
season. Frost also is a continual threat to the winter production of market
sweet corn in the south. A frost warning will permit the producer to alter
temperatures two or three degrees over his field by use of smudge faxes, oil
heaters, sprinkling, and air circulation by fans. In case of a severe frost
advance warning, harvest will be speeded to capacity in the interval,.
Similarly, harvest can be hastened to minimize loss of quality and even
acreage abandonment if a protracted period of severely wet weather is pre-
dicted.
Weather forecasts influence initiation and rate of harvest operations,
a major phase of the processing industry. Time of harvest will determine
.
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level of hiring and transport of migrant labor as well as procurement of food
and lodging for this work force. Weather, as it affects harvest,in turn
influences flexibility of multiplant operations, initial lease of equipment,
and maneuvering of equipment to the demand site. Accuracy in weather fore-
casting will help fieldmen synchronize harvest of varieties with like charac-
teristics. It will also help mesh canning operations from one species to the
next during the season to assure maximum utilization of plant facilities.
Temperature, as it affects quality, has far reaching implications for
sweet corn. The processor has a chaise of cream style or whole kernel pack,
as well as size of can (family vs. institutional size). Given unseasonably
warm temperatures, rapid maturation and loss of quality, there will be em-
phasic on cream style and institutional packs. Also relative volume of the
different grades such as fancy, extra standard, and standard will have a
bearing on promotion activities and advertising. Unseasonably hot weather
during processing may force outright abandonment of acreage or transport of
the product to other company factories for processing. Icing of the raw
product for transport becomes a consideration. Purchase to alleviate short-
ages and sale of surpluses are practices facilitating tXexibili.ty which are
in turn dependent upon the weather.
If temperature and rainfall can be predicted accurately on a fortnightly
basis, yield forecasts will be greatly improved. Pricing structure of the
raw product by the processor is traditionally based on a premium price as
an incentive for early planting. It is also a practice to base price on quality
d
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of the raw product which is in turn affected -by date of harvest and weather
conditions, particularly temperature.
The canned product is shipped in temperature controlled cars, although
at greater cost, if warranted by the humidity and temperatures enroute.
Shelf space in retail outlets is at a premium. Smoothness of harvest
and shipping operations facilitated by accurate weather forecasting will
enable the processor to maintain his quota under the company label.
Addendum for Field Corn
Weather relationships and growing season production practices for field
corn are similar to those for sweet corn. Accurate weather information will
have similar salutory results. At harvest there are different considerations
largely related to flexibility of use. Sweet corn is harvested while immature
when kernel moisture is approximately 7076. Field corn for grain is left to
maturity when kernel moisture is in the 20% to 30% range. Field corn for
silage is harvested when kernel moisture is in the 40% to 50% range.
There is an increasing rend toward early planting and . choice of specific
varieties of field corn to better synchronize period of maximum demand with
period of maximum available moisture. Accuracy of weather forecasting will
contribute toward refinement of this practice.
There is much to be learned about peri,odicai fluctuations in weather and
their causes. Such knowledge is particularly pertinent to long-range plan-
ning of acreage allotments of crops such as field corn which are under pro-
duction control. Development of policies governing storage of surplus
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commodities also must be based on assumptions about future production.
Weather forecasts in August will contribute to an earlier prediction of
yield of field corn which will in turn better enable the farmer to gauge his
relative position in the market. It will influence his decision to feed his
corn crop at home or sell it for cash.
If an early fall frost is predicted, the farmer will put larger quantities
of his crop in silage which can be harvested before maturity when moisture
content of the kernel is as high as 50%. He may wish to arrange for tem-
porary trench silos if the frost is markedly early, resulting in large acreages
of immature corn. On the average, 50% of the corn crop in Wisconsin is
placed in silos. Fluctuation of this percentage is in a large measure related
to weather conditions.
Frost assumes particular significance for a high income, frost-sensitive
crop such as seed corn. Dependable frost warnings will enable seed pro-
ducers to ward off frost or at least mitigate temperatures within a t-v;,,o-- to
four--degree temperature range by such practices as smudge fire s,. sprinkling,
and air circulation.
Tf severe late fall winds are predicted, the farmer will be able to mini-
mize serious stalk lodging and harvest complications by speeding up picking
to capacity prior to their onset.
Fall rains provide an ideal environment for ear and kernel rots and stalk
rots. An accurate prediction of protracted periods of precipitation will en-
able the operator to hasten harvest for maximum quality.
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A CASE STUDY TO DETERMINE THE NATURE OF THE IMPACT ON THE
SWEET CORN INDUSTRY, RESULTING FROM RECENT ADVANCES
IN SATELLITE METEOROLOGY
Kenneth R. Smith,*
Allan W. Torkel son*
I
Agricultural production has always been subject to a great deal of uncer-
tainty. In recent years, this uncertainty has been decreased to some extent
by the introduction of machinery into all areas of production and by other vari-
ous applications of science and technology. In another very real sense, how-
ever, the uncertainty that has plagued farmers in the past has been decreased
very little, for the primary source of this uncertainty has always been the
weather, and the weather, even in this technological era, continues to be un-
checked and, more often than not, poorly monitored. That such a situation
should continue to exist indefinitely, however, is not likely. While it may be
true that absolute weather controls--and along with it an effective elimination
.4
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assistance of Frederick H. Bone ss; Professors R. H. Andrew and G. G. Weis;
Paul E. Schulz, Libby, McNeill, Libby; Jack L. Hartzheim, Stokely Van Camp
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of uncertainty and weather-related crop disasters-- is impossible at the present
time, significant improvements in the length and quality of weather forecasts
are real possibilities, especially in view of the potential capabilities of satel-
lite meteorology. Furthermore, in theory at least, these improved weather
forecasts should allow the farmer to plan his operations more accurately and
over a longer period of time, with the ultimate result being improved production
and fewer losses. The purpose of this study is to determine whether or not
these postulated benefits of improved forecasts will actually accrue in a real
situation, and if they should accrue, to determine how great those benefits will
be.
The real situation on which this report will focus will be sweet corn pro-
duction in Wisconsin. In absolute terms sweet corn production in Wisconsin
has not been insubstantial, being valued at over ^10, 000, 000 per year for each
of the last two years and between 06 and X10 million annually for the last ten.
Yet, despite these figures, in relation to the total corn crop (which includes
field corn and silage corn), sweet corn is basically a minor crop, representing
only a small proportion of the total production. The central position that sweet
corn occupies in this report, therefore, is not justified simply by the gross
value or size of the crop; rather justification for this study comes from the fact
that the problems involved in sweet corn production are representative of the
problems involved in the production of several other.crops and, as a result,
can probably be used to form a framework for inquiry which will be useful in
other specific crop studies in the future. Sweet corn, after all, is a form of
corn, and it is reasonable to assume that many of the factors that are significant
124
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in the production of sweet corn will also be significant in the production of
field or silage corn, most of which, incidentally, is produced in the corn--beat
states, whose growing seasons and weather conditions are roughly similar to
those under which sweet corn is grown in Wisconsin. In addition, sweet corn
is usually classified as a vegetable"--along with peas and beans and lettuce
and carrots and other consumable crops--and can be related to the other vege-
table crops in certain respects. Whether they are processed first and then
marketed or simply marketed fresh, for example, most of the vegetable crops,
including corn, must meet fairly restrictive quality standards, and the quality,
in turn, is often dependent upon the weather conditions at the time of harvest.
Thus, if weather conditions which adversely affect the quality of sweet corn
are singled out, then those conditions will probably.have a similar bearing on
at least some of the other vegetable crops. It should be noted that the total
value of these vegetables is considerable, even in relation to the total corn
crop. A final justification for the use of sweet corn in this report is the ex-
istence of relatively detailed records on past production and losses. These
exist because sweet corn is a commercial crop, whose output levels are often
planned and recorded accurately by processing companies so that contract re-
quirements and market demand will be met as efficiently as possible. Need-
less to say, such records are extremely useful in conducting an empirical study,
and the fact that they do exist for sweet corn makes a study of sweet corn
more attractive.
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II
The way in which corn production is approached in this report and the con-
clusions which are derived from this approach are based on some fairly specific
assumptions concerning the nature and quality of the weather forecasts of the
future. Before getting into the actual report and conclusions, therefore, these
assumptions will be outlined, and the reason for their selection over a second
set of assumptions will be explained.
Of the two sets of assumptions which have been put forth, the one on
which this report was begun and on which it has ultimately been based was that
weather forecasts will be vastly improved, i. e. , will be accurate seven to
fourteen days in advance (instead of one day as they are now). The overall
project of which this report is a part, however, encompasses a variety of dis-
ciplines and is not restircted simply to researching the effects of longer range
forecasts. Another area emphasized in the project, for example, involves re-
search into methods of improving the communication of weather information. It
was in view of this second area of emphasis that the alternative set of assump-
tions was proposed. Under this alternative, the weather forecasts would have
remained as they are now, accurate for one day, but the methods of reporting
the forecasts would have been vastly improved. It would have been assumed,
in short, that the farmer would receive the current level of weather information
more rapidly, more often, and. in greater detail than he does at the present time.
Reasons for basing the report on such assumptions would have been twofold.
First of all, the technological methods necessary for improving the weather
communications system already exist, whereas the ability to make a vastly
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improved, seven-to- fourteen-day forecast, 'while it will exist in the future,
does not exist at the present time. By concentrating on the effects of improved
communications, then, this report would have emphasized the more immediately
soluble problem, and along with other research directed toward this area could
have been expected to lead more rapidly to actual improvements. A second
reason for concentrating on the effects of improved communications could have
been based on the assumption that the problem of infrequent and incomplete
weather reports is a critical one, which must be ameliorated before any level
of forecasts could be truly effective. It would have followed, then, that there
would be little point in determining the effects of better weather forecasts if it
were not going to be possible to communicate that information to the farmer.
The more logical alternative would have been to ascertain the effects of im-
proved communications first, and thus presumably to contribute to the develop-
ment of an adequate system for distributing weather information, a system
which would then be in existence whenever the seven--to-fourteen-day forecasts
became a reality.
If there were reasons for emphasizing the effects of an improved weather,
reporting system, however, then there was also a reason for disregarding such
an emphasis and concentrating instead on the effects of the longer range fore-
casts. The basis for this Jay in the fact that the benefits from a standard one-
day forecast—even if the information were communicated rapidly, accurately
and without loss of detail.---would at best be of Limited value, This is because
the effectiveness of the fast and accurate one--day forecast is still, limited by
the farmer's ability to respond. Any decision which would require planning
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over an extended period of time, such as planting and harvesting, would not
be affected significantly by any type of short-term forecast, whether it be slow
and inaccurate or rapid and up-to-date. Moreover, those operations (i. e. , the
harvesting and to a lesser extent the planting) which would be essentially un-
affected by sample communication improvements are also the most critical op-
erations, and the losses incurred during these periods form a large part of total
losses. This will become more apparent later on, but by not being able to af-
fect these losses, the short-term forecast would leave the area of greatest po-
tential saving virtually untouched. The only operations which would be affected
by an improved communications system would include tasks like herbicide and
insecticide application, fertilizer utilization, and perhaps some of the more
flexible parts of the planting operation, all of which are :important to the ulti-
mate success of the crop, but whose costs .^ti.11 constitute only a small part
of the total costs of production. I As a result, any savings in these areas
would probably fail to be of significa-at value, and a study of the economic ef-
fects would probably show no important deviations from current levels of pro-
duction. If any important deviations are to be found, moreover, it will prob-
ably be because of longer range forecasts and the longer range planning that
such forecasts would make possible. It seems, therefore, that more meaning-
ful results can be derived from ascertaining the effects of the seven-to-fourteen-
day forecast than from determining the effects of an improved weather reporting
l "Costs and Returns, Sweet Corn, " Wisconsin Farm Enterprise Budgets:
Field and Forage Crops (Department of Agricultural. Economics, University of
Wisconsin, June 1969), p. 12; see Table A.I.
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system, and for that reason it is toward the effects of the longer range fore-
casts that this report has been directed.
III
In order to determine the effects of longer range weather information, sweet
corn production was approached on a basis of three periods, the spring planting
period, the mid-summer growing period, and the late-summer harvesting period.
Th^etse periods were selected for analysis because they were all critical, times,
during which the sweet corn crop was vulnerable to adverse weather conditions
and also during which longer range weather information could probably be used
;
to decrease losses or to improve production.
In theory, the planting period seemed to be a time in which seven--to-
fourteen--day forecasts could have significant effects, because the planting
operation itself is a relatively complex task, where the dates of planting for
different fields must be staggered and where, as a result, specific decisions
concerning the planting must be mapped out in advance of the actual operation.	 A
Actually there is an optimal planting period of about two weeks in length in
which sweet corn can be planted safely without fear of frost and at the same
tune be expected to give its highest yields. If the entire sweet corn crop
could be planted during this period of time, it would clearly be an ideal situa-
tion, since yields would be maximized and the planning requirements simpli-
fied. In reality, however, this is not done, since sweet corn which is planted
at the same time in the spring will also mature and be ready for harvest at the
same time Later on. This would probably make the harvesting operation more
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difficult, but more important it would put a heavy strain on the processors.
Most of the sweet corn which is produced is produced for processing, either
canning or freezing, and most processing facilities have a limited capacity and
would probably be incapable of handling a whole year' s harvest in a period as
short as two weeks. For this reason, the processors like to have the crop ma-
Lure and be harvested over an extended period of time, thereby making it pos-
sible to maintain a controlled, uninterrupted flow of corn to the factory. One
of the ways of achieving this goal is to stagger the planting dates for different
fields; another is to use several different hybrids, each of which matures at a
different rate. To a certain extent, this latter method would allow the entire
planting operation to be concentrated within a short time period, but it is prob-
ably less desirable than staggering the planting, since different seed types
will produce corn with varying appearances; and this in turn is looked upon
dimly by processors who are trying to market a uniform kernel. Whichever
method is used to spread out the hante st period, however, it is clear that if it
is to lead to a successful harvest the planting operation cannot be carried out
haphazardly, that it must instead be planned and coordinated carefully in ad-
vance.
The probable effect that improved weather forecasts would have on the
above planting scheme would be to make the preplanting planning easier and
more accurate, for instead of interrupting planting schedules and causing the
loss of time and effort, as they often do now, poor weather conditions could be
foreseen and measures taken to work around them. It seemed reasonable to
assume, for example, that the planting could be speeded up or slowed down in
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response to a seven-to-fourteen-day forecast, since processing companies in
Wisconsin often do their own planting and, as a result, possess enough ma-
chinery and other resources to undertake such measures effectively. Moreover,
what is lacking at present is the time and knowledge required to allocate these
resources in an optimal manner, and it would be this gap that the longer range
forecasts would fill.
Beyond this point in the analysis, it was no longer possible to operate on
a relatively broad, hypothetical level. Having determined that improved weather
forecasts could be applied during the planting period, it then became necessary
to determine the magnitude of the effects that such an application would have.
By drawing upon processing company records of previous weather--related plant-
ing losses, it was hoped that an estimate could be arrived at which would be
representative of the potential savings. Somewhat surprisingly, however,
records of planting losses---of the number of acres that have had to be aban-
doned and replanted, for instance, or of the number of delays that have taken
place because of bad weather—have not been kept. In almost every case, the
reason for this has been simply that losses due to weather conditions at plant-
ing time have not assumed significant proportions. A field manager for one of
the canning companies noted, for example, that as far as he knew his own
company had never had to replant in .the spring because of weather conditions. 2
Another official for a different company acknowledged that "weather does affect
2Correspondence of October 5, 1970, with Tack L. Hartzheim, District
Field Manager, Stokely Van Camp, Inc.
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our planting schedules, fl but that "the losses are negligible due to the fact
that we plant heavier to make up for days missed or replant when plantings are
bad due to adverse weather. 113 Thus, even though the planting period is sig-
nificant to the production of sweet corn and seems well suited to an applica-
tion of longer range weather forecasts, the benefits from such an application
would probably be of only limited value, since there are only a limited number
of weather connected losses during this period.
The second period for which effects from improved weather forecasts could
be hypothesized was the period of rapid growth which begins in June and ex-
tends through the end of July. Since the corn is growing rapidly at this time
and since rapid growth requires a large and relatively uninterrupted supply of
water, the most important weather factor for the entire period and especially
for the latter part of the period is rainfall. On an overall level the need for
sufficient rainfall at this time has been borne out by the disasters which occur
whenever there is a severe mid-summer drought. On a more specific level,
various crop studies have shown that the correlation between increased rain-
fall and increased yield becomes greater during the June-July. growth period.
One researcher found, for example, that for every inch of rain which fell dur-
ing a five-day span in late July there would be a five-to six-bushel increase in
yield at harvest. On the basis of such observations, then, it seemed that the
need for water at specific times may be critical enough to justify the selective
3Correspondence of November 12, 1970, with Robert D. Jones, Agriculture
Production Planning and Services Control Manager, Green Giant. Co.
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use of supplemental irrigation during such times and that longer range weather
information could be used to predict the dry spells accurately enough and far
enough in advance so that the equipment needed to carry out such an irrigation
program could be obtained.
Unfortunately, when examined more closely, this hypo;:hesis has proved
to be unworkable, for although the improved weather forecasts could undoubt-
edly be used to predict impending dry spells, the cost and difficulty of imple-
menting such information would probably render any gains which might be forth-
coming insignificant, if they did not in fact eliminate those gains entirely. The
basic problem involved here is that irrigation is not the sort of operation that
is easily conducted on a part--time bads, for onl y a few days out of the year.
This is because an irrigation program has a number of relatively heavy, fixed
costs associated with i •'-, including investments for a well and pump, for a
power plant to run the pump, and for pipes and sprinklers to distribute the
water. Since the rental, of such equipment is not common at the present time,
anyone who wishes to irrigate his crop, even on a part--time basis, must be
both willing and able to bear all of these initial investment costs, . which total
about ^18 1 500 for a 160 -acre farm or about $115  per acre. 4 Significantly, in
areas in Wisconsin in which large amounts of sweet corn are grown, most
farmers have not been willing to bear these costs, and irrigation has not be-
come a common pr ntice—a situation which reflects the fact that the rainfall
4From estimates compiled at the University of Wisconsin Experimental
Farm, Hancock, Wisconsin; see Table A2.
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In these areas provides a sufficient level of moisture in about four out of every
five years and that the need for irrigation under such conditions is too restricted
to justify the investment. In areas in Wisconsin where there is a need for irri-
gation, moreover, sweet corn is not commonly grown. The reason for this is
not that irrigation cannot bring about improvements over nonirrigated yields,
because it can. One study conducted at the University of Wisconsin Experi-
mental Farm at Hancock from 1955 to 1962, showed that sweet corn which was
it igated an average of six inches per year yielded on the average about six
tons of husked corn per acre, whereas nonirrigated corn yielded 3.4 tons per
acre. 5 The irrigated yield thus amounted to an increase of about 757o and
would probably have made the difference between profit and loss. Sweet corn
is still not produced in this area, however, because the net returns that can
be realized from it are modest in relation to the returns that can be realized
from other crops  and it is understandable that the crops which offer the high-
est returns should be preferred, especially when an expensive irrigation system
must be financed and maintained in order to produce them.
Ultimately, therefore, the effects of a seven-to-fourteen--day forecast
during the mid--summer growth period would probably be insigificant, since
there is no flexible way of responding to the information. It is not possible
5Andrews, R. H. , and 1.1/1. C. Groskopp, "Sweet Corn Cultural Studies on
Loamy Sand Under Supplemental Irrigation,'' Research Report 13, Experiment
Station, College of Agriculture, University of Wisconsin, p. 8.
6From estimates compiled at the University of Wisconsin Experimental
Farm, Hancock, Wisconsin; see Table A3.
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to rent out an irrigation system for a short time, and when a complete irrigation
system must be paid for, the costs are so high that the irrigation is not practical
in the areas which produce a large part of Wisconsin's sweet corn. And, finally,
even in the areas where irrigation is needed, the information could not be used
to significantly affect sweet corn production, because sweet corn is not grown
in great quantities in these areas.
The final area which was selected for analysis was the harvesting opera-
tion. Lasting from four to six weeks and taking place i,rL August and early Sep-
tember, the harvest is an especially critical period for sweet corn, during
which adverse weather conditions can significantly affect the quality of the
sweet corn and on occasion can even cause the abandonment of entire fields.
This extreme sensitivity of the sweet corn at harvest reflects processing re-
quirements, which severely limit the time span in which the crop is mature
enough to be harvested but not so mature that it is worthless to the processor.
The factor with which the processors are most concerned is moisture content,
since the amount of water which the grain contains will largely determine how
tender that grain will be. Usually only sweet corn with a moisture content
between 707o and 78% is considered fit for processing. Anything below 70%
is probably too tough for commercial consumption, whereas anything above
78% is probably too immature and would yield poorly. In addition, within the
70*787o span, prase and quality distinctions are often made, with the grain
which has a higher water content receiving a better price and being placed in
a higher grade than the corn with less moisture. In terms of time, since sweet
corn which has begun to mature loses water at a rate of about 1.% per day, the
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farmer ha s about one week in which he can- succe s sfully harve st hit:, crop. Al-
though short, this week-Long harvest period does not normally present the
farmer with any special problems. However, if the weather should become hot
and dry, as it often does in August, the sweet corn will lose moisture at a
faster rate, and the farmer will be left with an even shorter harvesting period.
At present, such a situation is potentially dangerous, since it can catch the
farmer unprepared and force him to abandon portions of the crop that mature be-
fore they can be harvested. Field abandonments can also be a problem follow-
ing heavy, unforeseen rains at the time of harvesting. Although the rain tends
to slow down the rate of moisture loss, it can also make the fields impassable
to the harvesting machines and thereby slow down the harvest enough so that
part of the crop is lost because of overmaturity. The problem at harvest time,
therefore, is not. so
 much that the corn is positively damaged by the weather,
but that the harvest period is so short that the farmers and processors are often
	
11
unable to adapt adequately to rapid, unexpected changes in weather conditions.
In view of the above situation, it was not difficult to conceive of the role
that a seven--to-fourteen-day forecast might assume during the harvest period.
As with the planting operation before, the improved forecasts could offer the
farmers and processors the time and knowledge which they would need in order
to deal adequately with losses.which excessive heat or rain could bring about..
Specifically, this would involve speeding up the harvest in response to poor
weather conditions so that it could be completed before any part of the crop
could become overmature. The execution of such an operation, of course,
would require the use of extra resources: extra labor and machinery to bring
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in the crop, and extra processing- facilities. to handle the increased loads of
corn. This would not present a problem, however, since to a certain extent
these additional resources either already exist, or else they can be obtained
fairly easily. To have a real impact, nevertheless, such resources would have
to be allocated at the right ttmes jqn in the right amounts, and it is clear that
current weather forecasts do not offer enough information to allow this to be
done. As stated before, however, the longer range forecasts could fill thin,
gap and, in' doing so, could conceivably lead to a real reduction in losses, the
magnitude of which would depend upon the nature and magnitude of the harvest-
ing period losses.
In order to determine the level of savings that could be achieved during
the harvest period, the production records of processing companies along with
the annual, production summaries of the U. S. D. A. were examined. When a
similar investigation was undertaken earlier in hopes of determining the sav-
ings which would be forthcoming during the planting period, the search for
records proved futile, and the possibility of savings insignificant. In this
latter case, however, the investigation was much more productive, with the
records which were found providing both a means of confirming the nature of
the harvesting problem and also a basis for making estimates of an overall
level of savings.
As presented on a hypothetical level, the nature of the harvesting problem
rested on basically two conditions, both of which tended to be borne out by
specific data. In one of these conditions, the passing over or abandonment
of overmature sweet corn was attributed to the disruptive effects that heat
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waves and rainy spells could have on the harvest operation. That heat and
rain can actually have such effects was then borne out by matching the specific
days on which abandonments took place with the weather conditions for those
days. In 1968, for example, the records of one company showed that 66% of
the acreage which had to be abandoned that year was abandoned within a four-
day period (August 21 to August 24) in which the weather was hot and dry. Be-
fore and after this period, when the temperatures were more moderate, the losses
were either reduced or did not occur at all, TYy1:th one exception being a flurry of
abandonments in early September which coincided with a period in which rain
fell on seven out of the first nine days of the month. 7 Empirical evidence ex-
fisted, then, which indicated a link between these particular weather conditions
on the one hand and harvesting abandonments on the other. This was important,
because with the existence of such a link one could be reasonably confident
that a forecast involving heat or rain would also involve some abandonments
and that preventative measures taken in response to these weather events
would act to out down the losses. if the .link had been less direct, however,
and there had been no positive connection between specific weather events and
the number of abandonments, there would have been less of a reason for con-
cluding that weather forecasts could be useful in the prevention of such losses.
The second condition on which the theoretical analysis of the harvest
rested involved the importance of overmaturity as a cause. of crop abandonments.
7 Crop data taken from correspondence of July 29, 1970, with Paul E. Schulz,
Associate Director of Agricultural Research, Libby, McNeill, and Libby; weather
information taken from U. S. Department of Commerce, Weather Bureau, Climato-
logical Data,
-
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pp. 123, 127, 135, 139 (under
listings for Janesville, Wis. ); see Table A4.
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As it was presented initially, overmaturity was a central factor which could be
implicated as the ultimate cause of most of the weather
-related abandonments
during the harvest period. As it turned out, judging from the reasons for aban-
donment which were listed in processing company records and from a number of
subjective opinions, this initial statement was correct. In fact, when the
reasons for abandonment were listed specifically in production records, over-
maturity turned out to be the primary factor, accounting for the greater part of
the recorded losses. Although it would be difficult to base a sweeping general-
ization on such evidence, there was thus some basis for concluding that over-
maturity is at least one of the major factors in sweet corn abandonments and
that it may very well be the primary one.
Given this apparent significance of overmaturity in the overall scheme of
sweet corn abandonments, it became possible to estimate the benefits that
seven-to-fourteen--day forecasts could bring about. Using the annual crop
production summaries of the U. S. D. A. , s the source of information, the number
of acres not harvested and the value of that acreage for each of the last ten
years was calculated. For the greater part of this period, the number of acres
not harvested amounted to between 5 016 and 10% of the planted acreage for the
year, and in one year (1965)  abandoned acres with a value of about ^Z. 3 mil-
lion amounted to 23% of the acres planted, Although all of these losses could
	 E
not have been caused by overmaturity and could probably not have been pre-
vented even if longer range weather forecasts had been available, overmaturity
undoubtedly did account for a significant proportion of them, and this proportion
would constitute the amount that improved weather information could help to
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eliminate. At most, then, these overall figures represent an upper limit on the
amount of savings that could be brought about. But even so, assuming that
losses without the improved forecasts would run at about 810 per year (as they
have averaged for the last decade), it would not be inconceivable if two-thirds
of these abandonments (equivalent to about 5% of the planted acreage) could be
consistently prevented.
.	 ,
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APPENDIX
Table Al
Costs and Returns Per Acre of Sweet Corn
T. Receipts q
1. Gross Returns per Acre	 $123.75
Z. Net Returns per Acre	 13.52
Variable Costs
1. Fertilizer and Lime Cost	 15.50
2. Seed	 5.50
3. Insecticide and Herbicide 	 10. 25
4. Machine Operation	 25.70
5. Interest on Above (6 months at 8%)	 2.28
6. Total Variable Costs	 59. 23
ITT. Fixed Costs
1. Machinery and Equipment
	 5.00
2. Land—annual, charge at 8 %	 40.0 0
3. Labor-3 hrs. /acre at ^Z/hr.	 6.00
4. Total Fixed Costs	 51.00
Based upon a yield of 5. 5 tons per acre and a harvest time price of
$22. 50 per ton.
Land charges allow 6% for interest and 2% for taxes and repairs.
Source: "Costs and Returns, Sweet Corn, " Wisconsin Farm Enterprise Budgets:
Field and Forage Crops (Department of Agricultural Economics, Univer-
sity of Wisconsin, June 1969), p. 12.
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Table A2
Investment in Land and Equipment for Determining Irrigation Costs
1970
Est. Life
Land-160 acres of sandy soil at Wo/acre	 016, 600. 00
Pipe-2560 1 of 6--inch main with valve outlets,
tees and 4 laterals, 1250t long, 4 and
4 inch all aluminum pipe	 10, 356.35	 20 years
82rinklers--100 - 2 nozzle -- 20 gpm	 1, 500. 00	 5 years
Well-100 feet - 18" or 20" casing and screen 	 21350.00	 20 years
Pump--Turbine -- 1200 gpm	 11900.00	 10 years
Power Plant—Electric 75 hp	 24400.00	 10 years
INVESTMENT IN IRRIGATION EQUIPMENT	 18j 406. 35
Investment in irrigation equip. /A, 160A	 115.04
TOTAL INVESTMENT (land and equipment)	 341406.35
TOTAL INVESTMENT (per acre of cropland)
150 acres	 229.38
Source: University of Wisconsin Experimental Pam, Hancock, Wisconsin.
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Table A3
Net Return over Variable Costs
Treatment on
Alternate Years 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 Average
1. Potatoes 367.50 390.56 50.97 117.43 96.72 205.04
2. Peas - Snapbeans 138.80 369.96 51.96 101.60 237.77 180.02
3. Peas -- Soybeans 84.70 373.06 18.96 152.54 80.41 141.93
4. Snapbeans 41.25 376.81 54.07 46.45 120.51 127.80
5. Peas 39.97 317.31 20.25 89.68 70.59 107.56
6. Soybeans 53.25 376.51 34.42 109.42 14.84 117.69
7. Sweet corn 58.25 360.26 -2.23 117.02 Z7.76 112.21
S. Field corn 62.85 371.51 2.22 152.75 39.36 125.74
9. Barley 20.07 370.11 -32.22 169.91 -18.16 101.94
Source: University of Wisconsin Experimental Farm, Hancock, Wisconsin.
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iTable A4
Sweet Corn Abandonment and Weather Conditions
Acres	 % of toga]. 
Date
	 abandoned	 abandonments	 Temperature	 Precipitationhigh ,
 low	 (i.nches„),,.,,.
8/1.2/68 28.80 3.57o 77 54 -
8/13/68 w -- 88 63 -
8/14/68 - - 84 63 --
8/15/68 - - 84 56 .06
8/16/68 10.00 1.0% 90 70 .11
8/17/68 25.60 3.0%a 80 63 .02
8118/68 22.50. 3.0% 77 54 trace
8/19/68 30.60 4.0% 90 67 .07
8/20/68 30.51 4.016 95 69 .58
8/21/68 130.11 16.0% 92 74 -
8/22/68 238.09 29.0% 93 72 -
8/23/68 56.47 7.0% 94 74 _
8/24/68 114.20 14. 0 016 89 74 --
8/2 5/68 16.50 2. 0 0/0 74 59 -
8/26/68 20.30 2.5% 70 51 -
8/27/68 - - 75 46 -
8/28/68 - -- 76 43 --
8/29/68 - -- 78 51 --
8/30/68 - - 78 52 -
8/31/68 -- -- 73 59 -
9/ 1/68 - 73 55 .64
9/ 2/68 - -- 76 50 .34
9/ 3/68 -- -- 87 58 -
9/ 4/68 - - 82 67 .01
9/ 5/68 15.14 20/0 76 52 .76
9/ 6%68 10.86 10/0 69 49 .33
9/ 7/68 62.95 8% 73 44 -
9/ 8/68 - - 73 63 .48
9/ 9/68 -- 69 57 .72
9/10/68 - - 63 54 trace
Sources: Crop information from correspondence of July 29, 1970, with Paul E.
Schulz, Associate Director of Agricultural Research, Libby, McNeill
and Libby; weather information from U. S. Department of Commerce,
Weather Bureau, Climatological Data, Wisconsin, Vol.. 73-72, 1967--
68, pp. 123, 127 1
 135, 139 (under listings for Janesville, Wis. ).
5,	 ,
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Table A5
Wisconsin Sweet Corn Losses ( 1951--1969)
Non-harve sted
acreage (total Value of non-
and % of Yield No. of tons harvested acreage
Year planted acres) ( tons/acre) abandoned Rer ton per acre total
1969 57 000 (4%) 3. 57 17$850 023.70 ^84. 50 422, 500
1968 10, 800 (7. 8 %) 4. 35 46 .980 23.00 100.05 1110802 540
1967 101100 (8.1 %) 3.76 37$976 22.00 82.72 835, 472
1966 41300 (3.6 %) 3.95 16, 985 19.70 77.81 3347 583
1965 261 600 (23.2 %) 4. 19 114 454 20.70 86.73 2 1 307, 018
1964 57 900 (6. 2 %) 3.75 22$125 19.30 72.28 426, 452
1963 22 500 (2.5 %) 3.86 9$ 650 18.70 72. 18 1807 450
1962 91 200 (7. 9%n) 3.67 337 764 18.20 65.99 607, 108
1961 61000 (5.3 %) 3.49 207 940 17.60 61.42 368,520
1951--60 7 7
 260 (6.6 %) 3.02 211925 19.20 57.98 420, 934
Source: "Annual Summary Vegetable s •--Processing, " USDA Statistical Report-
ing Service
	 CroR Re2orting Board, Washington, D. C. ,	 19 62 P	1964,
1966,	 1969.
THE IMPACT ON THE HAY INDUSTRY OF IMPROVED SAeELLITE
WEATHER FORECASTS
Kenneth R. Smith, Frederick H. Bone s s and Dale Smith*
Introduction
The present paper is concerned with how weather forecasts will affect
the value of the Wisconsin hay crop. While weather is an important variable
at various stages in the production process with most agricultural crops, for
the hay crop the ef'f'ect occurs primarily during the harvesting operation.
Once hay is cut it must remain in the field until the moisture content has
been reduced to about 2076
 If drying conditions are poor, the value of
the hay may decline significantly. With modern technology, today's farmer
has an opportunity to adjust the cutting date, select a harvest method, and
increase the value of the crop of reliable weather forecasts are available.
The possibility of quantifying this improvement arises because the
value of the hay can be expressed in terms of the total digestible nutrient
Social Systems Research Institute, University of Wisconsin. We
wish to acknowledge the invaluable assistance of Professors P. N. Drolsom
and D. A. Rowheder (Agronomy). We would also like to thank A. Torkelson.
and L. Werner for computational and programming assistance. We are, of
course, solely responsible for any errors that remain.
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(TDN) and crude protein contents of the hay. Studies have shown that the
quantity of milk produced by dairy cattle is directly related to their TDN
and protein intake. If the TDN intake from hay alone is insufficient to ob-
tain a high level of milk production, then the farmer must supplement with
corn grain and, perhaps, some protein to increase the nutrient intake. This
involves a variable cost to the farmer since he must purchase the protein
supplement outright and forego the opportunity of selling his otherwise
marketable corn. The magnitude of this cost will depend on the TDN con-
tent of the hay that the farmer harvests. The crop can therefore be evaluated
in terms of the TDN content and the effect of weather forecasts on the ex-
pected value can be determined.
Objectives
Our approach is, first, to develop a model which will provide an esti-
mate of the expected cost associated with hay as it is being harvested under
1
present conditions (without weather forecasts) and, second, to modify the
model so that we can estimate the--expected cost associated w: ch hay as it
would be harvested if weather forecasts were avai'able.
The following considerations affect the scope of our estimates. First,
we have attempted to estimate the improvement due to weather forecasts only
for Wisconsin. However, our conclusions are likely to be applicable to
Minnesota, Michigan, New York, and Ontario, Canada. In all these major
hay--producing areas, weather patterns at the time of cutting are similar and
the hay is used primarily for the same purpose---as feed for dairy cattle.
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Table A--1 in the appendix provides information on the amount of activity
in states where the results apply. Second, our data and conclusions are
limited to alfalfa and alfalfa mixtures (which are mainly alfalfa). To include
other types of hay would require a separate study since many of the relevant
factors are different for each type of hay. However, alfalfa is the largest
single type of hay grown, accounting for 75%n of all hay grown in Wisconsin.
Third, we concentrate most of our attention on the June harvest as it is most
susceptible to bad weather and it represents the largest cutting, constitut-
ing 50% of the total crop when three cuttings are made and 65% of the total
crop when only two cuttings are made. Fourth, we have not taken account
of the possibility of producing low moisture silage. If the farmer chooses
to make silage rather than hay he could reduce the length of the drying
period by a day. This would tend to reduce the size of the benefit we de-
rive by assuming all alfalfa is made into hay. However, the total effect
was not felt to be significant because the amount of alfalfa silage produced
in Wisconsin is only about 10% of the total crop, most of which is made
from the first cut, and also the ability to expand silage production is limited
by the availability of silo space.
Development of the Model
TDN Content of the Hay
Several features in hay harvesting are relevant to . determining the TDN
content of the hay crop with or without weather forecasts. First, there
exists a desirable cutting date which reflects the fact that the TDN content
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of hay reaches a maximum at first flower and thereafter declines. Thus, if
the farmer were assured good drying conditions, he would obtain maximum
TDN yields per acre by cutting the hay crop on the date of first flower. I In
our calculations we use the average date that first flower has occurred over
a number of years. This average date occurs later in June, the farther north
in Wisconsin that one goes. Therefore, the state of Wisconsin is divided
into regions according to date of first flower and ac ,hording to common rain
probabilities. Approximately the same first flowering date and rain pattern
occurs within a region. ( See Table A-2 and Figure 1 in the appendix for
further information on the division of the state into regions. )
Second, in reality, the length of the drying period required to obtain
hay with 20% moisture will depend not only on whether or not it rains but
r31so on weather factors, such as temperature, humidity, cloud cover, and
wind To develop a model which incorporates all these factors would be
very difficult. Therefore, In an attempt to take account of some of the pos-
sible variation in the length of the drying period, we have explored two al-
ternative sets of assumptions about the length of time required to dry the
hay. In both cases we assume that the hay is cut on a dry raazr: In the first
case, we assume that to dry the hay satisfactorily requires three consecu-
tive dry days; that is, to obtain top quality hay (the best possible for a
given cutting date) the first three days must all be dry,,
In Wisconsin, maximum quality alfalfa hay has been estimated to have
a TDN content G 7016. We used this figure as the maximum TDN content
throughout the study.
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For our second case, we assume that if the two days after the Cutting
date are both dry, then the hay will have attained maximum value for the given
cutting date. However, in the absence of such ideal conditions, the drying
period is either two or three consecutive dry days, depending on whether
the rain occurs shortly after cutting or when the hay is almost dry.
Third, we account for the loss in value from nonideal drying conditions
after the hay has been cut. Once the hay has been cut, its value (TDN con-
tent) Cannot increase. If drying conditions are poor, t'he value of the hay
will decline, perhaps significantll. This loss in value occurs for a number
of reasons. If the hay is rained on shortly after being cut, it dries slowly,
permitting enzymes in the hay to remain active and reducing the amount of
total digestible nutrients. It may also encourage uneven dr firing, resulting
in either excessive loss of leaves or the possibility of mold. On the other
hand, rain occurring when the hay is almost dry will result in leaching of
soluble minerals and excessive loss of leaves due to shattering. We in-
corporate these factors into our model by evaluating the hay on the basis of
the rain pattern during the six days that follow the nutting date. 2 if the
drying requirement has not been satisfied after six days, the hay will have
ZBecause we use only rain as the determinant of whether or not to cut,
we are forced to assume the farmers completely disregard any presently
available weather forecasts. We have selected rainfall greater than . 1
inches for determining whether or not a day is wet or dry. See Feyerherm,
Bark and Burrows, "Probabilities of Sequences of Wet and Dry Days in Wis-
consin,  Kansas Agricultural. Bxperiment Station Bulletin 1398, 1965.
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reached its minimum TDN value. There are sixty-four different configura-
tions of wet and dry days that can occur in the six--day evaluation period.
For each possible configuration it was necessary to a s s r.gn a TDN value to
the hay. We have grouped these sixty-four possibilities into nine cate-
gories, each category consisting of those possibilities which have a com-
mon TDN value. Table A--3 in the appendix indicates in detail the various
types of drying periods used and the estimated TDN content assigned  to
each. It should be noted that the groupings are not identical for the two
cases examined. We let pij represent the probability that the 3 t
0 = 1 0 • .. , 9) drying category occurs for hay cut on the ith (i = 1, .. , , 14) day.
This is computed by determining the probability that the specific sequences
of wet and dry days included in the j th grouping will occur beginning on
day (i + 1). (See Table A-6 for an example of the p ij . )
Fourth, we take account of the decline in TDN content following the
peak value at first flower. To do this we subtrcct three--fourths of 1% of
the TDN content for each day the hay is left standing in the field after first
flower up to seven days. For the next seven days, to reflect the accelerated
nature of the decline, we subtract 1-1/4% of the TDN content per day. The
farmer will almost always cut within fourteen days of first flower, so that a
second and possibly a third cut can be achieved later in the season. From
the previous two considerations we obtain a matrix Tij (i = 11000114P
j = 1 1 ... , 9) where the ij th entry is an estimate of the TDN content of hay cut
on the fth day and dried under the jth type of drying pattern.
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The Cost of Supplement
Because most of the hay grown in Wisconsin is used on the farm where
it is produced, there exists no well-established market price which satis-
factorily discriminates between hay of various TDN contents. This fact
eliminates the possibility of computing directly an expected benefit from
weather forecasts. However, as we have already indicated, it is possible
to evaluate the hay by estimating the cost associated with bringing the hay
to a specified nutritional level.
For this study, a nutritional level which would yield a milk output level
of around seventy-five pounds per day was chosen. This high level of milk
production is achieved by only a few farmers but it was the opinion of agron-
omy staff, familiar with the dairy situation, that this is the level of milk
production which the fanner should aim for and the one appropriate for eval-
uating the hay. Table A-4 in the appendix illustrates the cost associated
with hay of various TDN contents. 3 These data are used to transform the
T 	 which provides estimates of the TDN content associated with hay
cut on a particular day and dried undr.r specific conditions, into an S id matrix
giving the corresponding costs of supplement.
It should be pointed out that, because we . have assumed in this study
3The estimates of cost are based on bringing a ton of hay up to a speci-
fied nutritional level. A factor which is not included in the estimates is the
likely decline in hay consumption by the cow if the TDN content is very Iowa
This fact would tend to raise the cost of obtaining a constant milk output
level. However, we have ignored it because there is no satisfactory way
of taking account of this intake factor.
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that hay of maximum quality (that is, hay cut on first flower and success-
fully dried without rain) has a 70% TDN content, our estimates imply that
the minimum cost which the farmer must pay for supplemental feed is Oi7.28
per ton of hay and that this minimum cost will occur only when his hay has
been cut on first flower and dried under ideal conditions. We will be
interested in determining from the models how much more per ton the farmer
will have to pay on the average to supplement the hay without weather in-
formation than he would have to pay with weather information.
The Decision to Out
The difference between the models with and without weather forecasts
occurs in the method used to determine when the farmer will cut his hay. In
the model with weather forecasts, the decision to cut is made on the basis
of the weather knowledge. That is, the probability that the farmer will cut
on the date of first flower is the probability that this date and the next three
days (or two for the second case) will be dry. Similarly, the probability of 	 a
cutting on any of the next thirteen days is equal to the probability of that
date plus the next three days being dry given that the hay has not already
been cut. This procedure insures that for whatever day the farmer cuts the
hay (during the first thirteen days), he will have maximum value for that
particular date, since by-assumption the hay is always successfully dried.
We should note that these decision procedures implicitly assume that the
weather forecasts are for at least three (or two) days into the future and are
always perfectly accurate.
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In the model without the weather forecasts we assume the grower used
the naive decision criterion of cutting the hay at the first opportunity after
first flower that he has two consecutive dry days. That is, the probability
that the farmer cuts on the first flower date is equal, to the probability that
the preceding date and that date are both dry. Similarly, the probability of
cutting on any day following first flower (up to the fourteenth day) is equal
to the probability that the day preceding and the day itself are both dry,
given that the hay has not already been cut. The decision criterion is based
on the notion that the farmer will not out the hay if it is wet and also that
he operates on the rule of thumb that tomorrow will be like today. As noted
earlier in the paper, both models terminate at the fourteenth day because the
grower wants to get a second and possibly a third cut later in the season
and because the value of standing hay starts to decline quite rapidly beyond
fourteen days past first flower. We let c  (i = 1 p
 ... , 14) represent the
probability of cutting the hay on the i th day where i = I is the date on
which first flower occurs. 4
The Expected Cost
The expected cost of supplementing the hay can be computed by multi-
plying the cost associated with a particular outcome by the probability of
^a
Tables A--5 and A--6 in the appendix provide information u
VIA
 e proba-
bilities of cutting on various days and the probability of various drying
periods' occurring for hay cut at first flower. A more complete summary of
all the data is available from the authors upon request.
9
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that outcome occurring and then summing over all possible outcomes. This
can be written in precise mathematical form using the notation developed
above. We then have the expected cost of supplemental feed per ton of hay
for the model without weather information is:
n 14	 9
CNI -	 ci { E piI si7 } .
For the case with weather information the expected cost of supplemental
feed per ton of hay can be written;
13	 9
C1 ` Z cipil sit ' '14 1 ^ p14 J s14ji=1	 j=1
where j = 1 represents ideal drying conditions (no rains 5
Empirical Results
The results of the empirical analysis are presented in Table 1. For the
case in which a three--day minimum drying period was assumed, the expected
costs of supplementing the hay ranged from a low of P32. 45 to a high of
38.47 without weather forecasts and from a low of 020. 14 to a high of
023. 30 with weather forecasts. The average cost is 35.83 without and
P21. 93 with forecasts for the first crop of hay in June. The savings in cost
of ,supplement due to weather forecasting ranges from ^12. 26 to P15.57 per
5 T compute the expected cost figure, we take the average of the costs
associated with each TDN content rather than the cost of the average TDN
content. These alternatives would differ because the relationship between
TDN content and the cost of supplementing the hay is not linear.
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nTable I.
Expected Cost of Supplenting one Ton of Hay
3-day minimum dr in eriod 2--day minimum drying period
Weather With	 Savings/ Without With	 Savings/
without weather use of	 weather weather use of
Sector	 forecasts forecasts forecasts forecasts forecasts forecasts
1 Spooner P36. 09 2 1.78 P13.81 30.58 01 8 . 9 2 011.66
2 Minocqua Dam 37 . 96 23.31 14.65 32 . 56 19 . 54 13.02
3 Merrill 35 . 92 21.97 13 . 95 30 . 85 18 . 97 11.88
4 Sturgeon Bay 34 . 12 20 . 99 13 . 13 29 . 32 18 . 62 10.70
5 Eau Claire 36.40 22.12 14. 28 31.29 19 . 11 12.18
6 Marshfield 38.47 23.30 15 . 17 30 . 05 19 . 54 10.51
7 Virocqua 35.49 21 . 70 13 . 79 30 . 51 18 . 90 11.61
8 Hancock 35.1 8 21.59 13.59 30.26 18.79 11.47
9 Plymouth 32.45 20 . 19 12. 26 28 . 09 18.37 9.72
10 Darlington 36.66 22. 39 14. 27 31.49 19 . 22 12.27
Average	 35.87
	 21.93	 13.89
	 30.50	 18.96	 11.50
ton or an average of 013. 89. 6
For the case in which a 2-day minimum drying period was assumed, the
expected cost with and without weather forecasts was lower than the corre-
sponding expected cost for the case of a 3-day drying period. This is to'be
expected since the probability of successfully . drying the hay is increased.
For a 2 ­day minimum drying period, the range is $28. 09 to P3Z. 56 without
and 018 . 37 to 019.54 with weather forecasts. The average savings resulting
6Recalling that the cost of supplement for hay dried under ideal condi-
tions is 017. 28 per ton of hay, this means that without weather forecasts
the farmer is paying an average of ^18. 5 0 per ton more for supplement than
he would have to if his hay were always cut and dried under ideal conditions
whereas with weather forecasts he would only pay an average of ^4. 65
more per ton.
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from weather forecasts is also somewhat smaller, being P11. 50 for the
first crop of hay in Tune.
Our results indicate that the expected cost can be reduced with weather
forecasts by approximately $10 to $15 per ton of alfalfa hay. Since this
range applies only to the June cutting, we must estimate the quantity of the
total hay production cut in June. Table 2 summarizes the magnitude of the
savings for the state at a saving of $10 per ton and also at a saving of $15
per ton, for three different assumptions based on the quantity of hay cut in
June. In the first case, we assume that 5016 of the total hay production is
cut in June; this is likely to be the case when three cuttings are made. In
the second case we assume that 65% of the total hay is cut; this would be
the situation where only two cuttings are made. Finally, the agricultural
extension service recommends three cuttings in the southern two-thirds of
Wisconsin (sectors 5--10) and two cuttings in the northern one--third of Wis-
consin (sectors 1-4).
Table 2
Value of Total Savings at June Cutting for the State of Wisconsin
% of hay Total saving s . - - -	 -Total savings,
cut in Tans cut if savings is if saving is
June in June $10. 00 per ton 15 00 per ton
(1) 50% entire state 4, 258, 0.00 042, 580 ; 000 $63, 870, 000
(2) 65% entire sta',-a 51586, 000 55 7 860, 000 83, 790, 000(3) Extension service
recommendation 4,4322000 447 320, 000 667 480, 000
65% (sectors 1-4) 755, 000 7,5501000 117 32$, 000
50% (sectors 5-10) 3, 677, 000 36, 770, 000 557 155, 000
k'
1
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The implication of these three alternatives is that the expected aggre-
atp: savings will fall in a range with a minimum of approximately $42 million
when 50 0/6 of the total production is cut in June with a saving of P10 per ton
and a maximum of approximately ^84 million when 65 % of the total production
is cut in June with a saving of P15 per ton. The expected aggregate savings
under the extension service's recommendation is $44 million when the saving
is evaluated at 010 per ton and 06 6 million when the saving is evaluated at
015 per ton. In order to put these expected aggregate savings in perspective,
we observe that the total value of the milk sold to plants and dealers in
Wisconsin was slightly over $800 million in 1965. This implies that our
expected saving is 5% to 1076 of the value of the milk sold (by farmers) in
Wisconsin.
We have also explored the sensitivity of our final results with respect
to two of our re stmctive assumptions. First, we have determined the savings
that would result from weather forecasts for the July and August cuttings.
The model was analyzed for selected regions using rain probabilities from
mid-July and from late August. The results indicate that the expected costs
without weather forecasts decline about $4 per ton (for both July and August
cuttings) while expected costs with weather information would decline
about ^2 per ton. Hence, the saving would in general be about P2 less per
ton than in June (that is the range was ^13). This would increase the
total benefit in Wisconsin by a substantial amount. This conclusion did not
seem to represent adequately the real situation. Experience indicates that
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the farmer is much more likel y
 to dry his hay successfully in July and
August than in rune. The reason for this is not only the decrease in the
likelihood of rain occurring but also that temperatures are likely to be much
higher in July and August so that the hay may actually dry in one to one and
a half days rather than the two or three days assumed in our models. Because
our model takes account of the decreased probability of rain, but not the
shorter drying periods, it seems likely that the expected cost without weather
forecasts in particular has been overestimated and hence the expected sav-
ings may be considerably less for July and August than our selective investi-
gation indicate s.
Second, we examined the effect on our results if the weather forecast is
I
not perfectly accurate. Specifically, if the probability of cutting remains
unchanged in the model with weather forecasting, but for some percentage
of the time the forecast is wrong and rain occurs on the second day of the
drying period, the expected cost incurred from following the weather informa-
tion will be higher than if the forecast is perfectly accurate. By evaluating
the hay for each of the possible weather patterns which could occur on days
three through six, the model with a two-day drying period indicates that a
weather report of 70% accuracy will have the same value to the farmer who
uses the weather forecasts as would a naive decision rule. For the model
with a three-day drying period, or for an :inaccurate forecast involving rain
on the first day, this break-even .percentage would be somewhat lower. If
the accuracy of the weather forecast is greater than this break--even level,
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then it will pay the farmer, on average, to follow the forecast rather than
his naive decision rule. If the forecast is less accurate than this percent-
age, it should be ignored. Thus, within this context, this study provides
evidence that dairy farmers could, with weather forecasts of only two or
three days length, reduce their feed costs quite significantly. This con-
clusion of course depends upon the forecasts being accurate and, in addi-
tion, the farmer being willing to base his harvesting decision on these
forecasts.
The expected savings derived in this study are applicable to farmers
who supplement their hay in order to obtain a high level of milk output (our
gross estimates of savings assumed that all farmers do this). However, if
the farmer is to receive actual cash benefits he must be able to sell, at
the current price, the corn which he no longer requires as supplement for
his hay. Alternatively, he may reduce the amount of corn he plants as feed;
his savings will then amount to the reduced costs of corn production and
also any profit he is able to make by putting the land to. some other use.
Any resources devoted to producing forecasts that are accurate less than
7016 of the time are simply wasted.
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APPENDIX
Table A- 1
1 967 Alfalfa Hay Production in the U. S. , Selected States and Canada
Rank No. of No, of % of
among the acres tons total U. S.
State
	 50 states harvested produced production
Wisconsin 1 2, 988, 000 8, 068 2 000 10.87
Minnesota 3 2, 332, 000 6, 063, 000 8.17
Michigan 11 122821000 214 756, 000 3.71
New York 8 1, 231, 000 3, 087, 000 4. 16
Total of these
four state s - 7^ 533 000 19 3 974, 000 L9. 92
Total for U. S. - 28, 162 1 000 74, 2042 000 100.00	 P
Ontario, Canada ? - 3, 440, 000 8, 944, 000 -
Source: AcLi-cultural Statistics 1969, USDA 1969, PP• 269--270. Quarter
Bulletin of Agricultural Statistics, ran. --March 1968, Dominion
Bureau of Statistics, p. 23.
7This figure applies to all tame hay production, not just alfalfa,
r
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Table A-2.
Division of the State into Regions
Weather Total amount of
station hay (alfalfa) Total number
whose rain First produced in of acres
Sector probabilities flowering sector harvested
number were used date (June) (1968, tons) (1968)
1 Spooner 21 4ZI$ 430 180, 200
2 Minocqua Dam 21 42, 720 21, 700
3 Merrill 21 72, 280 29,800
4 Sturgeon Bay 17 625, 610 246000
5 Eau Claire 14 8352 330 Z90,000
6 Marshfield 14 932, 440 348, 700
r	 7 Virocqua 9 1, 297, 930 465, 000
8 Hancock 9 4477p94094 492, 000
9 Plymouth 9 887$ 220 2911100
10 Darlington 5 11 923, 1.00 624, 500
Source s: First flower dates: Smith, Dale: "The Establishment and Manage-
ment. of Alfalfa, ff College of Agricultural and Life Sciences,
Bulletin 542, June 1968,
	 p.	 18. Acreage and tons: 1970 Wiscon-
sin Agricultural-• lt ral, Statistics, Wisconsin Statistical Reporting Service,
June 1 9 7 0, p. 28.
1 64
r^
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Table A-3
Estimated TDN Contents of Alfalfa Hay for Various Types of Drying Periods
Type of drying Type of drying
Drying period (3-day period (2-day
period min. dry TDN min. dry TDN
number period) content period) content
I DDD---- 70 DD---- 70
2 WDDD--- 65 WDDD---- 6z
3 VvWDDD- 55 WWDDD- 55
4 WVrvVDDD 41 WWWDDD 50
6 DWWDDD 45 DWWDD- 45
7 DDWDDD 50 DVV WDD 40
8 WDWDD 41 WDV% DD- 41
9 Anything else 35 Anything else 35
D means a dry day, W means a wet day, - means either, because hay
has already been removed from the field.
Table A-4
Estimated Total Cost of Corn and Protein Required to
Supplement One Ton of Alfalfa Pray'
TDN content (%a)
	
Total cost
	
100
	
0
	
80	 11.52
70 17.28
60 38.44
50 51.20
40 61.16
*Corn valued at $. 0244b. and protein supplent at 0. 07/1b.
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Table A-5
Probability of Cutting on a Give. Date for Eau Claire Sector (ci)
3-day_minimum drying period 2wday minimum drying period
Without With Without With
weather weather weather weather
Day forecasts forecasts forecasts forecasts
1 .57044 .34174 .57044 .44152
2 .12885 .07719 .12885 .09973
3 .12890 .07722 .12890 .09976
4 .06574 .07722 .06574 .09977
5 .04257 .07752 .04257. .06193
6 .02503 .05496 .02503 .04823
7 .01533 .04678 .01533 .03783
8 .00985 .04315 . 00948 .02961
9 .00550 .03453 .00550 . 02095
10 . 00327 . 02818 .00327 .01568
11 .00189 .02365 .00189 .01171
12 100110 .01996 .00110 .00861
13 .00064 .01658 .00064 .00642
14 .00090 .08132 .00090 .018Z5
a	 1
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Table A--6
Probability of Different Drying Periods Occurring. for Hay Cut in
Eau Clair Sector (pig j
(3--day minimum drying period)
Drying Period Number Q)
Day (i)
	 1	 2	 3	 5	 8	 4	 6	 7	 9
1 .464 . 086 . 032 . 066 . 012 . 012 . 024 . 052 . 253
2 ..464 .086 .032 .067 .OIZ .012 .025 .052 .252
3 .464 .086 .032 .067 .013 .012 .026 .055 .245
4 .465 .086 .034 .071 .013 .011 .023 .055 .241
5 .467 .092 .030 .070 .014 .010 .022 .055 .239
6 .469 .091 .030 .071 .014 .010 .023 .055 .239
7 .469 .091 .030 .071 .014 .010 .023 .055 .239
8 .469 .091 .030 .071 .014 .0 10 . 023 .055 .238
9 .469 .091 .030 .071 .014 .010 .023 .055 .237
10 .469 .091 .. 030 .071 .015 .010 . 025 .. 059 .229
11 .471 .092 .032 .076 .015 .009 .021 .059 . 22,6
12 .473 .098 .027 .075 .016 .007 .021 .05 9 , Z24
13 .475 .097 .027 .076 .015 ,007 .021 .060 .224
14 .475 .097 .027 .076 .015 .007 . OZ1 .060 . 224
a
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THE ROLE OF TECHNICAL, LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
IN DISSEMINATING METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION TO USERS
John E. Ross"-
Introduction
The capabilities of the National Weather Service to deliver increased
amounts and kinds of information are obvious. Agriculture is a sector that
can benefit.
Given the existence of new satellite meteorological information and
given cost/benefit justification of its importance, there is the very real
chance that potential users of the technical information will not use it.
There are several reasons why this might happen.
1. It is clear that lack of communication can act as a constraint on the
use of the technical information. If it doesn't get distributed all
the way to the user, it doesn't get used.
2. Users may not understand the content or the meaning of the techni-
cal information because of (1) the technical vocabulary load, (2) the
abstract concepts involved, or (3) the format of presentation. There
Agricultural journalism, Associate Director; Institute for Environmental
Studies, University of Wisconsin.
Wean Smith and fames Larison, Project Assistants.
r	 ^
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is considerable evidence that vocabulary and format can be
hindrances in technical communication. Studies have been con-
ducted among farmer audiences by the senior author of this paper
and others at the University of Wisconsin, in such areas as pesti-
cide use, rural civil defense, animal and soil science technology,
and in comprehension of graphic formats.
3. Interw3ning attitudes can affect the willingness of users to make use
of a particular technological system. In the case of meteorological
data there is the possibility that folklore is in fact decisive at the
point of making a decision. In addition, the credibility of the in-
formation or of its source can be a factor in its use.
These all suggest that you could influence the use of the technical in-
formation by changing the format and content of the information service
whether in broadcast or print media.
Instrument and Sample
This study concentrates on the following questions:
1. What is their comprehension of the technical vocabulary?
2. What are their current media habits in using weather information?
3. What is the current use of weather information among a sample of
Wisconsin farmers?
4. How do farmers assess opportunities in using
a. different weather parameters?
b. on what time scale ?
l
1
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A copy of the questionnaire is attached as an appendix to this report.
The questionnaire sought responses on:
1. Mass media use and preferences in gathering weather information.
2. How weather information is used in making agricultural decisions.
3. Comprehension of sixteen technical weather terms in a multiple-
choice format.
4. Comprehension of seventeen technical terms of relative weather
intensity in a matching format.
5. Perceived usefulness of fifty--six parameters of weather information,
including temperature (4) frost, (6) moisture, (15) storm warnings,
(3) wind, (3) cloud cover, (3) warm air masses, (3) cold fronts
(3) air pollutants, (9) and general (7).
The sample is purposive, i. e. , a mail questionnaire was sent to 258
farmers or farm associated individuals from lists available to the University
of Wisconsin College of Agricultural and Life Sciences. These individuals
can be expected to be among the top operators in agricultural production.
This is not a random sample, which is somewhat more expensive to gather.
Based on information gathered informally from other sources, we would ex-
pect the individuals surveyed here to be quite similar to top farmers in
other parts of the country in their specific interests and in their level of
knowledge of weather information. We expect that their responses are
somewhat above a random sample of farmers. However, these , individuals
do represent the bulk of agricultural production.
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This survey included:
1. Wisconsin Certified Seed Growers -60
2. Vegetable Growers -49
3. Fruit Growers -25
4. Canning and Freezing Industry Reps. -108
5. Potato Growers -30
6. Lime and Fertilizer Dealers -48
7. Forage Farmers -47
The response rate to the questionnaire was 70, 'In of ae total mailing.
The questionnaire was pretested in a farmers' club.
The information presented here is descriptive, although some contin-
gency analysis was done. Only the lime and fertilizer dealers stood out as
generally significantly less interested in weather information than the other
groups,
Results
A. Comparison
The first section of results is concerned with comprehension of techni-
cal terms. The terms were selected from weather reports and are in common
use. Reported here are the proportions of errors arranged from the "easie.st"
to the "most difficult" in this test.
The second table gives the actual test and the way in which the respon-
dents answered. In this table, the correct answer is marked X. In each
case, the total number equals 258.
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Table I
Technical Terms(Multiple Qhoi ce)
^poratignfilar pariaticri 4
Air Mass
Dew Point
Smog I
Atmf^spheri,; pressure Iy
C'Qndensation 18
Anemometer 21
Isobar ?^7
Fr()nt 3z
Frost Line 36
Degree Day 4z
Relative Humidity 48
eld 'Nave; 49
Table 2
Tecbnical Terns
Nature; of L'rrors
x. Precipitation
x w a. All farms of falling moisture.
1._0 l). The point where it starts to rain,
. Water vapor to the air.
o d. The amount of condensation.
'. Anemometer
..1 _ a. Measures the high and low relative humidity.
_ -X -- h. An instrument for measuring the force or velocity of the wind.
19 c. An instrument for measuring the atmospheric pressure.
3 d. The speed at which hurricane winds blow.
21 e. No answer
Relative humidity
a. .A prediction of precipitation
9 5-1
 b. The amount of water vapor contained in the air.
.- c. The point at which water vapor condenses.
d. Water vapor in air compared to that required for saturation.
e. No answer,
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4. Solar radiation
X a. Energy from the sun which turns into heat
4 b. The time of sunrise and sunset.
3 c. The amount of clouds in the sky.
1 d. Spots on the sun which are believed to cause storms.
3 e. No answer.
5. Dew point
13 a. 70% relative humidity.
1 b. The chain of radar stations in North America.
7 c. The amount of dew that forms.
X d. The temperature at which water vapor condenses.
3 e. No answer.
6. Barometer
X a. An instrument for measuring atmospheric pressure.
2 b. Predicts the speed and direction of the wind.
4 c. Sea level pressure.
5 d. An instrument for measuring relative humidity.
2 e. No answer.
7. Cold wave
1 a. The temperature at which the ground freezes.
91 b. A prediction of how long the cold weather will last.
111 c. A continuous period of more or less evenly cold weather.
X d. A rapid and marked drop in :emperature during cold weather.
1 e. No answer.
8.	 Smog
8 a. The point at which the health of plants and humans is affected.
9 b. Air filled with sand and dust particles.
11 c. The amount of sulphur dioxide iia the air.
X d. A fog made heavier and darker by smoke.
4 e. No answer.
9.	 Atmospheric pre s sure
4 a. The force of the wind.
17 b. 29 inche s.
X c. The weight of a . column of air.
9 d. The amount of moisture the air will hold.
7 e. No answer
10. Degree day
74; a. The high and low temperatures of the day.
1 b. The temperature at which moisture condenses.
18 c. The normal temperature for the season.
X d. A unit for measuring the amount of heat.
12 e. No answer.
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11. Condensation
b a. All forms of falling moisture.
X b. The changing of water vapor to a liquid or solid.
30 c. The changing of a liquid or solid to water vapor.
4 d. The amount of dew.
b e. No answer.
12. Frost line
X a. The maximum depth to which the ground becomes frozen.
2--3 4 b. The line of Arctic air.
55-3 4 c. How far south the freezing temperature will go.
11--1 4 d. 32 ° F.
4 e. No answer.
13. Isobar
3 a. Predicts the amount of ice or snow to be expected.
34 b. A subunit of pressure, being 1/100 of a bar--used to measure
atmospheric pressure.
7 c. The amount of atmospheric pressure at sea level.
X d. A line connecting places having the same barometric pressure.
24 e. No answer.
14. Evaporation
1 a. The amount of dew to be expected.
3 b. The change of water vapor into a liquid.
3 c. The point at which the soil becomes dry.
X d. The change of liquid water into vapor.
15. Front
25 a. A widespread body of air which approximates horizontal. homo-
geneity.
12 b. A mass of cold air from the polar region.
X c. Long, narrow bands of changing weather between two different
air masses.
39 -?! d. Air in natural motion relative to the surface of the earth---
any direction, any speed.
4 e. No answer.
16. Air mass
8 a. A, cold air front.
0 b. Atmospheric pressure.
X c. A large body of air which has essentially uniform conditions.
3 d. The force per unit area expressed in inches or millibars.
3 e. No answer.
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Table 3 gives the percentage of the sample that missed a given number
of the terms, for example, 19 %
 
missed five or more terms
Table 3
'umber of Technical. Terms Missed
0 - 1 wrong	 27
2-3 37
4- 5 1.7
5+	 19
The fanners were also asked to assess terminology which indicated rela-
tive intensity of weather. Following are the results. This was a matching
test.
Table 4
^t
r
Comprehension Weather Intensity
Wrong
41
Blowing Snow 25
Ice Storm 25
Tornado Warning 24
Freezing Rain 24
Tornado Watch 23
Drifting Snow 19
Snow Squalls 17
Thick Fog 17
Dense Fog 14
Snow Flurries 14
Drizzle 10
Frost 5
Showers 4
Tornadoes 4
Heavy Snow 3
Severe Thunderstorm 3
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Table 5 gives the average scores by commodity groups for both tests.
Table 5
Average Comprehension Scores
Lime-
Seed	 Ve	 Fruit Canners Potato Forage Fert,
multiple	 77.34	 79.2	 80.0	 81.4	 81, 6	 77.1	 76.6choice
matching	 81.3	 80.2
	 83.4	 86.0	 90.5
	 81.8
	 88.1to st
B. Media and Use
This part of the schedule was designed to determine which information
media are now used, which are preferred, why, the helpfulness of the in-
formation received, and the farmers' credence in it. It also measured the
frequency with which they seek out weather information and elicited some
feedback on their interest in a two-week forecast. The farmers' interest in
a continuously available weather forecast was asked and they were given an
opportunity to place a dollar value on this information. It also gave them an
opportunity to list information they do not currently receive, but would like
to have available.
Table 6 indicates (1) percentage of sample currently using specific
media, (2) preference among the media in current format, and (3) preference
in event of continuous availability.
1
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Table 6
Media Use and Preference
Rank Current Rank Continuous
Media Current Use Preference Forecast.
Radio 95% 1 1
TAI 94% 2 3
Own Observations 51% 4
Newspaper 47% 5
Farm Publications 26% 6
Telephone 22% 3 2
Private Meteorology 3% 7
Note the interest in the telephone.
The next table shows percentage of farmers who specified reasons for
their media choice.
Table 7
Reasons for Media Preference
Available when I need it 	 54%
It is the latest word
	 46%
More information is given 	 45%
It is more convenient 	 43%
It is more accurate
	 25%
I can understand it better	 24%
17$
'
Eighty percent: of the sample found present weather reports helpful, but
20% indicated that they did not. Seventy-one percent of the farmers sampled
tried to plan their activities around the weather forecast. When asked which
they found helpful, the farmers Indicated that one-day and five-day forecasts
were most often helpful.
Table 8
Currently Helpful
1 -- day advance
	 92%
2 - day	 76%
5 - day	 82%
30 -- day	 35%
Seventy-five percent of the group sought out weather report data at least
twice a day, which would indicate that there is an interest in up-to--date,
accurate weather forecasts.
Table 9
Seek Information
Once/week 1%
Sev. /week 2%
Once/day 21010
Twice/day 35%
Three/Day 27%
Four/day 13 To
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When asked why they did not seek out weather Information more often,
only 50% answered, and they checked the following answers.
Table 10
Reasons for Non-seeking of Weather Information
Not convenient or available
Sufficient or not necessary
34%
32%
Forecasts don't vary; no new information 	 137o
Not accurate enough	 8%
Accuracy criticisms seem low here, but note the number of references
to accuracy in voluntary comments listed later.
When asked "Would you be willing to pay for some sort of continuously
available forecasting system?" 32% of the farmers said yes, and 5110
 said
maybe. It is interesting to note that 16% of the fam-iers said NO--chat they
would not be willing to pay anything for this information. '.t''he questionnaire
then asked them to specify how much they would be will`.ng to pay.
Table 11
Willingness to Fay for Weather Information
1-25	 over P5
224 farmers	 31%	 21010
	 14%
When told that weathermen would soon be able to supply forecast data
to the public with two-week forecasts as accurate as present one-day fore-
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casts, 93% of the farmers said they would find this new development either
extremely or very useful.
A variety of responses was obtained from the group when asked in an
open-ended format what information they would like to receive which they
presently do not. Data are presented here by commodity groups.
C. As se s sment of OpporCunitie s
Table 12
Demands for Additional Weather Information
---Commodity Groups----
a)
Information
o	 o
o	 o m
requested w	 w	 w U a w_
Accuracy X X X	 X	 X X X
Wind speed X X X
Short-range X X X	 X X
forecasts
Long-range X X	 X
forecasts
Heating units X
Historic data	 X
Vail
	
X
it"
x
.	 ^1
Humidity	 X
Localized
weather	 X
infor.
Rain	 X	 X
Frost warnings	 X	 X
Soil temp.
	 X
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The farm audience was alsk) asked to assess the usefulness of weather
parameters defined as useful in other parts of the overall study. Responses
are reported as the percentage of the total assessing each parameter as
critical or useful.
Table 13
Useful Criteria
Temperature -- current
low for day
high for day
duration
Fro st— time of arrival
duration
lowest temperature
early or late
ground freeze
depth frost
Moisture -- rain
sleet
freezing rain
drizzle
freezing drizzle
fog
dew
hail
snow
time arrival
how much
duration
snow cover
how long between
drying condition
14 69
37 53
19 67
23 68
64 34
35 52
49 42
44 47
2Z 50
5 53
52 47
17 52
18 54
14 65
17 52
9 61
5 68
50 36
16 62
59 38
49 47
48 46
6 68
27 59
35 57
41.
y
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Table 13 (continued)
o Critical	 o Useful
Storm warnings -•- lightning 6 53
severity 34 58
direction 23 64
Wind -- speed 29 63
direction 11 70
duration 15 70
Warm Air Masses -- where 10 77
when arrive 12 78
what effects 11 71
Cloud Cover --i Amount 9 65
duration 11 68
direction 5 55
Cold Fronts --- where 28 62
when arrive 33 61
what effects 22 64
Relative Humidity 12 68
Barometric Pressure 5 64
Dew Point 5 49
Solar Radiation 5 41
High and ,Low Pressure Systems 8 71
Soil Moisture 28 60
Soil Temperature 26 60
Air Pollutants -- sand or dust 3 26
sulphur dioxide 2 23
soot or fly ash 1 17
ozone 2 15
nitrous oxides 1 16
carbon monoxide 3 24
flouride s X 11
PAN -- 9
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This completes the descriptive analysis.
r
Farmer Comments
We are including a summary of unsolicited comments arranged by com-
modity groups for the insights they provide. These are individual comments.
At the end of each comment are the scores that the individual got on (1) the
multiple-choice test and (2) the matching test.
Group I—Certified Seed Grain Growers.
An accurate .one-week forecast would be invaluable. Wind is
especially important during the spraying season--the month of June.
Would like three- and five-day forecasts. Do most radio listening on
WTMJ and WHBL because the best reception---not much agricultural type
forecast. What station would you suggest? (81 -, 1/4 - 100)
Long--range frost or severe freeze forecast. The most valuable
information to us would be a long advance notice of and duration of
severe freeze. (87 1/2 - 40).
1 would like to know the number of heat units each day in the
sprang through to the fall. (62 - 1/2 - 76)
Six-day forecast (43- 3/4 - 52)
We receive all the information we need but it isn't very accurate.
(93 - 3/4 - 100).
More accurate long-range forecast. (81-1/4 - 88)
It would be interesting and helpful at times if weather forecasts
for Canada were included—that part of Canada directly north of Wiscon-
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isin, Minnesota and Michigan. When visiting in Canada, we hear
weather forecasts for the States. (87-1/2 - 88)
More accurate temperature in fall as to frost.
Degrees of humidity
Heat units per day--and total to date. (8--1/4 - 64)
Frost information. (50--76) (50 = knowledge of weather terms,
76 = knowledge of weather intensities)
Group 2 -- Vegetable Growers
Any improvement in thirty-to-sixty-day forecasts from the stand-
point of accuracy would be most beneficial to use (87-1/2 - 76)
Monthly weather probability to plan agricultural work (90 - 52).
Frost warnings and wind velocity---are available but seldom ac-
accurate. (100 - 76)
I want accurate information no ^ e
 ger range. (93-1/2 - 100)
Need a more accurate wind forecast. Maw j. 5 - June 15 wind
velocity is critical. Twenty mph is OK but thirty mph if after two dry
days can cause a crop failure. Most forecasts are ten to twenty mph,
twenty to thirty-five mph, etc. (93 3/4 - 100)
Percentage area to receive precipitation in place of or in addition
to percentage chance. (93--3/4- 52)
Present availability okay—need more accuracy. (81-1/4 - 88)
Anything would be better than the weather reports this summer
(1969). It's done just the opposite all summer. (62-1/2 - 100)
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They read the same forecast over -and over even though it says 3076
chance and it's raining. (81-1/4 -- 76)
Present daily weather as related to normal as well as record high
and lows. Also to use a moving average for past year's moisture in-
stead of average for year to date. Early in the year the information for the
year since Jan. I does not give any information as to soil moisture. (93-3/4
- 100)
I am principally concerned with percentage chance of precipitation,
but it would be helpful if forecasts included anticipated qlLantities of
rain. (93-3/4 - 100)
Would like accurate five-day forecast. Would be very valuable and
would be willing to pay up to several hundred (approximately P300) yearly
for it if it was accurate. (81-1/4 - 58)
Need to know amounts of rainfall expected within reasonable levels—
also weekly reports of total precipitation. In spring would like to hear
wind forecast more often. (31-1/4 - 64)
Group 3 — Fruit Growers
Relay system by growing area, very helpful. Granberry growers
should receive "thirty-day forecast maps" as shown in the Milwaukee
Journal. (50-46)
Have very good television picture on three stations plus radio. The
Today show on weekday mornings has the best and most accurate weather
forecast--plus evenings, channels 3, 6, and 10 very good. (14-1/4 - 8)
r
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A five-day forecast on telephone--could be available on a different
weather telephone number as the other one is in Milwaukee that is re-
corded and changed every hour. It would be interesting and sometimes
helpful to have soil temperature.
Temperature at ground level at the same location official temperatures
are taken. (93-3/4 - 88)
Frost warning service. (81-1/4 - 100)
A forecast pertaining to fireblight in apples--check with Prof. George
Klingbeil on this for data. (93-3/4 - 100)
Since 1915: Field digging in March twice---two separate years.
Field digging began April 1-22 remaining fifty-two years.
This fact is very important to our business (orchard and
nursery). (56-1/4 - 34)
Forecasts of dew point, wind velocity daytime and night, humidity.	 ,
(93-3/4 - 100)
Wind direction and velocity (81-1/4 - 70)
Predicted low temperature several days ahead (93--3/4 - 88).
Thirty-to sixty-day accurate forecasts of extreme weather—such as
excessive rainfall or unusually dry conditions for the period April through
October. A means of determining when a forecast is radically revised—
as when rain is predicted in twenty-four hours and it arrives in six
hours. (96-3/4 - 100). Lack of accurate reports limits use.
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Sixty- and ninety--day weather forecast (68-3 ,!r4 - 70).
More accurate--my own barometer is better than many past fore-
casts. (68-3/4 - 76)
Dew point. (93-3/4 - 88)
Record temperature for given date (93-3/4 - 76)
More detail to the frost and freeze warnings in the spring. Also
the wind speeds for daytime and nighttime hours to help us pick the best
hours to spray. (93-3/4 - 100)
Group 4 — Canning and Freezing
Weather report year ago today. (62-1/2 - 12)
Anticipated rainfall. (12-1/2 - unanswered)
Road information for deliveries and receiving. (68-3/4 - 70)
Time of night which dew is expected and intensity. This could be
forecast in a twenty-four-hour, forty-eight-hour and five-day forecast.
Accurate long-range forecasts. (81-1/4 - 88)
Accurate forecast of rain during summer. (93-3/4 - 88)
Same as now only for longer periods of tirre and more accuracy.
(81-1/4 - 75)
We are mainly interested in weather for our business from April 1-
December 1. (87-1/4 - 58)
Low temperatures for other fruit growing areas spring and winter.
(87-1/4 - 76).
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Accuracy. (81-1/4 - 88)
Wind speeds for next day. (87-1/2 - 76)
Continuously available forecasting system. (56-1/4 - 76)
Solar radiation. (87-1/4 - 100)
Some sort of written report for longer (two weeks) forecasts--too
long to handle verbally. More accurate intermediate range to thirty days
forecasting of high, low and mean temperature and precipitation by days.
(93-3/4 - 100)
High and low temperature previous day.
High and low,
 temperature forecast at Least two days in advance.
Monthly publication giving daily temperatures and rainfall for the
month. (100 - 94).
Soil temperature. (93-3/4 - 100)
Length of daylight hours. (81-1/4 - 88)
Five-day forecast over TV in evenin . (62-1/2 - 100)
More accuracy for this area (Sister Bay). (81-1/4 100)
More accurate information. (68-3/4 - 100)
Telephone service daily. (62-1/2 - 76)
The ao—Mracy of the report is most important. We receive several
reports of weather but not accurate in many cases. (75 - 76)
Mainly interested in temperature and precipitation forecasts.
(9 3 -3/4 - 88)
^k
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{The type of information is 4. K. , but the accuracy of weather fore-
casts leaves a bit to be desired. Would be very interested in six-week
forecasts on total rainfall---date of possible freezing temperatures.
(87-1/2 -- 76)
Forecasts for our particular area of operation. Measurement of solar
intensity and duration. (81--1/4 -- 100)
Hours sunlight expected--actual sunshine as against cloudy condi-
tion—as percent total daylight. (87-1/2 - 100)
A weather reporting service over TWK or Western Union similar to
the system available to the Florida Citrus growers would be very helpful
to the Wisconsin canners.
Croup 5 -- Potato and Vegetable growers--weather information they would like
to receive which they do not currently receive:
Two-week forecasts---reasonably accurate. Development of hail. 	 . I
storms. Accurate frost warnings—one-day and two-weeks. (87-1/2 - 88)*
Upper air flows. Daily deviations from norms (93--3/4 -- 100)
Accuracy. Our main concern is having information about the condi-
tions that are favorable for blight during the potato growing season.
(68--3/4 - 88)
Accurate local weather conditions. Precipitation and temperature
are very important in raising potatoes. (62-1/2 - 763
Five-day and thirty-day too inaccurate (93-3/4 -- unanswered)
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Always need relative humidity—not always given. (75 - 100)
Present forecasts are adequateenough; but not accurate enough. (93-3/4
- 100)
If it were possible to forecast, months in advance, the amount of
sunlight that might be expected during the growing season, l am sure
that this could be useful to many people. The amount expected might be
compared to a normal or average year. A person might plan an earlier or
later maturing variety of a crop if he knew how much sunlight (without
clouds) might be expected during the coming growing season. Summer
rains in our area can be very spotty. Knowing exactl where the rains
are going to fall and how much could be a tremendous help to agricul-
ture, in planting, growing, harvesting, etc. (87--1/2 -- 100)
Group b -- Lime and Fertilizer Dealers
Often enough on radio and TV if accurate (93-3/4 - 82)
Twenty-four-hour wind velocity forecast. (81-1/4 - 88)
Specific local information (fifteen--mile radius) as to time and
'	 amount of rain during crop season to use in planning custom fertilizing
and spraying operations. (87-1/2 - 100)
Wind, more accurate low temperature. We have our own auto--temp.
continuous. We feel Wisconsin forecasts are right 5656 of the time. We
allow nine degrees for temperature error. (93-3/4 100)
Comparison to previous year and year before that; not ten-year
average or fifty-year averages. (87-1/2 -- 100)
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Group 7 — Forage
Accurate two-week forecasts--even accurate one-week forecasts
would be helpful. (68-3/4 -- 100)
Our weather forecasts are not accurate enough (81-1/4 - 88)
More accurate five-day or longer forecasts. (100-88)
Would like to get weather report for more specific area, especially
at harvesting tame. (56-1/2 - 88)
Accurate in regard to rainfall over two- to three--day period. if there
are any basic cycle changesin weather patterns in regard to moisture and
temperature. (93--3/4 - 88)
Longer range forecast plus weather patterns, (68-3/4 - 64)
Weekend weather Friday night. (621/2 - 76)
More detail into the causes of various weather patterns. (100 - 88)
Monthly temperature (daily highs and lows) graphs and rainfall
charts to show past month's weather. (87-1/2 - 100)
Telephone weather service. (62-1/2 - 88)
More Localized information--whe.ther the "scattered showers" will
scatter on my farm! (93-3/4 -- 100)
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APPENDIX - QUESTIONNAIRE
Male Occupation
Female If agricultural, what type of enterprise ?
Usual source or sources of weather forecasts—check all that you use
regularly.
a. newspaper
b. radio
c. TV
d. farm publications
e. own observations
f. telephone weather service
g o private meteorological service
h. other (list)
Which sources do you prefer? Rank three in order of importance.
a. newspaper
b. radio
c. Tel'
d, farm publications
e. own observations
f. telephone weather service
go private meteorological service
h. other (list)
I prefer the source I ranked first because:
	 (check all applicable answers)
a. It is available when I need it.
b. More information is given.
c. It is more accurate.
d. I can understand it better.
e. It is more convenient.
f. It is the latest word.
g. Other (list)
i
I find the weather forecasts in general are: (check one)
a. rv.;ually helpful
b. occasionally helpful
c. seldom helpful
do never helpful
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I try to plan my activities on the basis of the forecasts. (cheek one)
a. u sually
b. occasionally
c. seldom
d. never
Check all of the following which you presently find helpful.
a. one--day forecast
b. two-day forecast
c. five-day forecast
d. thirty--day forecast
During the season when weather information is the most important to my
business I usually try to get a weather forecast: (check one)
a. once a week
b. several times a week
c. once a day
_..__.. d. twice a day
e. three times a day
f. four tames a day
g• other (list)
I do not try to get a weather forecast oftener because
Weathermen predict that in the future they will be able to give a two-week
forecast with the accuracy of the present one-day forecast. Would you find
it: (check one)
a. extremely helpful
b. very helpful
c. Occasionally helpful
d. probably not helpful
Which would you prefer it if were available? (check one)
a. Forecasts continuously available by telephone.
b. Forecasts continuously available by radio.
c. Forecasts continuously available by TV.
d. other (list)
	 Y
e. none of the above
,t
Would you be willing to help pay for
forecasting system ?
a. yes
b. no
c. maybe
some sort of continuously available
1
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rIf so, how much would you be willing to pay? Check the most you would
be willing to pay.
a. one to two dollars per zrronth
b. five dollars per month
c. over five dollars per month
List any weather information which you do not currently receive, but would
like to.
On these pages some terms are listed followed by possible definitions. Put
an X in front of the definition you think is correct.
1. Precipitation
a. All forms of falling moisture.
b. The point where it starts to rain.
c. Water vapor in the air.
d. The amount of condensation.
2. Anemometer
a. Measures the high and low relative humidity.
b. An instrument for measuring the force or velocity of the wand.
c. An instrument for measuring the atmospheric pre -R sure.
d. The speed at which hurricane winds blow.
3. Relative humidity
a. A prediction of precipitation
b. The amount of water vapor contained in the air.
c. The point at which water vapor condenses.
d. Water vapor in air compared to that required for saturation.
4. Solar radia Lion
a. Energy from the sun which turns into heat.
b. The time of sunrise and sunset.
c. The amount of clouds in the sky.
d. Spots on the sun which are believed to cause storms.
5. Dew point
a. 70% relative humidity
b. The chain of radar stations in North America.
c. The amount of dew that forms.
d. The temperature at which water vapor condenses.
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6. Barometer
a. An instrument for measuring atmospheric pressure.
b. Predicts the speed and direction of the wind.
c. Sea level pre s sure.
d. An instrument for measuring relative humidity.
7. Cold wave
— a. The temperature at which the ground freezes.
b. A prediction of how long the cold weather will last.
— c. A continuous period of more or less evenly cold weather.
d. A rapid and marked drop in temperature during colts weather.
S. Smog
a. The point at which the health of plants and humans is affected.
b. Air filled with sand and dust particles.
c. The amount of sulphur dioxide in the air.
d. A fog made heavier and darker by smoke.
9. Atmospheric pressure
a. The force of the wind.
b. 29 inches.
c. The weight of a column of air.
d. The amount of moisture the air will hold.
10. Degree day
a. The high and low temperatures of the day.
b. The temperature at which moisture condenses.
c. The normal temperature for the season.
d. A unit for measuring the amount of heat.
11. Condensation
a. All forms of falling moisture.
b. The changing of water vapor to a liquid or solid.
c. The changing of a liquid or solid to water vapor.
d. The amount of dew.
12. Frost line
a. The maximum depth to which the ground becomes frozen.
b. The line of Arctic air.
c. How far south the freezing temperature will go.
d. 32 ° F
13. Isobar
a. Predicts the amount of ice or snow to be expected.
b. A subunit of pressure, being 1/1000 of a bar--used to measure
atmospheric pressure.
c. The amount of atmospheric pressure at sea level..
d. Aline connecting places having the same barometric pressure.
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Critical	 Useful	 No helpTEMPERATURE
14. Evaporation
a. The amount of dew to be expected.
b. The change of water vapor into a liquid.
c. The point at which the soil becomes dry.
d. The change of liquid water into vapor.
15, Front
a: A widespread body of air which approximates horizontal
homogeneity.
b. A mass of cold air from the polar region.
c. Long, narrow bands of changing weather between two different
air masses.
d. Air in natural motion relative to the surface of the earth---any
direction, any speed.
16. Aix mass
a. A cold air front
b. Atmospheric pre s sure
c. A large body of air which has essentially uniform conditions
d. The force per unit area expressed in inches or millibars
On these pages are some weather variables which now show up on some
weather reports and forecasts. Please check whether the information could
make a critical difference, would be useful or would be of no help in
planning your activities.
Current tem perature
Low for the day
High for the day
Duration of current range
FROST
Time of arrival.
Duration
Lowest temperature
.Early or late
Critical	 Useful	 No help
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FROST (cont.)	 Critical_ _	 Useful„ 	 No help
When will ground freeze
for good
Depth of frost in ground
MOISTURE---kind of precipitation
Rain
Sleet
Freezing rain
Drizzle
Freezing drizzle
Fog
Dew
Hail
Snow
Time of arrival
How much
Duration
Amount of snow cover
Hoo,7 long between measurable
rains
Drying conditions
STORM WARNINGS
Lightning or not
Severity
Direction traveling
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WIND	 Critical.	 _ Useful	 No help
Speed
Direction
Duration
CLOUD COVER
Amount
Duration
Direction moving
WARM AIR MASSES
Where
When arrive
What effects
COLD FRONTS
Where
When arrive
What effects
RELATIVE HUMIDITY	 ..^	 ^. .
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE
DEW POINT TEMPERATURE
SOLAR RADIATION	
--
HIGH AND LOW PRESSURE SYSTEMS
SOIL MOISTURE
SOIL. TEMPERATURE
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AIR POLLUTANTS PRESENT IN WHAT QUANTITY
Sand or dust
Sulphur dioxide
Soot or fly ash
Ozone
Nitrous oxides
Carbon monoxide
Fluoride s
PAN
Others ? (list)
Critical Useful No help
If, at the present time, you don't know how to make use of the information on
the amount of air pollutants present, but would nevertheless like to receive
the information in the future, circle tslose pollutants you would be interested
in.	 P
LIST any other weather variables which you would be interested in receiving
information about in weather reports and forecasts.
b. Thick fog
7. Dense fog
8. Tornado warning
Matching test.	 Put the number of the proper term in front of the matching
definition.
A multitude of minute water 1. Showers
droplets limiting visibility
to less than 22 0 yards.
A tornado has been sighted-- 2. Severe thunderstorm
take the necessary precautions.
Rain and lightning accompanied 3. Tornado watch
by strong, gusty winds and/or
large hail.
Visibility limited to less than 4. Tornadoes
fifty--five yards by a multitude
of minute water droplets.
Rain of short duration and vary- 5. Drizzle
ing intensity with periods of no
rain.
A violet rotary storm small in
diameter.
A tornado may occur but has not
yet been sighted.
Numerous tiny droplets which
appear to float or fall slowly.
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Matching Test. Put the number of the proper term in front of the matching
definition.
A small amount of surface snow
	 1. Ice storm
blowing and reducing visibility.
Strong winds blowing falling or	 2. Snow flurries
loose snow into drifts.
A freezing rain with an accumulation
	 3. Snow squalls
of ice.
Rain changing to Ice as it comes in
	 4. Blowing snow
contact with the ground or other
objects.
,Strong winds with snow-filled
	 5. Drifting snow
air and low temperatures.
Brief, intense burst of snow
	 6. Fro st
and wind.
,Snow accumulating to four inches or
	 7. Blizzard
more in twelve hours.
A light, feathery deposit of ice
	
S. Heavy snow
caused by condensation of water
vapor directly in crystalline form
on objects whose temperatures are
below freezing.
Fall of snow of short duration with
	 9. Freezing rain
clearing between occurrences and
little accumulation.
s
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CASE STUDY OF HIGHWAY BENEFITS DUE TO THE IMPACT OF
IMPROVED SATELLITE WEATHER FORECASTING
Herman A. J. Kuhn*-
Introduction
This study will be devoted to those activities related to various aspects
of the movement of people and goods over streets and highways. This report
will be addressed primarily to highway construction activity and that portion of
maintenance activity devoted to the winter maintenance of highway systems.
While there are a number of other activities which are weather--related,
e. g. , maintenance functions other than winter maintenance, impacts on the
road user in terms of accident losses, travel delay etc. , they are beyond the
scope of the present study. The highway--related activity systems, including
those beyond the scope of this study, are noted in Figure 1.
The facility system---the major functional system—includes the actual
physical network and requires for its proper operation three major subsystem
activities, construction, maintenance and operation.
The first, construction, is at once the most costly, . the most romantic, and
the most obvious of the highway-related activities. It involves the bringing to
Dept. of Civil Engineering, University of Wisconsin,,
I
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FUNCTIONAL	 MAJOR ACTIVITY	 OPERATION	 TASK
SYSTEM
	
SUBSYSTEM
	
SUBSYSTEM
	
SUBSYSTEM
EARTHWORK	 FIGURE 3
CONSTRUCTION	
BA
	
FIGURE 4
\\ SURFACE	 FIGURE 5
STRUCTURES	 FIGURE 6
SNOW/ICE CONTROL
OPERATIONAL	 FLOOD PROTECTION
DETOUR OPERATi0NS
PLANT-
REPAIR IPATCHING
RESURFACING
TRAFFIC SERVICES
SIGNING
 MARKING
SIGNALING
FLOW CONTROL
OPERATIONS	 MOTORIST ASSISTANCE
ROAD USER	 ^ ENFORCEMENT
PRIVATE SECTOR
FIGURE 1
HIGHWAY TRANSPORTATION ACTIVITY SYSTEM
FACILITY',	MAINTENANCE:	 PHYSICAL
fruition of the designer' s/planner's plans, it converts concepts in design into
reality and results in new or improved street and I.Aghway systems.
The second, the maintenance subsystem, relates basically to three major
types of operations: operational, physical plant, and traffic services activi-
ties. The operations activities include those operations necessary to keep a
highway/street system open to traffic. Winter maintenance (snow removal),
special protection of bridge piers duc to flooding, and the detouring of traffic
around physical roadway hazards are some of the tasks within the operational.
category. The physical plant operation includes such activities as repairing
and patching deteriorated roadway surfaces and resurfacing roads which are in
need of a new surface. The traffic services activities are those normally con-
cerned with advising the motorists of traffic operating requirements, impending
hazards, or the need to exercise some kind of control in relation to other traf-
fic streams.. These would normally include such things as various types of
roadside signing, other than route or destination signing; pavement markings
of various types; and intersection controls such as stop and yield signs and
signalization.
The operations subsystem, the third and last within the facility functional
system, includes such things as flow control, motorist assistance, and traffic
enforcement. 1 It will not be studied in this report.
i Flow control includes various measures that can be taken to control either
the volume rate of flow or the speed of the traffic stream. Motorist assistance
includes vehicle disability assistance, assistance after accidents, and the
provision of information on routes, road conditions, available facilities, etc.
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In this stage of the investigation, exact dollar costs were not isolated,
either in terms of benefits or in terms of the costs necessary to yield these
benefits. However, it was the overwhelming opinion of the many people con-
tacted and involved in this portion of the investigation that the dollar benefits
due to improved weather forecasting could be very significant indeed. Initial
evaluations indicate that the possibility exists for accruing sufficient savings
in overall costs of operation, construction, and administration so that the net
impact on the economy would be a positive one.
Activities Systems Case Studies
Activity Cycle
Although it would be desirable to define a typical calendar-related activity
cycle appropriate to each particular case study, there is no such thing in the
highway construction field. The only thing typical about the construction of a
highway is the fact that various activities must precede other activities in the
sequence of events which brings to fruition a highway improvement. Unlike
the growing of crops, which have not only a step by step sequential process
to describe the growing, harvesting, and processing of the crop, but also a
time sequential process related to the growing season, the highway construc-
tion industry has no such thing as a required time sequence. It lzas only an
activity sequence. For example, on two identical projects with construction
activities identical to those noted in Figure 2, in one the beginning phase,
the earth work activities, could begin in April or May and on the other project
the earth work activity might conceivably not begin un4"i.l August or September.
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In fact, on any particular date during the normal construction season (generally
from mid-April or early May until the latter part of October or early November)
each of the activities noted in Figure 2 would be underway on some projects in
some area.
There are several reasons why each of these various activities can be, and
are, carried on during different times of the year and are not geared to seasonal
requirements. On the one hand are the budgetary restraints which are placed
upon the state highway organization. Because of the way funds are allocated,
there is the need to program various of the activities so that the programmed
construction matches the funds available to pay for that construction. On the
other hand, factors such as job size requirements, 2 the need to sequence the
various major activities of a particular job (which may have been let as separate
contracts), the desire to build usable sections, 3 distinct climatic variations
over the range of a state which covers a north-south distance of some 300 miles,
	
.,
and the variations in construction materials from one area of the state to the
other, all influence construction activity starting times. In addition, since
2Many of the contracting firms which bid on highway construction projects
in the State of Wisconsin are small- to medium-size firms with limited resource
capabilities. The belief that "sizing" jobs within the capabilities of such or-
ganizations promotes competition with resulting lower overall construction
costs, influences to some extent at least, the selection of "job" limits.
3Bui.l.ding a "usable' t section refers to the selection of project termini to
permit opening portions of a highway improvement when they are completed.
This can often be done by building temporary connections to existing
systems.
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there are a few construction activities which can be conducted during moderate
weather in the winter months (certain structure work and marsh excavation work)
the disbursal of highway aids on a quarterly basis makes it desirable to conduct
some operations during the winter months.
Case Study Approaches--Hypothetical versus Real
In attempting to eva',uate potential benefits related to weather forecasting,
a basic question arises. Wouid a case study utilizing one or several., actual
or so-called "typical" construction projects provide the best indication of
possible benefits, or would the development of a hypothetical activity cycle
typical of most construction activity give more realistic results? Because dif-
ferences in operating procedures, variations in project size and complexity-,
construction staging requirements, and geographic differences in native ma-
terials and climatic conditions act as constraints on how effectively a contrac-
tor can respond to weather occurrences, the hypothetical approach, although
easier, may distort the real situation.
Construction Activity Subsystem
The construction activity subsystem detailed in F..y- e 2 presents a simpli-
fied picture of the major basic activities involved in the construction of , a high-
way project. Apart from the drainage activity which is normally conducted
during earthwork operations, each of the four major activities (earthwork, base
course, surface course, and structures) could be pursued under separate con-
tracts by different contractors or as one large project by one contractor, pos-.
sibly working through subcontractors.
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Each of the major activity areas within. the construction activity system
will be discussed separately with relevant weather impacts and an indication
of the types of "countermeasures" which might be undertaken to offset the ad-
verse effects of weather.
Earth/Work Activitie s
The various construction activities associated with the earth work phase
are flow-charted in Figure 3. The basic activities are these: (1) clearing the
site of trees and other vegetative matter and their roots since the presence of
these is unsuitable for construction, (2) removing old facilities remaining from
prior activities, e. g. , old pavements, sidewalks, buildings and foundations,
(3) removing marsh deposits and back filling with selected sound construction
materials, and (4) rock excavation. During this phase it is also necessary to
construct whatever drainage ,facilities, e. g. , culverts and storm sewers, are
necessary to do the job. The latter may include the construction of manholes,
inlets, catch a)asins, and in some cases large concrete drainage structures
such as box culverts.
The most serious weather occurrence related to the earth work activity is
too much rain. Heavy rains during the grading operation can cause construc-
tion losses from the delay or postponement required while the grade itself dries
out. This is to say nothing of the damage caused by very heavy rains from
which the runoffs are such that they create flooding in some areas or. wash out
completed portions of the project.
Accurate and sufficient advance warning of impending rains (twenty--four
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rto forty-eight hour notice) would permit a contractor to bring the current stage
of his earth work activity before the rain to the point where the rain could only
do a minimum amount of damage. This might require shaping the top of the
grade to permit runoff instead cf the capture of precipitation, accelerating work
on culverts to facilitate drainage and eliminate or minimize ponding, and where
appropriate, postponing the opening of new grading areas until the precipitation
period has passed.
The final activities of a grading project include dressing the final slopes,
placing topsoil on the slopes, and fertilizing and seeding. In some areas,
particularly where erosion can be an initial problem, sodding might be appro-
priate. The amount of damage which can be done when heavy rains come after
certain of these operations, particularly the seeding and sodding operations,
is readily apparent. Short--term advance warning of impending rains would al-
low these activities to be delayed and would preclude the need to redo or re-
place poi Lions which had been rain-damaged.
At the present time typical labor contracts require that laborers be given
at least twenty-four hours notice if there is to be no work during a normal
working day; otherwise they must be paid two hours "show-up" time for report-
ing to work even though work is called off for the day.. 	 If a contractor
knows with reasonable certainty that his crews will not be able to work on the
following day because of rain, for example, he can, if he advises his crews
i
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at least twenty-four hours in advance, call off work for the following day with-
out being required to pay the two hours of "show-up" time. This would be a
direct savings to the contractor and might be significant if his crew were a
large one. In terms of the socio-economic impact on his laborers the reverse
would be true. Quite obviously the contractor benefits directly, but in the
overall picture the loss to labor would partly offset the benefit.
Reliable long-range forecasts (ten days to two weeks) are most valuable
in the sense that they permit better and more efficient work scheduling and,
where appropriate, the shifting of crews and equipment from one project to an-
other. Take, for example, the case of a contractor who has several jobs under-
way, one of them a grading contract in an area of heavy clay soils, the other
a grading project in an area where the soils contain predominantly sandy ma-
terials. A relatively long wet spell would prevent any work from being done
in the heavy clay soils but would not materially affect the work , in the granular
soils. In fact, were the precipitation relatively light, rain in the area of the
granular soils could be of considerable assistance in achieving the necessary
compaction of the subgrade materials. It would behoove the contractor in this
instance to move much of his grading force from the area in the fine-grained
soils region to the job in the granular soils area; as a result he could take
advantage of the delay caused by the rain. Equipment mobility is great enough
and costs of moving low enough that such a job shift would be to the contrac-
tor' s advantage.
Temperature extremes, except as they affect soil drying conditions,, are
not as detrimental to the earth work activity as they are to other construction
J
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activities. The only temperature restriction to grading is due to the fact that
grading operations cannot be conducted on frozen soils. This, however, is
rarely a problem, since earth work activities are normally carried out during 	 n
portions of the year when soil does not freeze.
Base Course
In this activity (Figure 4) some type of load-carrying material, normally
sand, graded gravel, or crushed stone, is placed on top of the earth subgrade
before the final surface course. Depending on the type of construction this
can be an unstabilized material, e. g. , a material to which no chemical or
other additive is added to improve its stability or load-carrying capacity, a
stabilized base course material, or a combination of stabilized and unstabil-
ized materials. Where unstabilized materials are used the granular material
is laid to a certain depth on top of the subgrade, wetted if necessary to assist
i
in the compaction of the material, and then rolled to the proper density. As
with the earth work operations, the basic, impediment to the construction of
base course layers is rain. It is only when the base course material or a por-
tion of it is to be stabilized  that temperature constraints are also critical.
Unstabilized materials are influenced by rain in that an undue amount of
precipitation will cause termination of the work because the material is either
too wet to be driven on by the equipment or too wet to permit adequate com-
4 GGranular base course materials normally stabilized with portland cement
or an asphaltic compound.
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paction. Light rains, on the other hand, may be advantageous, particularly
when sandy materials are being utilized. The rain may actually assist by pro-
viding the necessary water compaction. Foreknowledge of impending rains
would allow a contractor to take one of two courses of action. Either he
could advise his crews not to report for work for a certain period, or, since
a base course material is less affected by rain than the native subgrade, he
could accelerate his work to get a maximum of base course laid prior to the on-
set of the rains, allowing him to get a "jump ahead" on the job.
The two kinds of stabilized base courses discussed here are cement-
stabilized bases and bituminous-stabilized bases. A cement-stabilized base
consists of a relatively small percentage of Portland cement mixed with the
base course sand or aggregate. After water is added during the mixing process,
the material is laid to a correct grade and surface shape, compacted and then
allowed to cure and gain strength. The cement stabilized base course is es- 	 \i
sentially a weak concrete.
Bituminous stabilized base courses consist of sandy or other granular ma-
terials to which some form of asphaltic material has been added. Depending
on the type of asphalt material used, the stabilized base can be mixed in place
in the field (on the roadway itself) or mixed as a plant mix (mixed at a central
bituminous concrete plant, hauled to the job site, and then laid down. In
each case the bituminous stabilized material must be molded to the proper
roadway shape and grade, compacted, and then allowed to cure for a short
while.
Both forms of stabilized base course have rigid temperature and precipita-
Z18
tion requirements. Below a certain minimum temperature and under certain pre-
cipitation conditions - asphaltic stabilized materials cannot be laid. In addition
there is a temperature-related calendar date after which bituminous materials
cannot be placed except at the risk of the contractor himself. This date has
been established on the assumption that, generally, temperature ranges at the
time of year specified are such that they are normally too low to allow bitum-
inous type work.
The temperature and precipitation constraints of stabilized base courses
and the possible counter-actions will not be discussed in this section because
they are essentially the same for the surface course.
Surface Course Activity
The surface course activity, as noted in Figure 5, includes the construc-
tion of the final pavement--wearing course upon which vehicles travel. Two dif-
ferent types of surface course activity will be discussed since there are two
maior forms of pavement construction-, portland cement concrete, and some
farm of bituminous, concrete or a less costly, Less durable bituminous-based
material.
In both cases the initial activities are essentially the same. There is the
need to fine-grade the final base course layers so that the surface is to the
correct grade and shape, This is a very crucial. stage and must be done ac-
curately because in each case the final surface quality is dependent on the
quality of the surface immediately below.
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Portland Cement Concrete Pavement
Although there are precipitation constraints as far as concrete paving is
concerned, the major constraints requiring some form of protection or possibly
suspension of work are those of temperature.
As far as the concreting activity goes, two basic temperature constraints
are defined. This is not to say that other temperature requirements are not
also in effect including the need to have the concrete mix at a certain tempera-
ture during cold weather concreting, the need for maintaining form-work at a
certain temperature, etc. Construction specifications in the Sate of Wisconsin
(similar requirements are in existence in other states) require that concreting
be suspended when descending air temperatures in the shade fall below forty
degrees Fahrenheit, Concreting cannot be resumed again until the ascending
temperature in the shade reaches thirty-five degrees Fahrenheit. Foreknowledge
of expected temperatures based on weather reporting would allow a contractor
to plan his work and take best advantage of the expected weather. A knowl-
edge of descending temperatures well in advance of the decline would permit
him to cease operation in sufficient time to protect adequately the concrete
that had been laid and thus to preclude the need for discarding or redoing por-
tions of the work which had been adversely affected by the falling temperature.
The other basic temperature restraint requires that freshly laid concrete
pavements, or other concrete work for that matter, be protected by a minimum
of twelve inches of loose straw or hay (in the case of a pavement slab) if freez-
ing :'s anticipated. This applies to all pours after the fifteenth of October.
After the first of October, on the other hand, materials merely have to be
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available on the job for use in covering freshly poured concreted slabs in the
event that freezing is likely.
It is obvious that both short-- and long--range weather forecasts would per-
mit a contractor to take adequate precautionary measures, might permit him to
plan his work so that he could take advantage of the better weather conditions,
and might conceivably also allow the revision of the specifications to permit
the concreting activity to be planned and carried out in concert with weather
forecasts--rather than an arbitrary cut-off date.
Bituminous Materials Surface Courses
Various types of bituminous pavement construction are available beginning
from the relatively inexpensive but low quality bituminous road--oil treatments,
through the in-place bituminous road mix pavements, up through the highest
and most costly grade of bituminous concrete. For the latter two categories
the very general construction activities are essentially the same. In order .to
provide adequate adherence to the underlying granular base material a prime
coat is first sprayed on the roadway. This consists of a liquid bituminous ma-
terial which partially penetrates the voids of the base course and also coats
the top layer to provide a surface to which the final surface course itself can
adhere. In the case of the repaving of an old surface with either portland
cement concrete or some bituminous material, a "tack" coat is used in lieu of
a prime coat. The tack coat has the same basic function in that it provides
for the adherence of the new material to the old. It, too, consists of the appli-
cation of a liquid bituminous material. Once the prime coat/tack coat has
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been laid, the bituminous surface material,* either as a road mix or as a plant
mix material, is placed on top of the base course. This material consists of
varying aggregations of granular materials and different percentages of various
types of liquid bituminous material., depending on the kind of bituminous sur-
face being laid.
There are a number of weather constraints, both rain and temperature,
which can critically affect various aspects of the bituminous paving operations.
In general the road bed must be dry at the time of bituminous paving and the
other bituminous laying operations. in the case of application of the prime
coat or tack coat there is the further requirement that the material not be ap-
plied before impending rains, if the prime coat is likely to be rained upon dur-
ing the penetration period (the time during which the prime coat flows into
the voids of the aggregate and coats the individual particles both at the sur-
face and immediately below). The time of penetration varies for different types
of prime coat material.
For road mix bituminous materials it is important that the road mix itself
not be exposed to rain prior to the final compaction of the mixed materials. A
road mix is a bituminous surface in which the liquid bitumen is applied to the
aggregates on the road site itself, mixed . either by some mechanical agitator
or by a blade grader, then spread out on the road surface and compacted.
Similarly, it is important that a plant mixed bituminous concrete not be
placed during a rain (or for that matter, during a snow).
Adequate and reliable advance warning of impending rains would permit
a contractor in the case of short--term occurrences to plan his immediate work
1 1
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activities and his Labor requirements to take advantage, so to speak, of the
impending bad weather. In the case of forewarning of a long-term occurrence
it would be possible for the contractor again to plan his work so that by work-
ing overtime, or possibly bringing in additional forces from other areas, he
could complete this particular phase of the work prior to the onset of a period
of bad weather.
Temperature is probably an even greater impediment in terms of various
types of "black-topping" activity. Wisconsin has two basic temperature cony
straints, one at 40 0 F, the other at 50'F. Each applies to different types of
activity and to the need to maintain that particular temperature as a minimum
for the conducting of that activity.
Information on the occurrence of temperatures at or below the minimum,
hiether or not such temperatures can be expected to remain stable or decrease
even more, and whether and when the low temperature will climb sufficiently
to permit the resumption of work are some of the important bits of information
that a contractor must know in order to plan his work activity. The work ac-
tivity involves not only the actual laying of the particular material at the job
site, but in the case of a plant-mix bituminous concrete it also involves the
operation of a very expensive physical plant in which the materials are pre-
mixed and then brought to the job site. There are cases, for example, where
a contractor must haul: these pre--mixed plant-mixed materials some distance
to the job site. There is necessarily quite a lead or lag time involved and a
number of trucks might be en route to the job at a time when bad weather is
setting in. Advance warning of a severe drop in temperature would permit the
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cessation of operations at the plant in sufficient time to preclude the necessity
of discarding any number of truck loads of material which had been en route to
a job. The writer is very aware of the problems arising out of temperature
changes or precipitation and has had first-hand experience with them as resi-
dent engineer on an urban construction project. On that particular project it
was necessary because of rains to refuse delivery of eleven or twelve truck-
loads of bituminous concrete at a very considerable loss to the contractor in-
volved. Although that incident could be considered a weather catastrophe of
sorts, such things do occur all the time in relation to the construction of a
project. Adequate warning would have resulted in a significant savings.
The writer also recalls a different project on which he was a resident en-
gineer when a severe weather occurrence resulted in considerable loss and
damages.. In this case a considerable length of roadway was primed in prep-
aration for a following day s
 s black-topping operation. ''During the night a
severe downpour occurred and literally stripped the prime material from the
base course. In this particular case, the damage done to the job itself in
terms of the granular base course and prime coat that had to be replaced or
restored was not the only damage sustained. Because of the amount of rain
and the location of the job site in relation to an adjacent development, con-
siderable damage was also done to the interiors of several of the adjacent
buildings. The torrent of rain, laden with prime coat:, was so great that it ran
into some of the buildings. Considerable damage resulted in numerous insur-
ance .claims for ruined carpeting and damage to other facilities inside. the build-
ing s.
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1Had adequate warning of the unusual rains been available, the work in
this case would have been postponed--saving considerable money for the con-
tractor and preventing considerable inconvenience to the persons whose property
was damaged. In other cases improved weather forecasting would allow pre-
cautionary measures to be taken which would minimize the amount: of erosion
damage done.
As with the concrete paving operation there is also a calendar date restric-
tion based largely on the state highway department's experience that weather
both in terms of temperature and precipitation is apt to be bad after a certain
date. This quite obviously is not always the case and there are many years
when the weather is extremely good for construction after this normal calendar
cutoff date. During such years, if adequate long--range weather forecasting
could predict the continuance of good construction weather, this particular
calendar constraint could be dropped to the advantage of both the contracting
industry and the state highway department.
The calendar restriction requires that any blacktop placed after the fifteenth
of October and before the first of May next, regardless of how good the weather
might have been, cannot be accepted until the following year. This is not an
unusual occurrence and results in the holding back of a certain amount of pay-
ment to the contractor. Although the specifications do permit the percentage
retainer to be reduced "when the work under the contract has been substantially
completed... " the contractor still finds it necessary to finance, at an interest
rate of eight or ten percent, that portion of his payment which has been with-
held. When operating at a net return of about two percent, a not unrealistic
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figure, ove lvnad and profit are actually being withheld.
Permitting a black-- topping
 operation beyond the fifteenth of October based
on mutual (the state and the contractor) reliance on weather forecasting informa-
tion and allowing acceptance of the project on that basis would be beneficial to
both parties concerned. It would result in the elimination of the need to
finance certain overhead costs on the part of the contractor and should result
in at least some administrative savings in the organization monitoring the con-
struction program (the state highway department).
Structures Activity
The structures activities, flow-charted in Figure b, include the various
operations required for the construction of a "typical" bridge structure. This
is the one activity whichh can be carried on for the longest period during cold
weather, since construction procedures are available for protecting concrete
work from adverse low temperature. These protective measures do, however,
raise the cost of building such a structure. Nonetheless, for the contractor
who has the capability of doing, structural work, it provides him with more of
a year-round operation.
Because funds are programmed (and become available on a quarterl;*
ba sis some contracts should logically be let during the winter quarter. It is
not unusual, therefore, to let contracts for the construction of various types
of bridge structures, with the intent that construction begin in the fall and
'Federal aid to highways fund are normally allocated on a quarterly basis.
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carry through as much of the winter as possible.
Except for problems of frozen ground there are no temperature constraints
on the initial stages of structure construction up to the time when concreting
work is ready to be done. Prior to that time the weather constraints are basic-
ally those of too much water, either in terms of rain, or possibly in terms of
high water. When the structure reaches the stage at which the piers and abut-
means have to be formed and poured, temperature becomes a major factor. Then,
depending on the existing temperature and also the forecasted twenty-four hour
temperatures, certain precautionary measures must be taken. These include
heating the aggregate and mix water prior to mixing the concrete, maintaining
the interior of a protective enclosure at a specified temperature for a period of
approximately six days, and/or the need to use insulated forms in lieu of
housing and heating. Normally the temperature must be maintained for a cer-
tain protection period after which the concrete must be slowly cooled to prevent
excessive thermal stressing.
As an example of temperature--related problems, one contractor (who could
probably be considered typical of those who do work within. the State of Wis-
consin and in adjacent states) recalled the case of one winter structure project
during which there was a drastic drop in temperature. The concrete had already
been poured on one particular phase of the project; very low temperature re-
quired excessive heating to keep the concrete from cooling off too fast. In this
case the resulting controlled cooling-off costs were more than the cost of the
actual concrete itself.
One other case in which accurate weather forecasts would have meant a
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considerable job savings involved the operations of a contractor who does a
large amount of structural highway work. During the 19 68 construction season,
he was required, because of contracts which had been successfully bid upon,
to shift crews from current job sites to new sites in order to begin construction
on new projects. Because of rainy weather in one area, work on those portions
of that project ^,, hich needed to be completed before the structures work could
be done was delayed. During the delay the structures crew was limited in the
^_ -• amount of work they were able to do. The contractor estimates that this delay,
during a time when the same crew could have been working in another area,
resulted in a decrease of some P50 thousand 6 in profits for all of their struc-
tural work in 1968. The reason for this loss was that one crew and one crane
which had normally built approximately five bridges per year ended up building
only two.
It is readily apparent that in this case accurate weather forecasting and
job planning by the state and the contractor based on that weather forecasting
would have eliminated the delay due to the inefficient crew and crane use and
would have resulted in an overall savings to all concerned.
Summary—Construction Activity Case Studies
It appears that reponse to improved weather forecasts could result in sig-
nificant savings to the construction industry. The result, ultimately, should
be reduced bid prices for various. construction items with the result that more
construction work could be done for the construction dollar.
6This figure was only an approximate estimate by the contractor.
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At this stage of this study, those savings have not been quantified. They
would result primarily from savings in labor and materials, cost savings which
are the result of greater operational efficiency, and savings resulting from
fewer damage losses. A number of these savings are noted in Figure 7. Of
course, it also costs money to bring about these savings. Some costs would
arise from the delays incurred in postponing operations either on a long term
or on a short term basis. Other expenditures would be required to accelerate
work either by increasing the size of the work force, working longer hours, or
otherwise speeding the activity. Protecting against adverse weather, e. g. ,
placing straw on concrete, also costs, as does a reallocation of resources,
i. e. , moving to another job.
The net benefits which accrue as a result of better weather forecasting
are largely benefits in reduced costs rather than benefits in terms of improved
quality. This is not to say that there are not times when the quality of work
on a construction project suffers from the results of weather. There are cases
when damage is done which is not apparent at the time; as a result, it does
not get corrected prior to job acceptance and becomes a maintenance cost.
One example would be the case in which an unexpected, and yet not too severe
freeze, occurred immediately after laying a new concrete pavement. Assuming
that protective measures had not been taken and that no apparent damage had
been observed, the pavement would likely have been accepted. Only at a
later date, if the top surface of the pavement began to spall 7 would the damage
7Spalling is a deterioration of the uppermost layers of a concrete pavement
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have become evident.
Maintenance Activities and Their Relation to Weather
Although the maintenance activity was not investigated in great detail,'
some general comments can be made, particularly relating to winter mainten--
	 1
ance. Winter maintenance includes the activities necessary to keep streets
and highways in a safe usable condition during the winter months, such as
snow removal, salting, and sanding. In Wisconsin these activities are carried
on on the state trunk and county trunk highways by the individual counties
themselves. In the cities, street clearing operations are the responsibility of
the individual city street departments.
The statewide winter maintenance program included, until recently, a
system of patrols (on a shift basis) on all of the principal highways at all times
during the winter. Under most normal snow-clearing operations, there is no
shifting of forces from one county to another since each county is responsible
for its own maintenance activity and each of the counties is quite well
equipped for handling winter storms. As a result it is a very unusual case
when a county cannot adequately handle a storm in its own area.
In an attempt to save the co sts of the se patrol s a program wa s begun on a
modest basis three years ago in which various counties along the interstate
system utilized the services of a meteorological, consulting firm to forecast
slab, particularly the mortar layer, because of a number of conditions, among
them freezing during construction, normal .freeze-thaw reaction after curing
and while the pavement is in use, and the effects of deleterious substances
being present in the concrete.
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the magnitude of winter storms. This forecasting service has minimized the
need for patrolling all highways and appears to be resulting in a considerable
savings. This year, for the first time, this procedure is being attempted on a
state-wide basis. It would be interesting to note at the end of this winter
season the changed winter maintenance costs which are attributable to the use
of the forecasting service instead of the former practice of maintaining twenty-
four hour patrol networks.
This analysis should be one of the continuing aspects of the program on
the evaluation of potential benefits from improved weather forecasting pro-
cedures.
Weather Forecasting Needs
Demonstrated Credibility
Before various aspects of the economy will rely on better forecasting sys- 	
I %
tems and use them to best advantage, the weather "industry' s
 will first have
	 '
to demonstrate, through vastly improved short-term forecasting and communi-
cations procedures, the credibility of such systems and the ability to get in-
formation to the user. if credibility cannot be established, little use will be
made of such weather forecasting.
Mutual reliance by both the construction industry and the organization
responsible for the design and supervision 'of construction of a highway, e. g.,
a state highway department, could not come about without the established
credibility of the forecasts themselves. Each of these organizations, as
party to a construction contract, would have to accept fully the sword" of
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the weatherman. This would require changes in administrative procedures within
both organizations and changes in the criteria which control the construction
activities themselves, i.e., the standard construction specifications and indi-
vidual project special provisions. It would require, for example, that a con-
tractor who had been given a "go-ahead" based on a weather prognostication,
could not be held accountable for damages or losses sustained as a result of
bad weather which was in fact not forecast.
Length and Type -)f Prediction Needed
Basically three types of forecast are required: (1) immediate or short-
range, (2) medium-range and (3) long-range. Accuracy requirements decrease
as the length of forecast period increases.
1. A highly accurate short--range forecast (immediate to one or two days)
of impending severe weather occurrences would permit immediate reaction to
weather catastrophes.
2. Medium-range forecasts, those which look from ten to fifteen days
ahead, would permit reorganization of the job task itself to allow for accelera-
tion or postponement of certain activities to take advantage of the type of
weat?._er expected to occur.
3. Longer-term forecasts yet,. on the order of from thirty to forty--five
days, would permit the long--range planning of work tasks. They would be
particularly useful when used in conjunction with the ten-day to two-week
forecasts.
i
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A CASE STUDY TO DETERMINE THE NATURE OF THE IMPACT ON SINGLE-
FAMILY HOME CONSTRUCTION, RESULTING FROM RECENT ADVANCES
IN SATELLITE METEOROLOGY
Warner E. Stone.
Chapter I—Introduction
Problem Area
The objective of this research effort is to determine a preliminary esti-
mate of potential cost savings which would accrue to residential construction
firms that have sufficient planning controls to take advantage of accurate
long-range weather forecasts.
Present Weather Information Systems
The residential construction industry is affected by intermittent, day-
to-day weather variables throughout the year in addition to the temperature
extremes characteristic of winters in the northern regions. Contractors
Graduate School of Business, University of Wisconsin.
A debt of gratitude is owed to Professor James A. Graa skamp for his aid
in structuring this report and for the benefit of his experience in residential
construction.
In addition, valuable aid was provided by Mr. Steven Woll of the Mil--
,
waukee Builders Association and Mr. Al. Nelson of Badger Meter in. the
Milwaukee case study.
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have three basic types of forecasts available at the present time. Local
meteorologists prepare a summary for their area and disseminate this infor-
mation through the news media. Daily forecasts include cloudiness, tem--
peratuee, humidity, precipitation, wind and pressure. Accuracy of this one
day forecast is normally about ± 5 ° in temperature and + 5 m. p. h. in wind.
Precipitation is stated as a probability of occurrence and is accurate to
+ 10%. 1
The accuracy begins to suffer for forecasts in excess of one day; thus
the five-day forecast is somewhat more vague in its prediction. Tempera-
tures are given in terms of departures from seasonal norms and quantitative
precipitation averages are given, but not defined sharply in time. The thirty-
day outlook contains broad statements on the expected departures of tempera-
tures, and precipitation is predicted as light, moderate or heavy. Thus,
predictive ability and reliability vary directly with tame, decreasing from the
one-day to the thirty-day forecasts.
Future Weather Information Systems
Meteorologists working in the field of numerical weather prediction have
stated that with satellite-aided observational coverage of the atmosphere
and with improvements in the mathematical, prediction models, as capacity
and speeds of computers increase, more reliable forecasts of the general
'Based on information furnished this researcher by Professor Bruce
Lu s ignan, Stanford University, Project Coordinator.
4
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characteristics of weather out to periods of a length of two weeks will be
possible.
Residential Construction Cost Factors
A basic problem area is the measurement of construction cost produc-
tivity in a way that will permit analysis in terms of savings due to improved
weather forecasting systems. The effect of adverse weather on productivity
in the construction industry has been the subject of considerable discussion.
However, there is little, if any, data available on actual loss of man hours
on individual sites due to weather. In emphasizing the lack of reliable in-
formation, two top-ranking members of the Bureau of Labor Statistics pointed
out in a recent article in the Monthly Labor Review that "we do not even have
satisfactory indexes of year-to-year changes in construction costs. 't2
This study is limited to one segment of the construction industry: single-
family, residential homes. To investigate weather losses fully, in order to
determine the cost of "avoidable' weather losses in homebuilding, would re-
quire detailed observation of operations over the entire period of construction
and thorough analysis of the results, In addition, to be representative, a
number of sites should be observed in the various regions throughout the year,
so that variations in severity of weather between geographical regions could
be quantified and the results statistically,adjusted for these variations.
2 Jaquith, Laurence C. ,, "Study Shows Weight of Wages in Building Costs, ^r
Architectural Record, November, 1967, p. 93.
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General Economic Model: Frequency and Severity of Losses
Control of residential construction procedures to avoid losses related
to weather phenomenon is an issue of risk management. The risk management
function requires identification of loss exposure, measurement of economic
loss potential, definition of alternative risk control methods and execution
of a loss reduction program consistent with the marginal profit objective of
the firm. Lo s se s are to be prevented, shifted or reduced only when the co st
of such remedial action is less than the cost of assuming the losses as a
constant cost of production. While many aspects of the construction process
arc adversely affected by weather, there is question as to what degree im-
proved weather forecasting would permit longer planning projection to
achieve significant cost savings.
Since there is no risk management view of weather and home construc-
tion available, an economic model is suggested to outline the significant
relationships betweon weather and the building process, and costs of resi-
dential construction as they determine weather-related and manageable
costs or losses; and to suggest the source and magnitude of the economic
benefits of weather risk control to a selected segment of residential con-
struction as a test. of the utility of improved weather data. This model is
a mathematical representation of the building process and the relationship
of weather as it affects the process. In order to develop the model., one
must understand those aspects of. single--family construction with which it
deals. Information is obtained to plug into the mathematical formula from
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actual data from homebuilders' operations. Thus, the critical element in the
modeling process is the data source, the homebuilder.
The premise of the model is as follows:
Frequency of Loss x aeverity of boss = Total Aggregate Loss
where:
Frequency of Loss = Housing Starts x Construction Days required
for complete cycle x Vulnerability Factor
(days of construction operations potentially
affected by weather + total construction
period) x Weather Factor (percentage of annual
construction workdays in a locale character-
ized by adverse weather likely to cause an
eight hour work stoppage).
Severity of Lo s s (per construction day to st) =
Avoidable Direct Weather Losses of labor per
job	 Construction Days required per job
+ Indirect Costs of Construction (a function
of days required to complete x average con-
struction days lost per job).
Such a model has the potential for I) forecasting weather-related losses
d
per single family hone, 2) forecasting weather--related losses per dwelling
unit for multi-family construction, 3) forecasting weather-related losses for any
single function in the critical path, and 4) forecasting impact on total con-
struction capital of contractors in a single market for a defined season.
Research Method
To test this model concept, this researcher has done a micro-study of
construction activities in one locale: a case study of Milwaukee, Wiscon-
sin, to suggest potential losses due to weather. The case method in con-
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junction with direct interviews is utilized in this research effort, due to
limitations of time, funding and qualified research staff. This method has
the advantage at low cost of revealing the "organic dynamics" of the ob-
served phenomenon, thus giving clues to the nature of the interactions which
occur and suggesting generalizations which may explain possible causal
connections crucial to analysis of the problem.
The problematic situation stems from the question of the effect of im-
proved weather forecasting capability in terms of increasing productivity in
residential construction. Thus, as a tentative hypothesis, this researcher
makes the assumption that productivity will be increased as a postulated
consequence. Thus, research has been directed toward relevant evidence or
facts which either support the working hypothesis or disprove it.
It is felt that the research effort should be formulated in terms of on-
going experience and should be directed toward discovery of factual and con-
ceptual relationships which suggest possible sequential relations, and that
conclusions should be grounded in observed interactions in experience.
Living processes and sequential perspective as revealed in the simulation of
Milwaukee's construction activities in 1968 and as revealed in the charac-
teristic business management systems of the homebuilding industry have
been central in the working hypothesis. Thus, focus has been on the be-
havior of individuals in the industry since it is builders for whom the fore-
casts are intended.
Analysis, therefore, must proceed in terms of the behavior of builders
,t.
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searching for means to satisfy demand for -housing in the face of constraints
imposed not only by weather, but by individuals and institutions as well.
The actual problem of weather in construction activity is not clear, and it
is also not clear what actions applied at what strategic points will ameliorate
the conditions that have caused the problem.
Previous Research Studies
A report prepared by the Environmental Science Services Administration
of the Department of Commerce entitled "Operational and Economic Impact of
Weather on the Construction Industry of the United States, " attempted to
assess the influence of thirteen weather conditions on forty--three operations
associated with construction activity and to estimate the point at which each
of the weather elements becomes critical. However, this report covers the
overall contract construction industry and does not deal specifically with
residential construction.
In England, Miss M. A. Clapp studied the effects of weather over the
period 1953 to 1956 on five building sites. The report is entitled "Weather
Conditions and Productivity—Detailed Study of Five Building Sites, " Con-
struction Series 32, Building Research Current Papers, Building Research
Station, Ministry of Technology. Miss Clapp's chief concern was identify-
ing the effects of adverse weather on labor productivity in England.
Limiting Constraints
The chief constraint throughout the research effort lay in the availability
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of actual builders' data to feed into the model, Accounting systems of typi-
cal homebuilders are not sufficiently refined to obtain anything other than
labor losses resulting from adverse weather. Builders themselves are not
able to determine the effects of weather on their operations. It is simply
considered to be a fact of life that occurs and, if operations are stopped,
they are merely continued when the weather clears. Losses in efficiency
due to these work stoppages are unknown and assigning a dollar value is
impossible. Thus, due to lack of accurate cost information from builders and
lack of adequate data in general, assumptions were necessary at various
points throughout the research effort. Assumptions were noted in the report;
as they became necessary.
Structure of the Report
The first chapter of the report attempts to provide background and serve
as an introduction to the research at hand. The remainder of the report is
grouped into four topic areas.
Chapter II is concerned with refining the definition of the problem. The
homebuilding process is analyzed in terms of the individual activities that
I
are necessary for the final product to be built. The activities which are
sensitive to adverse weather are identified and the types of weather which
are likely to cause work stoppage are correlated with each activity.
A case study of construction activity, in Milwaukee during 1968 is found
in Chapter III. An estimate of potential loss is made by matching estimated
day--to--day construction activity with actual weather data.
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Characteristics of homebuilders, and in particular their behavior in terms
of management systems form the basis for Chapter IV. An analysis of reorgan-
ization potential in terns of planning and management organization character-
istics is made of the overall industry, then focuses in on Milwaukee home- .'
builders to determine the possibility of deriving benefits from improved
weather forecasting.
The final chapter is concerned with an analysis of Milwaukee construc-
tion activity in 1968 and in eight of the characteristics of typical builders, the
capacity of Milwaukee builders to utilize improved forecasting for a signifi-
cant cost saving. Many assumptions were made in working up to an estimate
of the magnitude of weather losses and possible savings that might accrue
from improved weather forecasting. Wide variations in weather occur between
the different regions and, in addition, construction techniques associated
with different regions vary greatly. The accuracy and reliability of a national
estimate remain to be tested. However, before an accurate dollar figure can
be assigned to weather--influenced efficiency, a normal operational efficiency
must be determined. Thus, it is felt that the accuracy of the estimate in this
report could only be significantly improved at the expense of substantial
amounts of time and funds in studying, in detail, operations of builders in the
various regions of the country.
Finally, it is not meant that the research method as employed in this
study should be doctrinnaire; but it is felt that any research method utilized
must keep intact the behaving entities in the problem in order to formulate a
workable test of possible solutions.
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Chapter II—Determination of Weather-Sensitive Functions in the
Homebuilding Process
To identify those elements of the homebuilding process which are vul-
nerable to adverse weather, the cycle of activities in the construction op-
eration must be described. There are several techniques available to break
out the component activities, which combined produce a home. One method
is the Program Evaluation Review Technique or "PERT. " PERT, as used
today, is concerned primarily with optimizing costs. A related technique
is the Critical Path Method (CPM). It is primarily concerned with the time
sequence of activities, their dependencies on one another and the t1me
elapsed for completion. The advantages often credited to both methods
include a more pictorial view of what is going on and better opportunity to
identify parts of the operation subject to modification with a net gain in ef-
ficiency. The critical path approach to activit y identification is particularly
useful in identifying the activities vulnerable to weather and the frequency
over time with which weather might interfere. A later study with better cost
data would find PERT a method of. optimizing operations to anticipate weather
and optimize costs.
Critical Path Algorithm
Critical path methods were first introducted to the construction industry
in the early sixties. The method is described as "the representation of a
project plan by a schematic diagram or network that depicts the sequence and
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interrelation of all the component parts of the project, and the logical an-
alysis and manipulation of this network in determining the best overall pro-
gram of operation. 111 The first step in preparing the schematic diagram is to
break the process down into separate operations necessary for project com-
pletion. Each of the separate operations is called an activity and the com-
pletion of an activity is an event.
Once the list of activities has been prepared, the essential relation-
ships between these activities must be determined. Certain of these activi-
n
ties may proceed concurrently; however, certain others must follow a given
sequence: for example, foundations must be poured before framing can take
place. The given sequence for any operation may be found by answering the
following questions:2
1. What activities must precede the activity?
2. What activities must follow the activity?
3. What activities may be done concurrently with this activity?
In answering the questions in relation to each activity, the necessary
sequences are determined. Since the completion of every activity is an
event, then it follows that an event is not only the completion of a given
activity, but the beginning of the next.
IAntill, James M. , and Ronald W. Woodhead, Critical Path Methods in
Construction Practice (john Wiley and Sons, Inc.. , New York: 1965), p. 1.
2Ibid. , P. 10.
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With activities and their interrelationships determined, time must be
assigned which is associated with each activity. In effect, most critical
path diagrams are set up to reflect a normal time span of operations. The
"normal" time is defined as the duration required to accomplish the job with
the least expense. The job may actually be performed in a shorter period of
time called the "crash" time. However, the fastest possible means of ac-
complishing the job may prove to be prohibitively expensive. Thus, the,
"crash" time is defined as that time to which the duration of an activity can
be reduced given financial limitations. 3
A list of the activities in the homebuilding process with their associated
times may be found in Table 1. The right-hand column defines the interrela-
tionships between each activity.
Preparation of the Single-Family Home Network
Given the sequence of operations and their el .pled times, a project
graph can be prepared, called in CPM language, a "network. " A network is
a diagrammatic representation of the sequence and relationship of activities
and events required to achieve the end objectives. 4
In an activity-oriented network such as the one to be used here, the
horizontal scale indicates time, left to right, with the beginning of the ac-
tivity at the left. Activities are represented by arrows. The arrows are not
3National As so ciation of Hom ebuilders x CPM L A Plan for _Pro are s s, p. 2.
4Antill, Jame s M. and Ronald W. Woodhead, op, cit. , p. 11.
ft
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Table 1
Typical Critical Path Sequence for a Medium-Priced, Single-Family Home
Activity_ "Normal" Time Must Follow
1. Layout 1/2 day -
2. Bulldozer 1/2 1
3, Footing excavation 1 2
4. Sta]ce footing grades 1/2 3
5. Place footing concrete 1/2 4
6. Garage foundation block 1 5
7. House foundation block 3 6
8. Grade and gravel garage and drive 1 6
9. Enclo se garage 1 6 & 8
10. Plate s and girder 1/2 7 & 9
11. Floor framing and subfloor 1/2 10
12. Close house 1--1/2 11
13. Fascia and eave 1/2 12
14. Soffit and siding 3 13
15. Roofing 2 13
16. Rough electric 2 13
17. Rough plumbing 3 13
18. Rough heating duct work 3 13
19. Insulation and vapor barrier 2 15 & 16
20. Hang drywall 2 14 & 19
21. Paint exterior 3 17, 18, & 2 0
22n Hardwood floor and underlay 2 17, 18 2 &20
23. Partitions 2--1/2 22
24. Rough electric work (partitions) 2 22
25. Set tub, plumbing in partitions 2 22
26. Hang drywall 2 2 3, 24, &25
27. Tube drywall 5 26
28. Install electrical outlets & switches 3 27
29. Hang doors 1 27
30. Finish carpentry 3 29
31. Sand hardwood floors 1 30
32. Cabinets in kitchen 2 27
33. Plumbing in kitchen 1 32
34. Floor tile in kitchen 1 33
35. Plumbing in. baths 2 27
36. Floor the in baths 1 35
37. Ceramic the in baths 4 36
38. Cabinets in baths. 1 37
39. Finish hardwood floor 2 28, 31, 34, &37
40. Interior paint 3 39
41. Hang electrical fixtures 1 40
42. Set bath accessories 1 40
43. Heating fitting s 1 40
44. Clean up 1 41, 42, 43	 k
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vectors; their length has no relation to the duration of the activity. The
circles represent events. The heads of the arrows at the right represent a
completed activity for that phase. The tail of an arrow indicates the be-
ginning of work on that phase. The arrows are connected in accordance
with the sequence of the operation. The jobs are arranged in "technolovical
order, " i. e. , no job appears on the list until all its predecessors have been
listed. Each arrow is thus drawn so that its tall is located at the first pos-
sible time the activity could start; the head is placed at the point where it
can be completed last without delaying subsequent activities. Thus, all
immediate predecessors of a given activity connect at the tail of its job
arrow, and all successor jobs emanate from the head of its job arrow.
These connected arrows form paths. As .can be seen in the network in
Figure 1, there can be several paths--activity sequences that may be carried
on simultaneously. The path which sums to the longest elapsed time is the
"critical path"; it indicates the minimum time for the entire operation.
In effect, then, the critical path of the process is the 'bottle--neck"
route. Only by reducing the time required for jobs along the critical path
can the overall project time be reduced. Thus, the CPM points up those
areas that may be "crashed" in an effort to shorten the total time of the
project. One other point to keep in mind is that if some event in the critical
path is "crashed" in an effort to shorten the time period, the critical path
itself may shift and some previously noncritical activity may now become
critical.
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It is pertinent at this point to discuss - the concept of "float. " The float
of an activity is the amount of time by which an activity may be delayed
without interfering with the start of any succeeding activity.' Obviously,
if the activity lies on the critical path, it has a float, of zero. On the other
hand, if the activity is not on the critical path, it will have a certain amount
of time by which it can be delayed without changing the total time of the
project.
To summarize the steps in the critical path method, it requires (1) divi-
sion of the project into activities, (2) formulation of the construction logic,
or the specific ordering of activities, (3) determination of "normal." times
for each activity, and (4) preparation of a project graph, or network.
Determination of Weather--Sensitive Areas of the Critical Path in Home
Construction
With a critical path of defined activities for conventional home construc-
tion, it is possible to analyze each activity relative to sensitivity to delay
due to adverse weather. Table 1 contains a list of the activities that must
be performed in order to arrive at a finished project. This list is not
complete nor could it necessarily be said to represent the operation of any
individual, farm. It is meant to be illustrative only, but does embody the
major elements involved in the production process.
5Fondahl, John W., A Non-Computer Approach to the Critical Path
Method for the Construction Industry, Technical Report No. 9 (Department
of Cavil Engineering, Stanford University, Stanford, California; 196Z), p. 29.
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From this listing a network diagram can be constructed. The construc-
tion logic pertaining to activities 1-44 has been worked out and the right-
hand columns indicate both times associated with each activity and the
interrelationship with other activities. Starting at the top of the list, we
find that the first six items are all on the critical path. From "layout" to
"garage block, " each event depends on the prior step being completed.
However, the process breaks at this point. The house foundation block
can be poured simultaneously with grading and graveling the drive, and
enclosing the garage. Since the longest time period, three days, is asso-
ciated  vsrith the house foundation, this is the critical path. Continuing
through the list for the rest of the construction period, there are four other
major areas where two or more activities may be carried on at the same
time. Following the longest path on the diagram, there are forty-two days
required to finish the project,
Now that the major steps in the critical path have been identified,
those weather-sensitive areas may be specified. An examination of Figure x
reveals that there are twelve days which are particularly sensitive to
weather. Twelve vulnerable days out of a total of forty-two represents ap-
proximately thirty percent of the process time.
The first four steps are particularly vulnerable to precipitation and
temperatures below fifteen degrees. Pouring the garage and house founda-
tion, and the next five steps from installing plates and girders through
roofing would be similarly hindered by precipitation and temperatures below
fifteen degrees.
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Significance of float. Obviously, there are three other areas which
would be sensitive to adverse weather conditions: grading and graveling the
drive and enclosing the garage; soffitt and siding; and painting the exterior.
These have been eliminated from this discussion since they do not lie on the
critical path. These areas would become significant if the weather involved
were to become severe enough and of sufficient duration to shift the critical
path to this e^.;ent. Here, the concept of "float" would be an important
consideration. For example, the soffitt and siding activity has one day of
float time since it requires only three days, while the roofing and insulation
require four days. Thus, if the weather were to become severe enough to
cost two days work on this activity, the critical path would shift to reflect
the extra day required to complete it before the dry wall could be hung. As
mentioned earlier, however, those activities with "float" time will be ig-
nored from the standpoint of vulnerability to weather. T would be very dif-
	 1
ficult in this discussion to determine from past weather data the probability
of such a weather-caused shaft in the network flow diagram.
Severity of adverse weather. For the twelve days that lie on the critical
path, another dimension_ should be added at this point to the weather items
which have been found to affect these activities. As outlined above, the
first five activities are affected by similar aspects of the weather. However,
the severity of the weather in most cases determines to what extent the
events are hampered. For example, layout is moderately affected by precipi-
tation. The extent to which this operation is affected depends on how much
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precipitation falls and over how long a period of time. If the precipitation
is light, say one-tenth of an inch over the period of an hour, operations may
be delayed while it is falling and continued when it stops. On the other hand,
if more than two-tenths of an Inch falls over the period of an entire work day,
operations may be cancelled completely `.or that day. If this happens, of
course, the critical path of the project has been extended by one day.
The same thing is true in the case of temperature in conjunction with
precipitation. A trace of precipitation throughout the workday would not af-
fect operations significantly; however, in conjunction with temperatures be-
low freezing, it may cause work stoppage. Even a short period of freezing
rain may extend the time required to complete this activity. Ice is difficult
to clear away so that activity may be continued. Temperature below fifteen
degrees may hinder operations during the layout period depending on the local
union regulations in the area.
E_arthmoving and excavation. Bulldozer operations and footing excavation
would be affected in approximately the same way by precipitation and tempera-
ture. Ground freeze has traditionally been a factor which has significantly
affected this activity; however, the evolution of new heavier equipment has
reduced vulnerability somewhat. In northern climates most of this work is
done before the ground freezes during the winter months. Failure to accom-
plish this may mean, cessation of operations until the spring thaw. Staking
out footing grades and placing footing concrete would be affected in the same
way as layout. Therefore, for the first five events, heavy precipitation
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within a two or three-day time period, moderate precipitation throughout
the workday, light precipitation in conjunction with freezing temperatures,
or temperatures below fifteen degrees would significantly affect operations.
Foundation work, In pouring the garage and house foundations, varying
degrees of precipitation and temperatures hinder work. Precipitation as long
as it is falling, even though light, will probably preclude pouring of any
concrete. Freezing rain or temperatures, and ground freeze, preclude con-
crete activities. Freezing of the subgrade is prevented by spreading a Layer
of straw, covering this with a tarpaulin or waterproof paper. The Portland
Cement Association recommends a number of techniques for pouring concrete
in cold weather, one of which is the heating of mixing water. Water heaters
for this purpose are available. H necessary, the aggregate may also be
heated with sanddrier units, and stockpiles may be heated with live steam.
However, the expense of these operations may prohibit any but the larger
homebuilders' use of them. If the temperature is not too severe, the injec-
tion of a hot flame from an oil-burning heater into the miser drum may be suf-
ficient to obtain the desired temperature. High-early-strength concrete may
also be used to reduce the amount of time required for protection against
cold temperatures. The poured concrete can be protected from subsequent
freezing by insulating it with straw, insulating blankets or bat insulation.
Thus pouring concrete may be continued through winter months provided pro-
tective equipment is used.
Closing in the house stiycture. The final category of events that are
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influenced by the weather are plates and girder, floor framing and subfloor-
ing, closing the house, finishing the fascia and eaves, and roofing. Light
precipitation will have some effect on labor efficiency, but may not halt
operations unless union regulations specify it. However, even a light freez-
ing rain can be catastrophic in terms of lost time on this activity. The ice
must be chapped away before the activity can be completed, an expensive
and time consuming job. Low temperatures will have a detrimental effect
on labor efficiency as on prior operations, but will probably not cause sus-
pension until the thermometer approaches fifteen degrees. Experimental
programs have been carried out to provide better temperature and weather
control by enclo sing ' building sites in the winter. To a certain extent, con-
1
tractors have had success with temporary enclosures constructed from such
materials as canvas, building board, waterproof paper and plastic. Plastic
is usually favored since it lets in natural light and solar heat.
Canada has taken the lead in the way of enclosed building sites. The
Canadian government encourages such advances in winter construction.
For example, a government incentive program has been introduced which
pays five hundred dollars to individual purchasers of homes built during the
winter months. Recently, they have enacted other measures to accomplish
this end. Homebuilding is receiving particular encouragement in Canada's
government programs. 6
6Myers, Robert'. and Sol Swerdloff, "Seasonality and Construction,
Construction Craftsman, October-December, 1967, p. 8.
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Vulnerability of Weather Interference
The construction process in the homebuilding industry has been described
using the critical path method. It provides the opportunity for a step--by-
step analysis of the activities involved in the production cycle and pic-
torially portrays these steps in a network to facilitate understanding of the
successive links in a single chain of events through the project. CPM
offers a systematic approach for breaking out activities which, when exposed
to adverse weather factors, may result in an increase in production tame,
thereby increasing costs.
Examination of these successive steps via CPM has revealed that the
first twelve days are significantly sensitive to weather. A report by the
Environmental Science Services Administration confirms that approximately
one-third of the residential construction process is affected by weather. 7'
Analysis of these areas indicates that precipitation and temperature in
varying combinations may cause work stoppage in any of these first twelve
activities.
7U. S. Department of Commerce, Environmental Science Services Ad-
ministration, "Operational and Economic Impact of Weather on the Construc-
tion industry of the United States" (National Bureau of Standards, Clearing-
house for Scientific and Technical Reports, Springfield, Virginia). .
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Chapter III--A Test of the Weather Risk Factor: Frequency and Severit
Estimates for Milwaukee SM SA in 1968
To restate the objectives of this research effort, knowledge is sought of
potential net savings that might accrue from a better weather forecasting
system. Having measured the frequency of exposure to loss during the con-
struction cycle using critical path method, the severity of loss will be
measured. Any attempt to estimate potential savings must start with a
determination of the losses from adverse weather. Due to the extreme di-
versities of seasonal patterns throughout the United States and the volum-
inous data which would be involved in researching the entire country, a
specific urban area has been selected for a preliminary analysis. A city in
the East North Central, region (Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio and Wis-
consin) would product most typical results for several reasons. This area
is subject to considerable weather--related interference to construction in
the winter. It is also a relatively small and climatically homogeneous re-
gion; thus an urban area in this region could be construed to be relatively
characteristic of the entire region in terms of weather. Finally, the research
effort is centered in Madison ;
 Wisconsin. Field investigation and communi-
cation with firms in the home-building industry, being local in character,
would be facilitated by working with an urban area in close proximity.' If
weather conditions significantly affect construction activity in this region,
then a more generalized research effort could be launched to estimate potential
benefits throughout the country. Conversely, if losses are not significant
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In this area, research may not be rewarding in the milder regions of
the South and West.
Analysis of Homebuil.ding Activity in Milwaukee Wisconsin 3 968
Milwaukee, Wisconsin was selected as a representative urban area in
the East North Central region. It presents a city with enough homebuilding
activity to be representative of the region. Milwaukee includes the broad
range of homebuilders, both large and small. Finally, the weather expe-
rienced throughout the year is felt to approximate fairly the entire region.
Vulnerability. Dousing starts and recorded weather. To estimate the
severity of losses due to weather in Milwaukee, it is first necessary to
establish the vulnerability, that is, the number of houses under construc-
tion at any given time matched with the historical weather at that time.
Construction activity for an entire year should be examined to assess the
effect on day--today operations in all four seasons. 	 I
Bureau of Census data provide housing starts per month throughout 1968
by regions---Northeast, Northeentral, South and West. A housing start is
defined as the start of construction, beginning excavation, on a residential
building. Unfortunately, housing starts are not available from the Bureau
of Census for urban areas. Building permit data are available for Milwaukee.
A building permit is required in order to start construction on a single--family
residence. However, use of these data is severely limited. for this research
in that the issuance of a permit tells nothing about the time construction is
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started. A permit may be issued in January, but construction may not
start until April.
The Bureau of the Census is able to provide seasonal, adjustments of
permits issued and is able, using formulas based on historical housing
start data, to provide estimates of housing starts for a current period by
geographic area and by type of structure, such as single-family residential.
These seasonal indexes provide a fairly accurate and realistic measurement
of seasonal movements in private housing starts, since they were calculated
directly from the housing series whose seasonal movements they are in-
tended to identify and measure. These techniques were introduced in 1960
and were limited at first since consistent historical data were available
only back to 1959. It was felt that satisfactory seasonal indexes should
be derived from a minimum of six years data. With nine years of data
upon which to base the 1968 seasonal indexes, they are felt to be realistic. 1
Again the severe limitation of data, available only for the Northcentral
region, is encountered. Fortunately, data were available for single-
family housing starts in the Milwaukee SMSA from a local. manufacturing
1
firm, Badger Meter. The marketing department of this firm, using the same
techniques developed by the Census Bureau, has been able to accurately
predict housing starts on a monthly basis. The firm utilizes this informa-
1 Seasonal adjustment factors were introduced in the Census Bureau's
"Construction Reports: Housing Starts, " Series C20-50. A full description
of the methodology used for this purpose appears in the Bureau's "Construc-
tion Reports: Housing Starts, " Series C20-11, Supplement.
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tion to predict its monthly sales figures. 'Mr. Nelson of the marketing de-
partment provided this researcher with monthly housing start data for 1968.2
In comparing the housing starts for Milwaukee with data on the North-
central region, it was found that seasonal patterns of starts are roughly
coincident. Figures in Table 2 indicate that housing starts tend to be con-
centrated in the months from April to October--the months of more favorable
weather. A characteristic noted in both the region and Milwaukee is the
drop in starts during August followed by a pickup in October, and then by
a steady decline during late fall. Apparently factors other than weather
play a causal role in monthly fluctuations in homebuilding in August and
September. One explanation may be the tendency of homebu,ilders to con-
centrate on completions in September in order to meet traditional occupancy
1
deadlines in early October, and then to speed up starts in October in order
to put in foundations before the onset of colder weather. 3
Due to the impossibility of obtaining accurate data on housing starts
by working day, total star's for the month were divided by working days in
that month to get an average housing start per working day. Any remainder
was lumped in the first working day of the month (see Table 2). The intro-
2
	 National Association of Homebuilders publishes "Metropolitan
Housing Markets Forecast, " which forecasts housing starts for major metro-
politan areas. It lists participating manufacturers such as Badger Meter in
Milwaukee.
3These general characteristics tend to be found not only in the North
central region but the Northeast region as well., due to the more severe
winters associated with these areas. A general discussion of patterns through-
out the U. S. may be found in "Seasonal Adjustment of Private Rousing Starts,
Construction Review, j'anuarr, 19 64, p. 7.
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Table 2
Housing Starts for Milwaukee in 1968
Work Day
1-22 January (22 work days, 200 starts)
9 per day for first 22 days with extra 2 on 1 st day
23-43 February (21 work days, 190 starts)
9 per day for days 23-43 with extra 2 on 23rd day
44-64 March (21 work days, 287 starts)
13 per day for days 44--64 with extra 14 on 44th day
65-86 April (22 work days with 396 starts)
18 per day for days 65-86
87-103 May (22 work days with 525 starts)
23 per day for days 87-108 with extra 19 on 87th day
109-128 June (20 work days with 459 ste,.
22 per day for days 109-128 wi ^ ,, extra 19 on 109th day
129-150 July (22 work days with 375 starts)
17 per day for days 129 -15 0 with extra 1 on 129th day
151-172 August (22 work days with 319 starts)
14 per day for days 129 -15 0 with extra 11 on 151st day
173--192 September (20 work days with 303 starts)
15 per day for days 173-192 with extra 3 on 173rd day
193 -215 October (23 work days with 364 starts)
15 per day for days 193 -2.15 with extra 19 on 193rd day
216-235 November (20 work days with 311 starts)
15 per day for days 216-235 with extra 11 on 216th day
236-254 December (19 work days with 261 starts)
13 per day for days 236-254 with extra 14 on 236th day
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duction of this statistical average housing' starts per work day was neces-
sary to compare day-to-day weather with construction activity over the period
of a month. This abstraction is intended to produce a practical method of
estimating day-to-day losses due to weather.
Computer model of relation chips of weather and the building gCoce ss.
A computer program was designed with the cooperation, and aid of the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, School of Business Computer Center, in order to pro-
vide an economic model of the significant relationships of weather and the
building process. In general the source of potential weather-related losses
and the exposure in terms of construction in progress is provided as input.
The computer then matches weather variables on a given work day with those
construction activities in progress on that day and provides as output the
number of housing days Lost due to weather for each workday, cumulatively,
throughout the year.
The first twolve days of construction activity, which are vulnerable
to adverse weather, are split into three different processes. "these pro-
cesses are affected by different combinations of weather as shown in Table 3.
Process A consists of the excavation period. It includes layout, bulldozer
operation, footing excavation, setting of footing elevations, and concrete
footings. During this phase of construction, if any of the following occur,
a work day is lost; more than a trace of precipitation falls throughout the
work day with temperature below freezing, two--tenths of an inch of precipi-
tation falls through the work day, three-tenths of an inch or more of precipi-
tation occurs within twenty--four hours, five--tenths of an inch or more of
I-
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Table 3
Weather Variables
Process A	 -- days 1-3 in critical path
Al	 More than a trace of precipitation throughout the work day
with temperature below 320
A2	 .2 inches or more of precipitatic a throughout the work day
A3	 . 3 inches or more of precipitation within 24 hours
A4	 . 5 inches or more of precipitation the day before
A5	 1. 0 inches or more of precipitation. 2 days before
A6	 Temperature below 15*
Process B
	 -- days 4--7 in critical path
B1	 More than a trace of precipitation throughout the work day
B2	 More than .2 inches of precipitation within 24 hours
B3	 More than .4 inches of precipitation the day before
B4	 More than .6 inches of precipitation two days before
B5	 Temperature below 15
Process C
	 - days 8-12 in critical path
C1	 More than a trace of precipitation throughout the work day
with temperature below 320
02	 .2 inches or more of precipitation throughout the work day
C3	 Temperature be-low 15*°
rain occurs the day before, one inch or more of precipitation falls within
two days before, or the average temperature for the day is. 15 0 or below.
These variables are the result of both human limitations and require-
ments of the construction activity. Precipitation falling during the normal,
work day with temperatures below freezing and average temperatures below
15° make human activity in the process so uncomfortable as to require work
stoppage. Union regulations usually reflect this factor and require cessation
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A
of activity. Precipitation of one inch or more would delay all excavation
starts for two days following as it is presumed for this model that this much
rain would make the ground too muddy to work. The other precipitation
variables result in similar circumstances.
Process B requires four days and consists of the garage and house
foundation work. Again, workers are stopped by average temperatures below
15°. Precipitation is even more critical in this construction activity since
pouring of concrete is especially vulnerable to precipitation. Excavations
partially filled with water or snow, or precipitation falling during the work
day will generally result in a lost day.
Process C requires five days and is composed of plates and girders,
floor framing and subfloors, closing the house, fascia and eaves and roofing.
Since these activities are concerned primarily with the human element, they
may be carried out as long as the precipitation is not too heavy. However,
precipitation falling with the temperature below freezing, or average tem-
perature s below 15 ° will result in work stoppage.
The historical weather was analyzed for each working day (see Appen-
dix A) and the appropriate weather variables were provided as input to the
computer program. Daily housing starts were also provided as input. The
computer kept track of the number of houses in each process as they pro-
ceeded through each working day. It matched appropriate weather variables
with appropriate processes and if the variable associated with the process
occurred, every house in that process was moved up a day to reflect the extra
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day required to complete the process as a result of the lost day. For every
day that was lost due to weather for a specific process, the computer pro-
vided as output housing days lost. (See Appendix C for computer program.)
For example, on the first working day of the year weather variables A6,
B5, and C3 occurred (see Appendix B). In other words, temperatures were
below 15' . Thus, any housing units which were in either process A, B,
or C were delayed by one day. Since there were eleven houses scheduled
to start process A, eleven house days were lost for process A. There were
no houses in process B or C; therefore, no house days were lost for either
of these two processes. The effects of weather for each work day through-
out the year can be followed by comparing the input variables with the house
days lost as shown on the computer printout in Appendix B.
Backlog and deferred start assumptions. One other appropriate limita-
tion was built into the program-backlog. This term may be explained as fol-
lows. If construction were geared to starting twenty-three houses per day,
as occurred in May, and if weather were to cause postponement of scheduled
starts for several, days, the computer was programmed to keep track of the
total number of starts that were postponed. Once the weather cleared and
the houses could be started, there may have been too many houses for all to
be started on that day. The computer was programmed to allow no more than
seventy-five houses to be started on any given day. Thus, the computer
recognized the practical limitations of homebuilders in Milwaukee.
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For example, the last nine working days in June had an exceptional
number of days on which heavy rains fell. Over six inches fell, resulting
in variables A2, A4, A5, A3 1 A2, A2, A2, A4, and A5, respectively, for each
of the last nine working days. Since twenty-two houses were scheduled to
be started each day, this resulted in a backlog of 198 houses, all to be
started on the first day of July. Obviously, with construction activity geared
to starting twenty-two houses per day, homebuilders would not be able to
start all 198 homes on the first of Tnly. Thus, the computer sent these
houses to a pool and held all in reserve but the seventy-five which it al-
lowed to be started. This left 141 houses in the pool on work day 129. On
work day 130, 17 houses were scheduled for starting. This brought the pool
total to 158 at the start of work day 139. Only 75, however, were started
on this day. The computer continued to keep track of the backlog in this
manner until the pool at the start of day 132 totalled less than 75 and the
backlog was eliminated.
During the period when there were more than 75 houses in the pool, the
computer charged a house day lost for each house that had been scheduled
to be started u,.. , was unable to be started due to backlog,. In referring to the
computer print--out, it will be noted that on working day 129, there were
119 houses in Process A. Since the 22 houses started on day 117 completed
Process A by the end of day 119, that leaves 44 houses in Process A through-
out the period of bad weather. Then, 75 houses were started on day 129,
after the bad weather period, totalling now 119 in Process A.
2b9
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House Days Lost Translated into Total Aggregate Loss in 1968
Having programmed into the computer the significant weather events
which occurred during each work day in 1968 and the number of houses
started on each day, the computer read-out provides the number of house
days lost in each process. Thus, on the last work day of the year, 3,843
house days were lost in Process A, 3, 523 in Process B, and 1, 206 in
Process C.
To translate house days lost into a monetary equivalent for 1968, Mil-
waukee homebuilders and subcontractors were interviewed in order to arrive
at a dollar amount which would be considered lost for each work day in
each process. It was found that roughly P5.00 per hour world be lost for
each workman for all three phases. In talking with the Milwaukee Builder's
Association, it was found that of the approximately 823, 600 cost of a three-
bedroom, medium quality home, about 18% would represent overhe-ad and
profit. 4 Though there is some loss in efficiency stemming from scheduling
and related problems of lost workdays, it was the opinion of the technical
staff of the Builder's Association that accounting values for variable and
fixed overhead were not sufficiently refined to estimate an amount lost for
variable overhead. Thus, total loss attributable to a lost working day has
been limited to labor cost.
4Information obtained during conversation with Mr. Steven Woll of t1he
Milwaukee Builder's Association.
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In Process A, the thrwe days of total, activity involved in the excava-
tion period was based on a two-man crew. Thus, the total to s s per workday
would be 16 hours or $80. 00. This loss per day multiplied by the total work-
ing days lost in Process A. 3 9
 843, results in a loss for the year of approxi-
mately ^3 07, 44 0.
In Process B, the foundation operation, and Process C. the carpentry
operation, the crew was assumed to consist of four men for a labor cost per
day of $160. 00. The total loss for the year amounts to an estimated
$7563640.
Thus, the total loss in Milwaukee for 1968 due to weather is estimated
to be 01, 064, 780. This loss balanced against a total value of housing con-
structed during the period estimated to be P94, 164, 000 (P23, 600 estimated
average per housing unit ,x 3, 990 housing starts) or roughly 1 016 loss due to
weather in 1968.
Frequency of loss having been estimated using critical path method and
severity of loss having been estimated by matching frequency with historical
weather phenomenon, this gives a rough indication of the total aggregate
loss due to weather in Milwaukee. Before attempting to analyze the data in
terms of avoidance of weather-related lo sses using weather :forecasting, the
organizational adaptability and planning controls characteristic of the industry
will be viewed. This analysis as necessary since utilization of improved
weather forecasting output to improve efficiency presumes that firms have
the adaptability and controls to implement weather risk controls..
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LChapter IV--Profile of Business Management Systems in the Home Construc-
tion Industry and the Capacity jo Plan for Weather
The home building industry, which put in place 022.2 billion of new
nonfarm housing units in 1968 and which is expected to increase that figure
to 025.4 billion in 1969, is characterized by large numbers of small firms.
These firms are primarily local in nature and are mostly single- pro prfietor-
ships. In fact, the contract construction industry, of which homebuilding
is a part, exhibits these same general traits. Only in agriculture and
services is the proportion of sole proprietorships higher.
In 1965 there were in contract construction about as many reporting
firms Tvith employees subje-A to the Social Security program as in manufac-
turing. However, reflecting the higher proportion of smaller firms among
contractors, the reporting contractors had 2.8 million employees as com- 	
5
pared to 17. 6 million in manufacturing. Contract construction consists of
those firms primarily engaged in construction for others and includes gen-	 „.
3,ral contractors primarily engaged in heavy nonbuil.ding construction,
erection of buildings and-special trade contractors.
An examination of the figures in Table 4 indicates the prevalence of
small firms in the construction industry. General contractors engaged in
construction of buildings includes home builders. Those firms employing
less than three employees account for over 50% of the total, reporting firms.
IPuglisi, EnzoA, and William R. Loftus, "Profile of the Contract Con-
struction Industries, " Construction Review, January, 1968, pp. 4-9.
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Table 4
s
Number of Employees and Number of Reporting Units by Employment-Size Class in the Building Industry,
March. 1966
Total Number of reporting units by employment:--size class
reporting No. of 8- 20- 50- 100- 250-- 500+
Indu stry units employees 1 -3 4--7 19 49 99 249 499
Gen'l Con-tractors 931148 9371384 46, 672 20, 234 14,168 51 773 2 2 061 976 189 75
Or	 Building
^	 Special Trade 199, 917 1, 538, 150 112, 379 41 .1 484 30.1 387 11 .9 404 3, 012 1, 072 143 36
Contractors
Paper and Paper 269 401 1241347 18, 113 411 766 2 1 498 790 184 48 2 -r--
Hanging
Masonry, Stonework 30 1 177 229, 336 16,148 6, 854 4, 748 1 1,799 460 151 16 1
Plastering
Masonry, Other 19, 586 1441651 10, 403 4, 601 3 1 144 1, 060 272 95 10 I
Stonework
Carpentering, Wood 22.,265 105, 684 14, 798 47 306 2 9 273 631 141 34 2 --
Flooring
Roofing, Sheet Metal 12, 4'79 105, 973 61222 2 1 655 2, 297 995 248 59 3 ---
Work
Concrete Work 8, 362 693040 4, 228 2 19 038 1 1 463 467 108 47 7 4
Excavating and	 6, 571	 41.1687	 3, 847 1, 298 1 1 012	 324	 75	 13	 2 ---
Foundation
Source: Construction Review, January 1968, p: 7,
1.
Farms employing in excess of fifty persons account for only approximately
3% of the total. A similar trend is found among the special trade contractors
with over 9076 of the firms employing twenty persons or less. In both these
categories it is highly probable that even for those few farms which employ
more than fifty persons are primarily engaged in heavy construction. Mil
-
waukee exhibits these same general tendencies as shown in Table 5.
The prevalence of such a large number of small firms may be explained
partially by the local nature of the industry, the ease of entry, and the
low capital requirements.
With general characteristics established for the single-family con-
struction industry, a deeper look will be taken at the specific characteris-
tics of individual farms. For purposes of this research, the small. volume
:omebuil.der is defined as one who completes less than one hundred housing
units per year. The large volume builder, on the other hand, completes in
excess of one hundred units.
Small-Volume Builder
The small,-volume builder has little or no need for a formal, organization.
At the lower end of the scale, the custom builder of approximately twenty-
five units per year can survive with a combination secretary/receptionist/
bookkeeper and perhaps a small crew of carpenters. "re owner can person-
ally serve as the construction superintendent. Architectural, engineering,
legal and sales may be provided by outside consultants;, The owner-builder
in this case is actively engaged in the day-to-day detail of running his
,s
I 1
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Table 5
Numb(^.r of Employees and Number of Reporting Units by Employment-Size Class in the Building Industry
in Milwaukee SMSA, March 1967
Industry
Total
reporting
units
No. of
Employees
Number of reporting
1-3	 4-7
8-
19
units by
20--
49
50--
99
employment--size class
100--	 250-
249	 499	 500+
Contract Construc- 2, 123 229372 1, 124 399 342 163 67 25 2	 1
tion
Gen'l Contractors 471 51 569 402 196 89 50 28 16 --	 1
Buildings
Special Trade 1, 484 14, 040 804 278 232 118 39 12 1	 --
Contractors
Paint, Paper 196 11073 144 23 15 10 3 --
Hanging
Masonry;
 Stonework, 250 4 921 129 57 40 20 4 - -	 --
Pla ster
Masonry and Other 157 it 186 1 76 43 22 14 2 - -	 -
Stonework
Carpenter and Wood 218 11314 131 46 29 10 1 1 -	 -
Flooring
Carpentering 100 6391 58 24 13 4 - 1 -	 --
	
Concrete Work	 39	 185	 27	 6	 4	 1	 1	 —	 --	 -
	
Excavation and
	 41	 171	 26	 9	 5	 1	 -	 -
Foundation
1Figure affected somewhat by disclosure
Source; Data compiled from U. S. Department of Commerce, Counly Business Patterns 1967.
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operation. He makes all of the policy decisions and in addition performs
most of the administrati,,re functions. The secretary keeps the files, writes
letters, answers the phone, and does most of the bookkeeping. The car-
pentry crew may,
 or may not be on a part-time basks. ii will generally include
an "all-around" craftsman capable of layout, general carpentry and finish
work. if the builder has only one house scheduled, he may with the aid of
his own crew frame and trim it out himself. During other periods of increased
activity, he may subcontract most of the carpentry work and use his crew
for layout and finish work. Other functions of this crew are to correct any
discrepancies or change minor items for customer satisfaction. They also
aid in checking the quantities of materials delivered to the job site and
verifying quantities shown on the delivery tickets and invoices. Finally,
the craftsman may act in the owner's absence as a general foreman, coordin-
ating and directing the activity of subcontractors.
Most of the functions are performed by specialists on a contract basis.
Subcontractors are used to provide the skills of painting, plumbing, elec-
trical work, flatwork, masonry and most of the carpentry. An architect
may be called in to help prepare plans and specifications or the builder may
work from stock plans. The services of legal counsel, certified public ac-
countants and,in some cases, sales, are obtained when required.
The bulk of "custom" homes are built by operatives in this category.
Typically, the customer has his own lot and contracts for a home to be built
on it. However, in some cases the . builder may contract to deliver a total
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package of land and improvements. By limiting construction to a few homes
at a time, the small builder is able to provide close personal attention and
custom detailing specified by the customer.
At the other end of the scale of tLe "small" home builder is the opera-
tive who builds twenty-five to one--hundred homes per year. The organiza-
tional structure as shown in Figure 2 is much the same as the smaller builder,
being just an expanded version. The owner in this case is required to dele-
gate a part of his authority and responsibility to others; however, he remains
typically in a single proprietorship position. He may employ a full.--time
construction superintendent, sales manager and bookkeeper. Again, some
of the carpentry work may be done by the builder's own direct-hire crews.
Most, however, is done by subcontract,
Large--Volume Builder
An organizational structure for the larger operative in the homebuilding
industry might look like the outline in Figure 3. A builder of over one
hundred homes a year would typically employ a staff to provide adequate
planning, construction engineering and project management.
The owner again would be actively engaged in the entire process and
would formulate policy and delegate responsibility. With the larger firms
single-proprietorships may give way in some cases to partnerships. Often
a partnership is the device used to obtain management talent. In some cases,
the very large firms may even choose the corporate form of organization.
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Figure 2
Small-Volume Builder
(less than 75 homes per year)
OWNER-BUILDER
tect Sales Mgr. Bookkeeper 1, Finance (Developer
or
Realtor	 ^ CPA Finn
CONSTRUCTION
SUPERINTENDENT
DIRECT HIRE CREWS
VARIABLE NO.
SUBCONTRACTORS
Figure 3
Large-Volume Builder
(100+ homes per year)
Pre sidexat
Project Manager
----------------
Legal Counsel	 I
Sales---------
Accountant I
	 CPA Firm
Material
Chief Engineer DirectFTire
Crews
Land Develo^men^ ^ J
-EE sti^nating Sub-contractors
Scheduling• Carpentry
Purchasing ~-_^----Concrete
`"'^"Architect Electric-------•---
.....,^..^__^-__--.._.. _ ------Plumbing
^ Marketing Consultant
Masonry
Paintr^
The chief engineer would be charged with responsibility for the de-
velopment planning process including the initial estimate of construction
costs. He must work closely with the architect daring this phase. In ad-
dition he would prepare the overall schedule and see that material purchases
and timing of subcontractors are consistent with this schedule.
The project manager assumes responsibility for implementing this plan.
Unlike the construction superintendent, the project manager assumes a
broad^)r role in the home building industry in that he not only oversees the
construction process, but also is directly charged with the merchandising
effort. Again the bulk of the actual construction will be subcontracted to
specialists. The project manager provides the management of the subcon-
tracting effort. 2
Though the number of large builders is relatively small compared to the
smaller homebuilder, according to an NAHB estimate, the larger operative
accounted for 64% of the total volume of s
	 eingl-family construction in 1959.3
The tendency over the period of 1950 to 1960 has been for the large home
builder to account for a larger share of total volume. . For example, large-
scale homebuilders accounted for approximately 24% of total volume in 1949.4
Though the general tendency seems to have been for the larger firms to
2For an extensive discussion of the management characteristics of the
homebuilding industry, see Buckley, Ernest L., Residential Construction
Management (New York; John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 19 59).
3Herzog, john P., The Dynamics of Large-Scale Homebuilding (Berkeley,
'U'niversity of California Pre s s, 19 63), p. 2 0.
Ibid., P. 20.
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increase their share of the market, the trend has levelled out in recent
years. The editors of House and Home remarked in early 1963, "The builder
of 2, 000 single-family homes a year on a single site has vanished with the
boom of the mid 1 50 1
 s: 5 The tendency of the industry to move toward a more
oligopolistic structure between 1950 and 1960 never materialized. The in-
dustry remains competitive as opposed to oligopolistic. The sack of scale
economies beyond the 500--800 range prevented established builders from
gaining sufficient advantages to keep the potential entrants out of the market
and thus has prevented even most local markets from coming under the dom-
ination of a few giant firms. 6 In addition, there is the 'custom home"
market. The small builder with his inherent ability to provide closer super-
vision and attention to custom detail is unlikely to be supplanted from his
market by large operatives.
One of the primary characteristics attributed to both large and small
homebuilders is that both exhibit a tendency to subcontract as much as pos-
sible. More and more the homebuilder assumes the role of an agent, bring-
:gig together the various specialists to produce a finished product.
Subcontractors
Through the years these specialists have evolved as a result of benefits
5 "The New Housing Industry, 11 House and Home, January, 1963, p. 64,
6Herzog, John P., op. cit. , p. 28.
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derived from this mode of operation. The .builder h as found that due to
fluctuations in construction rate for his operation, subcontracting eliminates
the need to "carry" a highly skilled work force during periods of lesser ac-
tivity. The subcontractor tends to be more efficient in production, since
he works on a fixed contract, than employees of the contractor who typically
work on an hourly wage. Finally, competent subcontractors reduce the con-
tractor's cost of labor supervision. The homebuilder's role is effectively
reduced to that of job coordination rather than direct labor supervision.
Thus, in the final analysis the subcontractor carries out most of the
actual construction activities. Typically, the majority of subcontractors
are in the same category as the smaller homebuilder. Most are "small in
size as most small business —i. e_ ; a sole proprietorship with an average
of only three to five employees... 1t7 'Because of small size and a shortage
1
of full--time management aid, the owner must spend most of his time in the
field supervision jobs, soliciting business and estimating jobs. 	 A
The tendency toward small, single--proprietorships is evidenced in
Table 4. As stated earlier, over 90% of total special trade contractors em-
`	 ploy less than twenty employees. In the carpentry sector, firms with
twenty or fewer employees accounted for over 96% of the total.
7 5oko4 Aiidrew, fr., . Contractor or Manipulator (Coral Gables: Univer-
sity of Miami Press, 1968), p. 31.
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Industry Capacity to Plan for Weather
In discussing the capability of planning in the homebuilding industry to
take advantage of long--range weather forecasts, it is evident from the pre-
ceding analysis that some degree of sophistication is necessary in order to
schedule construction activity.to
 minimize weather-related losses. The
builder need not be so sophisticated In his scheduling as to employ the criti-
cal path technique. There are many variations or alternate methods of
scheduling that are acceptable if the essential elements are provided for:8
a) Orderly completion of each house as the basis.
b) Maximization of efficiency in use of labor for each activity.
c) Provision for effective supervision to correct discrepancies which
might cause serious delay.
Interviews with homebuilders throughout the research period indicate
the percentage of small to medium-size builders who operate without effec-
tive scheduling may be quite high. Many operate by "feel" without any
plan on paper. It is highly unlikely that they would be able to utilize long-
range forecasting in their scheduling process. This holds true for the aver-
age small subcontractor also. Even if the smaller builder did operate with
efficient scheduling procedures, he would be hampered in his maximization
of labor by the very fact of small. size. He does not have enough houses in
varying stages of completion to shift his carpenter crew to an inside job if
adverse weather were to hamper outside activities. .Due to union rules in
8Buckley, Ernest L.., op, cit. , p. 77.
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most localities, working overtime to finish vulnerable construction activities
before the onset of bad weather is also limited.
The larger homebuilder with a larger and more varied management staff
utilizing skillful scheduling might be able to shift labor and possibly start
times to avoid labor Josses due to weather. However, most of the larger
builders employ subcontractors who work on a fixed bid. Therefore, if there
are weather losses in employment of labor, the subcontractor absorbs these
and not the large builder. Thus, the same problem of small size and in-
ability to schedule for weather is encountered as was found in the small
builder' s operations.
The main problem in avoiding weather losses is due to the very nature
of the industry. It is primarily a local industry with farms operating usually
in one metropolitan area. If a builder were to know in advance that a freez-
ing rain were going to fall in Milwaukee within the next two weeks, he would
not be able to shift his crews to Madison since he vvmrk.s exclusively in
Milwaukee. The next section will be concerned with a more thorough
analysis of the variables that might be manipulated in order to mitigate the
effects of adverse weather.
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Chapter V-Potential for Weather Risk Control: Preliminary Observations
The risk management function has been defined as a process involving
identification of loss exposure, measurement of economic loss potential,
definition of alternative riskocontrol methods and execution of a loss reduc-
tion program consistent with the marginal, profit objective of the fine. Loss
exposure (frequency) and loss potential (severity) have been estimated in
the first two sections of the report. The capabilities of individual firms'
executing a loss reduction program were explored in the preceding section.
This final, section will concern itself with a discussion of alternative risk
control methods and with the likelihood of the homebuilding industry util.iz-
	 , I
ing them in a loss reduction program. Various weather data and services
available will be investigated with an eye toward potential use by the home-
builder. In addition, the major variables--personnel, equipment, and
material and design—will be reviewed in terms of their role in weather risk
control. Finally, an estimate of "avoidable" weather losses will be attempted
and the place of weather forecasting in reducing losses will be explored.
Weather Data and Services
A homebuilder might began in an attempt to plan for weather by utilizing
a detailed history of past weather conditions in his area entitled "Local,
Climatological. Data. " This document is available from the National Weather
Records Center and provides an accurate picture of:I
l' "How to Save a Million (Theoretically), " Constructor, January, 1967,
p. 25.
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1) How many lost days to expect from adverse weather.
2) it Len concrete can be poured and cured properly.
3) When to expect work stoppages due to union chill factor clauses.
These data are useful not only in long-range planning of manpower and
equipment, but are also useful in making a realistic and profitable bid. The
most useful information can be gained from analyzing each of the weather-
sensitive activities on a "rough" daily schedule based on this historical
data. For example, knowing that concrete is scheduled to be poured on a
day when average temperatures have been near the critical point would call
for special precautions. Information at this point might save lost time in
getting the proper equipment to the site.
This type of planning can theoretically be implemented by any home-
builder with no special, knowledge and minimum expense. However, direct
interviews tended to confirm the fact that very few, if any, homebuilders
	 5
make use of this information. 2
In most cities a local contractor can have a direct-line teletype giving
hourly updated forecasts. Radar is used to predict movement of local rain
showers. The contractor pays only for the lease of a teleprinter and con-
necting line to the nearest telephone exchange where circuits are available.
Charges normally run W per month.
2
"Local. Climatological Data" is available. for 01.00 from the National
Weather Records Center in Ashville, North Carolina.
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The Environmental Science Services Administration is expanding UHF
continuous radio transmission of local weather to most major metropolitan
areas. Updates of local weather are transmitted on a frequency of 162.55
megahertz.
An alternative to interpretation of available information by the contractor's
staff is the professional consultant. The services, including information
tailored to a particular job requirement, can run from P100 to 01, 000 per
month. However, it is possible to use such services on a time-sharing
arrangement much the same as computer time-sharing. An advantage in ad-
dition to the "tailored" information is the opportunity to speak directly with
the consultant, to ask questions and learn more about information that might
aid him in his operations. 3
The major drawback for a small homebuilder in using present weather
information. systems is the lack of knowledge to interpret the information
directly and the lack of funds to employ a weather consultant. Therefore,
very few homebui?ders are making use of anything other than the daily fore-
casts transmitted via television or radio. 4
Operational Variables: Personnel, Equipment, and Material and Design
Personnel. As mentioned earlier, any advantages accruing from advance
3A list of reputable consultants, who are members of the American
Meteorological Society, can be obtained by writing 45 Beacon Street, Boston,
Massachusetts.
4
"How to Save a Million (Theoretically), " op. cit. , p. 27.
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knowledge of adverse weather would necessitate an activity planning level
not evidenced by the typical homebuilder. However, even given this capa-
bility, advance knowledge of the likelihood of a freezing rain on a given
day ten days hence would be useful if the homebuilder was able to reschedule
men to work on an inside job that day, or he was able to speed up operations
to the degree that any critical activities would be completed before the ad-
vent of the weather.
As for rescheduling men to work inside on a day of harsh weather, the
degree of specialization of the building trades prohibits it except in the
case of carpentry. Earthmovers and concrete personnel are forbidden to do
inside carpentry work in many cases by union regulations. In addition they
may lack the skills necessary for carpentry work. Rescheduling of carpen-
ters, given inside work available, could be done just as easily in the morn-
ing of the day of harsh weather. The requisite here is for accurate one-day
forecasts.
Speeding up operations, on the other viand, would require advanced
knowledge. However, most homebuilders are unable to speed up the process
significantly due to institutional factors. Union regulations in most areas
have stiff overtime clauses, and weekend work is often prohibited. In addi-
tion, neighboring residences, though tolerating the noise associated with
homebuilding during the regular work-day,' are highly intolerant of night
or weekend work.
Thus, work planners having benefit of long-term forecasts. have limited
alternatives in terms of scheduling manpower. Overtime as a loss control
i
r
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device has maximum potential, but theoretical value in residential. areas.
On-site working hours are narrowly defined by the eight-to-five schedules
of residents rather than daylight hours or round-the-clock operational limits.
The twenty-four hour day is reduced to a single eight or nine hour band of
production time which is then further cut short by union work rules relative
to forty-hour weeks and weekend construction. Within the remaining band
of working hours, the potential to shift workers inside and outside with the
weather is drastically curtailed by the craft specialty organization of con-
sliuction labor.
Equipment. Weather loss reduction has been achieved to some degree
with technological improvements in equipment for homebuilders. As dis-
cussed in the first section, many improvements have beeim made in earth-
moving and concrete pouring that enable operation in freezing temperatures.
There have been numerous such improvements made to mitigate the effects of
weather. Perhaps the major limitation in this area is the wind--chill clause
	 .
in u..'on contracts, thus prohibiting use of manpower at below minimum tem- ,
peratures.
Materials and Design. Perhaps the most significant advances in weather
control have come about through prefabrication affecting both materials and
design. At the present time, most prefabrication has been a matter of mov-
ing conventional on-site building, particularly the walls, roof and floors;
into a factory.
The term prefabrication is in common use throughout the construction
industry; yet its meaning is ambiguous to , many. Confusion exists because
prefabrication is a generic term used to describe a manufacturing process
through which a building, component or piece is produced. Inherent in each
of these operations are precutting, preassembly, prefinishing and final as-
sembly. Thus, any company that participates in the process, regardless of
the degree of involvement, can be called a "prefabber. 11
Prefabrication has taken four basic forms: 5
1) Prefabricated components—The off-site assembly of specialized
structural and mechanical components is the ono- ,viu% Spread form. Com--
ponen;s are then shipped from the plant to tb.e 	 integrated with con-
ventional on--site building techniques.
I
2) Manufactured homes—The off--site construction of almost all ele-
ments of the frame and shell is another form. Walls, floors and roofs are
constructed as separate items and assembled on the site, or complete rooms
and dwelling units maybe constructed in a factory in the form of modules.
3) Sectionalized homes--These units are manufactured homes in which
the walls, floors and roofs are assembled in the plant instead of being
shipped as components and assembled on the site. Two sections are usually
placed together on a conventional foundation of the site to make a finished
dwelling unit.
4) Mobile homes—These are a form of the sectionalized home. Since
5Il Industrialized Housing, 11 Materials compiled and prepared for the Sub-
committee on Urban .Affairs of the joint Economic Committee, Congress of the
United States (U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, 1969), p. 44.
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mobile homes are generally considered a separate industry, they will be
dealt with after this discuss ion.
Of the 1.3 million single-family residences started in 1967, an esti-
mated 18. 5% were manufactured homes of one type or another (not including
mobile homes). 6 in fact, virtually all of the dwelling units currently being
erected are using some prefabricated components. The growth rate of pre-
fabrication is predicted to continue at a fairly constant rate. Most of the
growth will stem from builders accepting existing methods rather than the
development of new ones. By 1975, it is expected that 45% of the total cost
of a dwelling unit will represent prefabricated materials. 7
One form of prefabricated dwelling unit not included in the figures men-
tioned above is the mobile home. Within the space of a few years, it has
emerged as a major source of housing. More than five million people now
live in mobile homes. 8 The importance of mobile homes in the low--cost
housing market, especially in the under-34 and the retirement age group, is
suggested by the fact that the market has changed dramatically from one of
second, or vacation homes to one of primary residences. The Mobile Home
Manufacturers Association reports that the average stay in one location for
6Ibid, , p. 450
7Guy, R. B. and associates, 'The State of the Art of Prefabrication in the
Construction Industry' s
 (Columbus, Ohio, Batelle Memorial Institute, 1967).
8Magid, James l., "The Mobile Home Industry, " _Financial Analysts
ournal September--October, .19 69, p. 30.
mobile home owners is fifty-eight months. This is comparable to the aver-
age length of time spent in one home by conventional. homeowners. About
70% of the mobile homes produced since World War II have been used as
permanent dwellings. 9 The typical unit is 55--65 feet long and 12 feet wide,
containing over 700 square feet of floor space and averages approximately
P52 700 furnished. 10 Moreover, a number of manufacturers have begun pro-
ducing units that can be joined with another unit, thus allowing sizes up
to 1, 500 square feet--comparable to a conventional home.
The mobile home industry has grown at an average annual rate of 11%
from 1956 through 1968, as shown in Table 6. Shipments are expected
to have risen 207to 25 176 in 1969 to a level. exceeding 375, 000 units. It is
interesting to note that mobile homes, were they included in single-family
housing starts, would account for approximately one-fifth of all housing
F
starts. This percentage can be expected to increase if projected growth
r
rates materialize. 11 pr
The significance of prefabrication in terms of weather risk control is
evident. An increasing percentage of housing units :Ls being constructed
off-site in an enclosed factory. Thus, the weather has been eliminated for
mobile homes, and for other prefabricated units with one exception. The
initial stages in the critical path as outlined in Chapter I are still vulnerable
9 "Industrialized Rousing, rr op. cit.., p. 53.
10 Magid, James I, , off. cit. , p. 30.
11 Ibid. , p. 32.
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Table 6
Shipments of Mobile Homes, 19 56-19 68
No. of units
Period	 shipped
1956	 1242300
1957
	 1199300
1958	 102, 300
1959	 1209500
1960	 103, 700
1961	 90, 200
1962	 1181000
1963	 150, 840
1964
	 1911320
1965	 216P470
1966	 217000
1967	 240P360
1968	 317, 950
Note: Data prior to 1959 exclude s Ala ska and Hawaii
Source: Construction Review, September, 1969. From
information supplied to t'ze U. S. Department
of Commerce by the Mobile Home Manufacturers
Association.
to the weather. Foundations must still be poured on site. However, ad-
vances are being made here also. For example, Duraform, Inc. of Madison,
Wisconsin manufactures prefabricated foundation forms for poured concrete
residential. basements. Forms are set within eight hours, walls are poured,
and forms stripped the following working day. The forms require finished
and Leveled footings. if prefabricated footing systems were developed in
the future, excavation and complete foundations might require only two work-
ing days to complete.
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Conclusions: Control of Weather Losses
In recapitulation, the homebuilding industry is characterized by the
following:
1) A critical path exists in which approximately one--third of home
construction operations are vulnerable to adverse weather.
2) Weather losses as estimated in Milwaukee suggest that something
more than one percent of the total value of housing units constructed was
lost due to adverse weather.
3) The industry is characterized by large numbers of small firms, local
in nature and operating generally without finite long-range planning.
4) Large homebuilders tend to subcontract most of the activities; sub-
contractors possess the same characteristics as the small homebuilder.
5) The bulk of the weather data and services currently available is not
utilized by the majority of homebuilders.
6) Growth in prefabrication is reducing the on--site weather loss poten-
	 ,'
tial significantly.
Potential loss (frequency x severityl. It has been estimated by the En-
vironmental Science Services Administration (ESSA) that a minimum of P3
billion. wa s to st in 19 64 due to weather. '"he report conclude s that with
present weather data and services, a potential, saving is possible of at
least an estimated one--half billion dollars, 17% of the reported loss. 12
I2Conclusions of report entitled "Operational and Economic Impact of
Weather on the Construction Industry of the United States, "
 (National Bur-
eau of Standards, Clearinghouse for Scientific and Technical Reports,
Springfield, Virginia).
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Information upon which this report is based was collected over a five--year
period, and the loss potential was quantified in 1964. At that time the loss
potential represented something over 3% of total United States construction
expenditures. It is felt that the 1% loss potential as estimated from the
Milwaukee case study is representative of the loss potential in 1968 for
three reasons: 1) Homebuilding has approximately one-third of its critical
path vulnerable to adverse weather as opposed to as much as three-fourths
for highway, special, and heavy construction included in the ESSA study;
2) Advances in equipment, and materials and design have reduced the on-
site vulnerability to some extent in the period 1964 to 1968; 3) Sensitivity
of construction costs and profit margins to weather upset is inverse to the
price class of the house to be built. Lower-priced homes are being sup-
planted by mobile homes and sectionalized houses which have the fewest
number of days of on-site weather vulnerable operations.
Avoidable weather losses. Analysis of weather losses in Milwaukee
indicate that approximately 5% of the total loss potential is avoidable given
the planning systems to take advantage of present weather data and services.
Again, this "avoidable" loss is lower than that reported by ESSA. The same
reasons apply as stated above and in addition two others can be cited
1) the local nature of homebuilding, and 2) the tendency for large numbers
of small firms among homebuilders and subcontractors. Weather phenomena
such as critically low temperature are present throughout the limited geo-
graphic area in which the homebuil.der operates. The major potential, for
29 5
mitigating the effect of the weather is to shift manpower to inside opera-
tions. It is highly improbable that any manpower other than carpentry can
be shifted due to the high specialization of earthmoving and foundation per-
sonnel. In any case, due to the fact that most firms are small, 'it is some-
what improbable that the homebuilder would have enough 'closed" homes in
process to reduce carpentry labor losses significantly.
Role of weather forecasts in avoiding weather losses. Finally, the
potential for avoidance of weather losses offered by an improved, long-
range weather forecasting system necessitates Long-range planning not gen-
erally found in homebuilding. It is felt that the major benefit would lie in
the initiation of long-range planning capability. Homebuilders generally
plan the next day' s activities at about three in the afternoon. The decision
is reviewed the next morning in the light of observed and forecasted weather
conditions. Therefore, this report concludes that requirements for schedul-
ing operations could best be met by an accurate forecast of local conditions at
6;00-7:00 A.M.. and 300-4:00 P.M. Long-range (two to three months) plan-
ning for bidding purposes could be :net by historical climatological information
presently available.
Significant Areas for Future Research
The National Association of Homebuilders has various experiments in
cost accounting underway. It might be possible to create a category for
weather loss. NASA might want to encourage more research in this area by
N^
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funding research in several different sizes of homebuilders in different
regions to pinpoint the frequency and severity of weather-related Dosses.
Conclusions reached in this report have been deductively reasoned. From
a long--range research standpoint, it would be better to work inductively
from within w;ne accounting framework of selected firms within different
regions. This cost information would provide a basis for predicting losses
throughout the United States.
Z97
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APPENDIX .A
Historical Weather .Analysis; Milwaukee, 1968
9
a
r:'y
January, 1968
.	 W
0
R Average Precipitation Precipitation During Workday
K Temp of Total 24 hrs.
D for day Water Snow a .m.	 p.m.
A
Y 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
1 wrarrrrwrww+rr^wrrrrrrrr..^rnrrw.rrr+.wrrr.yrrw^wwwa^rrrr.^^rr^rr wwrrwaerwrr.^r.^rrw.^rw.^n!1
2 16 .Ol .3 T	 T	 .01
	
T	 T	 T	 T
3 9 .06 1.2
4 -4 0 0
5 7 T T T
rrwrrwrrrr^www^+rrwwrwwrr.nrarrsrrrwrrwwwrwwwwwwr^rrrrarr
7 ------
8 2 .01 .2
9 16 .01 11 T	 T	 T	 T
10 16 T T T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T
11 23 T T T	 T
12 26 T T
13 wrwwrwrrrrrrrrwr wrrwwrw w.rrrr. yr.rrwwr wswwwrrrrrwrr.urwrrrwrrrrwwrr^e'.rr
14 ..^rrwwrwrrr..r ------ r«a.rrrrww
15 21 T T T	 T	 T
16 17 0 0
17 26 0 0
18 34 0 0
19 35 0 0
20 r+wrr.+rwrwrrww++wrwrrwww'++w..»w.^rrrrrwwwwr^r+wrrrrrrrrrrrrwrr^^+r+wrrrww.rrirwrrr.wr^
21 rrw.rrw 	.wwr----rrwrrr..r
22 36 T T
23 23 T .2 T	 T
24 17 001 .4 T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 .01	 T	 T	 T	 T
25 24 T T
26 32 .04 11 T	 .01	 T	 .01	 T	 T	 T	 T
27 ----- M ------- —w—rr-----rrr 3r*yrl.rr.y.......—.rr.w.rr------
28 «wrrrrwrw rwwrarw.rMr.w.r.+...rww...rr.nwwwrrwrrr—w----.w------ rq
29 40 .19 0 T	 .01 ,12 .01
	
T	 ,03 .02
30 30 0 0
31 36 .21 0 T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T
NOTE: T Indicates Trace
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Environmental Science Services
Administration," Local Climatological Data," Ifilwaukee, Wisconsin,
January, 1968
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i
Fabruary, 1968
W
0
R Average Precipitation Precipitation During Workday
K Temp of Total. 24 hrs.
D for day Water Stow a.m,	 p.m.
A
Y 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
1 42 .23 0 T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T
2 29 .15 1#6 T	 o01	 T	 .01	 T	 T	 T
3 __«, ....__..ww........, _ .w...._............,_. ,..,w_.......rr..«.....,----rrrr..,.r..,^.M__.....,
!; ..r«.wrrr_wwwrw^w^rrr.r.^rir_rr^wrwuwwrrwrr+.^w_rr^w^wr.wrrlr^^.+w^wwrnr.rwr+.^rrrr^rwNwwrwww_
5 31 0 0
6 34 .05 .1 T	 .01	 .01
7 25 102 . 4 T	 T	 T	 T
8 21 T T
9 16 T T
10 ....r»...Kr•rr'+w^^rw^^wrrw.r^.r..rrr^rwrirwrrr rw_^.wrNr^aww^r whawwwr+^wwrrarear.wr^rwwrw,.r.rrrw_rrrr.^ww^w^p
1^, w►^rw,rMwr^w^^wr_r.^rw.w^aewarwrr.arrrwrwasrwrrirrrrr+r...rrarr.+^+.wr.rrr•rn:rrrrw^w.r+Mewwwr^rr_^wry
12 14 T T
13 18 0 0
14 22 0 0
15 23 0 0
16 26 0 0
17 ..rr..+www^rwwwwrrrrrrrrrrrr•.^^ wrrr^wwwrrrrirrrrwwwwy ►+.w►wrwrr .rrwrr^rr^r^ywfewwrrwri^+rr^rrrrr
18 —ra----rrp._wnr^«wr,wwrw.wwr_rr.rrw. rrrw«r.rrM+rwr.rr.yrnrw^.wrrrwr
19 17 T T T	 T	 T	 T	 T
20 11 0 0
21 9 0 0
22 17 0 0
23 21 T T
24 wr^r+yr^wbw^rr_rrrrwwrwr.rwrwwr^r_rw.^rrwwrro-.^rw.wr_'.wr.n^.rwwwrr+K^rwr^r.r^rRewwrrrwwwerr wr
25 .wrrrr--
26 23 .04 .4 T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T .01	 .01	 .01
27 26 .03 e4 T .01 .01	 T	 T
28 24 . 01 .1 T	 T j01	 T	 T
29 19 T T T	 T
NOTE:	 T Indicates Trace
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Environmental Science Services
Administrations "Local Climatological Data $ " Milwuakee., Wisconsin,
February, 1968
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1
s	 ,
March p 1968
W
0
R	 Average	 Pr-.cipitation
	 Precipitation During' Workday
K	 Temp of	 Total 24 hrs.
D	 for day	 Water Snow	 a.m.	 p.m.
A
Y	 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5
1 33 0 02 r.r__r__rrrr rrr_rw.wr^rrr_rwrwiw^.erwrr_r_r_ra^rw^wRrre^ ►...rnwy.yrwwr_r_rwr_awnw^wr^rwwe.r3 ^w^rfrrrrwumF.nrwrriMr^w^wr^rw_^rwr^r.rwwiw r^rrr^wrrr._rYwwrwwrrnr^rrwrrw..rr_.^rrrrw^w_rw^r
4 42 0 0
5 32 .05 .3	 T	 T	 .026 29 T T
7 35 0 0
8 40 .03
.01 .01
	
T	 T	 .019 rr....rrr_r_.,rrrrrrw_wrr.^r..r__rwr_r....,.,.,,.rrrr_^.rr^.^	
----- ---- -----10 r__rrwr__rrrr__wr..Mrvr_.wrwr.rr^rrrrwwwrM..^r.rrrrrrwrrrr+w. rwrwyrw.a.w_rMr_r__^
11 34 0 .0
12 25 T T	 T	 T
13 27 0 0
14 33 T T	 T
15 48 T 0
16 ------	 .,r....-----.....^..rrr^....^-
17 wrM+wr—w	 rw—rrwr_w.gr^rrrw.rr.grrrrrwrrrww..rw.rwr..rrr....w.y r.y
18 48 .02 0	 T'	 T	 .02
19 50 .07 0	 T	 T
20 39 0 0
21 32 .02 .2	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T 	 T
22 29 .02 .5	 T	 T	 .01 .01	 T	 T	 T
23 ...._rrrw,_w__^rwrrrrrrry_.sr.r_r_rwwrr__r_rpr_rrr..._rrrwrwrwr.^rwww_r_.w......._ rr
24 .,_rrrrwrwr.r..rrrrr__w__rrrrrr^wrw^rwrrrrrgrr.nr^./rrrprn^«r..wws.u^.rwwww, ►..^w.rrwr.rr r..Y ryrrr
25 52 .01 0
26 58 .01 0
27 59 a01 0
28 62 0 0
29 51 0 0
30 _r+.rwr rwM.rrwrr_r_rrrr_rrMY^y.y_rrrrr_rrwr	 wr.wrwr werwwrr_•wrw_rw.rfm'31 rwr -----------	 r___rrrr_r-----ri..iw/wrws.r.r+weuM^ _^rrrrrrr_^cf*
NOTE:	 T Indicates Trace
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerces Environmental Science Services
Administration, "Local Climatological Dada $ " Milwaukee $
 Wisconsin,
March, 1968
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April, 1968
e- 1
$ ^	 C.
W
0
R Average Precipitation Precipitation During Workday
K Temp of Total 24 hrs.
D for day Water Snow at m,	 p,m.
A
Y 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
1 40 0 0
2 42 0 0
3 49 .56 0 .10 .09 .17 .17 .02	 T
4 46 .02 T T	 T	 .01
5 31 T T
6 rrrrrrrrw—r—rrrrrrrrrr—wr,ww	 --------rrrr.. a.wrw^rw
7 wrrrrrrrr	 w..+rrrrrrrrr.rwrw.aarrrrwrrrrrrr.yrw
8 51 0 0
9 51 T 0
10 45 0 0
11 53 0 0
12 68 0 0
13 rrrrrrrrrwrr	 wrwrrrrrrrrrrrrr+.r.r ^wr^
14 .rrrwwrrr	 ------ ------ rrrrrrrw.srrrrrrrrrrrrrrw irw
15 47 0 0
16 52 .08 0 T	 .01
17 48 .82 0 .03 .26	 .28 .08 .01 .06 .01	 T
18 47 0 0
19 43 T 0 T	 T	 T	 T
20 rrrrwrrrrror..w.^r^r+.^rrrrrrrr. --$—MrrwrrrrrrrrrwrrMrw.----wrrrrrrrrrr 
21 In—swrrrrrr.^rrr.Mrw.r.r.wrrr1wrrr+rrrrrrrrrrrrrr,rrrawrwr r.rrrrr.rrrrrrrr rrrr
22 51 0 0
23 51 .51 0 T	 T	 T	 .02 ,01	 101
24 37 .05 .4 T	 T	 T	 T	 .01 .01 .01 .01 ,01	 T
25 43 0 0
26 41 0 0
27 ------ ------	 r..rrr-----rwrr r.+r..=...... eyr
28 rrrrrr..----.r	 rrrr.+.r...r...-----rnn---
29 55 T 0
30 51 .02 0
NOTE:	 T Indicates Trace
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Environmental Science Services
Administration, `Local Climatological Data," Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
April., 1968
Mays 1968
W
0
R Average
	 Precipitation
	 Precipitation During Workday
K Temp of	 Total 24 hrs.
D for day	 Water Snow	 a.m.	 p.m.
A
Y 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
1 47	 0 0
2 58	 0 0
3 51	 .04 0	 .03
4 w-----------r—r_rr ------w—r--r------w—rrr..rya___r_r—rrrw..r..rwnwnrrrw^+..w_^
5 —w----r—r—r------	 -----------..rr—w.rr^rw w—rpeww..w.+.r wrr wy
6 41	 0 0
7 53	 0 0
8 64	 .02 0
9 53	 0 0
10 50	 0 0
1,1 r^—rar—.r_--rrr.--rr—rr—r—cra---r—__--+yww+n+—.w.ww. ►^wr w.rrrpr.rr.rr.^t.q—rrr_—r.y^y—
12 ---rr_r-rrr—_rawrwn-----wr—.wrw--rrrrr_rw._r.r^.sr^rrr^.rnrrr^+^+rnw—w,rr
13 51	 0 0
14 63	 .78 0	 T
15 70	 .42 0
16 55	 .03 0	 T
17 52	 0 0
18 ------- 	 rrrr--w«ra+twrw—w---w.w—w«r..r.rrw—rr...^....rrr—rrir_—rr--a1+^
19 wrr.ww---- ----r---prrM—w^^yr^^rr. my ^y yrw
20 52	 .08 0	 T	 T	 .07 .01
21 53	 T 0
22 56	 .03 0	 .02 .01
23 55	 101 0	 T	 T
24 54	 - 0 0
25 wrnY--------r—r----r---- --r—rrr—rr war_----a_w_wrr--wrr—r.rrr^.yrrr^rwrM
26 wr—^w—rwww.+w.rwrwrrr.wrrrww.r -----rwr.r.wnr— w --------- --	 ------- rrrw
27 56	 eo4 0
28 53	 .02 0	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T
29 53	 .06 0
30 —..—wr--r----r------rrr^—rrrr.^^hrrwnrw.rwr.rrww.«.rp.«nr fr+.rrr.^.^rw..r«rtw...—wrrr^ 	 ,
31 60	 .04 0
NOfiAQ T Indicates Trace
SOURCE; U.S. Department of Commerce„ Environmental Science Services
Administration, "Local Climatological Data l " Milwaukee $ Wisconsin,
Mayo 1968
3 04.
Juneg.1968
W
0
R	 Average	 Precipitation
	 Precipitation During Workday
K	 Temp of	 Total 24 hrs.
D	 for day	 Water Snow	 a.m.	 p.Tn.
A
Y.	 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5
nw nwrrr.wy+w^ww.errwwrrr^wwrwwrrrrww.r^.rrwwwwrr^rrrw^wrrrr..rwrnwr.rwrrwww.ww^rwrrwwrwrr
wwrrrrw^wrrrwrr^.rwwrrr.+wrrrr.r.rrrwrrr.ww^rrrrrw^rw^wrr^rrrr^rw^rww.r.rrrrrr^rrw..^r+r
3 61 0 0
4 64 0 0
5 74 0 0
6 75 0 0
7 79 0 0
wrwrrwwwwwrrrrrrrwwwwirrrrrr^wr.rrrrr...w^rrrrrr..rrw.w«rwa^...rrwr^.+^w^rwr.we^F+rrr^w
9 r—rrrwnr.wrwrrwwrwrrwwrr..r..^wwrrirwrrr+rrrr^rrwwwrrww^rwr.e.rrr:^w+wrw^.+++r.^
10 74 T 0
11 73 .02 0	 T	 T
12 59 T 0
13 55 0 0
14 71 .01 0
15 d"^—r— MONO
16 rr.wwrrrrr^wr«s«n rwrwr^rrwrwwrrrrruyrwrrr^rwwr rwrrr++rr«r^rwnrrrrrwr.r^.rw
17 62 .01 0
18 65 1.62 0	 .29 .33	 .12	 .10 .58
19 66 0 0
20 58 0 0
21 72 1.32 0	 .11	 T	 .32
22 wrr^—rrrrrr--wrrrr.ww^ww«^r..nw..r^rr.^wrrwwrrwrrrrMrrwq-
23 rrrrw^swar wrwri.^ww.^rw^wwrrwwrrrrwwrrwrrwr.^rwrrrrwwrrrr..^.^r^w+.wrwwrrrwrwwr
24 65 .30 0	 T	 T	 T	 T	 .02	 T	 .l.l
25 54 .57 0	 .08 .03
	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 ,02	 T
26 56 2.03 0	 .12 .28
	 .04 ,05 .01
27 57 .19 0	 .01	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 .01
28 63 T 0	 T	 T
29 rwr r.yw.^rwrri.y^.r^awrrwrwrwwrr.rrrrrwrwrr.r«^rrrrwrwwrwwrwr..r^.wrrrwr^rr...+^rr^
30 rr^rrwwr.r----,r,yarrrrrwrr w---- ----	 rwww..rrrwrrrrrrrr.r rr.+ww.rw
NOTE:	 T Indicates Trace
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Environmental Science Services
Administration., "Local Climatological. Data„” Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
June, 1968
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Julyq 1968
W
0
R Average	 Precipitation
	 Precipitation During Workday
K Temp of
	 Toatl 24 hrs.
D for day	 Water Snow	 a.m.	 p.m.
A
Y 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 1	 2.	 3	 4	 5
1 72	 T 0
2 57	 0 0
3 59	 0 0
4 r_rwrrr_rrrrw.^wwwrrw.
5 61	 .03 0
6 r__r_rww__rrrr_rrr+_rtr^.rerra^w_w^.srwwnarrrrw._«_rwrrwrwwrr.arr..^rirrrtrr^r..er^+wdww^rew ww
7 wrwrwww^.srrrrrr_.rr.wr^w^rwr^w.ar.y^..w.y^wr^r^.urr__r.rwrrrrwyw.ww.rrt+w^rr^+rrrrwrwww^rw.,r..e ►^wrr
8 76	 T 0	 T
9 65	 .04 0
10 56	 0 .0
11 62	 0 0
12 69	 0 0
13 orr rrrtr	 w_wwnrrr_r_rrnwww..vywr_	 arrt	 r_rhw
14 wrwrrrwww+r_rrrrr_w	 ------*r rr_r.r—rrwww^ww
15 82	 0 0
16 81	 0 0
17 81	 .56 0	 .45 .04
	
T
18 78	 .41 0	 T	 .01	 T
19 67	 0 0
20 «rr_awr-r.^aw.r/car r+rrrr.ra...wrnw ► ^r wMwr's'yrtr
21 wrrtrrwwn_rw_rr rrrtwwr^rrw.^w+wwnr_wrwrrwrww«+rwwrn+rrr_r.err_rw^rrrrw^rrm.errr^www.ww^ryr
22 71	 0 0
23 66	 1.54 0	 T	 430 .27 .13	 T
24 73	 .43 0
25 67	 0 0
26 68	 0 0
27 _rw+rw^wrurrr.rrwrrr^rrrrr.^r.ne.rwwrMrr.K.+_wrrrrw..+wwww^w.rr.rrw«..wrt_rrwrrrrrwrwwr.rra
28 _rr«.r«„«wrr..rrrrrrwrrrw.r.«..rw_rrrr_rwrr«rr...rengp.^.r.rwwr.r___s.^._rrwsrwrraww.r^...R
29 64	 0 0
30 71	 0 0
31 71	 .26 0	 001	 T
NOTE: T Indicates Trace
SOURCE:	 U.S. Department of Commerce, Environmental Science Services
Administration, "Local Climatological'Datao" Milwaukee, Wisconsin`
July, 1968
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August, 1968
0
R	 Average	 Precipitation	 Precipitation During Workday
K	 Temp of	 Total 24 hra.
D	 for day
	 Water Snow
	 a.m.	 p.m.
A
Y	 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5
1 66	 0 0
2 68	 0 0
3 rrrrrrrr `wrrrwwrrrwr..r----rw.rarrr.rrr.wrrrrwrrrrrrrrpy^rrrwrrr
^wtiwa•nawwYw/nrrrwrrrwrrrrrrrrrrrr.^+w+..wrwrrrrrrr.+.wrrrr rrwrrrwwr^w..rrrrrrrrr
5 30	 .22 0	 T	 .03
	 T
6 84	 T 0
7 76	 .02 0
8 72	 .71 0	 .12 .43 .15 .01
9 74	 106 0	 .06
10 r.wr.wrrwarrwwwwrnrrrwwr^w^.irrNw.r.^«.rrnrr^rwwfa^.uw^wrw^^rw^r.rr wwnrr^rw^Mrwr.rr^.^wrnrwr^.r rw^warwr
11 ----	 ----- -----	 --------r-----Mr.^a.'.. r^rrnrw^r^rwwr.^rwrr
12 68	 0 0
13 75	 0 0
14 66	 0 0
15 69	 .01 0	 T
16 82	 T 0	 T
17 Nwrrrerrrrrrrrwrrr	 rrr--rrr.rrrr.^rrrrw^rr^rrr^rrrr.rrrr^.rarw.rYgrr
18 ----.wrr.^errrrrr.. ►wrrwwr.w.ne rnrarw.wwwrrwr.uewr..rrrrrrrrwwrr.r.r^.rr.rrrarr
19 81	 .16 0
20 83	 1.08 0
21 85	 0 0
22 s4	 0 0
23 85	 0 0
24 ------ r..r^.rrrrrr^.rwrra.rrr1.yrrr..rr.^rrrww.rw...rrrw.w.warr
2 orrrrr-
26 59	 0 0
27 59	 0 0
28 59	 0 0
29 62	 0 0
30 64	 0 0
31 ---- —rrrrrrwr
NOTE;	 T Indicates Trace
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Environmental Science Services
Administrationo "Local. Climatological Data," Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
August, 1968
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September, 1968
t4
W
0
R Average Precipitation
	 Precipitation During Workday
K Temp of Total 24 hrs.
D for day Water Snow
	 a.m.	 p.m.
A
Y 8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
1 YUlrrrrrwwrrwwMrwwwrwll^MwlwlYwVYrrrrwwrrrrrrwwrrwwrrww rrRwr/wwM^^W^Ml^^lwV^wr+
2 y.^rwwrrwrwrwrr^wrwYrrwrarrwrwrwrw^.rrrwrrwwr^rrwrrwr.ywr^rrrrnr^rr^wruwrwrwn.wrraw
'	 3 76 0 0
4 72 .56 0
5 65 .02 0
6 61 0 0
7 ww+rYwrrrrrrrw-----rrYrwwr---.rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrwrw++r^Y^rw^w.+wwrrwwr.^w.yrwwrr^
8 rwrrrrwrrrwwwr	 ------------r^ww^..www/.yrw.rr.^r^r
9 65 .38 0	 T	 .01 .02	 T
10 61 .04 0
11 60 0 0
12 67 0 0
13 66 0 0
14 rwrrwrwwwwrrrwwrrrwrrrrrrwr.^.wrw^rwr^rw
15 r—rrwrwrrrrwwwwwro-Rww^^w^www^r+w waw
16 69 0 0
17 67 .02 0	 T	 .01	 T	 T	 T	 T
18 61 .35 0	 .01
	 T	 .02 .01 .05 .04 .03 .05
	 T	 T
19 59 .46 0	 T	 T	 .03 .08 .XO .03 .03 .05 .10 .10
20 63 0 0
21 rrrrrrwrwrwrwrrwrrwri^wwrwrwww^rrrr..^r. rrrrr.+rr.rrr.r^..r.rrrwrrr^.r rr..r r.w rrarrrYwwr.n
22 wrrwrr-----^rrrrwa^rr..rrr.r.rr^e.Me^var^wrr+..rrwi+rrww
23 71 .:02 0	 T	 T	 T
24 62 1.20 0	 .02	 T
25 56 0 0
26 54 0 0
27 57 0 0
28 ------	 ------ ---------	 ------	 ------
29 1AwwrrYwif^^l rr wwrrw r}A^^/^wMi1^wMY/^INMwrr^11M^^H}wr^^^wwwr^^Irf^rwwalY^r^rAw^IM
30 64 0 0
r
NOTE:	 T Indicates Trace
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Environmental Science Services
Administration,, "Local Climatological Data," Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Septemt°f-r, 1968
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October, 1958
t
W
0
R	 Average	 Precipitation	 Precipitation During Workday
K	 Temp of	 Total 24 hrs.
D	 for day	 Water Snow	 a,m:	 p.M.
A
Y	 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5
1 70 0 0
2 66 . 02 0
3 47 0 0
4 45 0 0
5 ------ - --- 	MMlr6^wwr^Y^Yr♦rrwlR
IAMr rr rw^IrYlrrrHr ArNf^r/^rwMrrNMrr.^ra.Yrw^^o1FR^Irrrrrr rrrrrr^arrrwrw.wr.r^Nwryrwrwe^
7 54 0 0
8 53 0 0.
9 55 .10 0	 .Ol .02 .01	 T	 402 .03 .01
10 51 0 0
11 51 0 0
12 -----rrwrrrrrrr^rrrrrrwrwwrrrrrrr^.r. r^w^+wr^r^r..+r+rrr,rrrrrrw
13 w.irrrw.rww—wr-----rw^M
14 69 0 0
15 75 0 0
16 72' 0 0
17 62 T 0	 T
18 51 0 0
19 rrrrrrrr	 .nrrrrr^.rrw^.,rrrwrrr
20 rrrrr^ry.rrw^wr.r wrrrwrr.yrrrrrr^.wr^^wwww.rrrrrr^rrrwrw+wrrrrr^rr^errr.^rr.wrr^r^wrrrrr
21 .52 .06 0
22 50 .31 0	 T
23 48 .01 0	 T	 T	 T
24 43 .18 0	 .02	 .01	 T	 T .01	 T
25 43 0 0
26 rrrrrrrrrrw+iw^w.+.wrrrrwrrr+^rrrw+rrr^rrr rws..a.rrrrrrr
27 wrrrrr----rr-----rwr	 rarrr---------r.n r++.r^.rr.wrrrrw
28 41 .05 0
29 37 0 0
30 38 0 0
31 54 0 0
NOTE:	 T Indicates Trace
SOURCE; U.S. Department of Commerce, Environmental. Science Services
Administration, "Local Climatological Data," Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
October, 1968,
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M
Novemberp 1968
W
0
R	 Average	 Precipitation	 Precipitation During Workday
K	 Temp of	 Total 24 hrs.
D	 for day	 Water Snow	 a .m.	 p.m.
A
Y	 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5
1 59 0 0
2 wrwrrwrw^+..^wnrrr.^^rrrrrrrrwwrwrrrwwrrwrwwMa^^r^w^r^wrwwwwrr.n..rwr..rr^rr*rr.^^frrrwrwwww^r0
3 ^rrrr00rrrrr^rr w-- i------
4 39 0 0
5 42 110 0	 T
6 45 .41 0	 003 .02 .03 .04 .01 o02 .02 .02 .02 .04
7 40 .03 0	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T
8 34 T T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T
9 ----- ----- rr.wwww+wwrwawrwrwrrrww..rrrwwwrr ► ,ww^+^r/q^+wr
10 rrwrrrrrrwrwwwrr r...r	 nr.n—r— —rrwwr,r.www^arr^
11 36 0 0
12 35 0 0
13 37 0 0
14 44 119 0
15 43 .23 0	 T	 T
16 rr-----rr -----rwr..rr.... rw.w^+eM^r+w^rwr+..rw^.^wwr.ww..+....rrr.wrrrr+w+w+r
17 w--rr- rrr..rrrwrw^^Ir^YwY^+MMMIM ^MP^rr 4rrrrw^w^NM^iM^,Yrrrr^warrl^
18 35 T T
19 28 0 0
20 26 T T	 T	 T	 T
21 42 0 0
22 42 0 0
23 ..r—rrr --rrw—rr rwrrrw.rrrrrrwrrrrrrrrrrrrw
24 p.rrrwrrrwr	 r.r----rrrw.^rrrr^wrwwrrrw^w.^r^.w..rrwr
25 32 102 T
26 41 0 0
27 32 0 0
28 a^rw.iwrrrwwrswrw rrrrwrw.rrrww.rrrw^.rrrww..rrrn.rwr.wwww^w..rwrrMryrwr..rwr.wrwrwww.^rrr.^wrp+
29 32 T T
30 rw.y....—w—.rwrwwrwr.rrrr.r.^++rr*+.+Nwrrowrrrrrrr^w.rrrYrr ^wr
NOTE:	 T Indicates Trace
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Environmental Science Services
Administration, "Local Climatological Data," Milwaukee $ Wisconsin
November, 1968
^	 '	 I
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ri
December, 1968
W
0
R Average Precipitation
	 Precipitation During Workday
	 ,4.9^
K Temp of Total. 24 hrs.
D for day Water Snow	 a.m.	 p.m.
A
X 8	 9
	 10	 11	 12	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
wrorrtyw^wwanrrrrwwrp.gw r.+ r.+war.wnrrrr.awra.rwew^rwrwrrwwwr.wrrr^ww.rrwww.rrw^wrwar^.rwrWwrrwwaw ^y
2 36 .01 T	 T	 T	 T
3 36 0 0
4 36. T T
5 26 .01 01	 T	 T
6 19 0 0
artwrl^rr^rwr+yrrwrwrwwr^wwrra..nrrwwrrrMw^a+rrrrerrdr^srr^rirrrrwrwrww^rrwrawf.+.r.aw/rrrrrrrr
 
rrr------r Mrww...rrrwrrr
9 27 T T	 T
10 31 0 0
11. 36 0 0
12 50 T 0'	 T	 T
13 33 101 11	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 T	 .01
14 .U....rbrrrw. •wr^rieq ra^.ww^r.Rrrw rr...mn.^rwwrMwrrhlr^rNr.rr.rwwwewwrr.rrrr.wr^sn.wrwrwrrrrr^rrM
15
16 ,^0 0
w,wryrwrrr.rr^wrw^rr^rwrNCwMrrwwrw .rww.cwwrrwwrrrrrrr«.r.wrrw.r..wrr.yr...r.r^.wwrrww^ ...r^r
0
17 23 0 0
18 29 .18 T	 T	 T	 T
19 36 .66 .5.	 .01
	
T	 T	 T	 .01	 T	 T	 T
20 26 T T	 T
21 r—rrrwe	 rr----rrr^rrw^rrMrtMrr^rw wrr+w
22 lw-ra----r—.er wr.r^r rrrnn^rs wwr rwerawww^r.w.^wrrwrt^ Nr^errwr^..wwr.we rw +^rw^^rr rr^wrwr^wrnwu^ww w
23 23 .01 .1
2."M rr—Yaye.fwFirw+Ftrr^lrrwrpOwrr+.^ralrrril
25 rsanr^raarwrrwrw^rwrwwru.r .^rrr^rr.rrawww rrrrrrtirrrr..iw^rrMwrrr.rwrr+.^e++.rwr^wrrw.^rrw
26 24 .04 .5	 T	 T	 T	 T
27 36 .40 0	 .04 .02	 .04 .02 .04 T
	
T	 T	 T	 T
28 rrwww.wrwrw^.wrwMrrwrrA.rw.rr+rww.nrrwwr^
29 rwrwrww..r----rw«cwwewrrrwwwrrrwrr.rMr—..rrwrrwrrrwrrrrrrr..r^w^v^..rr.errrw.r.rrrrw ra.^
30 21 .13 2,7	 T	 901	 T	 T	 T	 .01 .02 .02 .01
31 rrrrrwrrprr.r.rrNtiwrr.rr..g----ww—rn►sr^r w+rl.^r .r Y^.rwa.gwwwwy+r.yy
NOTE: T Indicates Trace
SOURCE: U..S. Department of Commerce, Environmental Science Services
Administration, "Local Climatological Data," Milwaukee;, Wisconsin
December, 1968
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APPENDIX B
Computer Print- put; House Days Lost: Milwaukee, 1958
33.3
MAI
w
_ :.
IDAY START A B C
	 A:DST dLOST CLOST PROA PROS PROC
W
o-P
1 11 1 1 1 A6 B5 C3 11 0 0 0 0 09 1 1 1 A6 85 C3 31 0 0 0 0 03 9 1 1 1 A6 35 C3 60 0 0 0 0 04 9 1 1 1 A6 35 C3 98 0 0 0 0 05 9 1 1 1 A6 B5 C3 145 0 0 0 0 0
_- ^- 6 _ 9 'J ^ 0 145 0 0 56 0 J
9 0 0 0 145 0 0 65 0 08 9 0 Q 0 145 0 0 74 O 09 9 0 0 0 145 0 0 27 56 O10 9 0 0 0 145 0 0 77 65 0
11 9 0 0 0 145 0 0 27 74 O
_	 1 2 9 0 0 0 •
_ 
--
._
--- I45 0 0 27 83 01 3_. 9 . 0 _o . - 7 _. 	 _..-. _	 _	 ___ ...	 -	 145 0 0 27 36 56
14 9 0 0 0 145 0 0 27 36 65
15 9 0 0 0 145 0 0 27 36 74
16 9 0 0 0 145 0 0 27 36 83
17 9 1 1 1 Al BI Cl 181 36 83 27 36 R3
18 9 0 0 8
 181 36 83 36 36 9219 9r 0 1 0 _._._	 181 72 83 36 45 36
20 9 0 1 0 81 181 117 83 36 54 27
21 9 0 0 0 181 IIT 83 27 63 27
22 9 0 0 0 18f 117 83 2? 63 27
23 11 0 1 0 81 181 180 83 29 72 1824	 9^- 6 1 0 _ 81 .. 181 252 83 29 81 !825 9^ 0 0 0 -.	 -	 -	 181. 252 83 29 8! 27
26 9 0 0 0 181 252 83 2T 65 45
` 27 9 0 0 0 181 252 83 27 56 54
28 9 0 0 0 181 252 83 27 38 8129 9 0 0 0 ISI 252 83 27 38 90
_ 30
-
9 
-.. 0L I I A6 B5
-
C3 217 290 173 2T 38 9031- 9 0 0 217 290 173 36 36 92
32 9 0 0 0 217 290 173 36 36 74
33 9 0 0 0 217 290 173 36 36 '65
34 9 0 0 0 217 290 173 27 45 47
35 9 0 0 0 217 290 173 iT 45 47
R 36 9_ 0 0 0 217 290 IT3 27 45 4537- 4 ' t 1 1 A6 Bfi ..
_	 _
C3 253 335 218 27 45 45
38 9 J 0 0 253 335 218 36 45 45
39 9 0 0 0 253 335 218 36 36 54
40 9 1 1 1 Al Ri C1 298 371 272 36 36 54
.41 9 0 0 0 298 371 272 45 36 54
42 9 0 0 0 298 371 272 36 45 54
43 9 0 0 0 298 371 272 36 45 54
44 27 0 0 0 298 371 272 45 54 54
45 13 0 0 0 298 371 272 49 54 45
46 13 0 0 0 298 371 272 53 45 54
47 13 0 3 0 298 371 272 39 63 54
48 13 0 0 0
_..
298 371 272 39 58 63
49 13 0 0 0 298 371 272 39 62 63
.	 50 13 0 0 0 298 371 272 39 64 43
51 13 0 0 0 298 371 272 39 52 72
e
W
r-4
to
DAY
_--,___..-------------
START A 6 C
--------------------------- .___!._
ALOST BLOST CLOST
__________„_--_----------_------______-------------_-_-------
PROA PROB PROC
52 1 13 0 0 0 298 371 272 39 52 76
53 13 0 0 0 29+8 371 272 39 52 71
54 13 0 0 0 298 371 272 39 52 75
55 13 0 0 0 298 371 272 39 52 79
56 13 0 0 0 298 371 272 39 52 65
57 13 0 0 0 298 371 272 39 52 65
58 13 0 0 0 298 371 272 39 52 65
59 13 1 1 1 Al 5L Cl 350 423 337 39 52 65
60 13 0 0 0 350 423 337 52 52 65
61 13 0 0 0 350 +423 337 52 52 65
62 13 0 0 0 350 423 337 52 52 65
63 13 0 0 0 350 423 337 39 65 65_
64 ­ - i3 0 ' 0 0 ^- 330 +423 337 39 65 65
65 18 0 0 0 350 423 337 44 65 65
66 18 0 0 0 350 423 337 49 65 65
67 18 1 1 1 Al 81 C_2 417 488 402 49 65 65
68 18 1 1 0 A4 $3 502 553 402 49 65 52
____	
69 _ 18 0 _0 0 502 553 402 90 5.2 65
-	 70 18 0 ­6 0 . _	 ^. 502 553 402 90 57 65
71 l8 0 0 0 502 553 402 90 62 65
72 18 0 0 0 502 553 402 54 103 65
73 I8 0 0 0 502 553 +402 54 108 78
74 18 0 0 0 502 553 402 54 108 TO
75 18 0 0 0 502 553 402 54 108 75
76 18 0 0 0 502 553 402 54 72 116
77 18 I 1 0 A2 81 C2 574 625 402 54 72 103
78 1A 1 0 A4 83 664 697 402 54 72 90
79 18 0 0 0 664 697 402 90 72 90
80 18 0 0 b 664 697 402 90 72 90
Al 16 1 1 1 A2 81 C2 772 769 492 90 72 90
82 18 1 1 0 A4 61 898 $41 492 90 72 36
83 18 0 D 0 898 841 492 126 72 54
84 18 0 0 0 898 841 49.2 90 108 72
85 1B 0 0 0 898 841 492 90 108 72
86 18 0 0 0 898 841 492 54 144 72
87 42 0 0 0 898 841 492 78 144 90
88 23 0 0 0 898 841 49.2 83 108 126
89 23 0 0 0 898 841 492 88 108 126
90 23 0 0 0 898 841 492 69 96 162
91 23 0 0 0 898 841 492 69 101 162
92 23 0 0 0 ^. 898 841 492 69 106 162
93 23 0 0 0 898 841 492 69 111 126
94 23 0 0 0 898 841 492 69 92 150
95 23 0 0 0 898 841 492 69 92 119
96 23 0 0 0 898 841. 492 69 92 124
97 23 0 0 0 898 841 492 69 92 129
98 23 0 0 0 898 841 492 69 92 .134
99 23 0 0 0 898 $41 '492 69 92 115
100 23 0 0 0 898 841 492 69 92 115
101 23 0 0 0 898 841 492 69 .92 115
102 23 0 0 0 898 841 492 69 92 its
i
DAY START A B C
	 ALOST BLOST CLOST PROA PROS PROC
__-r_-_ -_..-..-..__..--___-,.._--r-+.-.r-__-____----_-....._.o-_---r__---_.....-_-...._--.+....--ir..ter.._-__.._--_...-----_-+. -..-___..-w----...--r--
103 23 0 C 0 -- - b98 R41 492 69 92 115
104 23 0 0 0 898 841 492 M 92 115
105 23 0 0 0 898 841 492 64 92 115
106 23 0 0 0 898 841 492 69 92 115
107 23 0 0 0 898 841 492 69 92 115
108 23 0 0 0 898 841 492 69 92 115
109 41-^0 0 _ _ _ -	 898 841 492 87 92 115
110 22 0 0 0 898 841 492 86 92 115
111 22 0 0 0 898 641 492 85 92 115
112 22 0 0 0 898 841 192 66 110 115
113 22 0 0 0 898 841 492 66 109 115
114 22 0 0 0 898 841 492 66 108 115
113 ' Z2 ' -0^
._.^. _-- -.	 .._	 --_	 -	 .-
 - 698 841 492 66 107 115
. .
116 22 0 0 0 898 841 492 66 88 133
1 .17 22 0 0 0 $98 841 492 66 .88 132
118 22 0 0 0 - 898 841 492 66 88 131
119 22 0 0 0 898 841 492 66 88 .130
120 22 1 1 1 A2 9 1. C2 - 986 929 622 66 _58 130
121 22 1 1 0 . A4 B3 -1696' 1017 622 66 88 16T
_	 122 22 1 1 0 A5 B4 1228 1105 622 66 88 66
121 ' 22 1 1 0 A3 BZ -1382 1193 622 66 89 44
124 22 1 1 1 A2 Bl C2 1558 1281 666 66 88 44
W	 --	 125 22 1 1 1 A2 31 C2 1756 1369 710 66 88 44
226 22 1 1 1 A2 BI Cl .^ _ _._ 
	 __.
 _	
--	 _ -- 1976 1457 754 66 _
 as 44	 .^
127 22 1 1 0 A4 83 2218 1545 754 66 as 22-
I28 22 1 1 0 A5 84 2482 1633 754 66 88 0
129 L8 0 0 0 2482 1633 754 119 .88 22
_	 130 17 0 0 0 2482 1633 754 172 88 44
131 17 0 0 0 2482 1633 754 225 Be 66
132 17 0 0 0
 
2492 1633 754 192 141 88
133 17 ^•000 0 2482 1633 754 134 194 1t0
134 17 0 0 0 2482 1633 754 76 247 110
•	 135 17 0 0 0 2482 1633 754 51 267 110
136 17 0 0 0 2462 1633 754 51 209 163
137 17 0 0 0 2482 1633 754 51 151 216
r	 138 17 0 0 0 2482 1633 754 51 93 269
139 —'17 - 0 0 p "
 2482 1633 754 51 68 289
-	 140 IT 0 0 0 2482 1633 T54 51 68 284
141 17 1 t 0 A3 82 2550 1701 754 51 68 209
_	 142 17 0 1 0 B3 2550 1769 754 68 as 134
-	 143 17 0 0 0 2550 1769 754 68 85 76
144 17 0 0_0 A2 BL C2 2550 1769 754 68 85 51_
145- -17­ 1 1 0 A3 tt2 -	 - -	 - - .	 2635 1854 754 68 85 34
146 17 0 0 0 2635 1854 754 68 102 51
147 IT 0 0 0 2635 1854 754 68 85 85
148 17 0 0 0 2635 1854 754 68 85 85
149 17 0 0 0 2635 1854 754 51 102 85
150 i7 0 1 0 92 2635 1956 754 51 119 85
—. f s
_
-25	 6 t-W — 2635 1956 750 1 - 59 102 102
152 14 0 0 0 2635 1956 754 56 102 85
153 14 0 0 0 2635 1956 754 53 102 BS
4
WDAY	 START A B C ALOST BLAST CLOST RROA PROB RROC
--------------_.._.-_-----_-_-_-_---_--.._____-__-_----
__....------_----------------. ----------------------..___....___- ..__..,..._..___.
- •Y-
^
- 154 r14
, 0
0 0 2635 t956 754 42 76. 1 t9155 14 0 0 4 2635 1956' 754 42 73 136
156 14 1 1 1 A2 81 Ct 2691 2029 890 42 73 136157 14 1 1 0. A4 83 2761 2102 890 42 73 102158 14 0 0 0 2761 2102 890 70 70 102
-----^'`
14 0 0 0 2761 2102 890 70 67 102160 14 0 0 0^ 2161 2102 890 70 56 76
161 14 0 0 0 2761 2102 890 42 84 73
162 14 0 0 0 2761 2102 890 42 84 87163 14 0 0 0. 2761 2102 890 42 84 84
L64 14 1 . 1 0 A3 82 2817 2186 890 42 84 67165 14 1 1 0 A4 X33 2687 2270 890 42 84 42166 14 —1 ' 1 '-6 -A5 84 2971 2354 890 42 84 28167 14 0 0 0 2971 2354 890 84 84 28168 14 0 0 0 2971 2354 890 84 56 56
169 14 0 0 0 29TI 2354 890 84 56 70170 14 0 0 0 2971 2354 890 42 98 84171 14 0 0 0
 _	 _	
.. _ _ 2971 2354 890 42 98 98172 14 0 0 0 2971 2354 890 42 98 98173 18 0 0 0 2971 2354 890 46 98 7O
174 15 1 1 0 A3 82 3032 2452 890 46 98 56175 15 1 1 0 A4 83 3108 2550 890 46 98 42
176 15
. 0 0 0 3108 2550 890 77' 56 84177 L^.,_ . 1 1 . 0 A3 B2 _ 3200 2606 890 77 56 TO
178 15 0 0 0 3200 2606 890 93 56 70
179 15 0 0 0 3200 2606 890 90 60 84180 15 0 0 0 3200 2606 890 60 91 98181 15 b 0 0 3200 2606 890 45 101 56182 15 0 0 0 3200 2606 890 45 108 70
_.._- -_1§3 15 ...0 0 0 - 3200 2606 890 45 105 74184 15 1 1 1 A2 Bt C2 3260 2711 964 45 105 74185 15 1 1 1 A2 81 C2 3335 2816 L038 45 105 74186 15 1 1 0 A3 83 3425 2921 1038 45 105 60187 15 0 0 0 3425 2921 1038 90 75 91188 15 0 0 0 3425 2921 1038 90 60 107189 _ -15 0 . 0 Q 3425 2921 1.038 90 60 108
190 15 0 0 4 3425 2921 1038 45 105 105
191 15 0 0 0 3425 2921 1038 45 105 120
192 I5 0 0 0 3425 2921 1038 45 • 105 90
193 34 0 0 0 3425 2921 1038 64 105 75194 15 0 0 0 3425 2921 1036 64 60 120
.195 . 15 0 0 0 3425 2921 1038 64 60 120
196 15 0 0 0 3425 2921 1038 45 79 120
197 15 0 0 0 3425 2921 1038 45 79 120
198 15 0 0 0 3425 2921 1038 45 79 120199 15 0 1 0 al 3425 3000 1038 45 94 60200 15 0 0 0 3425 3000 1038 45 94 60
•,	 201 15. 0 0 0 3425 3000 1038 45 T5 79
202 15 0 0 0 3425 3000 1038 45 75 79
203 15 0 0 0 3425 3000 1038 45 60 94
204 I5 0 0 0 3425 3000 1038 45 AO 109
f
DAY START A 8 C
	 ALOST BLOST C1OST PROA PROC PROC
--------------------------------
      - - ---------------------------------------------- ---------- -----------!!!!!!+
205 15 0 0 0 — -
rte- w - w _ w	 _	 _ w
	 -_ _ .	 -
3425 3000 1038 45 60 109
206 15 0 0 0 3425 3000 1038 45 60 90
207 15 .0 0 0 3425 3000 1038 4S 60 90
208 15 1 1 0 43 82 3485 3060 1038 45 60 60
209 15 0 1 0 BI 3485 3140 1038 60 75 45
210 15 0 0 0 3485 3120 1033 60 75 45
211 15 0 00  -	 -	 3485 3120 1038 60 75 45 -- -
212 15 0 0 0 3485 3120 1038 45 90 45
213 15 0 0 0 3485 3120 1038 45 75 75
214 15 0 0 0 3485 3120 1038 45 75 90
215 15 0 0 0 3485 3120 1038 43 75 90
216 26 0 0 0 3435 3120 1036 56 60 10'5
2!Y__ 15	 0 0 0 —
_
 -	 -	 3485 3120 ' 1038
_
- 56 66 101
218 15 0 0 0 3485 3120 1038 56 60 90
219 15 1 1 1 42 Bl C2 3556 3180 1128 56 60 90
i	 220 15 0 1 0 B2 3556 3240 1128 60 86 75g	 221 15 0 0 0 35'56 3240 1128 60 86 75
i.	 222 15 p 0 0 3556 3240 1128 60 86 60
223 15 0 0 0  -	 3556 3240 1128 45 loo 60
224 15 0 0 0 3556 3240 1128 45 75 86
225 15 0 0 0 3556 3240 1128 45 75 101
__226 15 0 1 0 82 3556 3315 1128 45 90 86
w	 22: 15 0 0 0 3556 3315 1128 45 90 86
00	 228 15 0 0 0
--	 — -	
---
- -_.._	
3556 3315 1128 45 75 101
229 15 0 0 0 --•	 ---	 --	 3556 3315 1128 45 15-'^
_	
230 15 0 0 0 3556 3315 1128 45 60 90
231 15 0 0 0 3556 3315 1128 45 60 105
_	 232 15 _0 0 0 3556 3315 1128 45 60 105
233 15 0 0 0 3556 3315 1128 45 60 90
234 15 0 0 0 3556 3315 1128 45 60 90
235 15 -^0 0 ^.	 _--- -._	 _...... __	 3556 3315 - 1126 45 60 t5-
236 27 .0 0 0 3556 3315 1128 57 60 75
237 13 0 0 0 3556 3315 1128 55 60 75
238 13 0 0 0 3556 3315 1128 53 60 75
239 13 0 0 0 3556 3315 1128 39 72 75
2 40 13 0 0 0 3556 3315 1128 39 70 75
241 13 0 0 0 --- _ _ _...	 _	 __ _.	 _ --	 3556 3315 1125 39 68 75
242 13 0 0 0 3556 3315 1128 39 66 T5
243 13 0 0 0 3556 3315 1128 39 52 87
244_ 13 0 0 0 3556 3315 1128 39 52 as
245 13 Q D 0 3556 3315 1128 39 52 83
246 13 0 0 0 3556 3315 1128 39 52 81i	 --
_T47 E3^-0 -Q -	 -._	 3556 3315 1128 39 52 74
j	 248 13 0 0 0 3556 3315 1128 39 52 65
f	 249. 13- 1 1 0 A2 82 3608 3367 1128 39 52 52
250 13 1 1 0 A4 B3 3677- 3419 1128 39 52 39
251 13 0 0 0 3673 3419 1128 65 52 39
252_ 13 0 0 0_ 3673 3419 1128 65 52 39_
253. 0
_ 
1 1 1 AZ B2 C3	 - ' -	 --^^ --	 - _	 -- - -	 3751 3471 1167 65 52 39
254 13 1 1 1 Al B1 Cl 3842 3523 1206 65 52 19
I
APPENDIX C
Computer Program: House rays Lost
r.1
a
ryry
ii
a i
319
Mp
a,"
MON$$	 JOB JOO-0001 U391-46-5428 B.C. FOR NASA
►^oH... _.. _ A
	
1tt t 2
MDNS$	 ASGN MDM
MON$$	 MODE GOtTEST
wnN!t S 	 ASGN Mrnt 14
--
M^7 y S	 EXEA FORTRAN:,t,tttWEATHER
INTEGER ALOST,BLOSTeCLOST:DSTART,A,BtC, PROA,PROBt PROC
DI ME NSION _TARR1136 AREI-1_L,S.L..r
...100.FDRMAT(1H1e5X,3HDAYt2X:5HSTART,L Xt 5HA B C,
16OX 02HALOST BLOST CLOST PROA PROB PROC /)
-, . ...102 FDRMAT( I3t2Xtl2 v2Xtllt4XYIlt4X*.IIr15A4)
608 FORMAT { 5XtI39ZX , I2t2XtI1t1X , I1t1XtI1 ,15A4 93(15tlX ) t3(ISIIX))
. _ ALO.S.T.= 0._
BLOST=0
CLOST=Q
105 IARR(I1=0
10^r LINE=O
I T E.[3s1Q.111._.-..
WRITE( 3t 101)
200 REAI3.(1 t IO2) IDAYtDSTARTrA,B tCsLABEL
_tAR R( 1 }_IA IL( I I+nSIART
.....	 PROA=IARRt2)+IARR(3)+IARR(4)
PRLIB=IARRIS)+IARRt6I+IARR(!)+IARR(B)
320
pRor. =IAA3I9L+IASB.i1D-L+LARRI111+1ARR112.1+IARRA 1.3,1._...^
_._.._. .	 IF[C.VE.11 GO. TO 300
CLOST=CLOST+PROC
Go Tn 301
MD IARR(13)=IARR(12)
_IARRII2)=IARRf11]
IA.RRIII)=IAR.R[10)
._	 _. IARRI 9) =0..
.301. CIIKTINUE
_...._^ .. __BLOST=BLOST+PRQB
GO TO 401
^._. tS].0 I QR ( 9) -_I A R R ( 9) +
IARR{8).-.I ARR (7.).
__..._.-_.
	
IARR(T)=IA.RR(6) .
-	 IARR(5)=0.	 _...
401.. COMMUE
_ ...._ _.__..... ALOST=AL0ST±PR0A+I ARR ( 1)
.-.—G O _. TO 800
__....._....at^.0. I.^►► R.A [ S ] =lA R.t^I, ^) + ^' ^ RB.1.^._...^^
	
..	 .. .
•	 321
__-----IARR(4)=IARR(3)
... IARR(3)=IARRi2)
._..,...
	
	
_1 A Q ED....(.2L-.tL._.......-._._...	 ._._...,._ ._ _._ . _ _ 	 -	 .. ..............._ .^_ 	 ......-............_.._.	 ._...
....IF.(IARRt11.GT.75) Gn TO 600
_ ._ ... .LS T R T= I AP R (L )
., ....._.	 GB TO. 601
_..-.600 .ISTRT=75'
T A R R t 1 L sLARR UL- .75 
_ 60 1 .IARR (2! =IARR (2).+.I STRT .
.800 CONTINUE
PR n A= T A R R S 21 ±I.ARR I 1+ i A R R t 41 .^_ .^ _	 _-_^_ _---. r.	 ._
_-. -_.-PROB=IARR(5)+IARR(6)+IAR.R(7)+IARR(8)
_._.._..	 PRO.0=I4RRt9)+IARR(10)+LARR(11)+IARR(12)+IARR(13)
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THE IMPACT OF IMPROVED SATELLITE WEATHER PREDICTION INFORMATION ON
THE OPERATIONS OF A COMMON CARRIER TRUCKING COMPANY
Brad Alfrey>,.
ORGANIZATION
The purpose of this study'is to explore the effect of weather on a common
carrier trucking operation in order to determine the value to a trucker of im-
proved weather prediction information.
The effect of weather on common carrier trucking will be analyzed by means
of a case study. The subject of this case study is the Gateway Transportation
Company--a large, general freight common carrier. Much of the data included
>-n the following chapters were taken directly from internal records of the Gate -
wzy Company. Much of the analysis concerns operations in 1968; both the
weather and Gateway's operations were fairly typical in that year.
There are a number of functions or activities in which a common carrier
must engage to operate, and this study will look at those functions that are
affected by weather. In each case, the operational function will be described
with special emphasis on the way weather conditions affect the efficiency or
organization of the function. Then the costs of the effect of weather and of
attempts to avoid the effect of weather will be explored. Once the costs of
School of Business, University of Wisconsin.
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adverse weather have been determined, the .possibility of avoiding these costs
will be discussed and the potential savings determined. The conclusion to
each discussion will be a description of the potential savings due to improved
weather prediction information, the probable savings Gateway would realize
due to expected management reaction with improved information, and an explana-
tion of any difference between the probable and potential savings. Where it is
possible to combine parts of the discussion without obscuring important points,
this will be done.
Chapter II is a descriptive discussion of the operations of a common car-
rier trucker, followed by a brief description of the Gateway Transportation
Company. Chapter III concerns itself with sales activities, the first step in
any commercial venture. Chapter IV begins the discussion of the transportation
function with a coverage of pick-up and delivery operations. Chapter V contin-
ues this discussion with a coverage of germinal dock operations. The transporta- 	
It
tion function is completed in Chapter VI where line haul is discussed. The	 r
safety function, which is closely allied with the transportation function is
covered in Chapter VIL The cost of claims, which may arise in a number of
functions, is the subj ct of Chapter VIII. Chapter IX discusses freezable
service, an aspect of operations that is particularly affected by weather. Then
Chapter X combines the results of the previous Chapters to show the total value
of improved weather prediction information in all aspects of operations.
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INTRODUCTION
Common Carrier Operations
Common carriers are not able to operate as freely as would be ideal to
minimize operating costs. Each common carrier has a certificate of convenience
and necessity from the Interstate Commerce Commission that states explicitly
what points the carrier may serve, the routes it may use to reach these points,
and the commodities it may carry. Common carriers must serve all customers
demanding their service and may not engage in "undue" discrimination in pric-
ing.
In the case of a trucking company, these restrictions infringe on potential
operating efficiency in several ways. Most importantly, a carrier may not alter
his route to avoid adverse weather unless his certificate allows him to use i^::
alternate route, and this is not often the case. Furthermore, a carrier may not
abandon service to a location where adverse weather problems are chronic unless
there is ,another carrier available to maintain the service. The issuance of cer-
tificates limits the number of carriers that may serve any one point. This cer-
tificating of carriers affects operating efficiency indirectly in that it encourages
service competition rather than price ccmpetition. The service competition
problem will receive further attention in the discussion cif sales in Chapter III.
Trucking operations do not display an annual pattern of activities in the
same sense that agricultural activities do. A more relevant way to describe
typical., trucking operations is to examine the movement of a shipment from ori-
gin to destination.
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Shipments originate with the decision of a shipper to move goods. In most
cases, the shipper has previously sent many other shipments so he knows how
long it should take from the time this shipment leaves his plant until it arrives
at the destination. He also knows when he wants the shipment to arrive. To
determine when the shipment must be ready to leave, he simply suhtracts the
movement time from the desired arrival time. As long as the carrier is able to
maintain this normal movement time, the shipper is satisfied.
Carriers attempt to normalize pickup procedures by scheduling stops on a
regular basis, but shippers often request that pickups be made at a particular
time for their convenience. In either case, the carrier and shipper agree on a
time for the shipment to be picked up by the carrier. The .
 carrier's local or
city equipment is used for deliveries in the morning and for pickups in the
afternoon. Each truck makes a number of pickups on each trip as nearly all
shipments are less than truckload size. When the pickup vehicles are full or
when the pickup period ends ,  these trucks return to the terminal with their
loads. In order to maintain the carrier's promised pickup schedule these trucks
must realize at least the expected average speed of movement between stops
and the expected rate of loading and unloading at the stops.
As the pickup and delivery equipment returns to the terminal it is unloaded
and the individual shipments are moved to line haul vehicles that are destined
for the appropriate destination terminals. Shipments from one local unit gen-
erally go into a number of line haul trailers, and shipments to one line haul
trailer generally come from a number of .local units. Drivers are called in to
take the line haul units out as loads are completed late in the evening.
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The line haul portion of the trip is the movement between origin and des-
tination terminals. Line haul may be interrupted if a truck contains shipments
for several terminals, either because the truck stops off at intermediate points
to leave freight or, more commonly, because the shipments in the truck are
consolidated with shipments from other such mixed loads at a central terminal
along the route.
As the line haul vehicles arrive at destination terminals they are unloaded
and the shipments are reloaded in local vehicles to be delivered to the shippers'
customers. This operation is exactly the inverse of the pickup and lane haul
loading operation described above. Each shipment is then delivered to the
appropriate location, emptying the local equipment to begin pickup operations
again.
The preceding paragraphs have given a very brief description of four truck-
ing functions that may be affected by weather. These functions are sales,
pickup and delivery, dock handling of freight, and line haul movement. The
effect of weather will be discussed in later chapters.
Movements of freight in a terminal, within a city, or over the highway
expose the carrier to accident risk. Any time shipments are lost or damaged
the carrier is exposed to possible claim liabilities. The effect of weather on
these two somewhat cross functional activities will be examined in detail: later.
A program of special precautions to protect commodities from freezing dur-
ing the cold winter months is regularly instituted. The cost of freezable serv-
ice will also be examined in a later chapter.
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Gateway Transportation Co.
Gateway 'transportation Co. is a large common carrier of general commodi-
ties. Operations in 1968 extended from St. Louis, Missouri, to Buffalo, New
York and from Minneapolis, Minnesota to Miami, Florida. During 1968 Gateway
trucks traveled more than 60 million miles intercity, moving a total of over 850
million ton-miles of freight. Operating revenues were 868, 431, 000 and net
income was $2, 5861 000.
Gateway provides a particularly useful case study example. Nearly every
available type of freight is carried by Gateway. Since the demand for service
dictates the relative importance of individual items in total movement, Gateway
approximates the industry in terms of relative ton-mile carriage by commodity
as well. Gateway is a large enough company to fc 1 the effect of weather wher-
ever it 4s sign^fica,nt, but there is no reason to believe that Gateway responds
any differently to weather than do other carriers. And, finally, Gateway routes
	 't
over both northern and southern geographical areas with a relative intensity of
	 - f
usage approximating that of general trucking activities.
On a more essential, although mundane, level, Gateway management and
employees down to the clerical level cooperated most fully with this research
effort.. Important people gave willingly many hours of their time, files were
opened to extensive and intensive scrutiny, and office facilities were made
available where needed. Certainly Gateway deserves much credit for the suc-
cess of this. study.
i
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SALES
Effect of Weather
Trucking is an extremely competitive business. There is strong intra--
industry competition coming from railroads, barges and ships, and, in some
cases, from air freight. interindustry competition comes from other trucking
companies and from private trucking where a shipper has adequate freight to
make this alternative practical.. Where service is being handled . by common
carrier truckers, price tends to be uniform between companies, and competi-
tion takes the form of consistency and level of quality of service. Uniform
pricing is a direct consequence of industry regulation.
Shippers are extremely aware of poor quality service, and they do not
hesitate to react to quality variations. Since most shippers move freight as a
part of a business operation, poor service represents a real cost to them.
Typically, shippers worry only about preparing the product for shipment and
	 N
hold the carrier responsible for maintaining reasonable service levels. 	 r
Weather affects service directly by delaying pickup and delivery and line
haul movements. Where pickup and delivery operations are delayed by bad
weather, the shipper is as aware of these conditions as is the carrier; the
shipper normally does not hold the carrier responsible for these delays.. In the
case of line haul delay, the shipper is not always aware of the bad weather,
but if in inquiring about delays in his shipments discovers they are due to bad
weather, he usually accepts this cause as reasonable. Carriers compete to
give the best level of service possible (at a profit) so that there is little ad-
vantage to the shipper to change carriers for a delay caused by weather. Since
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all carriers operate under the same weather. conditions, the shipper's only al-
ternative is to use another mode. It is intuitively obvious that the effect of
weather varies substantially between modes.
Weather affects service indirectly whenever it contributes to a service
deterioration whose primary cause lies elsewhere. Examples of this type of
service deterioration include freight lost or damaged in accidents where weather
is involved, freight delayed in terminal handling where cold weather contributes
to backups, or freight frozen due to poor handling by terminal personnel. Put-
ting this argument in broader terms, where weather indirectly causes perform-
ance of trucking functions to be less than optimally efficient, any resulting
service deterioration twill tend to cause the shipper to change carriers. But
any other factor that causes service to deteriorate will also have this effect
so that it is impossible to tell to what extent weather causes accounts to be
.cost by any one company.
Service failures that upset customers also cost the carrier through claims
or increased labor and material costs. While it is possible to avoid these
cost elements by not operating when weather is adverse, to do so is to lower
the level of quality of service to zero. Where ser°-' a ceases to measure up
to reasonably expected levels, the shipper will change to another carrier.
Shippers see consistency of service .
 as being particularly important. 1 This
For example, see "Consistency, the Carriers Aae in the Hole, " by P.
Ronaly Stephenson and Ronald P. Willet in Transportation fournal, Vol. VII
( Spring, 19 69).
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Mt'
imeans a shipper does not dare to avoid costs by suspending service unless he
expects other carriers to be forced to do the same thing.
The conclusion to be drawn from this analysis is that weather has very
little effect on the sales function of a trucking company, and that what little
effect it does have is so mixed in with other factors as to make it impractical
if not impossible to extract.
Value of Im roved Information
The absence of costs attributable to adverse weather in this area elim-
inates any possibility of savings due to improved information. However, im-
proved information may provide a benefit to trucking companies that they are
not presently enjoying.
As was stated earlier, consistency of service is a primary measure of
quality. The meaning of consistency is not merely regularity, but regularity
at meeting a minimum standard. The standard to be met is delivery within ane
expected time period. 2 Where shippers can rely on carriers to maintain de--
livery schedules, it is often possible to carry inventories in the form of goods
in transit with only a very small cushion at the receiving end. The size of
r
the cushion necessary is dependent on the cost of ordering and carrying in-
ventory, the reliability of the delivery schedule, and the cost of a stock-out.
One reason why delivery schedules may not be reliable is that delays that are
2There is a strong theoretical, basis for this argument. In addition, letters
from disgruntled customers indicate consistency in maintaining schedules is of
the utmost importance to shippers.
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the result of adverse weather conditions occur at random intervals. If shippers
could be advised of these delays long enough in advance it would be possible
for them to increase the volume of their shipments in anticipation of these de-
lays so as to temporarily increase the size of the inventory cushion. This
extra cushion would then be consumed during the delay period. In this way it
would be possible to maintain a lower average inventory cushion with the
same level of risk. A carrier that engaged in this practice would be in a po-
sition to attract new business and insure the maintenance of accounts already
held.
The possibility of advising customers of impending delays was discussed
with a number of sales personnel in the Gateway organization, and a variety
of reactions was received. Some of the personnel thought the plan had great
potential, while others saw little merit in it. The workability of the plan de-
pends on the cost of running it. A system must be developed to choose those
customers to whom the information is of value, and a method of informing these
customers of the impending delays is necessary. Gateway salesmen already
make a practice of informing customers when a plant that normally receives a
large number of shipments is closed due to vacations, model changes, or a
strike. This practice could possibly be expanded to warn of weather related
delays.
At any rate, the consensus of top management is that some effort would
be made to use improved weather info_mation to improve customer relations.
A program would probably be started after discussions with customers to see
who wanted the service. Possibly the program would be started in a single
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market to test its effectiveness before expanding it to the whole system.
The value of such a service is incapable of measurement. Any program
that gives the shipper more for his money or lowers his costs will attract
business to the originator of the program, but the final effect is buried in a
myriad of causes that cannot be separated. Eventually, one would expect
the shippers themselves to watch the weather in scheduling their shipments.
But until they do, carriers can realize a benefit by doing this for them.
PICKUP AND DELIVERY
A functional aspect where Gateway personnel expect substantial weather
related costs is that of pickup and delivery. The extent of the cost in this
area is primarily based on the dramatic effect adverse weather has on urban
traffic flows. Snow covered, icy, or even wet streets can be expected to
slow delivery vehicle. speed enough to substantially limn: normal capacity for
this service. On a typical day during which this effect is experienced, the
volume of freight handled should show a noticeable drop.
Terminal managers atts::mpt to avoid this weather related cost in several,
ways. As delays develop, an extended period is necessary to complete de-
livery of the previous day's freight. Where possible, the subsequent pickup
operations will be extended until a later than normal hour in an attempt to
maintain the normal quantity of service, although there is usually ,little op-
portunity for extending operations.. Freight for outgoing shipments must be
assembled in the terminal soon enough to load the units and move them out
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as the lire haul drivers come on to their next shifts. I Rather than delay
shipments and incur layover costs, managers more often call in their city
trucks before pickup operations are complete.
Whenever pickups are curtailed, customer demand for improved service
results. Where the curtailment of pickups goes on for several days, this de-
mand for improved service can become quite strong; it is often alleviated only
when customers switch their business to another carrier. For this reason,
the terminal manager attempts to balance the service deterioration between
the shipping and receiving groups by holding back on deliveries and making
extra pickups. There are economies of utilization to be had through extending
service in this way as it becomes possible to consolidate several pickups or
deliveries to one customer and to work in more geographically concentrated
areas. There are, however, two cost elements that result from consolidation
of pickup and delivery services. The first cost factor is due to terminal con-
gestion. As deliveries are delayed, freight piles up in the terminal and gets 	 ,
in the way of efficient freight handling. The other cost factor is an additional
service deterioration due to congestion. When congestion occurs, freight is
more easily lost, loading and unloading takes longer, and personnel are
taken from their regular duties to aid in tracing. 2 All of these problems cause
l Drivers who are not in their home terminals are given a maximum of fif-
teen hours off between driving shifts. If there is no work for them at the end
of this fifteen hours, they'are automatically paid for layover until they begin
work, for a maximum of eight hours of layover at a time. In addition, each
time a driver is put on layover he receives a minimum of two hours of layover
pay,
2Tracing refers to informing a customer of the location of his shipment.
When shipments are late, customers frequently ask that they be traced.
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service to further deteriorate.
Efforts to alleviate terminal congestion extend throughout the system.
Other terminal managers hold back shipments to the congested terminal. If the
congested terminal is a break bulk point, other terminals attempt to load full
.toads and send them around the congested terminal. As a last resort, an em-
bargo will be declared on the congested terminal whereby all shipments to this
terminal will be held back. Attempts to hold freight from going to a congested
terminal, however, tend to spread the congestion to the other terminals. The
congestion then becomes a cost to these terminals, and the problem spreads
and feeds back on itself.
To put this matter in its broadest terms, pickup and delivery operations
become more costly whenever conditions are such that optimum use cannot be
made of equipment and driver time. This situation develops when adverse
weather occurs within the area of pickup and delivery and when adverse weather
that occurs elsewhere disrupts the pattern of operations at the terminal under
consideration.
The situation described here is extreme, but it does occur. 3 The tendency,
however, is present whenever weather conditions `urn adverse and demand for
service is relatively high.
A statistical study was made to test the degree to which variations in
pickup and delivery efficiency are attributable to variations in weather. It was
3A storm in March, 1967, that caused heavy snow in Chicago nearly para-
lyzed Gateway's operations there for more than a week and affected operations
in other terminals for nearly a week.
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expected that on days when adverse weather conditions occurred the efficiency
of pickup and delivery activities would be substantially less than on days when
the weather was good. The study was carried out using data on Gateway's
Chicago terminal activities during 1968.
Efficiency data was available in the form of work sheets showing daily
weight handled in pickup and delivery along with man-hours worked on the re-
spective days. The data included both freight handled in city vehicles and
freight loaded directly into line haul trailers spotted at customers' docks.4
Weather information was taken from the Local Climatological Data series
of the U. S. Weather Bureau for Chicago during 1968. The weather was classi-
fied as either good, marginal, or bad. Good weather was defined as no pre-
cipitation and an average temperature above 1.5°F. Bad weather was defined
	 I -
as more than a trace of precipitation during each of at least four or more hours
of the working day. Any weather that fits into neither the good nor the bad 	 ,ti
category was classified as marginal. Figure Z shows the frequency distribu-
tions of efficiency (measured in pounds per man-hour) for each of these cate-
gories. The table (on the following page) shows the mean, standard deviation,
and number of observations for each of the distributions.
Notice that the values of the standard deviation and the mean of the mar-
ginal weather distribution fall between the respective values of the good and
4Shipments that constitute full loads commonly are loaded directly into
line haul trailers to avoid unnecessary terminal costs. Since relatively little
time is spent driving around the city as opposed to simply loading or unload-
ing this freight, spotted loads tend to increase the efficiency of pickup and
delivery operations.
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Standard
Distribution Mean Deviation No. of Observations
Bad weather 2646 289 14
Marginal. weather 2675 270 113
Good weather 2711 239 98
bad weather distributions. The import of this fact is that if the existence of
a cause and effect relationship for the good and bad weather distributions is
rejected, then the possibility of a similar relationship for the marginal distribu-
tion and either of the other distributions must also be rejected.
The mean efficiency level of operations in good weather is 2711 pounds
per man--hour, while the mean efficiency level in bad weather is 2646 pounds
per man--hour, a drop of 2.4°10. The difference between these means is of a
magnitude that makes it difficult to say whether or not adverse weather condi-
tions affect pickup and'delivery operations. if adverse weather has no effect
on pickup and delivery operations, then the sample taken from good weather
days and the sample taken from bad weather days both come from the same
distributions of efficiency levels. A statistical test employing the ''t" distribu-
tion may be used to test the probability that two samples from the same popula-
tion could have the means and standard deviations found in the distributions
being examined here. 'phis test shows that the probability is about . 2 that
the means of the same distributions would be greater than 2.4% apart if they
were taken from the same population. Unfortunately, this probability level
does not allow for a particularly certain conclusion.
Another way to look at this problem is to examine at what point it would
be worthwhile for management to react to cost increases due to adverse weather.
J
p	
i
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This point will be measured here in terms of a percentage increase in the cost
of pickup and delivery operations in bad weather as opposed to good weather,
and cost will here be approximated by the level of efficiency, measured in
pounds per man-hour.
Management's estimate of the minimum cost increase magnitude to which
it would react is 10 11/6 of cost under normal conditions. The probability that
costs actually are 10% greater under adverse conditions, based on the samples
used here, is less than 0. 025, an insignificantly low value.
The above argument may seem to contradict the discussion of the effects
of adverse weather on pickup and delivery activities found at the beginning of
this chapter. However, this is not the case. The discussion at the beginning
of the chapter pointed out the way weather affects operations, while the sta-
tistical tests measured the extent of the affect of weather. These tests showed
the effect of weather is minor under normally adverse weather conditions. None
of the date from 1968 represents abnormally adverse weather such as a particu-
larly bad snowstorm; the effect of this kind of weather is undoubtedly much
greater than the effects measured here.
There are a number of characteristics of the data that may partially ex-
plain the small amount of cost associated with bad weather. The fact that
spotted loads were included in the efficiency data was mentioned earlier. In
addition, efficiency as measured here constituted an average over a period
of about ten hours. Unfortunately the weather is seldom uniformly adverse
over a period of this length. As a result, any effect of adverse weather is
partially hidden by the results of activities during the same period when
weather was not adverse.
w
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Value of Improved Information
Improved information will have relatively little value here in that there
is relatively little cost associated with adverse weather. In fact, improved
information would only be used where weather was expected to be particularly
adverse at a time when terminal operations are or are expected to become con-
gested. Congestion in terminal operations is normally worked off by means of
a slight increase in labor over an extended period of time. Since adverse
weather could be expected to emphasize the congestion problem, it would be
in management's interest to work to eliminate congestion before the adverse
weather occurred. This could be done by using overtime or by hiring extra.
heap on a temporary basis. The benefits to be gained are both a lower cost
of operations in the future (due to improved efficiency with lower congestion)
and improved customer relations due to a higher level of service being main-
tained. The magnitude of these .effects, however, is likely to be quite small.
DOCK COSTS
Dock costs are the costs incurred in loading and unloading freight at a
terminal and of handling freight within a. terminal. These costs are nearly all
labor costs, and the incremental cost due to adverse weather is the cost of
extra labor time caused by decreased labor productivity. I Normally, the only
relevant- weather condition on a dock is temperature as this area is protected
Gateway terminals in Milwaukee and St. Paul have heated enclosed
docks. A cost of heating does exist at these terminals, but this cost will be
ignored here.
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against wand and precipitation. The Gateway terminal in Chicago, however,
does suffer some wind effect.
The labor needed to complete a given amount of work increases as the pro-
ductivity of labor falls. Unless there is excess labor on hand, the labor must
be made up by using either overtime or casual labor. 2 Both of these types of
labor are relatively inefficient. Casual and overtime labor is thought to be
from 70% to 7576 as productive as normal labor, so that if this type of labor is
a?t that is available to handle the extra work, labor costs actually increase
by about one-third more than the amounts shown above. In addition to this
overtime pay is 5076 higher than straight time pay.
The actual labor cost borne will depend on the weather. There is undoubt-
edly some tendency for the work force to become acclimated to low temperatures
overtime, but even this depends on the pattern of temperature movement. It
would be possible to get a rough estimate of the incremental labor cost due to
cold in a single terminal by using long-run average daily temperatures and mak-
ing assumptions about the length of the work week, the amount of overtime and
casual labor, the number of regular employees in the terminal, and the cost
level associated with low temperatures. This estimate could then be expanded
to cover the whole Gateway system. However, this measure would be quite
rough. A far more refined measure .
 may be possible using multiple correlation
analysis, comparing productivity experienced with actual temperatures.
Casual labor is labor hired on a temporary basis, labor not regularly em-
ployed by the carrier. Casual workers are usually the least desirable workers
in the regularly employed market, although some are regularly employed men
moonlighting for extra income.
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Gateway personnel estimated that the effect of high temperatures is quite
small. The effect of low temperatures, on the other hand, was hypothesized to
be quite large. The effect of temperature was thought to become noticeable at
15* by both the corporate operations manager and by terminal personnel. Esti-
mates of the extent of the effect of cold, however, varied from 10% to 60% of
normal labor efficiency.
The problem of measuring the extent of effect of cold weather on dock labor
performances appeared to be one that could be solved by means of multivariate
regression and correlation analysis. There are a large number of variables that
can be expected to affect labor performance. If labor productivity is measured
in pounds per man--hour (as was done here), the most obvious variable is the
amount of freight handled. With this aspect in mind, it was hypothesized that
variations in labor productivity are caused primarily by variations in weight
handled and secondarily by variations in temperature when temperature varies
throughout the relevant range (mean 15' F). Data showing hours worked and
pounds handled on each of the three inbound and the three outbound shifts from
Gateway's Chicago terminal for the first three months of 1969 were employed
as these were the best data available.
Eight different regression equations were used in an attempt to explain
productivity variations. The analysis indicated that weight was a significant
explanatory variable, but very little effect of temperature was noted. This
does not mean that the effect of weather is small. It could well be that there
are other important explanatory variables that were left out of the analysis.
Some obvious candidates are the size of the backlog of freight on the dock,
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variations in demand for equipment in other parts of the Gateway system, and
worker attitudes. Unfortunately, none of these variables was measurable. As
a result, this technique was abandoned.
Variations in labor productivity were not great enough that temperature
could cause a b0% variation and not be statistically significant causal variable.
However, it is possible that labor productivity could vary by 10% as tempera-
tures drop from 15 ° F down to 0 ° F or below. if this magnitude of cost is assumed
to exist, the total annual cost for 1968 operations can be computed, given
operating and temperature data for the period.
Just such a measurement was made using Chicago terminal operations as
a basis for predicting total system costs. Local Climatological Data Reports
from the U. S. Weather Bureau provided information on hourly temperatures, and
company records provided information from which hours worked during the corre-
sponding periods could be approximated. This information showed total hours
worked, and it was possible to break this down on the basis of average hours
per shift experienced over a period of time. 3
Finally a function was defined that related temperature to percent cost in-
crease. This function showed an increasing marginal effect of temperature at
ever lower temperatures.
The cost of cold weather was determined by multiplying the percent cost
3The shifts showed remarkable stability of proportion of total hours worked
per day over a period of time. This proportion was applied to daily cumulative
man--hours and then divided by the hours in the shift for the hourly man-hours
worked. Overtime hours were also broken down by average per shaft, and these
were placed at the end of the shift which incurred them. Overtime constituted
only 1.5% of total hours worked.
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Date Dollar Cost
Jan. 3 47.64
Tan. 4 221.62
Tan. 5 118. 68
Jan. 6 14.41
Jan. 8 169.98
Jan. 10 6.49
Jan. 24 .6o
Feb. 9 57. 15
Feb. 10 38. 28
Feb. 12 4. 05
Feb. 13 8.47
Feb. 14 1.65
Feb. 17 41. 27
Feb. 20 9. 19
Feb. 21 60.38
Feb. 23 . 16
Feb. 29 . 16
Dec. 14 .36
Dec. 24 23. 35
Dec. 31 563.20
Total	 $1, 406. 79
increase by the hours worked per period by the dock wage rate ($3. 68 per hour
straight time). These dollar costs are shown above. This total cost of $1, 406.79
is relatively small. If one compares it to a single normal day's wages in the
Chicago terminal (about $8, 000), it is obvious that management will not do
much to avoid it. If a critical cost level above which cost increases would be
considered reviewable were to be set, it would have to be at least a 5 % increase.
Tstis level ($400) would have yielded only one reviewable day in 1968.
Chicago would be expected to account for the majority of Gateway's cold
weather problems. Although there are other terminals that are in colder climates,
the important ones are enclosed and heated. Only small terminals (except Chi-
cago) in the north are open to the cold. Thus the total system costs would
k^
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small.
Effect of Weather
LINE HAUL
only amount to about $2, 000.
Value of Improved Information
Given that the effect of cold weather on terminal operations is too small to
be measured, it is not likely that much would be done to avoid it. Gateway
management mentioned no specific steps that would be taken.
There is some possibility of cost saving in this area with improved infoxrrza-
Lion. If decreases in labor productivity were expected, it would at times be
possible to do extra work ahead of time (with overtime or temporary help). In
addition, extra hours could be budgeted during the cold period in order to main-
tain services standards. The value of these actions, however, would be quite
The ,most intuitively obvious area to look for costs associated with adverse
weather conditions is that of line
,
 haul operations.. Weather related costs in-
curred here are attributable to time lost due to closed highways and time lost
due to relatively low attainable speeds in bad weather. Other costa that can
be incurred here include accidents, claims for damaged merchandise, and the
costs associated with delays in receipt of freight, but these items are covered
in other sections and will not receive further attention here.
Gateway collects weekly reports that include a compilation of all delays
due to impassable highways along with the reason the highways were blocked.
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Table I shows the total cost of lost drivers' wages incurred due to highways
being made a,mpassable by weather conditions in 1968, classified both by cause
and by month. This table also shows the number of trips delayed per month
and the number of days per month on which delays occurred.
Given that 1968 was a reasonably typical year both as to weather condi-
tions and Gateway's line haul operations, some tentative conclusions can be
drawn from this table.
1. Snow and ice are by far the most costly weather conditions affecting
line haul operations.
2. Fog (followed by ice) is the most frequent weather condition affecting
line haul operations.
3. As would be expected, there is a seasonal variation in the effect of
weather both by cost and cause.
These results are in line with normal weather,
 patterns for the area in which
Gateway operates. Obviously, snow occurs only during the winter, and heavy
rain occurs during the summer, with ice accompanying winter rains. Fog is a
year around phenomenon, occurring in scattered patches during the warmer
weather, but covering wide areas during the fall and winter. Snow tends to last
longer than rain so that a single snowstorm affects traffic for a number of days. 1
It is logical to expect that weather conditions often occur that are not
adverse enough to make highways impassable, but.that nevertheless are suffi-0•.
ciently bad to cause the average speed of line haul operations to fall. A study
1 Snow and ice or combinations of both caused delays for three or more
days in a row on seven different occasions during 1968. The comparable figure
for rain and ice or combinations of both is two times during 1968.
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TABLE I
Cosh of driver time lost due to roads made impassable by adverse weather conditions
Snow,	 Ice,	 No. of	 No. of
Snow ice	 Ice	 Rain Rain	 Fog	 Flood	 trips
	 days	 Total Cost
January	 Z41.04 405.01 157.82 87 20 '3.87
February	 5. 52 54. 08 9,20 3.68 11 4 72.68
March
	 268., 24 81.88 37.72 103.96 b0 10 491.80
April
	
1.84 42. 3 Z 7 3 44.16
May 18.40 32.20 3.68 9 8 54..28
June 28.52 4.60 7 5 33.12
July 7.3 6 64. 54 9 4 71.90
August 6.44 59.44 41.40 13 7 107.29
September 29.44 7 4 29.44
October 23.00 3 3 23.00
November 3. 68 1 1 3.68
December	 665. 84 184. 00 70.84 25.88 7.36 88 9 963.92
TOTAL	 1 3 202.44 265. 88 566.35 48.76 53.39 454.48 55.78 302 78 $21607.08
No. of days	 17 5 ^9 3 7 35 5
occurring
1 Do] II ar cost figures were arrived at by multiplying driver waiting time wage ($3. 68 per hour) by time
delayed.
in dollars.
was conducted to investigate this possibility. Adverse weather conditions
were defined to be at least 0. 10 inches of rain per hour, at least 0. 01 inches
of snow per hour, heavy fog, ice, or sleet, or any combination of these ele-
ments. Good weather was defined as mostly clear skies, normal seasonal
temperatures (or above normal winter temperatures in the north) and no trace of
precipitation of any kind.
Three routers were chosen for this study. One was Interstate Highway 90-
94 from Chicago to Minneapolis and St. Paul, a northern route that is relatively
lightly traveled. Another was U. S. Highway 6 from Chicago to Cleveland, a
heavily traveled two-lane, undivided highway. These two routes were, chosen
to show the effect of weather on two types of highways where weather is particu-
larly bad by the standards of the entire Gateway system. The third route
chosen was Interstate Highway 75 from Atlanta to Orlando, Florida. This
route was chosen to contrast the effect of weather on northern and southern
route s.
w
r ^
Using Local Climatological Data reports published by the U. S. Department
of Commerce, days when bad weather or good weather (as defined above) oc-
curred were chosen for maj or cities along the routes chosen. The cities
used were;
Route	 Local Climatological Cities
Chicago to St. Paul
Chicago to Cleveland
1. Chicago
Z. Madison, Wis.
3. St. Paul, Minn.
1. Chicago
2. Fort Wayne, Ind.
3. Cleveland
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Atlanta to Orlando	 1. Atlanta
2. Macon, Ga.
3. Orlando
Where data for a particular time period were found to be similar at all lo-
cations on a given route, these periods were retained. Data from the remain-
ing time periods were dropped at this time. Then the consistency of the re-
maining periods was checked against data for all reporting stations at inter-
mediate points, taken from monthly Climatological Data reports published by
the U. S. Department of Commerce. Only periods that were consistent with
respect to all stations were retained.
Once the periods of bad weather and good weather had been chosen, the
next step was to monitor movements on these days. Since all the sources . of
information stated movements in terms of time elapsed in transit, transit time
rather than speed was used in the stur?y. Time and speed vre, of course,
directly related; the use of speed would have been an unnecessary complica-
tion. The results of this study are shown in Table IL
The first measure of results used was the percentage increase in the
simple average elapsed time of travelling in bad weather as opposed to good
weather. This measure showed the greatest effect occurring on the southern
route, with a 4.9% increase, while the effects on the northern routes were
lower and nearly equal at 3. 51a for the Cleveland route and 3.7% for the St.
Paul route. The relationship of these changes is exactly the opposite and
their magnitude is far smaller than what had been expected. A possible ex-
planation of this result is that some delays not accounted for by weather are
included in the good weather data, and some trips made during the bad
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Table II
Percent Increase in Time, Bad Weather over Good Weather,
for Three Selected Routes
Measures of increases in time
Route	 Number of Observations for bad weather over good weather
Good	 Bad	 Simple Median Average Average
weather	 weather	 Average	 of middle of all
half of	 three
items	 method
results
i
Atlanta
to	 170	 68	 4.9%
Orlando
Cleveland
to	 166	 97	 3.5
Chicago
3,87o 2.9 %a 	 3.9%
6.3	 512	 5.0
St. Paul
to	 235	 75	 3.7	 3.2	 6.7	 4.5
Chicago
weather periods probably were fortunate enough to avoid most of the bad
weather. 2 If these nonrepresentative items are relatively few in number, they
should have. no noticeable effect on the median value items. For this reason,
the percentage increase in the median times of bad weather as compared to
good weather was computed. Here the greatest increase was for the Cleveland
trip, as was expected, but the Atlanta route stayed ahead of the St. Paul route.
The magnitudes of the changes remained small.
2Weather is seldom entirely consistent over a period of time and space.
While the statistics used indicated consistency, they covered only cumulative
results (an hour at a time at best) and only at specific points in space. There
is not data available that will permit choosing routes and times where weather
is completely consistent.
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Range below
1. 63 hrs.
1.98
Z. 52
Z. 85
1.66
1. 66
Range above
3. 63 hrs.
2.99.
3.48
2.98
4.60
5.33
A third measurement was made by dropping the top quartile and the bottom
quartile  from each of the six categories of data and calculating the .percent
increase in transit thria in bad weather as opposed to good weathar for the
simple average of the remaining values. This measure gave the widest varia-
tion in values, with the St. Paul route the highest, the Cleveland route close
behind, and the Atlanta route far behind that.
The magnitude of the changes using the three different measures varied
for each route, and the ranking of the routes varied as the method of measure-
ment was changed. This phenomenon is reflected in ^ 11Q last column of the
table which gives the average of the values for e ,ch rote a for the three methods.
These values are relatively close together and they are quite small.
In each case, the initial data displayed a wide variation from the. shortest
to the longest elapsed time, and none of the six categories of data displayed
a good approximation of a normal distribution. The average time for each
category and the variations from the average are shown below:
Simple Average
Route	 time
Atlanta, Bad 10. 30 hrs.
Atlanta, Good 9.81
Cleveland, Bad 10. 19
Cleveland, Good 9.85
St. Paul, Bad . 11.57
St. Paul, Good 11. 16
3A quartile is 1/4 of the items in a list ranked by magnitude. Here the
top quartile is the largest 1/4 of the values (and the bottom quartile is the
smallest 1/4 of the values), for each list of good and bad weather'for each
route.
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This tabulation shows that the variations from the mean were quite wide,
especially on the upward side. 4 Where the variations are wide and the means
of the pairs of distributions are close together, it is not surprising that the
percentage difference varies substantially as different measures are applied.
The data in this table also show that the measure for the Cleveland to Chi-
cago route is particularly weak. The explanation of this phenomenon is that
there is a station at Kendallville, Indiana, along this route, where the trucks
regularly stop to refuel and change drivers. The length of this stop undoubtedly
varies. The data covering the Atlanta to Orlando route also contains a biasing
factor. Whereas the times for the northern routes had been punched into the
records by clocks, the times on the Atlanta route were written in by hand.
Rather than giving the exact time, the approximate hour was often used. This
resulted in a disproportionately large number of readings on the quarter hour
and the half hour.
There is one other important reason for the very small difference in average
times between good and bad weather trips. These routes are relatively long;
and consequently the dr. ivers are paid by the mile rather than by the hour. 5
If it should happen that a driver is forced to drive more slowly than normal
under this system, he receives a substantially lower hourly rate of pay. It' is
in his interest, therefore, to stop his vehicle (tie up, as it is known) and
4The frequency distributions are sharply skewed to the right. This result
is reasonable as it is easier to stretch out a trip than to shorten one.
'These distances are all nearly 400 miles. Gateway drivers are paid by
the mile for distances in excess of 251 miles.
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collect an hourly wage for waiting time until conditions improve to the point
where it is once again economically worth it for him to drive.
The possibility that one type of adverse weather (for example snowy has a
great effect on speed while another type (rain) has little effect presents another
analytical problem. if this were the case, this factor could conceivably ex-
plain the small variations in trip time for good and bad weather. However,
this possibility must be rejected on several grounds. First, the data used
simply did not exhibit this characteristic; delays due to snow were not notice-
ably greater than delays due to rain. Second, the result for the southern route,
where snow was not a factor, is not out of line with that of the northern routes.
And, third, it follows from the reasoning above that the drivers would tie up
rather than allow their average hourly .rages to reach low levels in those
cases where the effect of weather was substantial.
The fact that drivers are paid the same amount per trip regardless of the
time the trip takes indicates that increased time does not increase operating
cost to the firm. A significant increase in time per trip would, however, in-
crease the investment necessary to maintain service levels during adverse
weather, or alternatively, decrease the amount of service possible at these
times. The increased investment would exist as excess capacity during good
weather conditions that would increase flexibility and . service potential beyond
optimum levels, or the decreased level of service in bad weather would mani-
fest itself as decreased flexibility or bottlenecks of inadequate capacity.
For these arguments to apply, the firm must be operating at capacity at
the time the adverse weather arrives, and the difference in transit times between
good and bad weather must be significant. As was discussed at length above,
the difference in transit times is quite small. The following discussion will
explain why the firm seldom operates at capacity.
Table III shows weekly volume handled by Gateway during 1968. There
are two indications here that operations were not always at capacity. One is
the frequently large variations in tonnage from week to week. The other is the
large increase in tonnage during the year. Changes like these cannot occur
unless some excess capacity exists at Least part of the time.
On the other hand, with a given level of capacity in terms of trucks,
terminal and labor, possible output may vary with the specific demand for
service. Varying combinations of the elements of capacity may yield varying
levels of output. What this mounts to is saying that capacity is really the
attainable output level rather than the available inputs. Although it does not
seem likely that the variations in output observed could be completely ex-
plained by this argument, this result is a logical possibility.
The actual historical experience of the company serves to refute the above
argument. Tonnage handled typically follows a pattern with high points in
the sprang and fall and low points in the winter and summer. Over the course
of this cycle, the mix of service stays fairly constant. Logically, then, over
capacity exists during the slack seasons. 6 In addition, the aggregate data
are made up of data from a number of terminals whose variations are greater
6Notice also that the winter, when the effect of weather is greatest, is a
slack tonnage season.
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TABLE 11T
Weekly Tonnage Handled (1968)*
Tonnage	 Tonnage
(Millions of
	 (Millions of
Week	 pounds)
	 Week	 pounds)
1 152 25 160
2 158 26 157
3 163 27 156
4 160 28 161
5 153 29 159
6 152 30 196
7 182 31 191
8 157 32 199
9 160 33 172
10 155 '14 213
11 161 35 214
12 167 36 219
13 161 37 222
14 151 38 212
15 157 39 216
16 161 40 213
17 168 41 219
18 162 42 211
19 166 43 214
20 169 44 214
21 165 45 203
22 160 46 203
23 170 47 196
24 177
'.Weeks containing holidays (and so only four working days) are not
included
individually than the total variation, inaicating that capacity must be excess
at some locations and full at other locations at any one time. The reason for
this variety in the degree of fulfillment of capacity at any one time is that
some_ capacity is fixed (terminals) and while other capacity may be moved .to
meet demand, variations in demand cannot be predicted such that the capacity
'	 1
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can be made available to meet it.
The above arguments are based on quite a bit of deductive reasoning
which may seem somewhat out of place in a study such as this one, but they
are here for a reason. These arguments lend credibility to the conclusion that
probably seemed logical to most readers sometime ago; lost transit time due to
adverse weather is an insignificant cost to the company. This point has been
given particularly minute attention because it seemed ahead of time very ob-
vious that the opposite result would obtain and because the opposite result
seems so very important from an a priori point of view. An attempt to prove
the unimportance of the lost-transit time by examining capacity utilization and
service levels, which is really looking at the same question from the opposite
direction, would have been far more tedious.
Value of Improved Information
Given that time lost through slower than normal average speed due to ad-
verse weather conditions is insignificant, the cost of driver time lost due to
highways being made impassable by weather is the only remaining line haul
cost. 7 This cost for 1968 was shown in Table 1.
There are several reasons to believe that at least a part of this cost would
be avoidable with improved information. The most important of these reasons
is that the costs are concentrated both temporally and geographically. 8 A
Actually, there is also a small cost due to the unavailability of equipment
tied up by these impassable highways that need not be included there.
BThe geographic concentration is not apparent from the table, but it is
both logically and actually the case.
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related factor is the seasonal, variation in cost level. And, finally, nearly all
the cost is accounted for by relatively few causes.
But on the other hand, there are two important restrictions to the use of
improved weather prediction information in avoiding these costs. Even 'f
precisely accurate weather information is known, management cannot be sure
of exactly where a truck will be at any given time in order to avoid the weather.
And, secondly, management cannot be certain of the effect of any level of
predicted adversity on any given vehicle. To put this factor in a simple
example, sometimes four inches of snow is sufficient to block highways while
at other times a foot or more may be necessary. An additional factor is that
where the delay is less than two hours in length and where the drivers involved
are about to go on layover, it is actually cheaper for the company to bear the
cost of waiting time due to weather than it is to bear the layover cost due to
avoiding the weather.
Given the restrictions outlined above, a level of possible savings due to
improved weather can be determined. The only months where costs are great
enough to justify examination (in this case) are January, March, and Decem-
ber. The. important weather variables in these months are snow, ice (and ice
and snow) and fog. The cost of lost time for these variables during these
months in 1968 is shown below:
Snow +
Snow ice	 Ice Fog Total
January	 $241.05 -	 $405.01 $157.82 $803,87
March
	 268. Z4 $ 81.88	 37.72 103.96 491.80
December
	
665.84 184..00	 70.84 7.36 928.04
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These costs are not evenly distributed -throughout the month. The number
of days each type of cost occurred during each month is shown below:
Snow	 Snow + Ice	 Ice	 Fog
January	 4	 14	 8
March	 5	 2	 4	 4
December	 5	 3	 6	 1
Some of the days included above account for relatively minor costs. A,
program of cost avoidance must concern itself with costs that are significant
enough to justify the cost of running the program. However, the point at
which costs. become relevant cannot be determined precisely without a knowl-
edge of the cost of administering the program. For the sake of simplicity, a
relevant cost level of 050 per day will be used here. Variations in this figure
would yield variations in the resultant savings.
Occurrences of snow, ice and snow, and ice often come in conjunction
with one another. For -phis reason, the days on which relevant costs in these
categories occurred will be determined by taking the sum of these cost ele-
ments for individual days. The number of days significant costs occurred in
each cost category in each month is shown below:
Snow, ice,
Snow and ice	 Fog
January	 3
March
	
3	 I
December	 5
The following table shows the monthly costs corresponding to these ,days:
Snow, ice
Snow and ice	 Fog
January
	
397.15
March
	
329.36	 $56.12
December	 727.51
Total	 $1, 454. 02	 $56. 12
These costs are only avoidable insofar as it is possible to avoid paying
drivers for layover if they are held in the terminal to avoid impassable highways,
Since the fifteen-hour period between arrival at a terminal and the beginning of
layover pay is short relative to the capability of a terminal to prepare an outgoing
load, drivers at terminals other than their home terminals can be assumed to
be ready to go on layover at the time the outbound load is ready, Given that
drivers normally drive back and forth between two points ( so that they are away
from home two nights per week), it is reasonable to decrease the avoidable por-
tion of the above costs by 407o. This operation results in a potential lines haul
saving due to improved weather prediction of $906.
Gateway management places a substantially smaller value on the possi-
bility of improved information. While the operatior.:g i, savings shown are not
unrealistic, they do not reflect the total cost of using the information, Chap-
ter ITT discussed the importance of consistency of service in maintaining ac-
counts, The use of weather prediction information depends on management's
ability to determine in advance which loads actually will be stopped by the
weather if they are sent out. The actual effect of weather conditions on the
ability of trucks to keep moving is only one of a number of factors that will.
determine if a given driver will tie up. The other factors included such in-
tang,-.)le qualities as driver ability and driver attitude and the effect: of the
weather on road conditions at the particular moment the driver happens to meet
them. Precise weather prediction information increases the probability that
management will be able to predict impassable highway conditions, but in all
but the most extreme cases the risk of customer dissatisfaction outweighs the
gains made possible by this improved information. Only in those cases where
extremely adverse weather could be predicted highly accurately would savings
be possible, and it is doubtful that these savings would amount to more than
0100 per year. Ice and snow are the only weather conditions that would apply.
SAFETY
Effect of Weather
Accidents may occur within a terminal, maneuvering for pickup or delivery,
and on the open road within an urban area or between urban areas. Accidents
within terminals are rarely related to adverse weather. Accidents in maneuver-
ing for pickup or delivery at shipping and receiving docks are more often re-
lated to weather, but these accidents tend to be minor because of the slow
speeds involved, and injury rarely results. Examples found in this area are
cases of poor visibility contributing to collision, ice or snow causing trucks
to skid, and even cases of wind blowing doors against other objects.. The
highest frequency of accidents occurs in driving on city streets where damage
tends to be minor because of the slow speeds traveled, although injuries fre-
quently result. Line haul accidents are relatively rare on a per-mile of driving
basis, but these accidents tend to be the most serious in terms of both damage
to property and injury or loss of life.
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Each accident involving company equipment is reported on a standard form.
The accidents are investigated by Gateway's safety department and are judged
as either preventable or nonpreventable. Since the driver is often the only
company personnel at the scene of the accident, he is responsible for the ini-
tial report. This report contains two elements that indicate the extent to which
adverse weather conditions are at fault. The report asks specifically for the
weather conditions at the time of the accident, and the driver must make a
statement describing the accident and its causes. From this information it is
possible to obtain a very rough measure of the role of adverse weather in
causing accidents.
Gateway experienced 979 accidents in 1968, from simple broken mirrors
to destructive multiple vehicle fatalities. About 19 % of these occurred during
periods of adverse weather conditions. Of these 187 accidents in bad weather,
there were 91 (or 49 %) in which the driver indicated that the adverse weather
contributed to the cause of the accident. This means that 9.4% of all accidents
were at least partially caused by weather. The total time lost by line haul
drivers because they were involved in accidents was 192 hours, and the total
cost of this time came to about $680. Applying 9.4% to this figure gives a
cost of $70 for time lost by line haul drivers due to weather related accidents.
Using the relative frequency developed in the following paragraphs, the value
of time lost by city drivers would be about X60.
The table below shows the percentage of all accidents involving road
drivers and the percentage involving city dritrers. The data for road drivers
includes those accidents these men have while driving in cities, and the city
s
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driver category includes those that occur while maneuvering for pickup and
delivery. As this table shows, whale road drivers were involved in only 2710
of all accidents, they were involved in 55% of the accidents where adverse
weather was indicated to be a contributing cause. Using driver estimates of
property damage for these accidents, over the road drivers were involved in
accidents where bad weather was a contributing cause worth $35, 398, while
the dollar cost for this type of accident for city drivers was $7,582,
Road Drivers	 City Drivers
% total accidents
	 27%	 73%
of accidents in bad weather
	 39	 61
76 of accidents where bad weather was
	 55	 45
a contributing cause
Not all of this cost is borne by Gateway. Gateway theoretically only
pays where the company--owned vehicle is at fault. During 1968, Gateway
paid out on a total of 348 accidents, 3516 of the accidents reported. This
factor yields cost of $12, 400 for line haul accidents and 02, 800 for city ac-
cidents. The average paid per accident for damage to property including the
company-owned vehicle was $472, as compared to an average driver's esti-
mate of $488. Using the ratio of these two numbers as a correction factor, 1
the final cost of weather-related accidents for road drivers is 012, 200 and
1 The use of this ratio is based on the assumption that the average acci-
dent cost is the same whether the accident is caused by Gateway or by another
party, or, to put it another way, the frequency of accidents caused by Gateway
as opposed to those caused by ethers is constant as other factors (such as
weather) vary. It also assumes that the ratio applies equally well to either
the sub-groups of road or city drivers.
3 62
and for city drivers 02, 7500
The question still remains as to how many of these accidents would have
occurred if weather had not been adverse, the measure of the cost due to
weather. These accidents have been regularly referred to as those where
weather was a part of the cause. It seeins reasonable to say that if weather
had not contributed to the cause of these accidents, some of them would not
have occurred in the first place. rust how many would have occurred or what
the difference in total damage would have been can only be approximated. The
best estimate of the Gateway safety director is 50 01o. Using the figure, the
196 8 cost of property damage in accidents due to weather turns out to be
^7, 500.
Gateway also paid $100, 000 in damages for personal, injury due to acci-
dents in 1968. Some portion of this figure must be attributed to accidents
caused by weather. As indicated earlier, accidents occurring during line haul
account foy
 the greatest number of injuries. Approximately 075, 000 is attrib-
utable to line haul accidents and ^2.5, 000 to city accidents. Using the
measures developed earlier, a rough measure of personal injury damages due
to weather can be calculated. The result is a cost of $5, 000. This estimate
may not apply in any given year; a cost of far greater magnitude could easily
result from a single accident. But it does give an idea of the long-run average
cost of personal injury due to adverse weather.
Gateway has a program of driver training and continuous checking of
driver habits, especially of drivers with poor accident records, but there is
no special attention given to weather-related accidents. Drivers are expected
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to know how to handle their vehicles under .adverse conditions. Certainly
pointers for driving in the rain or snow are given, but it would not be possible
to separate out the cost of training for bad weather from other training costs.
The total cost in the area of safety due to adverse weather is summarized
below.
Cost Category
	
City Drivers	 Road Drivers	 Total
Driver time lost	 60	 70	 130
Property damage
	 1, 400	 61 100	 79 500
Personal injury
	 13 250	 3$750	 53 000
	
7109, 920	 $12, 630
Value of Improved Information
An incremental cost of the safety function due to adverse weather, as shown
	
above, is certain to occur, but the 	 magnitude of this cost may vary greatly.	 i
The likelihood of accidents occurring increases as drivers find they are less
able to control their vehicles. An important cause of this loss of control is the
development of adverse weather conditions. The knowledge that these condi-
tions will occur is of little value to a driver already on the road, but this in-
formation may help to avoid accident exposure by allowing the elimination of
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trips where accident exposure is one of a number of factors that argue against
the decision to make a trip. Stated quite simply, in a situation where weather
conditions are bad enough to cause consideration of a suspension of service,
the knowledge that accidents are relatively likely to occur under these condi-
tions helps persuade the decision-maker to suspend service. There may be
cases where this decision would not be reached without the safety factor enter-
ing the picture.
The safety department does not, of course, act as a consultant on sending
out individual trips when weather is adverse. Truck dispatching is a continu-
ous operation that cannot be held up by jurisdictional disputes. But the safety
department does function to remind the operations department that customer
service goals must be harmonized with other corporate as well as social goals
concerning highway safety. It follows, therefore, that the influence of the
safety department' s acce s s to improved weather prediction information would
	
'
be a general one, not traceable to specific instances of cost saving.
Decisions to suspend service due to weather conditions are necessarily
made only when conditions warranting the suspension actually exist or are
about to develop. For this reason accurate short-range prediction and report-
ing of present conditions is needed for this function.
01-AIMS
Effect of 'Weather
Another possible source of weather-related cost is in the area of claims.
Motor carriers (and all other common carriers) have arbitrarily extensive liabil-
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Iity for loss or damage of merchandise in their possession. This liability is
unavoidable as it is defined by law. The carrier is liable for all losses except
those due to: 1) acts of God, 1 2) acts of enemy aliens, 3) exercises of pub-
lic authority, 4) inherent defects in the commodities, and 5) negligence of
the shipper.
To aid in the control of claims motor carriers define them by cause. There
is a standard classification of claims, originating with the ATA, 2 that is in use
throughout the industry. This classification is shown down the side of
Table IV.
The commodities that suffer loss or damage are also classified systematic-
ally by the ATA. This makes possible a classification of losses by cause and
commodity, a valuable aid in discovering the origin of losses.
To discover the cost of weather on claims it is necessary first to pick out
those types of claims that may be caused by weather. Table IV shows costs
by cause for claims received by Gateway during 1968. The two most obvious
candidates are claims due to heat or freezing and claims due to wetness.
Together these items make up 6. 3% of all claim costs for Gatevnray, Other,
less obvious, possibilities are claims due to fires or wrecks and claims due
to theft or pilferage. In these cases claims would be the indirect result of
weather where weather is a contributing cause of the claim. Examples include
An act of God is an unavoidable uncontrollable act of nature. This is
something more than "adverse" weather.
The ATA is the American Trucking Associations, Inc. , a group made up
of motor carriers that lobbies in its members' interest and administers programs
to benefit its members.
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damage to merchandise being carried in a truck that is involved in an accident
where weather is a cv: tributing cause of the accident, theft of merchandise
• from a truck that is made more than normally vulnerable by being stuck in snow,
or merchandise handled carelessly due to uncomfortably cold weather. A third
and more direct possibility (under category G) is the damaging of merchandise
in a terminal during a violent storm. All these examples are relatively rare
occurrences, and while they are partially caused by weather, weather is not
in itself a sufficient cause for these claims to occur. The delay category also
looks like a potential source of weather-related cost, but this classification
is ruled out by its definition. To collect on a delay claim, the shipper must
show that the delay was unreasonably long, and delays due to adverse weather
are considered reasonable. It is possible for some weather effect to exist in
any of the categories remaining, The claims are classified by clerical employees
whose judgment may not always be consistent. A good example of this is a
claim for 0333 for steel, that was allowed to become frosted, class^.fied as
visible damage.
On the other hand, losses due to heat or freezing and losses due to wet-
ness need not be caused by adverse weather conditions. It is possible for
wetness-claims to arise out of accidents involving the dumping of some liquid
material on a commodity where weather is irrelevant. But this is a minor point
and can easily be ignored. Loss due to temperature is a more complicated
case. To begin with, in order to call.. adverse .weather the cause of a claim,
adverse weather needs to be defined. Being adverse should mean more than
being different than the temperature deemed ideal for the commodity. For
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TABLE nT
Gateway Cost of Claims, 19 68
Average % total== % total % total cost
Cost cost items cost (industry)""",
A Shortage $280,460 40.83 40.99% 32. 27% 34.13%
B Theft 1049149 289.78 1.82 11.99 7.67
C Visible damage 3421787 51.79 44.59 39.45 34.98(improper handling)
D Concealed damage 71, 584 69.00 9.69 8.34 13.04
E Delay 41873 231.89 .20 .56 .91
G Fire, wreck 102381 179.93 .36 1. 19 4.73
H Heat, freezing 152 689 68.86 .61 1.81 .95
I Water damage _ 38,974 53.81 1.74 4.49 3.59
TOTAL $8681 899 100.00 100.00 100.00
rhBased on a 10% sample of all claims received by Gateway during the fourteen-month period from
February 1, 1968 to March 30, 1969.
m BATA, "Loss and.L:amage Claims Statistics for 1968, '= ATA standard from F. C. S. 1.
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example, if the refrigerator unit on a trailer breaks down on a warm day and a
load of fresh meat is ruined, is it meaningful to attribute this loss to adverse
weather conditions? Since meat is refrigerated regardless of outside tempera-
tures
.
, it seems rather that this loss is due to a mechanical fail-are. But losses
of this type are included in the heat and freezing claim category just the same.
Adverse weather must be considered weather for which special arrangements
are necessary. Items that must be kept cold are refrigerated regardless of
outside weather. Items that must be kept warm, however, receive special
treatment when cold weather threatens. Nearly all stems must be kept dry.
This is why covers are put over open top trailers and why holes in trailers are
supposed to be repaired immediately. 3
The collection of items vulnerable to cold is known by the general term of
freezables. Motor carriers run special service for freezable commodities during
the -old weather months. The extent of this service is limited by extremely
cold temperatures, available heating units, location, and time. When tempera-
tures reach too low a level it is not possible to keep some trailers warm
enough to carry freezables. 4 Carrying freezables is a special service, and
where inadequate heated capacity exists, this service must be denied. Since
3 The chief of maintenance at Gateway's Chicago terminal said all trailers
are checked for holes when they arrive (and, indeed, all do go through the
check land). Any holes discovered are to be repaired before the trailer is al-
lowed back on the road. But in looking over trailers parked for loading, the
author observed a number with large and often old holes in them.
4This is not true in the case of insulated trailers with built--in heating
units, but most trailers are not of this type.
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the supply of heated capacity i s limited, some points (where demand for
freezable service is small) will have no service of this kind at all. Since
there is extra cost and risk involved in handling freezables, truckers avoid
offering the service unless it can be completed without delay. 5
Freezable service is carefully organized to avoid losses. A detailed set
of directions is issued from the office of the vice president for operations ad-
vising terminal managers of their responsibilities in handling freezables and
attempting to organize a balanced flow of heated capacity. But it is inevitable
that this system will break down from time to time. The factors involved where
freezable claims result are equipment failure, limited capacity, and human
error. When heaters fail to function properly, freezable commodities have no
protection. Since heated capacity is limited, variations in demand for freez-
able service result at times in an undersupply of heated capacity. It is then
a matter of judgment whether to ship commodities unprotected-or to hold them
for future shipment. Where the choice is made to ship and a loss results, the
company must pay a freezable claim. Human error enters from other directions
as well. Freezables are shipped without notation of their vulnerability, freez-
ables are left on unheated trailers or docks overnight, and heaters are allowed
to run out of fuel.
If carriers are to avoid claims they must be able to predict when claims
will occur. Claims caused by adverse weather will occur only when the ad-
5
	 example, at one terminal, the manager said he avoided picking up
freezables on Fridays because he didn't want to keep them warm all weekend.
verse weather occurs, but they may not always result when weather conditions
are adverse. Some particular conditions would be expected to be more important
than others, and the degree of intensity of the adverse conditions would also be
expected to help explain claim occurrence. To match occurrence to particular
weather conditions, it is necessary to know the exact point. in time and space
that the damage occurs. Very few companies attempt to do this  as claims do
not come into existence until delivery of freight is refused, at which time it is
necessary to backtrack to find the origin of the damage. Unless there is
reason to believe this information will be useful, it is not worth the cost of
collection.
Value of the Im roved Information
It is the opinion of the claims control manager of Gateway that the origin
of damage in nearly all cases is human error or human negligence. In the case
of freezables, careful adherence to stated policy would eliminate all freezable
claims except those due to mechanical failure of heating equipment. By the
same token, there is no excuse for freight suffering water damage if mainten-
ance policy is followed. But as those who ignore these policies seldom bear
rthe costs of the resultant claims, there is strong pressure to take the easy
way out. Thus there seems to be little potential for avoiding claims cost
through the use of improved weather prediction information.
6The author was told of only one company that attempts to pinpoint dam-
age, and that with very .little success.
0
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iFREEZABEES
Effect of Weather
The definition of freezable commodities was given in the previous chapter.
The handling of freezables is an activity that covers a number of normally dis-
tinct trucking functions and so is being covered separately in this chapter.
The handling of freezables involves the most thorough and well-,organized
use of weather prediction information that Gateway engages in. Because by
nature the freezable classification is only relevant during the winter, the use
of this information is restricted to only the cold months—November through
April at most, Company policy is to accept for delivery all freezable commodi-
ties offered  and to make deliveries as fast as is practical. To maintain this
level of service, it is necessary to have heated capacity available for both
movement and storage. Information on extremely cold weather and on highway
conditions that may cause delays must be available also.
Gateway has a complex telephone communications system that allows any	
. I
and all terminals to talk to any and all other terminals, one at a time or in
groups, at no incremental cost. This is what they call their long line system.
During the freezable season, this system is used to collect weather informa-
tion for the planning of freezable service. Central Operations Control, whose
responsibility it is to dispatch and keep track of all line haul equipment, acts
as the focus of the information collecting and movement planning process. At
9:00 A. M. each operating day, all. the terminals in the Gateway system are
Commodities not already normally carried may not be accepted.
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tied together on the long line to trade weather information. Each station re-
ports the low temperature predicted for the coming twenty-four-hour period,
the low temperature for the twenty-four-hour period following that, and any
existing or predicted snowfall in its area. In addition, each station is respon-
sible for notifying Central Operations Control whenever significant weather
developments occur in its area. Central Operations Control and individual
terminal managers or dispatchers use this information in deciding when and
where to send freezables. There are no precisely defined rules for the use of
this information. A number of factors such as the capacity of heated storage
and movement facilities available, 2 the freezable freight on hand, the expected
demand for freezable service, and expected• as compared to present weather
conditions are weighed, and a decision is made.
The source of weather prediction information is also left up to individual
terminal managers. Presumably if all comes from the U. S. Weather Bureau,
but individual managers may collect their information from newspapers, tele-
vision
.
, radio, and/or weather bureau offices: The reason the long line hookup
occurs at 9:00 A. M. is that this is the most convenient . hour for personnel in
all the terminals to set aside. The information is used to aid in dispatching
line haul movements which do not get started in any significant number until
late in the evening, so it may make more sense from the point of view of ef-
fectiveness of the information to trade information at a later hour.
2 as heated, insulated trailers are safe for almost any relevant condi-
tions of cold, but the freight must be moved out of them in the adverse weather.
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Each terminal in cold weather areas is built with what is known as a
warm room. 
3 
A warm room is a heated area of the dock space where freezable
commodities may be stored to protect them from the cold. Since this space
is needed only when freezable commodities are in the possession of the
terminal and temperatures are very low, the size of warm rooms is kept as
small as possible. The dock space devoted to warm room use would normally
be built even if warm rooms were not necessary. This space is used as extra
storage space during periods of peak freight movement and these periods do
not normally coincide with periods of cold weather. There is, however, an
investment relevant to this study in equipment to heat warm room areas.
On those occasions where warm room capacity is ncc adequate to hold all
the freezable s needing storage it is not uncommon for office, garage and other
heated areas to be used as warm rooms. The cost in these cases is the de-
creased efficiency of garage and office operations due to crowding, as well
as the cost of moving the free sables in and out of these less accessible 	 r
areas.
The use. of a warm room imposes a cost due to the labor necessary to move
freight in and out of it. In some cases there is only one extra move, as the
freight would normally be moved across the dock anyway. But a ," other times,
freight is moved that would normally be left if it were not threatened by cold.
This is what happens when freight must be removed from a trailer over a
Warm rooms are not necessary where the entire dock is enolosed and
heated,
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weekend and then be replaced the following Monday. In Cxicago, freezable
freight is always placed in the warm room over weekends during the freezable
protection period. Forecasts of warm temperatures are ignored as they are not
considered to be reliable enough to justify the high risk. The cost of this move-
ment is forty-eight man hours per week at P. 68 (1968) prices ,. or a total o^
about 0175. 00. If it is necessary to use overtime to carry out this function,
the cost becomes $260 per week. The value of the freight being protected may
be many thousands of dollars.
The trucks that Gateway uses for carrying commodities that must be kept
cold are insulated and carry gas--fared refrigeration units. The refrigeration
units may also be used to heat these trailers when freezables are being carried.
Since this capacity is supplied for the purpose of refrigeration, only the operat-
ing cost of the heaters used for freezable service can properly be attributed to
adverse weather. Since the demand for freezable service outstrips the supply
of heater equipped units, it is also necessary to use charcoal heaters that may
be placed in trailers where heat is needed. Gateway is presently not replacing
these heaters as they wear out, but rather is changing over to the exclusive use
of gas--fired heaters. This may restrict freezable handling capacity in the future,
but it is the investment policy being pursued presently.. Thus the present cost
of providing freezable protection in trailers is the cost of operating and main-
taining heating units.
There are several operating problems that develop as a direct result of
freezable service, The first of these is achieving balance in movement of heated
line haul equipment. This problem is solved by having individual pairs of
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rterminals agree on regularly scheduled movements of this equipment back and
forth, the level of capacity being determined by the anticipated level of demand.
The system breaks down, however, where one terminal uses capacity destined
for another to send its own freezable load to a third location. Keeping track
of charcoal heaters involv6.s additional office work as a company bill must ac-
company each heater. There is also additional labor in typing a freezable sticker
on the bill, placing freezable stickers on the manifests of loads carrying freez--
ables, and placing freezable stickers on the envelopes carrying the manifests of
these trips. Additional costs are incurred in handling this additional paperwork
during the movement process.
In developing a measure of cost of freezable service, Gateway's Chicago
terminal will frequently be used as a starting point. This terminal handles ap-
proximately 24%a of Gateway's freezable service either as an overhead terminal 
or as an origin or destination terminal. This 2076 ratio will be used to expand
	
r 1
Chicago costs to cover the whole Gateway system. While this simple operation
d,::pend s on the unrealistic assumption that cost levels are proportional through-
out the system, it does eliminate the very complicated task of establishing
separate measures throughout the Gateway system.
The Length of the freezable period varies with the temperatures that occur
at the beginning and end of the period. The average length of the period is
about twenty-two weeks.
4 A overhead terminal is one that handles overhead freight. Overhead
freight that is unloaded from incoming trucks to be reloaded into outbound
trucks that will take it to its final destination.
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The cost of warm room heating equipment depends on the size of the termi-
nal, the climate of the terminal location, and the type of equipment used.
Gateway's Chicago terminal uses infrared lights to heat its warm room in order
to avoid closing off this space with walls to hold the heat in. This space could
be heated at a lower cost by conventional methods if it were walled in, but the
result would be to make the warm room area less useful at other times. Thus a
part of the expansion of the heating equipment cost in Chicago corresponds to
higher movement costs in terminals with conventionally heated, walled-in,
warm room areas during nonfreezable operating periods. The cost of the heating
equipment in Chicago was ^11, 800  (19 68 price). Assuming a twenty-year life
and straight line depreciation, the annual cost of terminal, heating equipment
for the Gateway system is 02, 950.
The cost of operating the terminal heating equipment in Chicago is 0550
per month. This figure yields an annual heating cost for the entire system of
	 . I
$12,375.
The cost of handling freezable freight in Chicago on weekends was given
earlier as from 0175 to 0260 per week. Since overtime is necessary in most
weeks, the higher figure will be used. Some cost should probably be included
to cover costs incurred for moving freight in and out of the warm room during
the week, but no measure is available. As a result, it will be necessary to
ignore that cost here. Using the 0260 per week cost given above, the annual,
labor cost for the entire system becomes 02S, 600.
The remaining costs will be computed directly on a company--wide basis.
They are based on the 1965 .level. of 150 freezable loads moved per day, with
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100 of these loads heated by charcoal hewers. In addition, a five-day wore:
week is assumed.
Gateway uses 80, 000 pounds of charcoal per year for heating trailers. The
total 1969 cost is P3, 520. Adjusting this price by 5% to reflect 1968 costs
gives a figure of 03, 330.
The cost of heating with gas-fired units is more elusive. The average
line haul distance in 1968 was 350 males; this distance takes eight hours at an
average speed of forty-five miles per hour. In addition, an hour is lost due to
meal periods and other rest breaks during the trip, An average outbound delay
of 3. 25 hours and an average inbound delay of 6 hours  must also be added in,
resulting in a total, heated period per trip of 18. 25 hours: The total, annual num-
ber of these trips is 5, 500, resulting in a total of 100, 375 hours per year of
gas fired heater use. The operating cost of heating with these units as measured
by Gateway is 0. 30 per hour. This results in a total cost per year for operating
these heaters of 030, 100.
A
Additional costs (cost of billing) are primarily the cost of dock labor time
lost due to handling of extra billing. This cost is given as 01. 00 per trailer,
or a total. of $16, 500 per year. There is no incremental office billing cost.
The table on the following page summarizes .
 annual freezable handling
costs computed to this point.
5The outbound and inbound delay time are rough estimates made by the vice
president for operations. They are meant to account for the priority given to
heated trailers and the fact that heaters on trailers that will soon be unloaded
are often turned off if current temperatures are warm.
i
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Terminal costs
Heating equipment investment
	 22950
Heating equipment operation
	 1.2, 375
Labor costs
	 28, 600
Transportation costs
Charcoal	 3, 330
Gas fired heater operation
	 30, 100
Billing cost	 16 3. 500
Total annual cost	 093,855
The costs shown in the table above overstate the costs actually borne by
Gateway in handling freezable Commodities. These costs were determined on
the assumption that freezable protection is provided continuously during the
twenty-two-week period from the beginning of November to the end of March.
In reality, some of these costs are avoided during November, and March if
temperatures are expected to be above freezing with a reasonable degree of
certainty.
A statistical study was carried out to determine what portion of the above
costs are avoided. As in the past, Chicago was used in this study as a model
1
upon which a generalization about experience in the entire Gateway system
could be formulated.
Gateway management bases the decision as to whether or not protection
of freezable commodities is necessary during November and March on predicted
temperatures. To insure that differences between actual and predicted tempera-
tures do not allow commodities to be exposed to freezing conditions, the criti-
cal forecast temperature used is 40"F.  That is, protective measures are not
used during this period only if the forecasted minimum temperature for the
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coming twenty--four hours is greater than or. equal. to 40°F. Given this rule,
the problem here is to determine the frequency of forecasts at or above the
critical temperature.
A statistical method was designed to measure this frequency. The validity
of the method depends on the following assumptions:	
r
1. Forecasting errors are random, so that the sum of all forecasting errors
is Zero.
2. The standard deviation of average daily normal temperatures is the same
as the standard deviation of average dally minimum temperatures.
Although these assumptions may not be completely correct, they probably are
very nearly so. As Jong as neither of these assumptions is grossly unrealistic,
the following statistical exercise yields adequate results.
Daily normal minimum temperatures for Chicago were supplied by the
Weather Bureau. Depending on the first assumption above, these were treai•ed
as daily normal forecasted minimum temperatures. Since the variation of actual.
temperatures from normal temperatures is closely approximated by a normal di, r-
i
tribution, it follows that a normal distribution describes the variation of actual
forecasted temperatures from normal forecasted temperatures. To determine
the frequency of forecasted temperatures at or above the critical Level, the
only other information necessary is the standard deviation of the distribution
of actual forecasts from normal forecasts.
Standard deviations of monthly average temperatures were available from
the U. S. Weather Bureau, 6 and these were converted to standard deviations of
daily average temperatures by means of a conversion factor taken from research
by A. F. Tenkinson completed in x957. 7 Then, using the second assumption
above, these results were considered to be the standard deviations of the
daily forecasted minimum temperatures for the period in question. Using these
standard deviations to normalize the difference between the critical temperature
and the normal daily temperatures, the probability that the forecasted tempera-
ture for each day was equal to or above the critical temperature was taken from
a standard normal distribution table. The resulting probabilities were then
added together and divided by the number of days to determine the probability
(that is, the relative frequency) of active low temperatures equal to or greater
than 40°F. during November and March. The resulting probability was 0. 1768.
Since freezable handling costs are not presently avoidable during Decem-
ber, January and February, the probability of avoiding freezable handling costs
during the whole period is 9/22 of 0. 1768, or . 0748. The figure is the degree
to which avoidable freezable handling costs must be decreased. The avoid-
able costs are the costs of transportation, labor, and heating equipment op-
eration. The appropriate adjustments yield the freezable handling costs
shown below.
6Standard Deviation of Monthly Average Temperature, by H. C. S. Thom,
0limatolo-Services Division, U. S. Weather Bureau..
7.A. F. Jenkinson, "Relations Between Standard Deviations of Daily, 5-day,
10-day and 30-Day Mean Temperatures, " in Meteorological. Magazine (Vol:. 86,
1957) pp. 169-176.
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Terminal Costs
Heating Equipment investment	 2,950
Heating Equipment operation 	 14450
Labor costs	 26, 460
Transportation Costs
Charcoal
	
3, 080
Gas fired heater operation	 27, 850
Billing Costs	 ^16. 500
Total annual cost 	 $88, 290
Value of Improved Information
Very little attempt is presently made to avoid freezable handling costs
due to the high value risked compared to the savings possible. The average
freezable handling cost per trip is less than 06. 00, but the value of the com-
modities being protected can easily be a thousand times as much. For this
reason, freezable protection is often given when temperatures stay above the
critical level throughout the trip. If management could be certain that tempera-
ture would remain high enough, it would avoid freezable costs. This is essen-
tially what happens during the period of April, through October. But weather
prediction is not presently reliable enough during the winter months to warrant
risking the large values involved against the small savings possible. If man-
agement could be certain of the future temperatures at each point in time and
space that. each load will pass through, a substantial part of the freezable
cost would be avoidable.
There are, however, two other important restrictions on management's
ability to avoid these costs, One is its refusal to accept the predicted weather
information as reliable. It would take relatively few incorrectly predicted
`L
r
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temperatures to wipe out any savings gained by using the improved information.
Some progress can be made, however, by setting the new critIcal predicted
temperature level somewhat above the freezing temperature. The other restric-
tion is management's inability to precisely predict the point in space that a
load will occupy at a given point in time. This location can, however, be ap-
proximated fairly accurately. A range of space for each moment in time can be
used here to protect against loss.
If improved weather prediction information became available, Gateway
management would use it to avoid freezable handling costs Before the infor-
mation was used, however, the company would make a careful study of the
reliability of this information. Assuming the information proved reliable to
within Z * F over 95% of the time, Gateway would drop its critical forecasted tem-
perature from 40°F to 35°F.
The same statistical method as used above was used to measure the cost
avoidable with a 35°F critical temperature. The only change in the analysis
was that the critical temperature was allowed to operate throughout the period
rather than just during the beginning and ending months. This change was in
line with expected Gateway operations changes.
The probability of avoiding costs yielded by this analysis was 0.2458.
Applying this factor to the avoidable freezable handling costs yields the ex-
pected cost levels shown below:
I
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Terminal co sts
Heating equipment investment 	 2, 950
Heating equipment operation
	 9, 325
Labor costs	 21, 155
Transportation costs
Charcoal	 2, 510
Gas-fired heater operation	 22)700
Billing costs	 _16,,,500
Total costs
	
$75, 140
The total cost in the table above is a $13, 150 incremental cost saving over
the present operating situation.
The 35 ° F critical temperature is probably higher than is necessary. This
temperature is based on the assumption that freezing will occur when the tem-
perature reaches 32°F. However, there are a number of reasons why freezing
will usually not occur at this level. One obvious reason is that many liquids,
although having a water base, have a freezing temperature below 32°F because:
of their chemical composition, as is the case with salt water. For another
thing, shipments being moved within the terminal or in a truck will have Lower
freezing points than shipments not being moved, just as flowing water in a
river does not freeze as readily as does stagnant water nearby. Furthermore,
shipments that are not being moved but that are in trailers or in terminals do
have some protection from the cold. And, finally, the lowest temperature
reached on a particular day rarely is the actual temperature for very long. As
a result, liquids would not often have time to cool off enough to freeze if the
temperature just reached 32'F. For these reasons, a critical temperature of
32°F was chosen for the examination of potential cost savings. This critical
i
temperature level results in a lower range of actual temperature of 29'F.
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The 32°F critical temperature level yields a probability of avoiding freez-
able handling costs of 0.3117. The resulting costs are shown below.
Terminal costs
Heating equipment investment	 22950
Heating equipment operation 	 82260
Labor costs	 19, 100
Transportation costs
Charcoal
	
2, 200
Gas-,fired heater operation	 201100
Balling costs	 16, 500_
Total cost	 $692 110
The total operating cosh; in this table is an incremental cost saving over
the present method of $19, 180, and an incremental, cost saving over the method
Gateway expects to use of $6, 030.
The cost of operating either system would be about the same. This cost
has been approximated here as ten hours per week for twenty-two weeks of
the time of an employee earning $8,.000 per year. The cost of this labor is
850 per year. With this information, the net cost savings possible with im-
proved information can be calculated. The results are shown. below;
Cost	 Net savings	 possible
Present method
	
088,290
	
0
Expected method	 75, 140	 $12, 300
Potential method
	
692110
	
IS, 330
Both the potential and the expected cost saving methods depend on com-
plete, accurate forecasted temperatures for the entire area of operations.
Probably the best method of presentation of these data is in the form of maps
showing isobars for predicted minimum temperatures.
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CONCLUSIONS
Results
Gateway Transportation Company has been found to bear significant costs
due to adverse weather conditions, but only a very small portion of these costs
would be avoidable with improved weather prediction information. There are
three central factors that explain much of the inflexibility that makes these
costs unavoidable. The most important of these factors is the strong service
competition that exists in the common carrier trucking industry. Another factor
is the strict definition of allowable routing found in Gateway = s certificate of
convenience and necessity. Both of these factors result from government regu-
lation of trucking activities. The third factor is the lack of flexibility in driver
assignments and pay scales due to both union pressure and company policy.
Although there are no significant sales costs due to adverse weather, the	 r
possibility of benefiting from improved prediction does exist. This benefit
would take the form of improved service to attract new customers and to retain
old ones. However, it is not known what the potential or expected value of
this possibility is.
Weather affects transportation costs during pickup and delivery, during
terminal dock operations, and during line haul. Pickup and delivery operations
are affected as traffic is slowed due to adverse weather, but the size of this
effect defies measurement with the data presently available. Furthermore,
there is no reasonable. statistical. evidence that the effect of adverse weather
on pickup and delivery operations is great enough to warrant managerial efforts
to avoid it.
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Cold weather is believed to affect the efficiency of dock labor, but no
measure of this effect was found in the data available. However, using a
measure determined subjectively by management, a total system cost of about
$2, 000 per year was established. Although this cost is so small that manage-
ment would take no action to avoid it, a small part of the cost is theoretically
avoidable,
Linehaul operations are affected by weather where precipitation causes
deterioration in highway driving conditions. The incremental cost due to
weather incurred during Linehaul for 1968 was found to be 02, 607. 08. The po-
tential savings under 1 968 conditions was determined to be $906, but the ex-
pected savings by Gateway was no more than $100.
Adverse weather caused Gateway to incr r an. incremental, safety department
cost of ^12 1
 630 in x968. While this figure may not provide a reliable guide
for any particular period, it does serve as a good long-run average annual
	 *`
measure. Improved prediction of adverse weather conditions may have some
	 -
value here.,' but the value would seldom be realized and its magnitude would
be incapable of being measured.
Claims costs due to weather exist only where company policy is violated.
For this reason weather related claims are not considered a cost of adverse
weather.
The cost of providing freezable service is directly attributable to adverse
(cold) weather. The total cost incurred here in 1968 was 088, 290. Since this
cost is incurred at a fairly constant rate during the freezable period while
temperatures vary above and below the critical level., a portion of this cost
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is avoidable. Gateway would have avoided. $12, 300 of this cost with improved
weather information, and a reasonably safe policy could have saved p8, 330.
The costs and savings summarized in the preceding paragraphs are accumu-
lated in the table below. An X mark indicates that ^ dollar value belongs in
that space, but that no estimate of the right amount was found.
Functional Potential Probable
Activity Co st Savings. Savings
Sales 0 X Xa
Pickup and
Delivery
X 0 0
Terminal 2P 000 X 0
Linehaul 2P 607 906 100
Safety 12P630 X X
Claims 0 0 0
Freezables 88, 290 1%330 123300
i
Total,	 $105, 527
	$19, 236	 ^121 400
aAlthough there are no possible savings in the sales function ( since
there are no costs) improved weather information does promise pos-
sible benefits not now realized.
Thi's summarization shows the total incremental cost due to adverse
weather for Gateway for 1968 as 0105, 527, plus an unknown amount due to
decreased customer service on pickup and. delivery operations. During the
same period, Gateway's total operating expenses (not including taxes,
licenses, depreciation or amortiz, "tion) were ^54, 782, 768, so that costs due
to weather were 0. 19 % of total operating costs. The potential savings of
$19, 236 would have been 0. 035 0%)
 of operating cost,. and the probable savings
of 02, 400 would have been 0. 02376 of total costs. The 019, 230 potential
savings would have increased income from operations (before income taxes)
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by 0. 39 1/o, while the probable savings of $12, 400 would have yielded an in-
crease of 0.25%.
The value of improved weather prediction information seen in this light is
extremely small. Even if the dollar values of improved information to the
sales, terminal and safety functions were known, it is highly unlikely that
improved weather information would have a significant effect on this common
carrier's profits. In addition, it is somewhat doubtful that Gateway would be
willing to accept the improved forecasts as being reliable enough to base
policy changes upon. It would be necessary not only to provide the informa-
tion in an easily usable fashion, but there would also have to be proof that
the information pro Tided was reliable. Thus these two effects—the low dollar
value and the perceived unreliability of weather information—combined with
institutional factors such as the regulatory framework, labor agreements, and
the unsophisticated scheduling techniques presently used, result in a very 	 {
low value for improved weather prediction information. Insofar as Gateway
Transportation Company is typical of the common carrier trucking industry, it
may be generalized that improved information would be of little dollar value
to common carrier trucking.
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THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF ADVANCED SATELLITE WEATHER FORECASTING ON
THE RECREATIONAL BOATING INDUSTRY: A CASE STUDY
James P. Gilligan and David D, Gow
INTRODUCTION
The importance
 of outdoor recreation in the American social and economic
environment is suggested by national data collected by the President's Outdoor
Recreation Resources Review Commission in 1960, In the period Tune, 1960 to
May, 19 69, 90% of all Americans participated in some form of outdoor recrea-
tion on 4,. 4 billion occasions. At that time the commission predicted a 50% in-
crease in outdoor recreation participation by 1976. In 1967, however, the
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation updated this figure, The data available for 1960--
1965 showed that outdoor recreation participation during summer months had
,increased by 51%).
Recreation Resources Center, The University of Wisconsin, Madison.
Our thanks are extended to the U, S. Army Corps of Engineers and local Cham-
bers of Commerce who were very helpful in providing addresses of potential.
respondents. Our thanks are also extended to Maurice Warner and Professor
William Burch, visiting professor from Yale University, who helped on several
parts of this study, And, finally we wish to acknowledge the excellent co--
operation of boat cop-cession operators and resort managers in their responses
to field interviews and mail, questionnaire s,
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This growth in participation has been consistent with other changes in so-
ciety at large: the increase in population, the economic boom of the sixties, the
higher levels of disposable income, increasing leisure time, more formal educa-
tion and increased mobility. Such variables as age, income, education, occu-
pation, place of residence, and, to a lesser extent, sex, help to determine who
will or will not participate in outdoor recreation.
Recreational, boating has been no exception to this boom. The data avail-
able on the growth of recreational boating over the past decade show some
variance. To avoid bias, two sets of data are presented: one prepared by the
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation (U. S. Department of the Interior), and the other
by the Boating industry Association in conjunction with the National Association
of Engine and Boat Manufacturers. It should be emphasized that the latter set
of data is based on estimates. The data are listed in Table 1.
Despite the differences in available estimates of boating use in the United 	
; j
States, there is general agreement on the steady increase in what ' has been
termed "America' s top family sport. " It is presently a 03 billion a year indus-
try. The number of marinas, boat yards, and yacht clubs has increased by 15%
in the period 1960--1969. There are now 4500 marinas and boat yards and 1400
yacht clubs in the United States. The Bureau of Outdoor. Recreation estimated
a 76% increase in boating participating, excluding canoeing and sailing, in
the period 1965-1980.
1
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Figure	 Geographical Distribution of Respondents
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this case study was. to determine to- what extent recrea-
tional boating management and planning are currently influenced by weather
conditions and weather forecasting and to estimate possible changes, that may
result from improved weather . forecasting and communication. Because of time
limitations the study was confined to large inland lakes and reservoirs on
which weather factors could be a significant influence. on boating activities.
Methodol.og
Several criteria were used in selecting the regions and specific boating
w
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Table 1. Percentage Increase in Boating Use, Ownership, and Expenditure
1960-1969.
BOR	 BIA and NAEBM
Expenditure
No. of Peoples No. of Peopleb No. of Boats (millions)
1960	 331931, 000	 35, 125, 000	 71025$000	 21525
1965	 42, 376, 000	 39, 325 9 000	 71 865 1 000	 2, 683
1969	 43, 230, 000	 81 646, 000	 3, 292
% increase	 2510	 12%
	
12 %
	 6%1960--1965
% increase	 10 %a 	 10%	 23%1965-1969
% increase	 23%	 23%	 30%1960-1969
aFigures based on those individuals twelve years of age and older who
participate once or more.
bFigures based on those using waterways more than twice a year.
areas to be sampled. Recognizing the probable differences in boating area
weather conditions and management practices that exist between various sec-
tions of the United States, three regions were selected as a representative
cross section of major boating area zones. The regions were the West (Cali-
fornia, Nevada and Colorado), the South (Arkansas, Georgia and Tennessee)
and the Lake States (Wisconsin).
A second criterion was that all boating areas sampled should be large
lakes or reservoirs within a half--day drive from major metropolitan centers.
This factor was based upon preliminary field interviews that indicated the use
of such areas comprised a major proportion of total United States recreational
boating use and that weather forecast information and boating area management
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changes were more significant to one-day and weekend boating activities than
to more extended boating vacations. More isolated boating areas appeared to
be more heavily utilized by extended boating vacationers for whom day-to-
day weather variations were not a principle determinant of time and place for
vacationing.
The final criterion was the availability of daily boat use data for the areas
included in the sample. Our intention was to correlate these data with cor-
relate these data with corresponding daily weather data and subject them to a
regression analysis to reveal how significant past weather factors and day of
week were in determining boating use. We then intended to compare what
actually happened with what boating operators said happened,
After a very intensive nationwide search, it was discovered that daily
use records, particularly defining kinds and amounts of boating use, were
available for only a few large inland lakes in the country; and where these
use data were available, the necessary- accurate weather data were not avail-
able for these lakes. Wherefore, this aspect of the study had to be abandoned.
All of the lakes included in the study did have some use data available,
usually on a weekly or monthly summary basis which were often estimates.
Efforts were also made to distribute the sample amon g boating areas of
differing capacities, from small limited facility operations to major boating
area complexes, to determine possible differences in use of weather fore-
casts as related to area management.
A questionnaire was Constructed and mailed to boat concession operators
in the three principal sample regions guided by the criteria previously indi--
	 '
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cated. Our sample was confined to boat concession operators because we
felt their knowledge, background, and records could help provide the informa-
tion we were interested in. We also felt that if improved weather forecasts
were available, boat concession operators would feel the impact of increased
recreational boating participation and react accordingly.
As a follow-up to the questionnaire, personal observations and interviews
were conducted at representative sites to check contradictions and accuracy
of questionnaire responses. Response rate to the mailed questionnaire was
57. 5% with a total of fifty-eight respondents. Response rate is shown in
Table 2 and geographical distribution of respondents is shown in Tables 3
and 4 and Figure 1.
Mailing lists of potential respondents were obtained primarily from such
sources as the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, U. S. Bureau of Reclamation,
local Chambers of Commerce, State Water Resources agencies, the T. V. A,,
and the yellow pages of telephone directories. Duplications of address
arose when a respondent owned more than one of the resorts or concessions
on our list. From the information available it was sometimes difficult to know
if the questionnaire was applicable to certain respondents..
The study also included a review and analysis of existing published in-
formation related to the influence of weather and weather forecasting on
recreational boating operations.
The questionnaire was designed to elicit information and data about the
following aspects of recreational boating operations:
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Table 2. Response t,) Mailed Questionnaire
Number of questionnaires sent out
	 129
Number of duplications of address	 6
Number of potential respondents who had moved
	 3
Adjusted sample size	 120
Number of questionnaires received
	 69
Response rate
	 57.50/6
Number of questionnaires not used because respondents did not
rent out boats and claimed operations were not affected by
	 9
weather
Number of operators not yet in operation
	 2
Number of respondents included in this analysis
	 58
Table 3. Distribution of Respondents by State
Percent ofLake	 State	 Number	
erle
Dardanelle	 Arkansas	 5	 8.6%
Lanier	 Georgia	 8	 13.8%
,F	 NorFYs Tennessee 13 22.4%
Shadow Mt. Colorado 5 8.6%
Mead Nevada 4 6.9%
Tahoe California 12 20. 7%
Winnebago Wisconsin 10 17, 3%
Ca.chuma California 1 1. 7%
Total
	 58	 100. 010
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Table 4. Distribution of Respondents by Area
Area	 Number	 Percent
South (Arkansas, Tennessee, Georgia)
	 10	 17.3%
West ( Colorado, Nevada, California;
	 21
	
36.276
Lake (Wisconsin)
	 26	 44.6'^o
Other (Cachuma, California)	 1	 1.7%
Totals	 58
	 144. 0%
1. Background information about respondents including type of operation,
size of operation and types of boats rented out.
2. Effects of present weather forecasts on recreational boating manage-
ment.
3. Most important weather factors in recreational boating operations.
4. Effects that improved weather forecasts might have on present boating
operations.
5. Long-term effects that improved weather forecasts might have on
boating operations.
In the tables which follow results are usually given for each state, each
region and totals of all regions sampled. The category "national" includes
Lake Cachuma in California.
1. Background Information
The majority of respondents, 72.4%, operated marinas either as a single
enterprise or in combination with a holiday resort and/or motel.. The classi-
fication "others, ' ° 15. 5 1X6 of the sample, included boat salesmen and marine
suppliers and distributors. These findings are listed by region in Table 5.
Table 5. Distribution of Operation by Region
Type
2	 3	 4 5 6	 7 8
South (26) 65.4 (17) 7.7 (3) 3.8 (1)	 3.8 (1) 19.2 (5)
West (21) 42.8 (9) 4.8 (1)	 4.8 (1) 9.5 (2)	 19.0 (4)	 4.8 (1) 14.3 (3)
Lake (10) 60.0 (6, 10.0 (1)	 10.0 (1)	 10.0 (1) 10..0 (1)
National (58) 55.2 (32) 3.4 {2)	 5.2 (3)	 3.4 (2) 6.9 (4)	 6.9 (4)	 3.4 (2) 15.5 (9)
N	 1. Marina 5. Marina and holiday resort
2. Holiday resort	 6. Marina and motel
3. National., state or county park
	 7. Marina, motel and holiday resort
T-,	 4. Motel
	 8. Other (boat sales, marine distributors, etc. )
r
The figure in parentheses after each region is the number of respondents
from that region who answered the question. The figure in the box is the per-
centage of respondents who answered that particular part of the question. The
figure in parentheses after each percentage is the number of respondents who
answered that particular part of the question. This format is used in all sub-
seguent tables unless otherwise stated. In certain cases the row totals for
each state or region will exceed 100 1/o. This is because respondents may have
checked more than one part of the question.
Of the sample, eleven respondents did not rent out boats but were involved
in recreational boating in the sense that they sold boats or were suppliers of
marine and fishing equipment. One respondent had a large cabin cruiser which
was used exclusively for organized boat trips. These results are tabulated in
Table 6.
Table 6. Number of Respondents who Rented Boats
Number	 Percent of total,
Rentals	 46	 79.4
Number of rentals	 1	 18.9
Organized boat trips	 1	 1.7
Totals	 58	 100.0
The average number of boats owned by each operation was twenty. This
ranged, from a high of thirty-three on Lake Dardanelle to a low of ten on Lake
Winnebago. These results are tabulated in Table 7.
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Table 7. Average Number of Rental Boats
Area Number
Dardanille5^( 33 
Lanier (5) 12
Norri s (13) 2 Z
Shadow (5) 12
Mead (3) 17
Tahoe (10) 25
Winnebago (4) 10
u	 Southern States (Z3) 22
We stern States (18) 1 9
Lake States (4) 10
National (45) a 20
aLake Cachuma was omitted because the number of boats for rent,
149, was atypical of the sample.
The most popular rental boats were pleasure boats, thirteen to sixteen
feet long, and rowboats. Foats fourteen feet in length were generally con-
sidered the minimum "safe" size for boating on large lakes and reservoirs.
Boats were usually rented for fishing and, to a lesser extent, pleasure boat-
ing. Many were equipped with motors or capable of being equipped with
motors. The only place where waterskiing and sailing were practiced to any
extent was Lake Tahoe. The busiest boating months were July and August.
In the South, May was the busiest month. For the majority of respondents,
63. 8%, the boating season fell between April and October. One--fourth of the
respondents remained open all year, the majority of them, 66. 7 %, in the South.
The most popular time of day for renting a boat was between eight in the morn-
ing and three in the afternoon as aggregated in the variety of open-ended
responses. As there was considerable variation in response to this aspect,
the results are tabulated in Table 8.
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Table 8. Daily Boat Rental Periods
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Dardanelle (5) 60.0 (3) 40.0 (2)
Lanier (5) 100.0 (5)
Norris (13) 42.1 (6) 7. 7 (1) 30.8 (4) 15.4 (2)
Shadow (5) 40.0 (2) 20.0 (1) 20.0 (1) 20. 0 (1)
Mead (3) 33.3 (1) 33.3 (1) 33.3 (1)
Tahoe (10) 50.0 (5) 30.0 (3) 10.0 (1) 10.0 (1)
Winnebago (4) 50.0 (2) 25.0 (1)	 25.0 (1)
Southern States (23) 60.9 (14) 8.7 (2)	 4.3 (1)	 17.4 (4) 8.7 (2)
Western States (18) 16. 6 (3) Z7. 8 (5) 22.2 (4)	 11. 1 (2)	 11. 1 (2)	 5. 6 (1)	 5. 6 (1)
Lake States (4) 50.0 (Z) 25.0 (1)	 Z5. 0 (1)
National (46) 41.3 (19) la. 2 (7)	 8. 7 (4)	 8. 7 (4)	 8. 7 (4)	 8. 7 (4)	 4. 3 (Z)	 2.2 (1)	 2. 2 (1)
The majority of respondents, 8116, rented boat space to private owners. On
a national level, the average number of mooring spaces rented annually was
184. There was a considerable amount of variation in the number of spaces
rented at various lakes. The results are tabulated in Table 9.
Table 9. Number of Operators who Rented Mooring Space and Average Number
of Spaces Rented on an Annual Basis
Average
Number	 number of
Renting	 Percent	 spaces	 High*	 Low*
Dardanelle (5) 5 100.0 110 220 50
Lanier (8) 8 100.0 346 700 50
Norris (13) 10 76.9 95 225. 50
Shadow (5) 4 80.0 47 70 30
Mead (4) 3 75.0 333 500 150
Tahoe (12) 10 83.3 154 400 25
Winnebago (10) 6 60.0 66 150 5
Southern States (26) 23 88.5 185 700 50
Southwest States (21) 17 81. 0 205 500 25
Lake States (10) 6 60.0 66 150 5
National (58) 47 81.0 184 700 5
' The category "high" refers to the largest individual number of spaces
rented; "low" to the lowest individual number.
The majority of respondents, 75. 870, allowed private owners to use their
launching ramps. On a national level, the average number of launchings was
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Table 10. Number of Operators who Allowed General Public to Use Launching
Ramps and the Average Number of Launchings Annually
Average No.
Number	 Percent	 Launchings	 High Low
Dardanelle (5)	 3 60.0 3000 5000 1000
Lanier (8)	 8 100.0 2921a 12000 125
Norris (13)
	 10 76.9 1238 7300 75
Shadow (5)	 5 100.0 212 700 40
Mead (4)	 3 75.0 5625b 11000 250
Tahoe (12)	 8 75.0 467 2000 15
Winnebago (10)	 6 60.0 198 700 10
Southern States (26)
	 21 80.7 20470 12000 75
Western States (21)
	 16 76. 2 1070d 11000 15
Lake States (10)	 6 60.0 198 700 10
National (58)
	
44 75.8 1539e 12000 10
aTotal from 6 respondents
bTotal ,from 2 respondents
CTotal from 19 respondents
dTotal from 15 respondents
eTotal from 41 respondents
i' '
1, 539. There was a considerable degree of variation in the number of public
Launchings at various hakes. The results are tabulated in Table 10.
Attempts were also made to discover the volume of business done by indi-
vidual respondents on the basis of the number of boat rentals over the past
	 f
three years. This proved impossible for two reasons: first, the questions re-
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lating to this information were badly worded and too amgibuous in meaning;
second, many respondents had no data available on the number of daily or
annual boat rentals. For the same reasons we were unable to obtain reliable
data concerning most popular days of the week for renting boats.
Several unsubstantiated observations from field work can be offered. Dur-
ing the peak weeks or months for some operators closest to metropolitan centers;
boat rentals did not vary significantly from day to day or from weekdays to
weekends. All rental boats were often in constant use during these peak
periods. Also, while it is commonly accepted that weekend days are peak
periods for many kinds of outdoor recreational activities, we found several
instances in lake boating where week days were the usual high--use periods.
These occurred where. there were other (non-water related) features or leisure
attractions of major significance nearby. 	 {
2. Effects of Present Weather Forecasts
P
The. majority of respondents, 85. 2%, indicated that present weather fore-
casts do influence their planning and management in varying degrees. The
number of management activities affected by weather forecast information is
listed in Table 11 and kinds of activities affected are included in Table 12,
However, in examining these aggregate data for each individual aspect, con-
siderable variations appeared. Weather forecasts had little influence on
planning what employees would do at Lake Mead, Shadow Lake or Lake Winne-
bago. The greatest influence was in the South where 73. 91b of respondents
answered in the affirmative. These results are listed in Table 13.
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Table 11. Number of Management Activities Affected by Weather Forecast
Information
Number of Activities
0	 2	 3	 4
Dardanelle (5)	 20.0 (1)
	
20.0 (1)
	
40.0 (2)
	 20.0 (1)
Lanier (7)
Norris (11)
Shadow (5)
Mead (4)
Tahoe (12)
Winnebago (9)
Southern States (23)
Western States (21)
Lake States (9)
National (54)
28.6 (2) 71.4 (5)
9.1 (1) 27.3 (3) 45.4 (5) 9.1 (1)	 9.1 (1)
40.0 (2) 20. 0 (1) 40.0 (2)
50.0 (2) 25.0 (1) 25.0 (l)
8.3 (1) 50.0 (6) 25.0 (3) 1 6. 7 (2)
33.3 (3) 33.3 (3) 22.2 (2) 11.1 (1)
8.7 (2) 13.0 (3) 34.8 (8) 34.8 (8)	 8.7 (Z)
14.3 (3) 38.1 (8) 23.8 (5) 23.8 (5)
33.3 (3) 33.3 (3) 22. 2 (Z) 11.1 (1)
14.8 (8) 27.8 (15) 27.8 (15) 25.9 (14)	 3.7(2)
Table 12. Influence of Weather Forecasts on Present Boat Rental Operations
Aspect
	 Percent who checked
Planning what employees will do	 57.1
Planning number of employees
	
50.0
Stocking more 'gas and oil
	 38.3	 •
Having more boats available	 36.9
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6Table 13. Influence of Weather Forecast Information on Planning what Employ-
ees Would Do
Important	 Unimportantv
Dardanelle (5) 60.0 (3) 40.0 (2)
Lanier (7) 85.7 (6) 14.3 (1)
Norris (11) 72.7 (8) 27.3 (3)
Shadow (5) 40.0 (2) 60.0 (3)
Mead (3) 33.3 (1) 66.7 (2)
Tahoe (8) 62.5 (5) 37.5 (3)
Winnebago (9) 33.3 (3) 66.7 (6)
Southern States (23) 73.9 (17) 26.1 (6)
Western States (16) 50.0 (8) 50.0 (8)
Lake States (9) 33.3 (3) 66.7 (6)
National (49) 57.1 (28) 42.9 (21)
Weather forecasts had little or no influence on planning number of em-
ployees at Lake Dardanelle, Shadow Lake and Lake Tahoe. The greatest in-
fluence was in the South where 65.2% of respondents answered in the affirma-
tive. These results are listed in Table 14.
The influence of weather forecast information on stocking more gas and
oil was of little or no importance at Lake Norris, Lake Mead and Lake Winne-
bago. In other areas it was only of some importance. These results are listed
in Table 15.
Weather forecast information had little influence on having more boats
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Table 14. Influence of Weather Forecast Information on Planning Number of
Employees
Important	 Unimportant
Dardanelle (5) 40.0 (2) 60.0 (3)
Lanier (7) 100.0 (7) -
Norris (11) 54.6 (6) 45.4 (5)
Shadow (5) - 100.0 (5)
Mead (3) 100.0 (3) -
Tahoe (9) 33.3 (3) 66.7 (6)
Winnebago (9) 33.3 (3) 66.7 (6)
Southern States (23) 65.2 (15) 34.8 (8)
Western States (17) 35.3 (6) 64.7 (11)
Lake States (9) 33.3 (3) 66.7 (6)
National (50) 50.0 (25) 50.0 (25)
Table 15. Influence of Weather Forecast Information on Stocking More Gas
and Oil
Important Unimportant
Dardanelle (5) 80.0 (4) 20. 0 (1)
Lanier (7) 57.1 (4) 42.9 (3)
Norris (9) 11.1 (1) 88.9 (8)
Shadow (5) 60.0 (3) 40.0 (2)
Mead (3) - 100. 0 (3)
Tahoe (9) 44.4 (4) 55.6 (5)
Winnebago (8) 25.0 (2) 75.0 (6)
Southern State s (21) 42..9 (9) 57.1 (12)
Western States (17) 41.2 (7) 58.8 (1.0)
Lake States (8) 25. 0 (2) 75.0 (6)
National (47) 38.3 (18) 61.7 (29)
{
Table 16. Influence of Weather Forecast Information on Having More Boats
Available
Important Unimportant
Dardanelle (5) 40.0 (2) 60.0 (3)
Lanier (7) 28.6 (2) 71.4 (5)
Norris (11) 27.3 (3) 72.7 (8)
shadow (5) 60.0 (3) 40.0 (2)
Mead (3) 66.7 (2) 33.3 (1)
Tahoe (7) 42.9 (3) 57.1 (4)
Winnebago (7) 28.6 (2) 71.4 (5)
Southern States (23) 30.4 (7) 69.6 (16)
Western States (15) 53.3 (8) 46.7 (7)
Lake States (7) 28.6 (2) 71.4 (5)
National (46) 36.9 (17) 63.1 (29)
available at Lake Lanier, Lake Norris, Lake Winnebago and in the South in	 I
general. These results are listed in Table 16.
3. Most Im]Rortanfi Weather Factors 	.
The most important factors in weather forecasts for boat-rental operators
were wind direction, wind velocity and rain. In the South, information about
gain was regarded as more important than information about wind. These re-
sults are tabulated in Table 17.
Fie 4d interviews revealed some interesting differences among boating op-
erators located on a single lake in their reaction to weather factors. Topo-
graphic elevations (hills, ridges and mountains) close to a lake can provide
extensive barriers to prevailing winds a considerable distance into large lakes
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Lanier (5) 20. 0 (1) 40.0 (2) 20.0 (1) 20.0 (1)
Norris (10) 40.0 (4) 20.0 (2) 20. 0 (2) 20.0 (2)
Shadow (5) 60.0 (3) 40.0 (2)
Mead (2) 100. 0 (2)
Tahoe (10) 50. 0 (5) 40.0 (4) 10.0 (1)
Winnebago (8) 12. 5 (1) 50. 0 (4) 25.0 (2) 12.5 (1)
Southern
States (19) 31.6 (6) 21. 1 (4) 21. 1 (4) 10. 5 (2)	 5.2 (1) 1 , 5 (2)
We stern
States (17) 17.6 (3) 41.2 (7) 23.5 (4) 5.9 (1) 11.8 (2)
Lake States(8) 12. 5 (1) 50. 0 (4) 25. 0 (2) 12.5 (1)
National (45) 24.4 (11) 33. 3 (15) 22. Z (10) 4. 5 (2)	 4. 5 (2) 11.1 (5)
Table 17. Most Important Weather Factor in Weather Forecasts
0
0 aoP4 cu
Dardanelle (4) 25.0 (1) 50. 0 (2) 25.0 (1)
with only light rippling in these portions of the lake. Whereas on the unpro-
tected windward sides of lakes (or offshore from wind funneling canyons) in-
fluence of the same wind can build up severe wa ge conditions for boating.
Thus, one operator could report wind direction and velocity as a major .influ--
encing factor while another operator on the same lake could report these
factors as of minor influence.
The length: of forecasts most useful for plannin g and management	 i
r'
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Table 18. Length of Forecast Most Useful ,in Planning and Management
Length of Forecast
r
0
rd
rofo
NqQ A A A o U
Z
Dardanelle (5) 40.0 (4) 20.0 (1)
Lanier (8) 25.0 (2) 50.0 (4) 12.5 (1) 12.5 (1)
Norris (12) 41.7 (5) 50.0 (U) 9.3 (1)
Shadow (5) 60.0 (3) 20.0 (1) 20.0 (1)
Mead (4) 75.0 (3) ';5. 0 (1)
Tahoe. (12) 25.0 (3) 16.7 (2) 3. 2 l	 s	 41.7 (5) 8.3 (1)
Winnebago (10) 40.0 (4) 10.0 (1) 10.0 (1)	 30.0 (3) 10.0 (1)
Southern States (25) 28.0 (7) 56.0 (14) 4.0 (1) 12.0 (3)
Western States (21) 14. 3 (3)
	 38.1 (8)	 9. 5 (2) 28. 6 (6)	 9.5 (2)
Lake States (10)
	
40.0 (4)
	
10.0 (1)	 10.0 (1) 30.0 (3)	 10.0 (1)
National (57)	 24.6 (14) 40.3 (23)	 5.3 (3) 17.5 (10) 12.3 (7)
decisions were rive-day and one--day forecasts.. Little interest was shown in
E
thirty-day forecasts. These results are listed in Table 18.
Local radio and television stations were the most popular sources of
weather forecast information, utilized by 79. 3 1/o of respondents. Of the re-
mainder, 13. 8% used no weather forecast information whatsoever.
Respondents were not particularly impressed by the accuracy of present
weather forecasts. The majority, 71. 5%, thought they were at least 50% ar.-
curate. Only 7. 1% regarded them as totally unreliable. Howl: - ,,rer, respondents
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1Table 19. Sources Utilized for Weather Forecast Information
dource s d
a $_4 cD
o b
' (a	 'J U U] U f.a N M
a B M O U H
Dardanelle (5) 100.0 (5)
Lanier (8) 100.0 (8) 25.0 (2) 25. 0 (2)
Norris (13) 76.9 (10) 15.4 (2) 15.4 (2)
Shadow (5) 60.0 (3) 40.0 (2)
Mead (4) 50,0 (2) 25. 0 (1) 50. 0 (2) 25.0 (1)
Tahoe (12) 66.7 (8) 8.3 (1) 8.3 (1) 25.0 (3) 25.0 (3)
Winnebago (10) 90.0 (9) 10.0 (1)
Southern States (26) 88.5 (23) 7.7 (2) 7.7 (2) 15.4 (4)
Western States (21) 61.9 (13) 9. 5 (2) 14. 3 (3) 23.8 (5) 19.0 (4)
Lake States (10) 90.0 (9) 10.0 (1)
National (58) 79.3 (46) 3.4 (2) 8.6 (5) 13.8 (8) 13.8 (8)
from Lake Norris and Lake Tahoe were not at all impressed by present accuracy.
These results are listed in Table 20.
On several lakes a type of informal "existing or immediately pending"
weather reporting system has been established via radio sinkage between boats
(with transmitters and receivers), marinas, "sheriff's boat patrol and government
agency offices in the vicinity. This system often transmits bad weather build-
ups in time for boaters to reach the shelter of shore.
41.4
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Table 20. Respondents' Opinions of , Present Weather Forecasts
7510	 50%	 25%	 Totally
Accurate	 Accurate	 Accurate Unreliable
Dardanelle (5)
Lanier (8)
Norris (12)
Sha dow (5)
Mead (4)
Tahoe (12)
Winnebago (9)
Southern States (25)
We stern States (21)
60.0 (3) 40.0 (2)
50.0 (4) 37.5 (3) 12.5 (1)
16.7 (2) 33.3 (4) 41.7 (5) 8.3 (1)
20. 0 (1) 60. 0 (3) 20.0 (1)
75.0 (3) 25. 0 (1)
16.7 (2) 50.0 (6) 25.0 (3) 8.3 (1)
33.3 (3) 440'4 (4) 22. 2 (2)
36.0 (9) 36.0 (9) 20.0 (5) 8.0 (2)
28. 6 (6) 42.9 (9) 19.0 (4) 9.5 (.2)
1
Lake btates (9) 33.3 (3) 44.4 (4) zZ. Z (Z)
National (56) 32. 2 (18) 39.3 (22) 21.4 (12)	 7.1 (4)
Good weather forecasts meant more boat users than normal, according to
87% of respondents, and bad forecasts meant fewer boat users according to
64. 8% of respondents. These results are tabulated in Table 21.
4. Effects of Improved Forecasts on present Operations
If improved weather forecasts were available, 86. 2% of respondents in the
sample said they would mare changes in specific aspects of present boating
management and planning. Those aspects which would be affected are listed
in order of importance in Table 22. Regionally, there were certain differences
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.a.,	 Table 21. Effects Present Weather Forecasts Have on Boat Use
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Dardanelle (5)	 80.0 (4) 100.0 (5)
Lanier (8)	 87.5 (7) 62.5 (5)
Norris (11) 81.8 (9) 9.1 (1)	 45.6 (5)	 9.1 (1)
Shadow (5) 80.0 (4) 80.0 (4)	 20.0 (1)
Mead (4) 100.0 (4) 75. 0 (3)
Tahoe (12) 91.7 (11) 8.3 (1)	 66.7 (8)	 8.3 (1)
Winnebago (8) 87.5 (7) 50.0 (4)
Southern States (24) 83.3 (20) 4.2 (1)	 62.5 (15)	 4.2 (1)
Western States (21) 90.5 (19) 4.8 (1)	 71.4 (15)	 4.8 (1)	 4.8 (1)
Lake States (8) 87.5 (7) 50.0 (4)
National (54) 87.0 (47) 3.7 (2)	 64. 8 (35)	 3, 7 (2)	 1.9 (1)
which are presented in Tables Z3 and 24. A cross in Table 23 signifies that
40% or more of respondents said that particular aspects of boating management
would be affected by improved weather forecasts. "Road and parking area
maintenance" and "stocking of gas and oil." were the least important aspects.
All other aspects were important. Table 24 shows the percentage response
I
for each management aspect by state and region.
i
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Table 22. Management Aspects Which Would be Affected by improved Weather
Forecasts
Aspect	 Percent that checked
Season opening	 7 0%
Equipment and facility maintenance
	
62%
Season closing	 54%
Number of employees	 50%
Number of boats	 42%
Stocking of gas and oil
	
34%
Road and parking area maintenance 	 26%
Table 23. Management Aspects Which Would Be Affected By Improved Forecasts
Aspect
A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F	 G
Dardanelle	 X X X X	 X
Lanier
	
X X X	 X
Norris	 X X X X	 x x
Shadow
	
X x X X
Mead	 X X X	 .
Tahoe	 X X X x X
Winnebago	 X X x X
Southern State s	 X X N X	 X
We stern State s	 X X X
Lake States	 X X X X
National
	
X X X X X
A. Season opening D. Road and parking area maintenance
B. Season closing E. Number of boats
C. Equipment and facilities F. Number of employees
maintenance G. Stocking of Gas and oil
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Table 24. Percentage of Respondents Who Thought Specific Aspects of Management Would Be Affected By Im-
proved Weather Forecasts.
Aspect
A B G D E F G
Dardanelle (4) 75.0 (3) 75.0 (3) 100.0 (4) 25.0 (1) 25.0 (1) 75.0 (3) 50. 0 (2)
Lanier (8) 50.0 (4) 37.5 (3) 62.5 (5) 37.5 (3) 25. 0 (2) 87.5 (7) 50.0 (4)
Norris (10) 60.0 (6) 40.0 (4) 90.0 (9) 40.0 (4) 40.0(4) 50.0 (5) 30.0 (3)
Shadow (4) 100.0 (4) 100.0 (4) 25.0 (1) 25.0 (1) 50. 0 (2) -- 75.0 (3)
Mead (4) 50.0 (2) - 25.0 (1) 25.0 (1) 50.0 (2) 50.0 (2) -
Tahoe (10) 90.0 (9) 80.0 (8) 40.0 (4) - 40.0 (4) 40.0(4) 30.0 (3)
Winnebago (9) 77.8 (7) 55.6 (5) 66.7 (6) 33.3 (3) 55.6 (5) 33.3 (3) 22.2 (2)
Southern States (22) 59.1 (13) 45.6 (10) 81.8 (18) 36.4(8) 31.8 (7) 68.2 (15) 40.9 (9)
Western States (18) 83.3 (15) 66.7 (12) 33.3 (6) 11.1 (2) 44.4 (8) 33.3 (6) 33.3 (6)
Lake States (9) 77.8 (7) 55.6 (5) 66.7 (6) 33.3 (3) 55.6 (5) 33.3 (3) 22.2 (2)
National (50) 70.0 (35) 54.0 (27) 62.0 (31) 26.0 (13) 42.0 (21) 50.0 (25) 34.0 (17)
A. Season opening E. Number of boats
B. Season closing F. Number of employees
C. Equipment and facilities maintenance G. Stocking of gas and oil
D. Road and parking area maintenance
4.
TIt was inaccurate to classify the eight respondents who did not answer as opera;Fors who would make
no change s.
Percentages indicated are percentages. of the number of respondents who
answered the question. They are not percentages of the total number of re-
spondents in the sample.
Respondents were asked to specify the length of forecast required for each
management aspect that they checked off. The results are an aggregate of the
responses to the seven aspects in Table 25. It was felt that one comprehen-
sive table would be more useful than seven separate ones. When and if im-
proved weather forecasts are introduced, it is unlikely there will be seven
distinct types of forecasts for boating areas. Much more likely is one compre-
hensive forecast. Nationally, for boating, the most popular lengths of fore-
cast would be five-day and one-day. Regionally, five-day and one-day fore-
casts were almost equally popular in the South, whereas in the West, five-day
forecasts were most popular with thirty-day forecasts in second place.
Respondents were asked to specify the critical weather factors involved
in each management aspect that they checked off. The. results are an aggre-
gate of the responses to the seven aspects listed in Table 24. Nationally, the
critical weather factors involved are temperature, rainfall, wind and, to a
lesser extent, amount of sunshine. Regionally, rainfall was the most important
factor in the South whale wind was of major ;6nportance in the Vilest. in contrast
to what they said about present weather forecasts, respondents regarded tem-
perature as a critical factor in improved weather forecasts. One reason for
this inconsistency may be that in the section concerning present weather fore-
casts, respondents had to answer an open-ended question; in the section
concerning improved weather forecasts, respondents had to choose from a
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Table 25. Length of Forecast Required for All Activities
12 hours 1 day 5 days
Length
30 days
12 hours
and
5 day
I day	 5 day
and	 and
5 day	 30 day
Dardanelle (17)4: 11.8 (2) 70.6 (12) 17.6 (3)
Lanier (28) 17.9 (5) 10.7 (3) 32.1 (9) 14.3 (4) 3.6 (1) 21.4 (6)
Norris (35) 20.0 (7) 25.7 (9) 40.0 (14) 11.4(4) 2.9 (1)
Shadow (13) 15.4 (2) 46.1 (6) 38.5 (5)
Mead (8) 62.5. (5) 12. 5 (1) 25.0 (2)4I
O0	 Tahoe (27) 7.4 (2) 14.8 (4) 37.0 (10) 18.5 (5) 14.8 (4)	 7.4(2)
Winnebago (30) 23.3 (7) 33.3 (10) 20.0 (6) 20.0 (6) 3.3 (1)
Southern States (80) 17.5 (14) 30.0 (24) 28.8 (23) 13.8 (11)	 1.2 (I) 8.7 (7)
Western States (48) 4.2 (2) 12.5 (6) 43.7 (21) 20.8 (10)	 2.1 (1) 12.5 (6)	 4.2 (2)
Lake States (30) 23.3 (7) 33.3 (10) 20.0 (6) 20. 0 (6) 3.3 (1)
National (161) 14.3 (23) 24.9 (40) 32. 3 (52) 17.4 - (28)	 1. 2 (Z) 8.7 (14)	 1.2 (2)
X.
` These figures in parentheses, which are taken from the row totals in Table 24, do not always corre-
spond because some respondents did not specify length of forecast required.
t.
Table 26. Critical Weather Factors in Improved Weather Forecasts
Weather Factors
Temperature Rainfall Wind Sunshine
Dardanelle (17)* 58.8 (10) 76.5 (13) 52.9 (9) 29.4 (5)
Lanier (28) 67.9 (19) 82.1 (23) 50.0 (14) 39.3 (11)
Norris (33) 48.5 (16) 66.7 (22) 45.5 (15) 12.1 (4)
Shadow (14) 85.7 (12) 42.9 (6) 21.4 (3) 21.4 (3)
Mead (7) 85.7 (6) - 100,. 0 (7) 28, 6 (2)
Tahoe (31) 87.1 (27) 38.7 (12) 61.3 (19) 25.8 (8)
Winnebago (31) 51.6 (16) 67.7 (21) 61.3 (19) 12.9 (4)
Southern States (78) 57.7 (45) 74.4 (58) 47.4 (37) 25.6 (20)
Western States (52) 86.5 (45) 34.6 (18) 55.8 (29) 25.0 (13)
Lake States (31) 51.6 (16) 67.7 (21) 61.3 (19) 12.9 (4)
National (164) 66.5 (109) 61.0 (100) 51.8 (85) 22.6 (37)
As in Table 25, these figures in parentheses, which are taken from the
row totals in Table 24, do not always correspond because some respond-
ents did not specify length of forecast desired.
given list of weather factors. The results are tabulated in Table 26.
When asked what effects improved weather forecasts might have on boat
use, 86.8% of respondents said good weather forecasts would mean more boat
users than normal and 60.4%a of respondents said bad weather forecasts would
mean fewer boat users. These responses which are tabulated in Table 28 are
almost identical to those given for the effects of present weather forecasts on
boat use in Table 21.
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5. Long-Term Effects
When questioned about the long-term effects of improved weather fore-
casts on their boating operations, 74.5% of respondents who answered this
question said they would make changes. The changes listed by this 74. 5% are
tabulated in Table 28.
Table 27. Effects Improved Weather Forecasts Might Have on Boat Use
1 2 3 4	 5
Dardanelle (5) 80. 0 (4)	 20.0 (1) 80.0 (4)	 20.0 (1)
Lanier (8) 87.5 (7) 50,0 (4)
Norris (11) 100.0 (11) 54.5 (6)
Shadow (4) 75. 0 (3) 75. 0 (3)	 25.0 (1)
Mead (4) 100.0 (4) 100.0 (4)
Tahoe (11) 81.8 (9)	 9.1
	
(1) 63.6 (7)	 9.1 (1)
Winnebago (10) 80.0 (8) 40.0 (4)
Southern States (24)	 91.7 (22)	 4.2 (1) 58.3 (14)	 4.2 (1)
Western States (19) 84, 2 (16) 5. 3 (1)
	
73.7 (14)	 5.3 (1)	 5.3 (1)
Lake States (10)
	 80.0 (8)	 40.0 (4)
National (53)	 86.8 (46) 3.8 (2) . 60.4 (32)	 3.8 (2)	 1.9 (1)
1. Good forecast would mean more boat users than normal.
2. Good forecast would have no effect.
3. Bad forecast would mean fewer boat users than normal.
4. Bad forecast would have no effect.
5. Other.
Table 28. Long-Term Effects of Improved Weather Forecasts
Future Change s
	
Percent
That Checked
Add to boating area facilities 	 35.3%
Make week-to--week arrangements with employees
more flexible	 31.4%
Increase number of boats	 29.4%
Develop alternative recreation facilities on site
	 19.6%
Regionally, there were certain differences which are presented in Tables
29 and 30. On the one hand, respondents from lakes Tahoe and Winnebago
showed the ,feast interest in making changes; on the other, respondents from
the South showed the greatest interest in making long--term changes.
The seven respondents (12 7a of the sample) who did not answer the ques-
tion all rented out boats. Thus ownership of rental boats was not the sole
factor determining response s
 Similarly, only three respondents of the thirteen
(25. 5% of sample) who said they would make no changes did not own rental
boats.
SUMMARY
Background Information
The majority of respondents operated marinas which had an average of
twenty rental boats at their disposal. The most popular rental boats were
pleasure boats, thirteen to sixteen feet ,tong, and rowboats which were used
for fishing and, to a lesser extent, pleasure boating. For the majority, the
boating season fell between April and October, with July and August the
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Table 29. Long-Term Changes Which Might Result From Improved Weather
Forecasts
7 2 3 4 5
Dardanelle (5) 40.0 (2) 40.0 (2) 60.0 (3) 20.0 (1)
Lanier (7) 28.6 (2) 42.9 (3) 14.3 (1) 28.6 (2) -
Norris (11) 36.4 (4) 27.3 (3) 36.4 (4) 45.6 (5) -
Shadow (4) 50.0 (2) 50.0 (2) - 25.0 (1) 25.0 (1)
Mead (4) 50.0 (2) 50.0 (Z) - 50.0 (2) 25.0 (1)
Tahoe (10) 20.0 (2) 20.0 (2) -- Z0. 0 (2) 60.0 (4)
Winnebago (10) 30.0 (3) 40.0 (4) 30. 0 (3) 10.0 (1) 40.0 (4)
Southern States (23) 26.1 (6) 34.8 (8) 30.4 (7) 43.5 (10) 4.3 (1)
Western States (18) 33.3 (6) 33.3 (6) --	 27.8 (5) 44.4 (8)
Lake States (10) 30.0 (3) 40.0 (4) 30. 0 (3)	 10.0 (1) 40.0 (4)
National (51) 29.4 (15) 35. 3 (18) 19. 6 (10)	 31.4 (16) 25, 5 (13)
1. Increase number of boats
2. Add to boating area facilities
3. Develop alternative recreation facilities on site
4. Make week--to--week arrangements with employees more flexible
5. No changes
businest months in the Western and Lake States regions. May was the busiest
month in the South. The most popular time of day for renting a boat was be-
tween 8:00 A. M. and 3:00 P. M. The majority of respondents rented out
mooring space to private owners and allowed them to use .their launching
Table 30. Percentage of Respondents Who Would Make Long-Term Changes
Changes	 No Changes
Dardanelle (5)	 80.0 (4)	 20.0 (1)
Lanier (7) 100.0 (7) -
Norris (11) 100.0 (11) -
Shadow (4) 75..0 (3) 25.0 (1)
Mead (4) 75.0 (3) 25.0 (1)
Tahoe (10) 40.0 (4) 60.0 {6}
Winnebago (10) 60.0 (6) 40.0 (4)
Southern States (23) 95.7 (22) 4.3 (1)
Western States (18) 55..6 (10) 44.4 (8)
Lake States (10) 60.0 (6) 40.0 (4)
National (5I) 74.5 (38) 25.5 (13)
Effects of Present Weather Forecasts
Planning and management aspects of boating operations which were af-
fected by present weather forecasts were, in order of importance,
1. Planning what employees would do
2. Planning number of employees
3. Stocking more gas and oil
4. Having more boats available
Most Important Weather Factors
The most important factors in weather forecasts were, in order of
importance,
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1, Wind direction
2. Rain
3. Wind velocity
In the South, information about gain was regarded as more important than
information about wind.
The lengths of forecasts most useful for planning and management deci-
sions in order of priority were,
1. 5-day
2. i-day
3. I -day and 5--day
4. 30-day
Local radio and television stations were the most popular sources of
weather forecast information. The accuracy of present weather forecasts was
not greatly admired; 71.5% of respondents thought they were at least 50%
accurate.
Effects of Improved Forecasts on Present Operations .	 1
The aspects of present boating operations which would be affected by im-
proved weather forecasts were, in order of importance,
1. Season opening
2. Equipment and facility maintenance
3. Season closing
4. Number of employees
5. Number of boats
b. Stocking of gas and oil
7. Road and parking area maintenance
These improved forecasts would have to contain information about. the
following factors,
1. Temperature
2. Rainfall	 T
3. Wind
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The lengths of forecast required to implement these changes are,
1. 5-day
2. 1-day
3. 30-day
4. 12 --hour
Lona--Term Effects
Ine aspects of long-term boating operations which would be affected by
improved weather forecasts were, in order of importance,
1. Add to boating area facilities
2. Make week-to-week arrangements with employees more flexible
3. Increase number of boats
4. Develop alternative recreation facilities on site
Our study was concerned with the potential effects of improved weather	 . I
forecasts on boating operations and individual boating operators. But what of
the potential effects on the boat users themselves? When questioned on this
matter, boating operators indicated that good weather forecasts would mean
more boat users than normal and bad weather forecasts would mean fewer. Is
this in fact the case? Three recent studies by Paul. Nelson, Dr. Carrol Dowell
and Dr. Melvin Crapo throw some light on this aspect of improved forecasts.
Nelson studied the potential impact of accurate one-week weather fore-
casts on the demand for outdoor recreation in Wisconsin. If such forecasts
were available, fishermen in this sample said they would increase participation
by 54. 2%, canoers by 13. 2%, yachtsmen by 38. 3%, motorboaters by 21. 776,
and waterski.ers by 30. 1%.. 1 With the exception of the yachtsmen, the majority
1 Nelson, Paul A. , The Impact of Accurate One-Week Weather Forecasts on
the Demand for Outdoor Recreation (in Wisconsin). Social Systems Research In-
stitute, Publication ZMiE 7041 (University of Wisconsin, Madison), p. 47.
It
J
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of the members of these groups defined their favorite type of weather as "warm,
sunny and dry, not windy. t ' Yachtsmen responded almost identically except,
of course, that they wanted plenty of wind. Z
It should be pointed out that a previous study of outdoor recreation in
Wisconsin indicated that Wisconsin adults tend to participate more frequently
in boating than adults do nationally. 3 Nelson also points out in his conclu-
sions that among those people who currently engage in outdoor recreation of
the types considered in his study, income, age and retirement are not barriers
to benefiting from accurate one-week forecasts. However, he also states that
such forecasts will benefit neither the rural population nor the urban poor who
do not currently participate in outdoor recreation as defined in his study.4
Dowell conducted a year-long study of the effects of weather on pleasure
boating on Lake Dardanelle, Arkansas, and arrived at the following conclusions;
1. Weekend and holiday boat launchings showed definite seasonality,
irrespective of local weather conditions. Summer was the busiest
boat launching season, May the busiest boat launching month and
July 4 the single busiest boat .launching day.
2. During the period studied, approximately 90% of the boat launchings
occurred on days with a daily mean temperature range between 56°F and
86'F; 8116 occurred on days with forty-five miles or less of daily total
wind; 90% occurred on days with less than 0. 50 of an inch of rainfall;
and 87% occurred on days with barometric pressure change between
-0. 10 and 0. 10 inches.
3. On an annual basis, mean temperature and rainfall were associated
with 63.7% of the variations in boat launchings.. These data inferred
Zlbd. I p• 36.
3David, Elizabeth, Outdoor Recreation in Wisconsin (Preliminary Draft),
P. 1.
4Nelson, op. cit. , p. 57.
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that with a warmer day an increase -in brat launchings could be expected
and conversely 7..1 increasing amount of precipitation would exert a -
negative influence on boat launchings, especially in the spring and fall.
The importance of temperature and precipitation are substantiated in Nel--
son's findings for Wisconsin.
Dowell also mentions that boaters in his study showed a strong preference
for boat ramps with easy access. Reservoir management was also an important
factor in boat ramp use. The presence of flotsam on or near the ramps due to
storm conditions meant they were considerably underutilized on such days. 5
Crapo studied the influence of weather factors on selected recreational
activities in several Michigan state parks. The activities studied were sight-
seeing from car, walking to scenic points, picnicking and swimming. Although
he did find variations in recreation use as a result of weather factors, Crapo
emphasizes that other variables in addition to those of weather must be included
in order to accurately forecast recreational activity choice, e. g. characteris-
tics of park user and park use, origin weather of recrea.tioner. We assume
that these variables may also have some importance for recreational boating.
Summarizing these findings and our own, we can make the following ten-
tative statements:
5Dowell, Carrol Davis, The Relationship of Reservoir [Lake Dardanelle]
Pleasure Boating to Selected Meteorological Factors (Unpublished Ph. D. Dis-
sertation, Texas A and M University, 1970), pp. 49-53.
6Crapo, Douglas M, Recreational Activity Choice and Weather: The Sig-
nificance of Various Weather Perceptions in Influencing Preference for Selected
Recreational Activities in Michigan State Parks (Unpublished Ph. D. Dissertation,
Michigan State University, 1970).
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1. Boating operators would respond to improved weather forecasts by
establishing better management practices and expanding their opera-
tions.
2. The public is interested in increasing its participation in recreational
boating as a result of such forecasts.
3. The public and the boating operators regard information about tempera-
ture and rainfall as important in improved forecasts. Wind information
is regarded as slightly less important.
4. Improved weather forecasts will not be the sole determinant of
increased recreational boating participation. Such factors as the
managerial aspects of lakes, the types of lakes, the personal charac-
teristics of users, and the time of year must also be taken into con-
sideration.
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